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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

have been asked to review the arguments put forward by RIAA

and its witnesses in its direct case and to respond to number cf issues

that were raised by the Panel or in cross-examination during my own

direct testimony have structured this rebuttal testimony as follows

begin in Section II by restating the conceptual economic argument as to

why the market value of performance rights for sound recordings is likely

to be no greater than the market value of performance rights for musical

works and addressing certain issues relative to this analysis that arose

during the direct case then proceed in Section Ill to analyze large

new dataset that have obtained that shows exactly how much is paid



for musical work and sound recording rights when they are licensed at

the same time for the same use in actual competitive markets

In Section IV restate and update the fee model that have

introduced and discuss certain sensitivity issues that arose during the

direct case After the discussion of my fee model Section examines the

overall evidence in the proceeding on the relative magnitudes of

promotional value and displacement from internet streaming of sound

recordings Section VI examines the evidence as to the reasonableness of

the agreements put forward by RIAA as benchmarks Section VII

discusses the testimony of Dr Nagle and Section VIII considers the

relevance of the information in the business projections produced by

webcasters Section IX addresses the economic consequences of the fee

proposal put forward by RIAA Section concludes with consideration of

few issues related to the licensing of ephemeral copies

The main conclusions of this rebuttal testimony are

Economic analysis of the incentives underlying the willing

buyer/willing seller negotiation tells us that the value of the

sound recording performance right is unlikely to be greater than

that of the musical work performance right

Analysis of data relating to the use of previously existing sound

recordings and musical works in movies and TV programs
based on over 700 songs and over $20 million in royalty

payments demonstrates conclusively that competitive markets

value sound recordings no more highly than musical works

restate my fee model to facilitate direct comparison to the RJAA

fee proposal Updated data do not change the conclusion that

the over-the-air musical work fee per performance is $.00020

Conservatively adjusting this fee for the promotional value

differential between sound recordings and musical works



produces fee per performance for webcasters of $.000 14

Multiplying this per-performance fee by 15 songs per hour for

webcasting yields webcaster fee per listener hour of $.002

For simulcasts/rebroadcasts the likely influence on willing

buyer/willing sellernegotiations of the zero royalty rate for the

same programs over-the-aft combined with the lower likelihood

of displacement suggests lower rate had previously
concluded that the range of reasonable rates was from 40% to

70% of the over-the-air musical works rate propose that the

Panel use the lower end of this range 40%of over-the-air for

simulcasts/ rebroadcasts producing per-performance fee of

$.00008 Multiplying by the average of 12 songs per hour on

over-the-air music station yields fee per listener hour of

$.0010

.. Examination of licenses for performance of musical works on

the internet confirms the validity of my reliance on over-the-air

performance royalties Although less information is available

what information there is indicates that musical work rates on

the internet may be slightly higher than or much lower than
musical work rates for over-the-air radio

There is good evidence of significant promotional value for

sound recordings on over-the-aft radio and this value is greater

for sound recordings than for musical works The available

data indicate that promotional value also exists on the internet

and is larger than the effect of displacement of CD sales by
internet performances RIAAs evidence on displacement

consists entirely of fears about the future and unsystematic

unquantifiable anecdotes

The evidence indicates that the 26 agreements put forward as

benchmarks by IUAA do not reflect willing buyer/willing seller

valuations but rather the market power of RAA in the presence
of incomplete information licensees concerns about time

pressure and uncertainty bundling of the statutory rights with

other valuable considerations and willingness to pay above

reasonable rates to avoid large legal fees associated with

securing uncertain rates through the CARP

Most of the 26 licenses are of trivial economic significance and

these licensees are not comparable to those seeking the

statutory license in this proceeding



Even putting aside issues of reasonableness and comparability

the RIAA benchmarks do not support their fee proposal The

proffered benchmarks show no significant economic activity

corresponding to 15% of revenue The vast majority of royalties

collected on per-performance basis are based on royalty rate

one-eighth as great as that proposed by RIAA in this

proceeding

The superficial flexibility offered by the RTAA fee model is

illusory Their per-performance model is 20 to 100 times as

expensive as their percent-of-revenue model

recent report by the Copyright Office confirms the validity of

my analysis of the relationship between fees for ephemeral

copies and fees for performances

11 EQUIVALENCEOF MUSICAL WORK AND SOUND
RECORDING DIGITAL PERFORMANCE RIGHT
MARKET VALUES

Implications of the willing buyer/willing seller test

To understand whether the willing buyer willing seller outcome for

sound recordings would be the same as that for musical works we must

analyze how both buyers and sellers would approach negotiation over

blanket licenses for non-subscription digital performance rights In both

cases we can analyze how the willingbuyer potential licensee and the

willing sellerpotential licensor would approach these negotiations If

both the buyers and the sellers would be approaching these negotiations

from economic positions that are similar with respect to musical works

and sound recordings then there is no economic basis for concluding

that the market values for the two rights would differ



The buyer side of the negotiation

The value that buyers put on the right of public performance of

both musical works and sound recordings is derived from the value that

they expect to realize by making public performances of music In order

for the buyers valuations of the two rights to differ it would have to be

the case that there is some distinction in the manner or extent to which

each right facilitates such performances But no such differences exist

Buyers need both the sound recording and the musical work

performance rights in order to make public performances This means

that each right is worthless to the buyers unless they also procure the

other right Conversely once both sets of rights are procured they each

contribute symmetrically to the generation of the value through public

performance Because of this symmetry and mutual necessity the

buyers willingness to pay for each right will be derived in the same way

from the value that the buyers expect to derive from making

performances Hence there is no difference in the buyers willingness to

pay for the musical work performance right and the sound recording

performance right Going into negotiations over either right the buyers

will be in the same position

Note that it is important for this analysis that we are analyzing in

each case blanket licenses for substantial portions of the repertoire.1

As discussed in my direct testimony the appropriate economic interpretation of the

willing buyer/willing seller test is that of hypothetical competitive market We can

think of this market as being one in which competing non-exclusive licensors each



For some specific sound recording or musical work the user may value

one more than the other If licensing were done on performance-by-

performance basis and want to broadcast Frank Sinatra singing As

Time Goes Byit could be that what really want is Sinatra

performance or it could be that what really want is that particular

song Depending on my preference if the owner of Hoagie Carmichaels

copyrights refused to give me the musical work performance right may

well decide to play some other Sinatra sound recording On the other

hand if the owner of the sound recording right refused might use some

other recording of the song So for this particular sound

recording/musical work combination might value the musical work

more or might value the sound recording more

At the blanket-license level however do not have the choice to

substitute different sound recording or different musical work

Whatever broadcast it must contain both musical work and sound

recording.2 As long as am negotiating for blanket rights to each they

are both essential and would value them equally

offer essentially the entire repertoire or alternatively one in which competing

licensors each offer blanket licenses for.substantial portions of the repertoire

This statement is not strictly true because there are some musical works and some
sound recordings for which permission is not needed On the musical work side

could try to find Sinatra singing song that has fallen into the public domain

Conversely Sinatras pre-1972 sound recordings do not carry the right to control

public performances But as long as many of the performances that wish to make

require both rights will need blanket license covering both musical works and

sound recordings



The seller side of the negotiation

The sellers of each right are not the same but each comes to the

hypothetical table from similar position In each case the costs of

producing the underlying intellectual property are sunk Further in

each case these costs including compensation for the risks incurred

are covered by revenues earned in other markets In the case of sound

recording rights holders these costs are covered by CD sales.3 In the

case of musical work rights holders the costs are covered by the

combination of mechanical royalties and over-the-air performance

royalties The digital performance royalty is incremental to this

substantial revenue base in both cases Finally and most important

there is no incremental cost imposed on either the musical work or

sound recording licensor by virtue of making the underlying intellectual

property available for digital performance.45 In such situation

Altschul Transcript at 872-873 Katz Transcript at 1051

There is evidence discussed further below that allowing digital performances

actually increases the licensors revenue in other markets via promotional value

This would imply that the incremental cost is actually negative and the licensors

minimally acceptable outcome would be a.negative royalty i.e payment from the

licensor to the licensee Altematively if it were believed that digital performances

displace sales of CDs this could be thought of as an incremental cost of the digital

performance license which would result in minimum acceptable royalty greater

than zero As explained further below the possibilities of promotion and

displacement may lead to adjustments that have to be made to the otherwise

equivalent values of sound recordings and musical works Thus the argument in

this section should be understood as establishing equivalence in the value of musical

works and sound recordings before any consideration is given to either promotion or

displacement

Altschul discussed Warner Bros Records expenses at length in both his written and

his oral direct testimony None of the costs he mentions however pertain to

webcasting AltschulTranscript at 805-821 and Direct Written Testimony of David

Altschul at 14-21 Additionally Katz and Himelfarb were both unable to identify



economics tells us that both the sound recording and musical work

rights holders would approach this hypothetical negotiation for the

performance right in the same way they would recognize that there is

no incremental cost to supply this market and would simply hold out for

as much of the users overall performance value as they can get.6

Note that this analysis does not in any way suggest that the zero-

incremental-cost of the right being transferred would lead to zero

royalty Quite the contrary intellectual property with zero incremental

cost is routinely licensed at positive royalty rates With respect to both

musical works and sound recordings we have buyer @otential

licensee with some maximumwillingness to pay which is derived from

the value to the buyer of the performances and we have sellerwith

minimum willingness to accept equal to the zero incremental cost The

economics of bargaining as well as common sense suggests that the

parties will reach agreement at some point in between Economies

cannot really tell us where in the interval between the buyers maximum

royalty and the sellers minimum royalty the parties will come out It will

depend on the stubbornness negotiating skills and perhaps bladder

additional costs specifically associated with webcasting under the statutory license

KatzTranscript at 1045- 1046 Himelfarb Transcript at 2868
It is possible that at some future date it will cease to be the case that the cost of

making sound recordings is covered by CD sales and that digital performance

royalties are no longer incremental But there is no evidence in this proceeding that

anyone anticipates such dramatic transformation of the marketplace during the

time period at issue here Katz Transcript at 1034-103 1104 Griffm actually

states that there is possibility of an increase in sales in the short run for less well

known artists GriffinTranscript at 1588- 1589



control of the parties These factors combine with the going-in

valuations of the parties to determine the outcome And because these

going-in valuations on both the buyers and sellers sides are the same

with respect to musical works and sound recordings there is no reason

to expect that the outcomes would be higher for one or the other

Because the minimum acceptable royalty for the licensors of both

the musical work and the sound recording is zero and the likely result of

bargaining is an agreement somewhere between this zero valuation and

the buyers valuation driven by the value of performances the outcome of

the hypothetical negotiation depends in effect only on lthe value to

the buyer of the right to perform publicly and 2the fraction of that

value that ends up through negotiation passing to the musical work

an4 sound recording licensors Again unless there is some systematic

difference between the negotiation skills of the respective licensors there

is no reason to believe that one or the other of these will constitute

larger share of the overall performance right

The notion that parties thatjointly create value will split that value

equally is also confirmed by the very slatute under which this proceeding

occurs Thejoint interest of the record label and the recording artist in

the sound recording itself is analogous to thejoint contribution of the

sound recording and the musical work to public performance Further

there is no evidence that the magnitude of their original contributions to

the underlying CD are the same Yet Congress deemed that the labels



and artists should split the sound recording digital performance royalty

equally i.e that the value of the artists contribution should be deemed

equal to the value of the record labels contribution just as have

suggested that the value of the sound recording and the musical work

are similar

Other issues pertaining to the relationship between sound

recording and musical work valuations

Dr Nagles approach to valuation confirms the

equivalence of sound recording and musical work

The view that the value of the sound recording performance right is

driven entirely by the value to the buyer of making performances

provides the foundation for the analysis undertaken by Dr Nagle As

explained further below believe that Dr Nagles analysis is not

informative as to the value of the sound recording performance right

under the willing buyer/willing seller test But fmd it interesting

nonetheless that in attempting to determine the value of the sound

recording performance right Dr Nagle adopted framework that is

predicated on the assumption that the licensor of sound recording

performance rights would approach this licensing on the basis of zero

incremental cost so that the value of the right is driven entirely by the

valuation of the potential licensee.7 That is Dr Nagles analysis made no

reference to and drew no inferences from the costs or risks incurred by

See Nagle Transcript at 2561
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the record labels in creating sound recordings He looked only at what

the right of public performance might be worth to the licensees

There is nothing about this analysis that would be in any way

different if the question were the value of the musical work performance

right.8 Thus ifDr Nagles analysis is at all relevant to the question of

valuing the sound recording performing right it follows as matter of

simple logic that lthe costs and risks incurred by the producers of

sound recordings are irrelevant to the valuation since they did not enter

in any way into Dr Nagles analysisand 2the market valuations of

sound recordings and musical works are likely to be similar since Dr

Nagles analysis would applyjust as well to musicai works as it does to

sound recordings

The irrelevance of the relevant market test

Professor Wildmans observation that sound recordings and

musical works compete in different markets is true but does not

undercut this analysis.9 Indeed in the sense used by Wildman markets

defined for the purpose of antitrust analysis there arefour distinct

markets that have been discussed in relation to the value of sound

recordings and musical works These are lthe market for sound

Nagle Transcript at 2659-2661 As explained above the available alternatives for

the two licenses are no different both licenses are necessary

Direct Written Testimony of Steven Wildman at 10-11 Wildman Transcript at

3336-3337 Although Wildman states that musical works and sound recordings

trade in different markets he recognizes that You cant produce sound recording

by taking more work and less performance or less recording or vice versa They both

have to be there

11



recordings embodied in CDs 2the market for the musical work

mechanical rights necessary to reproduce and sell the CDs 3the

market for the right of public performance of sound recordings by digital

means and 4the right of public performance of musical works by

digital means It is certainly true that 3and 4are distinct markets in

the sense that the right of public performance of the sound recording is

not substitute for the right of public performance of the musical work

or vice versa Indeed as have emphasized you need both At the same

time land 3are also not the same market Having the CD or even

the right to copy the CD is not substitute for the right of public

performance or vice versa They are distinct markets and must be

analyzed as such

Similarly my conclusion above that the sellers of musical works

and sound recordings come to the hypothetical negotiations with the

same economic position does not depend on their being in the same

market They are not but have analyzed the conditions underlying

each of these two distinct markets and shown that these conditions are

the same

Relative valuation of sound recordings and musical works

in other countries

In my direct testimony noted that the value of sound recording

performing rights in those countries that recognize such rights is

generally no greater than the value of musical work performing rights in

12



those same countries The Rebuttal Testimony of Professor Wffliam

Fisher further analyzes the treatment cf sound recording and musical

work performing rights in other countries in order to determine whether

the relationship between the valuations of the sound recordings and

musical works might be due to different legal regimes governing the

valuation of the two different rights His analysis confirms the general

conclusion that in those countries where the legal regimes covering the

two rights are equivalent sound recording performances are generally

valued at or below the level of the musical work performances

Artist versus composer

There has been some discussion in this proceeding of how

potential listeners typically search for the music they want to hear and

how the services identify the music the user is listening to.0 While it

appears that search engines typically do not provide the ability to search

for particular composers and the composer is typically not identified

along with the rest of the information piovided to the user while

listening this does not in any way imply that listeners do not value the

musical work The typical service does identify and allow one to search

for particular song by name.12 The song embodies the musical work

10
McIntyre Transcript at 5032-5034 Roy Transcript at 7297-7298 Moore Transcript

at 7488 Juris Transcript at 7098-7099

11 The rebuttal testimony of Michael Fine supports the conclusion that music

consumers value musical works at least as much as they value the artists who

perform them

12 Wise Transcript at 4182-4183 Pakman Transcript at 4376 Suns Transcript at

709 8-7099

13



and is in fact what is covered by the musical work copyright The fact

that people do not typically search by composer is no more relevant than

the fact that they do not typically search by record label The song is the

musical workjust as the artist represents the sound recording Hence

the prevalence of both the ability to search by song title and the ability

to search by artist name in fact reflects the underlying symmetry of

contribution of the sound recording and the musical work

What can we learn about the relative value of sound

recordings and musical works from the markets for CDs and

mechanical royalties

RIAA argues that making CDs is costly and risky business and

that their costs and risks are greater than those incurred by composers

and publishers.3 As explained above this proposition even if true is

irrelevant to the hypothetical negotiation in different market over the

digital performance rights because the costs and risks in that different

market are all sunk they are incurred with the expectation of being

recovered in the CD market and in any event there is no incremental

cost to the sound recording rights holders associated with making the

sound recordings available for digital performance.4 For this reason

even if it were true that it costs more or is riskier to make sound

Direct Written Testimony of Charles Ciongoli at Ciongoli Transcript at 1150-1156
Kapz Transcript at 998-1001 Direct Written Testimony of Steven Wildman at 12-13Transcript at 3363-3368

Altschul Transcript at 805-82 and Direct Written Testimony of David Altschul at

14-21 Katz Transcript at 1046 Himelfarb Transcript at 2868

14



recordings than to make musical works it would not change the

proposition recognized by Nagle that these costs and risks do not affect

the market price for the digital sound recording performance right.15

But even if the costs and risks in the CD market were somehow

relevant the evidence in this proceeding does not support the

proposition that the costs and risks are greater on the sound recording

side

As for risk the conceptually appropriate question is not whether

any given album is risky proposition but rather whether the overall

business of making albums is risky Record companies have portfolio

of artists and albums and their cash flow and profits depend on the

sales from that portfolio The fact that most albums do not make money

is no more informative than the fact that most songs written by

composers do not make significant money RIAA has presented no

evidence that the profits of recording labels are any more volatile or

uncertain than those of music publishers.6

With respect to the magnitude of the investments made RJAA has

not made case that the investment in creating sound recordings

15 Nagle Transcript at 2672-2673

16 fact Altschul testified to the fact that in general Warner Bros Records is

profitable and that the three years presented in his direct written testimony and in

RThLA Exhibit No 002 DR are unrepresentative and that Warner Bros Records

realized profits of approximately $20 million in 2000 Altschul Transcript at 829
843-844 Additionally Altschul stated that even in the years presented in his

exhibit when Warner Bros Records was unprofitable Warner Music Group was

profitable AltschulTranscript at 829-830.1

Is



exceeds the investment in creating musical works The main input into

the creation of musical works is the composers time which is very

difficult to value for given composer and even more difficult to

aggregate across the body of composers The particular cost figures put

forward by RIAA may seem substantial but they do not establish an

investment greater than that necessary to create musical works.17

There has also been evidence in the proceeding regarding the

average profits earned by record company on the sale of CDs relative

to the mechanical royalties earned by composers and publishers on

CDs.8 This comparison is somewhat difficult to interpret because the

mechanical royalty is limited by statute But even in the absence of this

statutory constraint the larger compensation for record companies

relative to composers and publishers from the sale of CDs does not

demonstrate that their costs are greater or that the value of the sound

recording exceeds that of the musical work

As discussed in my direct testimony composers and publishers

earn substantial royalties approximately $340 million per year from

17 RI/tA purports to establish that record labels investments exceed those of music

publishers Direct Written Testimony of Charles Ciongoli at Ciongoli Transcript

at 1150-1156 Katz Transcript at 998-1001 Wiklman Transcript at 3363-3368
Direct Written Testimony of Steven Wildman at 12-13 But publishers represent

only part of the investment that creates musical works There is no evidence in the

proceeding regarding the value of composers contributions to the creation of musical

works and the royalty-sharing rules between composers and publishers do not

demonstrate their relative contributions any more than the 0/50 split of royalties

decreed by Congress between record labels and artists represents their relative value

contributions to the creation of sound recordings

18 Katz Transcript at 1059

16



over-the-air performances.9 The royalties from over-the-air blanket

licenses are distributed to individual composers and publishers in

proportion to the frequency with which their musical works are in fact

played on the radio And song is not played on the radio to any

significant extent until it appears on CD This means that when

composer agrees to have her song on CD she generates the possibility

of significant future royalty stream Conversely publisher who holds

out for high mechanical royalty on particular CD risks not being on

the CD and hence losing significant future revenue stream.20 In effect

because incorporation into the CD is necessary condition for access to

the large pool of over-the-air royalties owners of musical work

mechanical rights are likely to agree to transfer those rights at rates well

below their underlying value For this reason the overall average

relationship between record company profits and mechanical royalties

cannot be used to infer the relative magnitude of investment in each or

the relative value of musical works and sound recordings

Direct Written Testimony of Adam Jaffe at 45-46

20 Katz Transcript at 1005 music publishers main source of income derives from

recording by an artist Once that recording is done they can get income from

different streams and performance or reproduction But if you are music

publisher you have got to get your song recorded otherwise it doesnt actually have

much worth

17



MARKET EVIDENCE ON THE RELATWE VALUE OF
MUSICALWORK AND SOUND RECORDING RIGHTS

The previous section summarized the strong conceptual argument

why the competitive market value of sound recordings should be

comparable to that of musical works in incremental licensing markets

In this section show that this prediction is overwhelmingly verified by

empirical data on the competitive market prices at which license rights

covering sound recordings and musical works are purchased

The competitive market for the rights to reproduce sound

recordings and musical works in movies and television

The U.S does not generally recognize right of public performance

in sound recordings so it is not possible to make direct comparison of

musical work and sound recording performance royalties in competitive

market There are however circumstances in which the market does

value rights related to sound recordings and musical works where the

right at issue is not performance right but an incremental right in

the sense discussed above In particular when pre-existing sound

recording is incorporated into motion picture or television program the

producer must secure the right to reproduce both the sound recording

itself and the underlying musical work for this purpose

The economic incentives underlying the determination of these

royalties correspond to those described above namely that the buyer

needs both the musical work and sound recording rights and the

18



licensors of both the sound recording and musical work rights face zero

incremental cost in conveying the right in question Further the

markets in which these rights are purchased are competitive because

payments for each song are negotiated separately and producers have

access to multiple sound recordings and multiple musical works

Therefore these markets provide strong empirical test of my conclusion

that the valuation of sound recording and musical work performance

rights should be similar

The right that is necessary in order to use an existing sound

recording in motion picture or television episode is generally called

masteruse right while in the case of the musical work this right is

referred to as the synchronization or synchright because the audio

musical work is synchronized with the video Economic analysis of the

incentives underlying the bargaining for the acquisition of these rights is

exactly the same as the analysis above regarding performance rights

except that the negotiation occurs on song-by-song basis rather than

blanket basis The movie producer will have some maximumwillingness

to pay to use the song she needs permission from both the sound

recording copyright holder and the musical work copyright holder Each

of the two copyright owners meanwhile faces no incremental cost in

19



allowing the sound recording or musical work to be incorporated into the

movie.2

In the case of any specific song the producer may care about

getting particular performer or may care about getting particular

song so that for any single song the payment for the sound recording

may be greater than that for the musical work or vice versa On

average however ifmy analysis of the underlying economics applies the

two should be approximately equal.22

There are not to my knowledge any public data sources that

report fees paid by movie and television producers for master use and

synch rights have been able to obtain from three of the five largest

major Hollywood studios data on the fees paid for these rights in

substantial number of recent productions of these studios These data

21 When the movie is shown in theaters public performance also occurs There is no

right to control the public performance if the sound recording With respect to the

musical work there is right to control public performance but the ASCAAIP and BMI

consent decrees followingantitrust litigation in the 1940sprohibit the perfonning

rights organizations from charging separate fee for the right to perform the musical

work in United States movie theaters Consequently synch license for theatrical

movie typically also conveys right to perform the song in U.S movie theaters

From an economic perspective the synch right and the master use right are

equivalent in terms of the economic activity they allow to occur they are both

necessary and sufficient in order to make the movie and show the movie in theaters

22 With respect to both the synch right and the master use right there are issues of

values derived from other markets that could conceivably affect the royalties In the

case if the sound recording incorporation in hit movie could stimulate CD sales

In the case of the musical work successful movies may eventually be shown on

television which would generate additional performance royalties In both cases
these additional revenues would be highly uncertain because few movies are

successful enough to generate significant impacts if this sort and in terms if the

comparisons above these two effects offset each other On balance there is no

reason to believe that these potential effects would have major impact on the

conclusion that the sound recording and musical work rights have similar values

20



Cl
were derived from the accounting records of the companies In order to

ensure that reported fees represent competitive market conditions have

excluded transactions that were not armslengthwhereother services

or rights were bundled with those of interest or where the sound

recording and musical works right were owned by the same party and

songs that were written or rerecorded for the production in question.23

Figure displays the results for motion pictures from the three

studios For competitive/confidentiality reasons and concerns of the

studios the three studios are referred to as Studio Studio and

Studio After the exclusions described above have data for 423

songs in 30 different movies representing licenses issued by

of publishers and of record labels and comprising total

payments for these rights of about nillion As expected for any

given song or even for any given movie there is some variation with the LI

royalties for the sound recording right sometimes being greater and the

royalty for the musical work right sometimes being greater For example

the masterofStevie Ray Vaughns performance of Texas Flood was 1L

licensed at while the synch right was licensed for

On the other hand the publisher of the song Anticipation received

synch license fee of while the master recording by Gefkens

23 Inclusion of these transactions in the analysis would not change the conclusion that

the sound recording is valued on avenge at slightly less than the musical work

21



was licensed at The data nonetheless reflect that the synch

and master use fees in the vast majority of instances are identical

Interestingly in some cases the holder of the musical work

copyright agrees to fee but insists on most favored nation MFN
provision that ensures that ifthe studio agrees to pay more for the

corresponding master use right the synch right payment will be

increased to make them equal Conversely sometimes the sound

recording copyright owner insists on MFN treatment vis-a-vis the

corresponding synch right Such insistence on parity in both directions

obviously suggests that copyright holders believe that the two rights

should be valued equally

Indeed equality is what the data show On average the payments

for the sound recording are slightly less than those for the musical work V3

with the sound recording payments equal to the musical work

payments for Studio for Studio and for Studio

But the overall tendency towards approximate equality is

unniistakable.24

Figure displays the data for television have data for

television series/films produced by Studio and Studio during

recent production season.25 The episodes in these series contained 288

24
Although the phenomenon of MEN clauses in one direction or the other is not

uncommon it is not necessary to the result The same finding of approximate

equality holds if the songs with MEN clauses in either direction are excluded

25 The situation with respect to performance rights for television shows is slightly

different than for movies Again the sound recording does not carry right to
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songs after excluding those with possibly non-competitive market rates

as explained above for which little over in royalties was

paid Again the conclusion is crystal clear the sound recording is

worth if anything slightly less than the musical work

These data confirm the validity of my conceptual analysis of the

economic incentives underlying bargaining for sound recording and

musical work rights licensing with lack of ambiguity that is rare in

economics There is simply no room for debate Whatever one may

believe about the relative cost or profitability of making CDs or writing

songs when the sound recordings embodied in those CDs are licensed

for later use the evidence is overwhelming that the value of the sound

recording right is no greater than the value of the musical work right

Summaryof discussion of fundamental symmetry of sound

recording and musical work performance right valuations

If the concept of value to be applied is the willing buyer/willing

seller test the evidence is overwhelming that the overall value i.e before

any consideration of the impact of either promotional value or

control public perfonnances while the musical work does In this case the

performing rights collectives do collect the royalties for public performances in

manner analogous to the royalties for over-the-air radio performances that have

discussed previously The fact that the incorporation of song into lv show
creates an opportunity for musical work performance royalty but no opportunity

for sound recording performance royalty might lead one to expect that the

competitive price for the synch right would be reduced There is however no

evidence of such tendency in these data The performance royalties for musical

works depend on the number of performances Since these musical works are single

songs used in single episode of TV program the number of performances may
not be large Of course the possibility of such additional payments for the musical

work but not the sound recording only strengthens the conclusion that the overall

value of the sound recording is no greater than that of the musical work
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displacement of CD sales of digital sound recording performance rights

is no greater than the value of musical work performance rights

Economic analysis of the willing buyer willing seller negotiation

tells us

lthat the licensors costs would be irrelevant and that the

outcome would be royalty equal to some fraction of the

buyers valuation

2that the buyers valuations of the sound recording and

musical work performance rights would be identical

3that there is no economic or legal reason why the fraction of

that value conveyed in the royalty to the licensor would differ

as between sound recordings and musical works and
therefore

the outcomes of the two negotiations are likely to be similar

Dr Nagles analysis of the value of the sound recording

performance right is predicated on the principles listed in the

previous bullet and hence confirms the equivalence of the sound

recording and musical work performance right values

No arbitration panel or similar body that has explicitly examined

the question of the relative value of sound recording and musical

work performance rights has ever concluded that the sound

recording should be valued at greater rate In contrast the

digital-cable CARP in the U.S and the Copyright Board in Canada

explicitly considered this question and determined that the values

should be the same.26

There is no evidence in this proceeding of any market in which

sound recording and musical work rights are valued in situation

incremental to their original creation in which the .sound

recording is valued more highly than the musical work let alone

valued at rate some to 20 times that of the musical work

26 See Jaffe Rebuttal Exhibit Report of the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel

Docket No 96-5 CARP DSTRA at 169 November28 1997 Rebuttal Exhibit

Decision of the Copyright Board of Canada Public Performance of Sound

Recordings 1998-2002 August 13 1999 at 32 In other countries the relevant

authorities implicitly came to the same conclusion or the stronger conclusion that

the sound recording is worth less than the musical work by assigning equal or lower

values to the sound recording than were assigned to the musical work
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Data from hundreds of songs in dozens of movies and television

programs representing licenses issued by hundreds of publishers
and record companies and involving tens ci millions of dollars of

royalties prove conclusively that competitive markets value rights

derived from sound recordings no more highly than the analogous

rights derived from musical works

IV THE FEE MODEL

Structure of the fee model

In my direct testimony explained that the best way to develop the

reasonable royalty fee is on the basis of the extent to which performances

are actually made used one hour of broadcast heard by one person

listener hour as basic unit ci the extent of performances made

also derived model based on one person hearing single song

listener songthat suggested should be available as an alternative for

those streamers whose programming contained significant amounts of

time with no sound recordings for which performance royalties are owed

In its fee proposal RLAA has proposed that one fee option be based

on the number of performances defined to be equivalent to the concept

that had labeled the listener song In order to avoid confusion and to

focus the debate on the issues on which we differ rather than on

potentially distracting issues of nomenclature in this report will accept

the RIAA designation of the performanceas the basic fee unit and

recast my fee model based on that concept of performance This

restatement of my approach is conceptually equivalent to the analysis

that had previously performed but will believe assist the Panel in
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understanding the similarities and differences between my approach and

that of RIAA

In my previous analysis calculated the average fee paid by over-

the-air broadcasters per listener hour and used that listener-hour fee as

the basis for proposed fee for internet streamers also calculated the

average fee paid by over-the-air broadcasters per listener song and

suggested that this be an alternative model available to some streamers

To emphasize the point at which my approach can be looked at in

parallel with that of RIAA can reverse this order of derivation starting

first with the fee per performance listener song on over-the-air radio

and then constructing the fee per listener hour from the per-performance

L\ fee

As explained in my direct testimony there is considerable benefit

in terms of calculational ease to using data on Aggregate Tuning Hours

rATH1 The number of annual ATh can be readily calculated going

forward for most streamers This number corresponds to annual listener

hours which is why had based my previous model on that concept

Although now propose to derive the basic fee benchmark on per

performance basis the availability of AiR information makes it highly

desirable to formulate the performance-based model so that it can be

calculated on the basis of ATH This greatly reduces the data-collection

burden with the added benefit that the royalty is based on widely used

numbers that are collected for other purposes
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To derive fees based on ATH from the fee per performance

propose allowing streamers who choose to do so to base their royalty

payments on ATFJ combined with an estimate of the average number of

songs per hour that corresponds to their category of streaming activity

For broadcast streamers with music formats the All-I fee would be the

fee per performance times 12 songs per hour the approximate average

for music stations in my over-the-air database.27 For webcasters the

AIH fee would be the per-performance fee times 15 songs per hour

which appears to be typical number for webcasting.28 Stations who

choose not to utilize these typical or average songs-per-hour figures e.g

news/talk sport stations mixed-format stations or religious talk

stations with limited music would base their license payments on some

reasonably reliable method for estimating the actual number of songs per

hour in their streaming

In my direct testimony suggested that the option of paying based

on performances listener song rather than on the basis of listener hours

be limited to those streamers with fewer than songs per hour This

was to prevent creating incentives for treamers with between and 12

songs per hour choosing the listener-song model and thereby

undermining the validity of the average The experience of attempting to

27 This is conservative assumption The sample of stations in the fee model averaged

slightly greater than 11 song detects per hour

28 Wise Transcript at 4240
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estimate actual songs per hour for some stations combined with the

proposal by RIAA of per-performance fee has convinced me that such

limitation is unnecessary believe that the cost and difficulty of

constructing an actual estimate makes it unlikely that any station in the

7-12 songs-per-hour range would bother to try to estimate its actual

songs per hour.29

In essence what have done is to reproduce the previous model

but to derive the fee per hour from the fee per song rather than vice

versa believe that this simplifies the model and makes it more directly

comparable to the RIAA proposal Substantively the results are

approximately the same as before for any licensee that chooses to count

the actual number of performances and for broadcast music channels

using the ATH model because multiplying the per-performance fee by 12

songs per hour approximately reproduces the previous listener-hour

result For webcasters on the All-I model the new approach leads to

slightly higher fees than before This is because the previous approach

assumed that webcast hour was equivalent to an over-the-air music

hour even though the webcast hour typically contains more songs The

new approach would recognize that at the present time the evidence

29 My direct testimony also proposed third option the segmented listener hour
model On reflection have concluded that this is an unnecessary complication

because stations such as Comedy Central Radio that have programming portions

free of sound recordings for which performance rights must be obtained can

calculate the appropriate fee using the per-performance listener-song model

incorporating the extent of programming without feeable performances into their

reasonable estimate of songs per hour
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indicates that the average number of songs per hour in webcasting

exceeds the average in over-the-air broadcasting and would increase the

webcasting fee proportionately.30

Recalculation of the fee model

At the time of my direct testimony the most current data available

to me on over-the-air broadcasters musical work royalty payments came

from payments made by the broadcasters for the year 2000 on an

estimated basis As explained then there was no reason to believe that

the final numbers would differ systematically from the payments based

on estimates Since the filing of my first report the final reports for 2000

for ASCAP and BMJ and final numbers for SESAC for most stations

have become available have recalculated the fees incorporating this

final information to check my initial assumption that the estimated

payments would be accurate on average also utilized some additional

information that became available to refine my estimates of the number

of songs per hour in various formats.3 The results of the revised

calculations are summarized in Figure

30 There is nothing intrinsic to webeasting that makes the number of songs per hour

necessarily greater If this same model were to be utilized for some future time

period it would be appropriate to adjust the webcasting songs-per-hour figure to

reflect actual practice at that time

updated the Broadcast Data Systems BDS songs-per-hour calculation based on

data provided by Mr Fine as part of discovery in this proceeding In the average

detects-per-hour data from the spring each unique station in the dataset was
treated as being tracked by the BDS for the entire year However some stations

were not tracked by BDS for the entire year recalculated average detects per hour

based on the actual number of weeks each station was tracked by BDS In addition

excluded Mexican and Canadian stations These adjustments had small effect on
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requested from the radio station groups updated data that

reflected the fees owed by station based on 2000 year-end revenues.32

As expected for some stations fees increased as compared to the fees

reported to mc in the spring and for some stations fees decreased But

in aggregate the year-end fees paid to ASCAP BMI and SESAC were

very close to the figures that were reported to me in the spring In

addition to updating the payments made by stations in my calculation

have also included additional stations for which now have complete

data If did not have complete performing rights organization fee data

as part of the most recent data production used the best available

information on the stations fees that is the data on fees that they

reported to me in the spring of 2001

In total relied on data from 872 radio stations representing over

$143 million in fees paid to ASCAP BMI and SESAC.34 The fee per

the figures that utilized for songs per hour for different formats slightly increasing

the average songs per hour

32 The timing of my last report made it impossible for me to use data based on year-end

revenue Radio stations make payments throughout the year to ASCAP and BMI
based on revenues earned in the prior year plus an inflation adjustment In April ci

the following year stations file an annual report summarizing year-end revenues

and calculate fee based on that revenue Stations compare this fee with payments

made and true up their accounts If the estimated payments were greater than the

fee owed the station gets refund If the estimated payments were less than the fee

owed the stations make an additional payment These true-up payments were not

reflected in the data used in the spring

For 74 stations representing less than $7.5 million that were included in the 898
stations used in my calculations in the spring was missing final data on payments

to one of the performing rights organizations usually SESAC

34 As discussed in my direct testimony stations were excluded from the per
performance calculation if did not have data on the average number of songs per
hour for stations of that format
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performance and the fee per listener hour for over-the-air radio stations

are $.00020 and $.0022 respectively as summarized in Figure

These numbers represent the average fee per listener paid by stations

that represent significant portion of the total fees paid to the

performance rights organizations for the copyright obligation incurred for

performances of the musical work on over-the-air radio

Minimum fee

Within per-performance model payments to copyright holders

are proportional to the performances of music and this fee structure

guarantees the copyright owner is compensated for music used As

discussed in my direct testimony this eliminates the concern expressed

in the legislative history and echoed by Mr Marks in his direct

testimony

35 Under our model they will be paid for every performance

made The only circumstance in which the resulting royalties will be

small is where there are very few performances have not seen any

argument as to why when very few performances are being made it is

necessary that significant royalties be paid Indeed based on this

35 Marks Transcript at 93 89-9390

Subsequent to the filing of the restricted version of Professor Jaffes rebuttal

testimony REAA requested that additional information herein be designated as

Restricted under the Protective Order entered in this proceeding The relevant

information has been bracketed and marked with an asterisk in this document In

accordance with the Protective Order the Services reserve the right to challenge

RIAAs claimed Restricted designations
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concern alone it would be appropriate to have no minimumfee so that

licensee who made no performances would not have to pay any royalties

Given that the per-performance model protects the copyright

owners from the rights being used without appropriate compensation

being paid the only remaining economic argument for minimum fee is

that one is necessary to protect the administrator of the fee collection

system from having to service licensee who costs more to have in the

system than the revenue that it generates In this context what is

relevant is not the overall cost of operating the licensing system but

rather the incremental cost of adding another licensee to that system

The revenues that are collected by the per-performance model will cover

the overall costs of operating the licensing system The per-performance

model is after all derived from the over-the-air musical works licenses

which are administered by ASCAP BMJ and SESAC Those entities

provide marketplace benchmark for what it costs to run such system

Each of them must process payments keep track of data make

distributions perform all of the functions that Mr Marks testified

SoundExchange will have to perform.36 These costs are covered by the

payments that are made by licensees who make significant

performances and indeed each licensee will bear those costs in

proportion to the number of performances made

36 Marks Transcript 9390-9391
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To see the relevance of the minimum fee imagine that for some

reason would like sound recording performance license but

actually do not intend to make more than tiny number of

performances Now since am making tiny number of performances

should cover practically none of the overall costs of operating the

licensing system those costs are bone in proportion to the number of

performances and hence will be covered by the fees paid by others But

by virtue of my taking license the operator of the licensing system will

bear certain costs that they would not bear if had not signed up They
Cl

will have to add me to their accounting system they may have to send

me periodic invoices they will have to receive process and deposit my

checks And if am making very few performances the revenue that 2-

generate under the per-performance model may not even cover these

costs let alone contribute to the overall system Hence it is appropriate

that every licensee pay at least enough to cover these incremental costs .c

regardless of how many performances they make

RIAA itself has agreed to license with minimumfee of

On its face this calls into question the legitimacy of the proposed $5000

minimumfee Conceptually it is hard to see why RIAA would agree to

deal with minimum if the incremental cost of handling one

more licensee were greater than
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Just as with the performance fee itself ASCAP BMI and SESAC

provide market evidence of what this kind of minimum fee looks like.38

ASCAPs internet license annual minimumfee is $264 BMIs is $259

and SESACs is $150.39 Clearly my proposed annual minimumfee of

$250 is in the same range as these fees

In calculating fees per performance totaled the fees paid to each

organization in order to compare total fees to total performances With

respect to the minimum fee issue however what is relevant is the

minimum charged by any one organization because each of these

organizations has exactly the same kind of incremental costs associated

with an additional licensee Each of them must do the accounting send

the invoices and process the checks These costs are not related to the

portion of the overall repertoire that the organization handles because

they are related to processing the licensee end of the operation not the

distribution end In effect this duplication of processing costs is minor

inefficiency associated with having multiple collecting organizations

Thus using these fees as benchmarks it is clear that minimumon the

order of $250 per year represents marketplace experience

have noted that it is difficult to use the musical work internet licenses to determine

the appropriate fee per performance because we have so little experience with

stations operating under these licenses that we cannot measure the fees on per-

performance basis with any accuracy This difficulty does not apply to the minimum
fees which can simply be read off of the license forms offered by each society

39 See Jaffe Rebuttal Exhibits 1A 1B and 1C
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Sensitivity of the fee model

Confirmation based on internet musical worksfees In my

original report looked at the fee per listener hour of over-the-air radio

stations rather than on the internet The standard over-the-air radio

license is based on percent of revenue Because it is desirable to have

royalty payments based on performances converted the percent of

revenue into payment per performance.40 As explained in my direct

testimony believe that the over-the-air radio royalty is more reliable

than royalty rate that might be derived from the limited experience with

musical works licensing on the internet.41 In order to explore however

whether there is any indication that rates would be much higher if one

looked at musical works licensing on the internet have undertaken

some analysis of the internet musical works licensing experience

The standard-form internet license offered by BMI and ASCAP is

percent-of-revenue model Although there are some alternative formulas

the primary formula amounts to 1.615% of revenue for ASCAP and

1.75% of revenue for BML The standard internet license offered by

SESAC is based on page requests not revenue As noted previously

however SESAC accounts for small share of the overall royalty

40

41 Direct Written Testimony of Adam Jaffe at 17-18
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picture.42 Hence the overall musical works royalty is approximately

3.5%of revenue In over-the-air radio the royalties paid to the three

licensing organizations for musical works comprise approximately 3% of

revenue Because the definitions of revenue subject to fee are not

precisely the same these percentages may not be directly comparable.43

It is clear however even with allowance for the inexact match in revenue

definitions that the internet royalty rates as percentage of revenue are -i

at most only slightly higher than the over-the-air radio rates and much

lower than the 15% of revenue proposed by RIAA

Since the internet is new there is limited experience with licenses

in this medium However one webcaster in this proceeding

has signed licenses with ASCAP BMI and SESAC Because we have

performance-related data we can convert the fees to equivalent per-

performance rates -\

42 Most radio station groups have license with SESAC that does not use the percent-

of-revenue formula Examination of the data provided to us suggests that ASCAP
and BMI fees account for greater than 98% of fees paid by over-the-aft radio stations

The ambiguity regarding the percent of revenue that goes to musical work

performance rights in over-the-air radio derives from the fact that the licenses are

specified in terms of net revenue concept that is calculated solely for the purpose
of the license agreements The estimate of 3% to 3.5% is derived as follows BMI

apparently collects 1.35% of gross revenue See Jaffe Rebuttal Exhibit United

States of America BMI In the Matter of the Application of Music Choice et al for

the Determination of Reasonable License Fees Memorandum and Order 64 Civ

3787 LLSJuly 20 2001 at 12 Assuming that ASCAPs share is comparable and
SESAC has small share this would correspond to 3% of gross revenue The stated

net revenue percentages are 1.615% for BMI and 1.605% for ASCAP suggesting that

the total as percent of net revenue would be about 3.5%
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Simultaneous listeners The issue was raised during my oral

direct testimony that data on aggregate tuning hours measure computers

using streams and not the number of listeners to those streams.44 am

aware of no data indicating the frequency with which multiple listeners

utilize single internet stream do not have any reason to believe that

the possibility of multiple listeners necessitates any meaningful

adjustment to the fee model

AQH It was suggested during my cross examination that my

listener-hour fee is not appropriate for the internet because it is derived

from Arbitron AQH which counts people who listen for or more

minutes during 15-minute period as having listened for the entire 15

minutes.45 As best as can determine Arbitron does not have data on

the frequency with which people listen for more than minutes but less

than 15 minutes As threshold matter in terms of aggregate listener

hours this effect would be offset by those listeners who listen to one or

more stations during 15 minute period but do not listen to any one

ss Jaffe Transcript at 6687

45 Jaffe Transcript at 6678
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station for at least five minutes and therefore are not counted for having

listened at all Given this and the fact that ratings based on AQH are

the standard measure of listening audience throughout the radio

industry do not think it is appropriate or necessary to make any

adjustment for this issue It certainly would not be appropriate to apply

three-fold adjustment based on the ratio of 15 minutes to minutes

This would be right only if every listener stopped listening after

minutes and no listeners ever tuned in for less than 5which is clearly

not correct

Timing issues

We are not attempting to set fees for all timejust for specific two-

year periods The statute specifies that rates shall be adjusted every two

years.46 During that two-year time period the contemporaneous musical

work fee is reasonable benchmark for the sound recording rate at that

time The fact that the formula underlying the musical works rate was

first established in the past does not undermine its validity as an

indicator of the market rate today Markets must continually deal with

the evolution of prices over time and there is no reason to believe that

current prices are distorted because of past prices

Congress recognized that the two-year intervals are based on upon. .recognition

that the types of transmission services in existence and the media in which they are

delivered can change significantly in short periods of time House Conference

Report No 105-796 at 86
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Thus the fee paid for musical works in 2000 is clearly valid

benchmark for fees to be paid for sound recordings in 2000 As was

pointed out in cross examination in 2000 the fees that the over-the-air

radio stations paid to BMI were for interim and not fmal fees.47 The

interim fees are set at the same level as the last final fees which were

subject to negotiations There is an ongoing rate court proceeding to

determine BMI final fees at which the radio stations have asked for

lower fee and BMI has asked for higher fee The final fees paid to BMI

could be higher or lower than the current rate of .605%of revenue so

there is no reason to believe that there is bias associated with using the

interim fees.48 Even if EMI fees were increased the full amount that BMI

has requested which is surely higher than what

the final rate will be this would change our result by only small

amount.4950

47 Stephen Fisher Transcript at 7707

48 In fact in the DM1 rate recently decided in rate dispute between Music Choice and

DM1 the final rate for the cable and satellite services was 1.75% of revenue below

the 3% of revenue interim fee See United States of America BMI In the Matter of

the Application of Music Choice et al for the Determination of Reasonable License

Fees Memorandum and Order 64 Civ 3787 LLSJuly 20 2001

BMI payments account for approximately 49% of total performing rights organization

fees So if BMIs final fees were equal to its request this would imply an upward

adjustment of less than 6% to our fees

50
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The 2000 fee is clearly conservative when applied to 1999 because

revenues have been rising faster than have audiences.5 Hence the 2000

fee provides ceiling on the rate for the 1999-2000 time period

With respect to 200 1-2002 numbers on payments that are to be

made in the future are simply not available An appropriate approach

would be to use the 2000 rate per performance as the crossover point for

the sound recording and then adjust that rate going forward i.e 200 1-

02 on the basis of forecasts of the GRE inflation index.52 Mechanically

propose an increase to the fee of 3% in 2001 and 3% in 2002

Different fees for different types of streamers

The Panel requested evidence regarding fees for different types of

streamers Any such distinctions should be made on the basis of

conclusion that the competitive market value of the sound recording is

different in these different contexts The mere observation that

differences exist or that some uses appear to be more valuable to the

users than others does not demonstrate that the value of the sound

recording itself is different in the different contexts By analogy car

with leather seats and power windows may be more desirable and sell for

more than the same car with vinyl seats and window cranks But that

51 Total radio industry market revenue grew 10% from 1999 to 2000 Duncans
American Radio Audience size remained approximately constant over the same
time period Arbitron Radio Listening Trends

52 The Congressional Budget Office estimated an increase of 3% in 2001 and 2.7% in

2002 CongressionalBudget Office August 2001 Table 2.2
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does not mean that the engine in the more expensive car is worth more

than the engine in the second car

It is clear that the value of an internet streaming services is derived

from much more thanjust the sound recordings themselves Indeed if

all one needed to derive value from internet streaming were sound

recordings it would be hard to understand why no one has managed to

make any money in this business since the sound recordings themselves

have been available to anyone who filed for the statutory license Thus

the starting presumption should be that the various service offerings that

are being considered differ with respect to the overall package of services

that they offer users but do not differ with respect to the value of the

sound recordings themselves

Consumer influence Except to the extent that consumer

influence affects the likelihood of displacement it is not grounds as

matter of economics for higher fee People who have fancy stereos do

not pay more for CDs by the same token the enhanced value associated

with consumer influence is due to the technology of the webcaster It

does not increase the value of the underlying sound recording Further

it is possible that consumer influence could increase promotional value

by allowing consumers to hear music more within range of their
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musical preferences they may be more likely to hear new music that

they like enough to buy.53

Further defining what constitutes consumer influence creates

hornets nest of problems The ingenuity of entrepreneurs will always L1

outstrip our ability to make distinctions and thaw lines And any lines

that are drawn will end up being arbitrary For these reasons do not

think that it is necessary or appropriate to attempt to set different rates 1-

for streamers based on the extent of consumer influence

The observation that fees distinguished on the basis of consumer

influence are likely to be more trouble than they are worth is reinforced

by the relatively small premia that have been negotiated in voluntary

licenses involving the consumer-influenced services participating in this

proceeding which the RIAA contends are interactive

Itdoesnot

Direct Written Testimony of Quincy McCoy at

54
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make sense to create potentially complicated set of arbitrary

distinctions in order to implement such small differences particularly in

the absence of any evidence that significant displacement is occurring

Syndicators RIAA proposes higher fee for syndicators Within

per-performance model there is simply no logical or economic

justification for this higher rate The performance is the performance its

value is what it is and that value does not change if the fee is paid by

party who is packaging the performances for someone elses website For

example one of the agreements proffered by RIAA itselfas benchmark

for its proposal does not impose any premium for performances that

occur in the context of syndication.56

Simulcast/rebroadcast ct otter-the-air signals In the willing

buyer willing sellernegotiation the fact that the sound recording

performance right is free over the air would likely have significant

impact when parties negotiated the rate for performance of the same

sound recordings over the internet Although there is not one-to-one

correspondence between performances that are heard by people who

would otherwise listen over the air and performances within 150 miles it

does seem likely that Congresss decision to exempt rebroadcasts within

150 miles was dnven by related perception that the value of sound

recording rebroadcast on the internet cannot be totally divorced from the

56
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RESTRICTED

CI
zero value that the same sound recording performance earns over the

air.57

Further any concern about greater displacement of CD sales from

internet performances vis-a-vis over-the-air performances does not seem

to apply to simulcast/rebroadcast.58 For these reasons there is strong

case that the royalty rates should be lower for broadcast streamers than

for webcasters

do not believe that it is possible to quantif these effects in

rigorous way so as to derive discount off the webcaster rate that should

be applied to the streaming of over-the-air broadcasting In my direct

testimony concluded that sound recording performance royalty in the

range of 40% to 70% of the musical works rate would be reasonable

given the greater value to sound recordings of promotion the market

power of the musical works owners the conservatism of the calculations

that undertook the evidence from other countries and the statutory

factors.59 then proposed fee model based on the absolute upper limit

of this range This led to proposed per-performance rate of $.00014 or

70% of the over-the-air rate of $.00020

Given the factors discussed above believe it would be reasonable

for the rebroadcaster rate instead of being at the upper end of the 40%

1976 CopyrightAct 17U.S.C 114dlflBi 1998
58 KatzTranscriptat 1112-1113

Direct Written Testimony of Adam Jaffe at 48
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to 70% range to fall at the lower end of the range This would justifSr

rate of 40% of the over-the-air rate of $.00020 or $.00008 per

performance Although motivated in part by the same considerations

underlying the exemption for listeners within 150 miles this approach

would not be based directly on any evidence regarding listenership within

150 miles and no further discount based on any such information would

be appropriate

Figure combines these figures with the fee-per-hour figures and

shows summary of the services proposed fees

Services proposed royalty payments

The Panel requested in its order of September 2001 that each

side provide chart based on evidence in the record showing the royalty

payments that each service would pay for October 28 1998-December

2000 and for January 200 1-December 2002 Figure summarizes those

calculations for services that have provided ATH data AlIT is measure

that is widely used on the internet and is in effect the average number

of listeners times the number of hours streamed For purposes of these

calculations have used for the number of performances 15 per hour

for webcasters 12 per hour for music-intensive broadcasters and per

hour for news talk sports broadcasters.60 When licensee instead

60 The evidence that have reviewed suggests that song per hour is likely to overstate

significantly the use of music on news sports and talk stations Many stations play

little or no feature music For example WABC is one of the few ABC stations that

has music programming WABC reports to ASCAP and BMI that about 5% .1 its

weighted hours contain music Most of these hours must not be full hours of music
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calculates its fees it will have the option to base its calculation on the

industry average or on reasonably reliable estimate specific to that

licensee of songs per hour times tuning hours

Webcasters In this proceeding the webcasting services have

provided historic tuning hours for the October 28 1998-December 2000

time period and they have provided estimates of tuning hours for the

period January 200 1-December 2002 In general webcasters fee is

calculated by multiplying tuning hours times 15 performances per hour

times the fee of $.000 14 per performance subject to minimumfee for

years that the licensee was in operation For example service that has

been in operation since October 28 1998 orbefore would pay fee in

the first time period that is the greater of tuning hours times 15 times

$.000 14 per performance or $542 $42 for October 28-December 1998

$250 for 1999 and $250 for 2000 For the 2001-2002 time period the

fee per performance is adjusted by the projected increase in the CPI

which as discussed above is estimated to be 3% per year For purposes

of these calculations have assumed that the fee perperformance is

$.00015 $.00014 times 1.06.61 Again the fee is calculated as the

since WABCs only all-music programming is three-hour Sinatra program on

weekend night

61 This is simplifying assumption for convenience suggested above that the rate be

increased 3% in 2001 and 2.7% more in 2002 The data provided to me by the

webcasters are estimates for the two-year period 2001-2002 By applying the 6%
increase to this total for both years slightly overestimate the payments that would

result if separate numbers were available for the two years
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greater of the minimumfee $250 per year for years or $500 or

$.000 15 per performance times 15 performances times AiR

Webcasters that lhave significant non-music programming

have programming that does not incur sound recording copyright

obligation because the sound recordings are from before 1972 or

because the service owns the copyright or 3have otherwise licensed

significant fraction of their music programming directly from the

individual owners of the performance right are likely to estimate fewer

than 15 performances per hour The only webcaster to which have

made an adjustment for purposes of calculating the fees is Comedy

Central Radio According to Joe Lyons 50% of the sound recordings

used on Comedy Central Radio are owned by Comedy Central.62 The

tuning hours listed in Figure have been adjusted to account for the fact

that only 50% of the tuning hours are for sound recordings that are part

of the RIAA repertoire

Broadcasters On going-forward basis the broadcasting

stations that are simulcasting their programming on the internet will be

able to track tuning hours either through servd logs or through third

party ratings services However the broadcasting services generally do

not have historical data available covering the time period October 28

1998-December 2000 used data that collected from the broadcasters

62 Direct Written Testimony of Joe Lyons at
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in the spring of 2001 about streaming activity at the beginning of 2001 to

make conservative estimate of the fees owed by these stations for the

time period October 28 1998-December 2000.63 The fees displayed in

Figure are illustrative only In some cases the radio stations have

contractual arrangements with the streaming provider to pay the

licensing fees for sound recording performances.64 For Clear Channel

the data that have available is for 87 stations out of the 300 that were

streaming at the time that the direct cases were filed

To estimate fees assume that tuning hours in 2000 were equal to

the level observed at the beginning of 200 This is clearly generous

assumption since listening was growing over this time period assume

that tuning hours in 1999 were half of the 2000 level.65 For the two

months in 19981 assume that fees are at the same level as 1999 for the

one-sixth of the year e.g two months

For stations with music programming the fee is the greater of

$250 per year or $.00008 per performance times 12 performances per

hour times tuning hours Stations that are generally recognized to be

sports/news/talk stations do not play significant music For purposes of

my fee calculations have assumed that the fee for sports/news/talk

63 The data is summarized in XJAF 00538a 0053 9-0054

64 Juris Transcript at 7072-7073

63 According to the survey done by Mazis over 50% of respondents had listened to

internet streaming within the last 12 months See Direct Written Testimony of

Michael Mazis at
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stations is sound recording per hour at rate of $.00008 per song

times tuning hours subject to the minimum fee

PROMOTIONAL VALUE VERSUS DISPLACEMENT

As discussed in my direct testimony the likely equivalence in value

of the sound recording performance right and the musical work

performance right holds before adjustment for any differences in

promotional value.66 For either right expected promotional value would

tend to induce the seller to reduce the royalty rate that would otherwise

prevail Under competition the royalty rates would be reduced by the

value of any promotion created by performances This means that if the

promotional value of sound recordings exceeds that of musical works

the competitive royalty for sound recordings would be lower than that for

musical works

There has been much discussion in the testimony in this

proceeding about whether digital performances of sound recordings will

promote the sale of CDs or reduce the sales of CDs through

displacement This is not an either/or proposition Most likely both

will occur to varying extents for different listeners What matters is the

net incremental impact on CD sales due to digital performances i.e the

increases if any due to promotion minus the decreases ifany due to

displacement

66 Direct Written Testimony of Adam Jaffe at 6-37
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The fee model discussed above and in my direct testimony is

derived from the overall equivalence of the sound recording and musical

work market values with an adjustment for the differential value of

promotion to the sound recording and musical work in over-the-aft radio

The validity of this model is not dependent on the assumption that no

displacement occurs It depends only on the assumption that the net

promotional value due to internet broadcasts the promotional effect

minus losses due to displacement is comparable to the estimated

promotional value effect from over-the-air broadcasts Furthermore

since the fee model is predicated on 30% reduction from the over-the-

air rate while the conservative promotional value calculation carried

out would have supported deduction of almost 50% there is already

some leeway for increased displacement so long as that increase is not

too large 67

This leads to the question of the state of evidence in this

proceeding regarding the net effect of promotion and displacement from

internet broadcasts Much of this evidence consists of fears of what

might happen in the future rather than any testimony about

displacement that is occurring today.68 Given the time period-specific

67 The value to sound recording rights holders comes in the form of record company
profits and recording artist royalties from the sale of COn excluded artist royalties

from my promotional value calculation in my direct testimony which clearly leads

me to understate the value of promotion to rights holders in sound recordings

Direct Written Testimony of Adam Jaffe at 47 Jaffe Transcript at 6528-6529

68 KatzTranscriptat 1034-1035 1104-1105 1120
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nature of the task before this Panel it is simply unnecessary to try to

determine how great displacement may be at some future date when

internet streaming is better developed This hypothetical future level of

displacement no matter how certain is simply not relevant to fees for

time periods ending in 2002

Another form of evidence that has been presented is anecdotal

impressions based on conversations with few internet users.69 No

social scientist would base conclusions on evidence of this type and it

would be similarly inappropriate for the Panel to do so

Putting aside anecdotal evidence and testimony about what might

happen in the future the facts in evidence regarding promotional and

displacement effects are the following

Promotional value of over-the-air performances is large This is

confirmed by the SoundData survey data as well as the

millions of dollars spent every year by record labels to try to

direct the promotional effect towards their own labels.70

The survey conducted by Professor Mazis indicates that there is

also observable promotional impact among existing listeners to

internet streaming and that this effect is larger than any
displacement effect for these listeners.7

69 Katz Transcript at 1097-1099 1128 GriftTm Transcript at 1589-1591 Himelfarb

Transcript at 2886-2887

70 Direct Written Testimony of Michael Fine at 5-14 Rosen Transcript at 532-533

McLaughlin Transcript at 705-709 Altschul Transcript at 937-952 Katz

Transcript at 1001 Griffin Transcript at 1565-1566 Wilcox Transcript at 1783-

1785 Kenswil Transcript at 2412

Direct Written Testimony of Michael Mazis at 18-20
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There is no quantitative evidence that has been presented

showing that significant displacement is occurring now or is

likely to occur through 2002.72

There is no evidence that displacement was significant

concern cited by RIAA in its negotiations with its benchmark
licensees as factorjustifying the rates it was requesting

Royalty rates for internet performance of musical works

proffered by ASCAP and BMI do not appear to be significantly

higher than the musical work performance royalties on over-

the-air radio Although the value of promotion to the musical

works is less than to the sound recordings it is still significant

If net promotion were known to be much less on the internet

the owners of rights in the musical works would be demanding

higher rates.73

There are attributes of streaming from which it is logical to infer

that displacement m4t be larger on the internet than over-the-

air

There are also attributes of streaming from which it is logical to

infer that promotional value m4t be larger on the internet than

over-the-air These include

the availability of track-identifing information

2the availability of other information about albums and

performers in conjunction with the streamed music

3the presence in many cases of buy buttons or links to sites

where purchases can be made74

72 Katz Transcript at 1082 Griffin Transcript at 1531 Wilcox Transcript at 1800-

1801 Pipitone Transcript at 2301-2302 In fact Wilcox stated that he does not

believe there is set formula that can be used to quantify the displacement caused

by given service WilcoxTranscript at 1806

73 See Rebuttal Testimony Adam Jaffe Exhibit 2A ASCAPand Exhibit 2B BMT7

74 For example the NetRadio buy button produced $750000 in record sales in 2000
Of course listeners buy albums from other vendors in addition to ordering through

buy buttons See discussion about NetRadio Wise Transcript at 4156-4158

7$ Wilcox Transcript at 1955-1959
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Taken together this evidence simply does not support conclusion

that net promotion on the internet is likely to be less than on over-the-air

radio let alone enough less to require rate even higher than that

produced by the conservative discount that have applied to existing

over-the-air rates

VI THE RIAA BENCHMARKS

Framework for consideration of the benchmarks

RIAA has put forward as indicia of willing buyer/willing seller

contracts the agreements that it entered into with various parties prior to

this CARPproceeding The Panel must determine whether these

proffered benchmarks provide relIable information that indicates that the

rates and terms requested by RIAA are consistent with the willing

buyer/willing seller test i.e reflective of competitive market rates and

terms for the statutory license As threshold matter have

demonstrated that the RIAA proposed rates are to 20 times the

corresponding rate for musical works whereas in the extensive well-

developed market for sound recording and musical work rights in movies

and television the sound recording earns no more than the musical work

This is strong evidence that the RIAA benchmark agreements do not

represent competitive market rates Nonetheless in this section

analyze the proffered benchmark agreements on their own terms
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In determining whether and to what extent to rely on these

proffered benchmarks there are three categories of issues to consider

Did buyers have good information about and access to

statutory license that was good substitute for the RIAA-offered

agreement so that we can presume that they were willing

buyers in the appropriate sense

How much real information about competitive market

conditions does given agreement convey i.e is it an

economically significant transaction that should be given

significant weight

Is the situation in which the agreement was reached such that

it is comparable to the situation facing other statutory
licensees

If the first of these questions cannot be answered in the

affirmative then we cannot conclude that the contract at issue

represents reasonable rates and terms even in its own context Buyers

who did not have good information about their alternatives cannot be

considered willingbuyers in the sense of replicating competitive market

outcomes Buyers for whom the statutory license was not good

sub stitute for the voluntary deal being offered by RIAA did not have

significant protection against the market power of RIAA which was of

course the only party offering the voluntary license In other words the

statutory license is the conceptual immunization against the likelihood

that the contracts negotiated by RIAA reflect its market power If the

statutory license was not good substitute for the MAA deal from the

licensees perspective then this immunization was ineffective and the
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deal represents monopoly rates and terms rather than reasonable rates

and terms

Even if the license is not unreasonable as benchmark for the

above reasons if it is not economically significant it should be given

little weight in determining overall market rates and terms Any real

market always contains aberrations When there is little at stake

economically the buyer does not have significant incentive to learn

what true market conditions are buyer in such circumstances may

well agree to terms that no rational buyer would accept if they were

applied proportionately to situation where the economic stakes were

higher simply because in these circumstances the unreasonable terms

impose costs that are too small to make it worthwhile to search

negotiate or litigate for more reasonable terms

Finally we still need to determine whether the buyers in these

deals were similarly situated from an economic and business

perspective to the licensees who are requesting the statutory rates and

terms Otherwise the proffered agreements are not good acomparablesfl

To use them in the current setting if at all fair to do so would require

adjustment for the different economic and business circumstances that

apply

will first discuss conceptually the kind of circumstances that

appear to have arisen requiring negative answers to each of these three

key questions with examples from the documentary record as to where
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they apply conclude this section with an overall assessment of the

proffered benchmarks and conclude that they do not support the fee

proposal that RIAA has made

Was the licensee willing buyer in the appropriate sense

RJAA puts forward these 26 agreements as evidence of what terms

and conditions would be agreed to between willing buyers and willing

sellers As have discussed before believe that the willing

buyer/willing seller test should be interpreted as rates and terms that

would prevail in competitive market As general observation it is

worth noting that all of the 26 agreements contain confidentiality

provisions that prohibit the licensees from discussing the agreements

with others If these agreements represent competitive rates and terms

there would be no economic logic to the inclusion of such confidentiality

provisions When my grocer sellsme oranges he has no reason or

inclination to limit my ability to discuss that transaction with others

Indeed open and freely-flowing information is one of the hallmarks of

competitive market That RIAA chose to impose strict confidentiality on

its licensees suggests that it did not indeed perceive the deals it was

making as competitive market transactions and/or it did not wish the

market to function competitively via widely available information.76

76
It is of course not uncommon for contracts to contain confidentiality provisions

Often the reason for such provisions is that the contracts are highly tailored to the

specific circumstances of the individual buyer and the seller does not want other

buyers to know about these tailored terms But RIAA has not suggested that these

contracts were based on special deals tailored to each licensee To the contrary they
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Information problems Reasonable information about the

alternatives available is necessary condition for well-functioning

market Thus willing buyer in the sense of one who engages in

transaction that reflects what would transpire in competitive market

must be reasonably well-informed about the available alternatives With

respect to transactions with RIAA an important dimension of

information is understanding bow the statutory license works and

understanding how the availability of the statutory license makes it

unnecessary for streamers to execute voluntary deal with RIAA in order

to engage in activities covered by the statutory license If licensee does

not appear to have this understanding then there can be no

presumption that the availability of the statutory license disciplined the

monopoly power of RIAA and hence no reason to believe that the

agreement reflects anything other than monopoly rates desired by RJAA

There is considerable evidence that some licensees did not in fact

understand the alternatives available to them.77 Further in some cases

it appears the licensees who seemed to believe that they needed

voluntary RIAA license to begin streaming were not disabused of that

notion by RIAA was potential licensee who

have put forward these agreements as evidence of general market conditions and as

appropriate as benchmarks for the generic statutory license

77 am aware that the RIAA website contained information about the availability of the

statutory license But the website information is fairly general and it is clear from

the evidence that some licensees did not understand what the statutory license did

for them even after consulting the website
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contacted RIAA evidencing significant misunderstanding of how the

statutory license works Their correspondence with RJAA started with an

email reading

It would seem that RIAA coutu nave responded with the Cs

information that the filing of the intent letter was all that was necessary

to be totally compliant with the laws Instead Mr Marks responded

This examples is only illustrative of incorrect and incomplete

information that was held by numerous licensees.78

Concerns about timing and uncertainty As noted without the

statutory license available as reasonable substitute the rates and

terms in the RIAA deals must be constiued as monopoly rates and terms

not reasonable rates and terms To the extent that the delay and

uncertainty associated with the ultimate outcome of this proceeding was

significant problem for potential licensee the reliance on the

78 See for example
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statutory license and the outcome of this proceeding would not have

been good substitute meaning that the licensee may well have agreed

to an above-competitive rate for the availablevoluntary deal

Examples of impatience and concerns about the uncertain CARP

outcome fall into several broad categories and are evidenced in the

record Several licensees demonstrated sense of urgency because of

variety of other business matters that were affected by the RIAA

negotiations including the need on the licensees part to secure an RIAA

license as predicate to concluding webcast radio syndication

agreement with third party or in some cases to secure investors.79

For example

.f

For other examples of timing concerns see for example
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81 Again these examples illustrate the ways in

which delay and uncertainty made reliance on the CARP poor

substitute for the deal being offered by RIAA

Bundling of other considerations with rights conveyed by

the statutory license It is elementary logic that the rates in the deals

made by RIAA are indicative of reasonable rates for the statutory right

only if what was conveyed to the licensees by RTAA in those deals was

limited to the statutory right There is considerable evidence that this

was not the case On the contrary many of the licensees made it clear

that significant reason they were doing deals with RIAA was to get

On the uncertainty of arbitration see for example

II

81 On the uncertainty of coverage issue see
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something other than the simple right to make streaming

performances.82

For example as Mr Marks discussed in his oral testimony

82 For examples of additional other considerations see for example

83
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Cost ci litigation The value of CARP-determined statutory

license as substitute for voluntary deal is inherently limited by the -r

legal costs that parties expect would accompany that option Put simply Ti

the cost of relying on the statutory license would be the expected

reasonable rateplus litigation costs Thus ifthe RIAA-proposed

voluntary deal exceeded reasonable rate but exceeded it by less than

the expected litigation costs licensees would still agree to the proposed

unreasonable rate

Many licensees knew that their streaming activities might be

limited during the arbitration period and it was often true that even

rates significantly above reasonable level would still be cheaper than

litigating in this proceeding Examples of such concerns in the record

are as follows

87 See for example

See for example
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Mr Marks of RIAA actually utilized such anticipated litigation

costs in negotiation

This message implies that even if believed that the

reasonable rate was zero they would still be better off accepting RIAAs

proposed numbers because litigating to get the reasonable rate would

cost even more

Adjustment of the RIAA benchmark to derive reasonable

royalty

As discussed in my direct testimony it is very difficult to start

from an unreasonable benchmark and then adjust it to produce

reasonable rate because the magnitude of unreasonablenesswill

typically be unknown

When an agreement is reached and the
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alternative to that agreement is reasonable fee procured through large

legal expenses the only economically reasonable inference is that the

agreed rate is no higher than the reasonable rateplus the expected legal

fees This implies that one could adjust the agreed-to rate by subtracting

the expected legal fees to yield the reasonable rate But if Mr Marks is

correct that the legal fees would exceed the payments under the

agreement such an adjustment would produce zero as the reasonable

rate More generally it is not going to be possible to make such

adjustments in logically consistent manner

ft Economic significance or weight

In the previous section discussed numerous reasons why many

of the license deals put forward by RJAA as benchmarks cannot be

presumed to represent reasonable royalty rates In addition most of the

agreements are with streamers who have never streamed have already

ceased streaming or are operating at levels such that the payments they

are making to are economically insignificant often at the minimum

fee rate rather than any per-performance or revenue-based formula

Such agreements do not convey significant information about market

conditions even if they could be presumed to be reasonable
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the amount represented by the sound recording

rights in my music and television data which demonstrated equality with so

musical work valuations and about one-seventieth as large as the over-

the-air royalties that were used in my promotional value calculation and

that establish my per-performance rate

Half of the agreements are with parties who have either ceased

operations fit

JJ or have not

yet launched streaming Media She

J1 For most of the licensees

RIAA has either not reported amounts paid under the licenses or

reported very small amounts as low as if

il

Thus in the aggregate there is much much less here than meets

the eye Contrary to the impression created by the oft-repeated reference

89 Direct Written Testimony of Steven Marks

Direct Written Testimony of Steven Marks

91 Direct Written Testimony of Steven Ni Marks

92 Also see
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Ci
to 26 benchmark agreements RI/IA has not presented the Panel with

broad evidence regarding marketplace transactions On the contrary the

vast majority of the proffered benchmarks convey little or no information

about market conditions Even RIAAs own expert Dr Nagle agreed that

rates for webcasting should be based on economically significant

webcasters and should not be based for example on agreements with

companies that have proven not to be viable Of the 26 statutory

licensees Dr Nagle believes that only is economically

significant.93

10

15

Li

-1

Nag Transcript at 2562-2563 2642-2643 2648
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.1

Thus while RIAA claims that its fee proposal is

supportcdby the benchmarks it has put forward if weighted by

econdmic significance these purported benchmarks present little

support for the percent-of-revenue /expense formula and support per-

performance fee only of the fee they propose

Comparability

Finally many of the purported RIAA benchmarks are not

appropriate for this proceeding because the licensees and the economic

and business circumstances in which they operate are different from the

licensees seeking the statutory license in this proceeding At the most

basic level many of the licensees are not primarily in the business of

94

95
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streaming they sought the streaming license as means to the end of

other non-statutory licenses or they paid little attention to the terms of

the streaming license because it was unimportant to their business.96

As discussed above many licensees were primarily interested in

interactive licenses or other deals that they thought would be facilitated

by having an RAA agreement

The only entity among the 26 purported benchmark licensees

whose sole business is internet streaming and is currently operating is

See for examule

97 See

.II

98 See
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with single channel of streaming audio

and appears to have made only trivial royalty payments

under its agreements Thus even putting aside issues of reasonableness

and significance RTAA simply has not put forward benchmark that is

comparable to the licensees before the Panel

Overall assessment

Considering the information about RIAAs proffered agreements as

whole fmd that RIAA has failed totally to provide benchmarks that

justi its fee proposal as consistent with the willing buyer/willing seller

standard In many cases and in all cases where economically

significant royalties have actually been paid there are significant

indications that the transaction does not represent competitive market

conditions because the licensee did not have good information could not

wait for the alternative of the CARP was primarily interested in getting

things other than the statutory rights or viewed the legal cost of getting

the reasonable statutory rate as too high to be worthwhile Thus while

these transactions were voluntary in some sense they do not meet the

willing buyer/willing seller standard of the statute

Even putting aside however the evidence that the transactions do

not represent reasonable fees the experience under these agreements

simply does not providejustification for the fee proposal that RJAA has

actually put forward in this proceeding That proposal has three
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components that interact in complex way The three components are

15%of revenue 5%of operating expense and $.004 per performance

consider in turn whether there is economically meaningful support for

each of these elements that actually appears in the RIAA benchmarks

There is no economically significant support in these agreements

for royalties based on 15% of revenue or indeed for any royalty based on

revenue No licensee has paid non-trivial royalties derived as

percentage of revenue Given the nascent stage of the industry and the

status of these licensees there is no evidence that any of the voluntary

licensees ever expected to pay royalties based on revenue The

appearance of the words 15% of revenue in the contracts is of no

economic significance ifthe parties knew that royalties would not be paid

under this formula because of an alternative minimumfee for example

The proffered agreements do not provide any evidence that any of the

voluntary licensees actually believed that royalty equal to 15% of

revenue is reasonable royalty Thus the revenue-based royalty

component of the RIAA proposal stands without any evidence that buyers

were ever willing to pay it

It appears that there may be one licensee who paid non-trivial

royalty on the basis of 5% of expenses But RIAA

itselfputs forward the expense-based royalty only as backup to the

revenue royalty to ensure that the royalties will be reasonable even if the

licensee has little or no revenue That objective is achieved automatically
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by reasonable performance-based fee Thus if the fee model contains

reasonable performance-based fee the royalty based on expenses serves

no economic function

Non-trivial royalties have been paid on per-performance basis

As noted above however the royalties that have been paid do not

support the per-performance fee that RIAA has actually proposed The

overwhelming bulk of the royalties actually paid on per-performance

basis were paid on the basis of per performance not $.004

Finally non-trivial royalties have apparently been paid on

essentially lump-sum basis

--
But again there is no connection between these

royalty amounts and the RIAA proposal in this proceeding There is no

basis for an inference that the payment of these amounts somehow

demonstrates the reasonableness of 15% of revenue or $.004 per song

since the payments were not made on those bases

began this section with the suggestion that the fact that the

RIAAs proposed rate is inconsistent with competitive market evidence

creates strong presumption that the agreements it has proffered are the

result of market power rather than competition Analysis of the
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circumstances surrounding the agreements provides ample support for

that proposition

There is certainly an intuitive attraction to using market

transactions for the right in question as benchmark for the statutory

rates and terms But even putting aside the evidence of market power it

is striking the extent to which the rates and terms proposed by RIAA for

statutory licensees are not in fact the rates and terms supported by its

own benchmark The RIAA proposal bears cosmetic similarity to some of

the agreements that have been reached But the core elements of that

proposal are not in fact supported by the economic activity that has

occurred in connection with those agreements

VII IRRELEVANCEOF THE TESTIMONY OF DR NAGLE
TO WIWNG BUYER/WILLING SELLERVALUATION

Dr Nagle presents an analysis in which he purports to estimate

the maximumamount that viablewebcaster would be willing to pay

for the right of public performance of sound recordings on the internet

As explained below he makes serious errors in these calculations But

even putting these errors aside the exercise of estimating the buyers

maximumwillingness to pay for the right has only limited relevance to

the willing buyer/willing seller value By definition the maximum

willingness to pay of the buyer would be extracted only by monopolist

seller That is in real market transactions the only way conceptually
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that licensor could achieve royalty at the level calculated by Dr Nagle

would be if that licensor had monopoly on the right in question

For the reasons explained in my direct testimony and as

supported by the one of RIAAs experts the economically appropriate

interpretation of the willing buyer/willing seller test is that it

corresponds to competitive market rate not the rate that would be

extracted by monopolist.99 The monopolist rate will always be higher

than the competitive rate Further the monopoly rate will be much

higher than the competitive rate if the demand for the good in question is

highly inelastic Because most streamers have no alternative to

securing blanket license for the sound recording performing right their

demand is highly inelastic and the monopoly rate is likely to be far in

excess of the competitive rate.100

The maximumwillingness to pay of the buyer does have some

relevance to the competitive willing buyer/willing seller rate it is the

starting point or upper bound rate with which the buyer would enter

the negotiations This bears on the willing buyer/willing seller test only

insofar as it establishes in principle the reservation or walk-away rate

for the licensees We know only that the willing buyer/willing seller rate

could never exceed this level As discussed above similar analysis can

Wildman Transcript at 3474-3475

Dr Nagle notes that premise of his model is that webcasters do not have an

economically viable alternative to an RJAA license Nagle Transcript at 2608
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ci
be done for the seller and the zero incremental cost tells us that the

lower bound for the rate is zero Dr Nagles analysis is totally unhelpful

in determining where in the range between these two points willing

buyer and competitivewilling seller would end up

Although Dr Nagles analysis does not tell us where in the range

between the sellers walk-away point zeroand the buyers walk-away

point the maximal value calculated by Dr Nagle the two parties would

come to agreement his analysis is useful for illustrating that the costs of

the seller do not enter in any way into this analysis It is only the buyers

valuation and the give-and-take of negotiation that determine the share

of that value passed to the seller which affects the outcome This is why

the willing buyer/willing sellervaluation for the sound recording ought to

be similar to that of the musical work they are both nothing more than

some negotiated fraction of the value to the buyer of making public

performances

Even on its own terms Dr Nagles analysis is conceptually flawed

In particular while Dr Nagle states that many if not most streamers

will fail he does not consider this highly risky environment when

selecting the rate of return that the successful streamers will expect to

earn.102 Economics tells us that the expected or average return for an

101
As discussed above and in my direct testimony this approximate equality holds

only before adjustment for promotion and displacement After adjustment the

sound recording performance right is worth less than the musical work right

because ci greaterpromotional value for the sound recording

2Nagle Transcript at 2706 2765-2766
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uncertain venture must be as great as the market return on capital.3 If

everyone understands that 80% of the people who play this game will

lose and hence earn zero or more likely negative returns the returns

for those who succeed have to be very high in order for the average or

expected return to be acceptable to investors If the reality were there is

an 80% chance you will lose your shirt and 20% chance you will earn

the same return that is earned in typical much less risky business

no one would enter

Dr Nagles analysis is based on the maximumamount viable

webcaster would be willing to pay It is difficult however to understand

how the model presents information that is relevant to the Panels task of

determining reasonable fees for particular time periods Dr Nagle

determines the RIAA fee based on the profitability of viable webcaster

the profitability is determined in turn by the number of unique

listeners But Dr Nagle does not know the number of unique listeners

that any webcaster has or will be able to attract The figure be uses for

number of unique listeners is the result of backing into the number of

listeners needed for profitability rather than determining whether

103 some circumstances the expected return on risky investments would have to

exceed the expected return on less risky investments in order to compensate

investors for bearing risk This risk premium would apply if the investors were risk-

averse and unable to eliminate the consequences of risk through diversification In

criticizing Dr Nagles analysis am not assuming such risk premium which would

further increase the required return and hence decrease the rate Dr Nagles

hypothetical webcastcr would be willing to pay for performance rights
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webcaster would be able to attract that number and hence actually be

profitable.04

Many of the assumptions that Dr Nagle used to construct

profitable webcaster are quite inconsistent with current market

conditions As an example Dr Nagle assumes that the theoretical viable

webcaster will sell audio ads at $30 CPM selling about 60%of its

inventory Current industry conditions are quite different.5

VIII SIGNIFICANCEOF BROADCASTERWEBCASTER
PROJECTIONS

The financial and business plan projections made by the

broadcasters and webcasters do not have any direct relevance to

determining the willing buyer/willing sellervaluation of the sound

recording internet performance right First to the extent that they bear

on valuation at all they would be relevant only to the maximum

willingness to pay which cannot be related to the competitive-market

willing buyer/willing seller valuation unless one can determine what

share of this maximal valuation the competitive market would convey to

the holders of rights in the sound recording In any event whatever this

share of value is there is no reason why it should differ between the

Nagle Transcript at 2570 Nagle testified that all else equal his model will yield

lower royalties the lower the number of unique listeners NagleTranscript at 2734

For example Michael Wise of NetRadio testified that audio ads were in the range of

Wise Transcript at

4208-4209 Other webcasters testified that audio ads were in the range of $4 to $20
Moore Transcript at 7520 Jeffrey Transcript at 8201 Porteus Transcript at 4597
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sound recording and the musical work Since we have direct evidence of

the willing buyer/willing sellervaluation of the musical work this

provides much more direct route to the willing buyer/willing seller

valuation of the sound recording

Second even as to this maximal value these projections can

inform us about what that value might be in the future but they cannot

inform us as to what the value is during the 1998-2002 period In

competitive market these future valuations would affect royalties today

only if the royalty agreements were for long durations But the statutory

framework explicitly adopted relatively short valuation periods precisely

so the Panel could avoid having to gaze into the future competitive

market valuation for rights being conveyed for short duration would

relate only to valuations of those rights during the period of the rights

transfer

Finally even as to future market conditions the projections that

were produced do not tell any consistent story The projections are very

difficult to compare one to another and they have been subject to drastic

revision even over very short time periods.06 Hence it is not possible

106 For example
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on the basis of these projections to say anything about what the

typicalwebcaster will look like at some point in the future let alone

before the end of 2002

One conclusion that does emerge from the projections that were

produced is that expectations about the ultimate profitability of the

streaming business were generally revised downward over the time

period from the fall of 2000 to the spring of 2001 For example

In my view expectations about ultimate profitability are not

relevant to the willing buyer/willing seller rate for short time period

because the competitive market rate for such period would be based on

current conditions not future projections The dramatic revisions of

these forecasts that occurred over time periods ofjust few months

illustrate further difficulty with using forecasts of future conditions for

royalty determination they are inherently volatile and hence unreliable

as royalty basis

If the Panel does conclude however that the royalty should be tied

somehow to such expectations these forecasts do have one strong

TSERV 00285-SERV 00352 SERV 00167-SERV 00209 SERV 00453-SERV 00504
SERV 00687-SERV 752
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implication Any royalty based in some way on expectations of future

profitability would have to be much lower for the 2000-2001 period than

for the 1998-1999 period since such expectations were clearly much

lower in the later period

DC CONSEQUENCES OF THE RIAA FEE PROPOSAL

The RIAA fee proposal is complex one At first blush it appears

to offer important flexibility by allowing the licensee to choose between

fee based on the number of performances $.004 per performance or

fee based on the licensees revenues 15% and expenses 5%.l3ut this

apparent flexibility is illusory limited by lthe intrinsically much

greater rate embedded in the performance fee and 2the fact that the

alternative to this high rate is itself the greaterof two fees one based on

revenue and one based on expenses

The fact that the per-performance fee is intrinsically much greater

than the percent-of-revenue fee can be seen by comparison of the RIAA

proposed rate to the musical work rate In over-the-air radio musical

work performance royalties make up approximately 3% to 3.5%of

revenue so the RJAA proposal of l5%is between and times as great

as the musical work rate As described in my direct testimony have

computed that the percent-of-revenue formula for over-the air radio on

per-performance basis is about $.00020 per performance.08 Thus on

08 See Figure
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per-performance basis the RJAA rate of $.004 per performance is

approximately 20 times the musical work rate and at least times

greater than RIAAs own percent-of-revenue proposal.9

Turning to the revenue expense alternative licensees who want to

avoid the high per-performance fee must pay the greater of 15%of

revenue or 5%of expenses Certainly any licensee who achieves viable

business position will have to have revenues that exceed its expenses so

it is clear that for any viable business the revenue/cost alternative is

really just 15% of revenue alternative

Because the per-performance alternative is much greater than the

percent-of-revenue alternative the only kind of licensee who might prefer

the per-performance model would be one who is somehow spending lot

of money or earning lot of revenue but not actually making very many

performances In such circumstance it is very likely that the revenue

has relatively little to do with the performances themselves and RIAAs

collecting this exceedingly high rate would essentially amount to its

taxing other sources of value besides the performances

109 similar relationship exists in comparison to musical work performance rates on the

internet The combined royalty rates of ASCAF and BMI on the internet are 3.5%cf

revenue See Section IV above
So in this case the RIAA revenue proposal is times the musical

work rate while its per-performance proposal is 100 times the musical work rate

Ito
El
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To date the majority licensees have expenses that significantly

exceed their revenue In such circumstances RIAA does not permit them

to pay on the basis of percent-of-revenue Rather they must pay 5%of

expenses if that results in royalty greater than 15% of revenue REAA

justifies this greater of requirement by the argument that they should

be entitled to minimum compensation for the use of the performance

right even if the licensee has not achieved significant revenue.111 Of

course an alternative and much more direct way to make sure that RIAA

gets royalty even if revenue is low would be to have reasonable fee on

per-performance basis Such fee would accomplish exactly the

objective RIAA claims to seek to get compensation that reflects the use of

sound recordings But reasonable per-performance fee is not part of

the RIAA proposal as evidenced by the fact that its per-performance

alternative is attractive for very few licensees

One red herring that has been raised by RL4A is the magnitude if

payments for sound recordings compared to payments for other inputs

such as bandwidth.2 RIAA seems to take it as an article of faith that

the sound recording rights are the major or major source of value in

streaming But this is entirely an empirical question There is no priori

basis for concluding that large part of the value of streaming is

associated with the sound recording performance rights

Direct Written Testimony of Steven Marks at 17-18

112 Opening Statement Transcript at 89-92
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that ATH is for many licensees an already available indicator of

listenership it is important that an alternative based on ATM be

available This is not an issue of the level of fees but only of making the

blanket license as efficient as possible as mechanism for securing the

necessary rights For any per-performance fee that is determined to be

reasonable an equivalent listener-hour ATEOfee can be calculated Fy

multiplying the per-performance fee by average or typical performances

per hour

EPHEMERAL ISSUES

In my direct testimony noted that from an economic perspective

there is no function served by charging distinct royalty for the making

of ephemeral copies the economic purpose of which is limited to

facilitating performances In such context the value received by the

licensee is derived from the performance One can if one wishes split

this performance-derived value into two pieces and assign one piece to

the performance itself and second piece to the right to make copies

that facilitate the performance But the sum of these two pieces should

equal the reasonable royalty for the right to make performances.113

Since the direct testimony phase the Copyright Office has issued

report in connection with its reporting obligations under the Digital

RIAA witness Nagle puts forth the identical economic interpretation See Nag
Transcript at 2632
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Millennium Copyright Act DMCA that confirms both this conclusion

and the reasoning that utilized in reaching the conclusion

...section 112e can best be viewed as an aberration ..Nor did we
see anyjustification for the imposition of royalty obligation under

statutory license to make copies that have no independent
economic value and are made solely to enable another use that is

permitted under separate compulsory license.4

Note that am not arguing that there is never independent value in

different uses of given piece of intellectual property For example in

the case ofjukeboxes Copyright Royalty Tribunal reasoned correctly

that the fact that mechanical royalty is paid to musical work rights

holders when their songs are reproduced on CDs does not obviate the

need for payment of reasonable royalty when such CD is performed

publicly on ajukebox.5 What distinguishes that situation from the

current one is that unlike ephemeral copies the CD copy has clear

economic value that is independent of its use in making public

performances in ajukebox Further the use of the CD to make public

performances clearly creates value that is not associated with most CDs

and which could not reasonably be expected to be captured in the

mechanical royalty paid when the CD is created What makes the

ephemeral copies somewhat unusual and leads to the conclusion that

there can be no economically sensible royalty for ephemeral copies that

114 See Jaffe Rebuttal Exhibit DMCA Section 104 Report U.S Copyright Office

August 2001 at l44fn 434

115 See Jaffe Rebuttal Exhibit Final Rule of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal 46 Fed

Reg 884 889 DocketNo CRT8O-l January5 1981
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is in addition to the reasonable royalty for performances is the fact that

the ephemeral copy serves no economic function other than facilitating

performances

The conclusion that there is no independent value that can be

attached to ephemeral copies does not depend on the number of such

copies being technologically determined with no flexibility available to

streamers with respect to the number of such copies made It is my

understanding based on the testimony of Professor Zittrain that major

reason that multiple ephemeral copies are made is to allow streaming of

music in different formats to accommodate potential users with different

software or at different rates to accommodate potential users with

different modem speeds.6 Clearly by making the stream available in

different formats or at different speeds needed by different users these

copies increase the number of performances that occur The economic

consequence of fewer such copies would be fewer performances So

again the creation of these copies serves to create value by increasing

the number of performances The appropriate measure of this value is

the reasonable performance royalty and under my proposed

performance-based model increased royalties would be paid as result

of the increased performances

116 Zittrain Transcript at 6037-6045
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The making of ephemeral copies by the services frequently results

in other benefits to copyright owners For instance Douglas Talley

testified to the security benefits enabled by the use ci buffer and cache

copies in encrypting/decrypting and encoding/decoding data The sound

recording owners likewise benefit from the increased sound quality

enabled by the use of ephemeral copies.7

Finally note that minimum fees are mentioned by the statute in

both Section 112 and 114 As discussed above however the economic

justification for minimum fee is to ensure that the incremental costs of

servicing licensee are covered by that licensees royalty payments see

no reason why the cost of servicing licensee with both section 112 and

114 licenses would differ from servicing licensee with only 114

license Hence there is no economicjustification for distinct minimum

fees for the two rights being licensed

7Tallcy Transcript at 8649
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hereby declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the

United States that the foregoing testimony js true and correct to the best of

my knowledge information and belief

Adam Jaffe

Executed this 3rd day of October 2001



Jaffe Rebuttal Exh.l

Parties This is an agreement between the American Society of Composers Authors and

Publishers CWe Us or ASCAP located at One Lincoln Plaza New York New York 10023 and

You or Licensee located at

Licensee Name

Street Address or P0 Box City State ZIP Code

Experimental Agreement This is an experimental agreement which applies for its term only

and is entered into without prejudice to any position you or we may take for any period subsequent to its

termination

Definitions

Ycur Web Site is the Internet site on the World Wide Web generally known as

with the principal Universal Resource Locator URL of

http//_______________________________________________________________________

Web Site Transmissions are all transmissions of content to Web Site Users from or

through your Web Site or fiom any other web site pursuant to an agreement between you

and the operator of the other web site when accessed by means of any connection from

your Web Site

Web Site Users are all those who access Web Site Transmissions

Or Repertory consists of all copyrighted musical compositions written or published

by our members or by the members of tifiliated foreign performing rights societies

including compositions written or published during the term of this agreement and of

which we have the right to license nondramatic public performances

Grant of License We grant you license to publicly perform by means of Web Site

Transmissions non-dramatic renditions of the separate musical compositions in our Repertory

Term of License The license granted by this agreement commences on _____________________

the Effective Date and ends on December 31 of the same calendar year and continues after that for

additional terms of one year each unless you or we terminate it by giving the other party notice at least

thirty days prior to the end of calendar year



Limitations on License

This license extends only to you and your Web Site and is limited to performances

presented by means of Web Site Transmissions and by no other means provided

however that nothing in this agreement authorizes such performances when

transmitted from your Web Site pursuant to an agreement between you and any other web
site operator when accessed by means of connection from that other web site even if

such performances fall vÆthiri the definition of Web Site Transmissions and provided

further that ii if you are an Internet access provider nothing in this agreement

authorizes such performanceswhen transmitted from or through any homepages hosted

on your Web Site for those for whom you provide the service of Internet access

This license may not be assigned without our written consent

This license is limited to the United States its territories and possessions and the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico

Nothing in this agreement graits you or authorizes you to grant to any Web Site User or

to anyone else any right to reproduce copy or distribute by any means method or

process whatsoever any of the musical compositions licensed by this agreement

including but not limited to nnsferring or downloading any such musical composition

to computer hard drive or otherwise copying the composition onto any other storage

medium

Nothing in this agreement grants you or authorizes you to grant to anyone else any right

to reproduce copy distribute or perform publicly by any means method or process

whatsoever any sound recording embodying any of the musical compositions licensed

under this agreement

Nothing in this agreement grants or authorizes you to grant to any Web Site User or to

anyone else any right to perform publicly by any means method or process whatsoever

any of the musical compositions licensed under this agreement including but not limited

to any transmission retransmission or further transmission of any of those

compositions

This license is limited to non-dramatic performances and does not authorize any

dramatic performances nor does it extend to or include the public performance of any

opera operetta musical comedy play or like production as such in whole or in part

License Fees For each year during the term of this agreement you agree to pay us the license fee

calculated in accordance with the Rate Schedules applicable for that year

Rate Schedules There are three alternative Rate Schedules Schedules and

attached to and made part of this agreement For each year you may choose any one of the three rate

schedules we offer and for which you can provide the required information using either your own

technology or technology supplied by an industry acknowledged technology company

Reports and Payments You agree to furnish license fee reports and payments to us as follows

Initial License Fee Report Upon entering into this agreement you will submit an Initial

License Fee Report based on good faith estimate of either Web Site Revenue or

Web Site Sessions for the period from the Effective Date of this agreement until

December 31 of the year in which this agreement is executed



Annual License Fee Reports You till submit an Annual License Fee Report for each

year of this agreement by the first day of April of the following year on the Report Form

we will provide you free of charge

License Fee Payments You will submit license fee payments quarterly on or before

January April July and October of each year Each such payment shall be equal

to one-fourth of the license fee for the preceding calendar year provided however that

in any year for which your estimated license fee is less than $1000 you will submit

payments of $250 each or the balance of the license fee due for that year whichever is

less

Late Report Payments If we do not receive your Annual License Fee Report when due

you will submit quarterly license fee payments that are 24% higher than the quarterly

payments due for the preceding year and payments will continue at that increased rate

until we receive the late report

Annual Adjustment With each Annual License Fee Report you will submit payment of

any license fees due over and above all amounts that you paid for the year to which the

report pertains If the fee due is less than the amount you paid we will apply the excess

to the next quarterly payment due under this agreement If the excess is greater than one

quarterly payment we will refund the excess over and above the amount of one quarterly

payment to you at your written request

Late Payment Charge You will pay fmance charge of 1/2% per month or the

maximum rate permitted by state law whichever is less from the date due on any

required payment that is not made within thirty days of its due date

Music Use Reports You agree to provide us with reports regarding the musical

compositions contained in your Web Site Transmissions If the annual license fee

payable to ASCAP is less than $10000 you will submit such reports for the first three

days of each calendar quarter If the annual license fee payable to ASCAP is $10000 or

greater you will submit such reports for at least one week in each calendar quarter for

which we will request in writing and send it to you at least thirty days prior to

commencement of the period to be covered by the report Your reports will be in the

form we provide and will contain the information specified by us

10 Report Verification

We have the right to examine your books and records and you agree to obtain for us the

right to examine the books and records of any partner in or co-publisher of your Web

Site in order to verify any required report We may exercise this right by giving you

thirty days notice of our intention to conduct an examination We will consider all data

and information derived fran our examination as completely confidential You agree to

furnish all pertinent books and records including electronic records to our authorized

representatives during customarybusiness hours

If air examination shows that you underpaid license fees you agree to pay fmance

charge of 1-1/2% one month or the maximum rate permitted by state law whichever is

less on the license fees due from the date we bill you for that amount or if the

underpayment is 5% or more from the date or dates that the license fees should have

been paid
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You may dispute all or part of our claim for additional fees You may do so by advising

us in writing within thirty days from the date we bill the additional fees to you of the

basis for your dispute and by paying the undisputed portion of our claim with the

applicable finance charges If there is good faith dispute between us concerning all or

part of our claim we will defer fmance charges on the disputed amount until sixty days
after we have responded to you and will

pro-rate finance charges based on our resolution

of the dispute

11 Breach orflefault If you fail to perform any of the terms or conditions required of you by this

agreement we may terminate your license by giving you thirty days notice to cure your breach or

default If you do not do so within that thirty day period your license will automatically terminate at the

end of that period without any further notice from us

12 Interference with ASCAPs Operations We have the right to terminate this license effective

immediately if there is any major interference with or substantial increase in the cost of our operation

as result of any law in the state territory dependency possession or political subdivision in which you

or your Web Site is located which is applicable to the licensing of performing rights

13 Indemnification We will indemnify you from any claim made against you with respect to the

non-dramatic performance licensed under this agreement of any compositions in our Repertory and

will have full charge of the defense against the claim Ycu agree to notify us immediately of any such

claim furnish us with all the papers pertaining to it and cooperate fully with us in its defense If you

wish you may engage your own counsel at your expense who may participate in the defense Our

liability under this paragraph is strictly limited to the amount of license fees that you actually paid us

under this agreement for the calendar years in which the performances which are the subject of the

claim occurred

14 Covenant Not to Sue

ASCAP on its own behalf and on behalf of our members covenants not to make any

claim against you for unauthorized public performances of any of our members

compositions in our Repertory which would have been licensed under this agreement

except for the limitation set forth in subparagraph 6ai provided that the agreement

between you and the
operator of the other web site referred to in subparagraph 6a

expressly requires that the operator of the other web site obtain needed authorization for

performances of copyrighted musical compositions on or through its web site and

provided further that within 24 hours of receipt of notice from us that the operator of the

other web site does not have such needed authorization you will remove or block the

connection from that other web site to your Web Site

ASCAP on its own behalf and on behalf of our members covenants not to make any
claim against you for unauthorized public performances of any of our members

compositions in our Repertory which would have been licensed under this agreement

except for the limitation set forth in subparagraph 6aii provided that the agreement

between you and the owner of the homepage referred to in subparagraph 6aii
expressly requires that that owner obtain needed authorization for performances of

copyrighted musical compositions on or through its homepage and provided further that

within 24 hours of receipt of notice from us that the owner of the homepage does not

have such needed authorization you will remove that homepage from your Web Site

15 Notices We or you may give any notice required by this agreement by sending the notice to the

other partys last lanai address by United States Mail or by generally recognized same-day or

overnight delivery service We each agree to inform the other in writing of any change of address
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16 Governing Law This agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws

of the state of New York

17 Entire Agreement This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between you and ASCAP
and may only be modified or any rights under this agreement may be waived by written document

executed by both you and ASCAP

IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Agreement has been duly executed by ASCAP and Licensee this______

dayof .20

By

Licensee Name

Signature

Print Your Name

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

By

Title

Title

Fill in capacity in which signed If corporation state

corporate office held If partnership write word

partner under printed name of signing partner If

individual owner write individual owner under printed

name



RATE SCHEDULE

REPORT FORM
ASCAP EXPERIMENTAL LICENSE GREEMENT FOR INTERNET

SITES ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB -RELEASE 3.0

PART ACCOUNT INFORMATION

REPORT PERI__________ THRU 12/31/

LICENSEE NAME____________________________________________________

POSTAL ADDRESS_________________________________________________

WEB SITE URL http//_______________________ E-MAIL__________________

FACSIMILE NUMBER_________________ PHONE NUMBER_______________

PART 11 DEFINITIONS

The terms Web Site Web Site Transmissions and Web Site Users are defined in

subparagraphs 3a and of the license agreement

Sponsor Revenue means all payments made by or on behalf of sponsors advertisers program

suppliers content providers or others for use of the facilities of your Web Site including but not limited

to payments associated with syndicated selling on-line franchising and associates programs Sponsor
Revenue also means all payments from whatever source derived upon your sale or other disposition of

goods or services you received as barter for use of the facilities of your Web Site including but not

limited to payments for the sale of advertising time or space

Adjustment to Sponsor Revenue means advertising agency commissions not to exceed 15%

actually allowed to an advertising agency that has no direct or indirect ownership or managerial

connection with you or your Web Site

Web Site User Revenue means all payments made by or on behalf of Web Site Users to

access Web Site Transmissions including but not limited to subscriber fees connect time charges and

any other access fees

Web Site Revenue includes all specified payments and expenditures whether made directly to

you or to any entity under the same or substantially the same ownership management or control as you

or to any other person flun or corporation including but not limited to any partner or co-publisher of

your Web Site pursuant to an agreement or as directed or authorized by you or any of your agents or

employees



Web Session Value is the value derived the number of Web Sessions that Web Site

generates

Web Site Sessions are the total number of periods that begin when Web Site User first

accesses any Web Site Transmission and end when that Web Site User has not accessed any Web Site

Transmission within 10 minutes

PART LU REVENUE BASED

LICENSE FEE CALCULATION FOR RATE SCHEDULE

NET SPONSOR REVENUE

Sponsor Revenue $___________

Adjustment to Sponsor Revenue $____________

Net Sponsor Revenue subuact line from line
.......... $___________

WEB SITE REVENUE
Web Site User Revenue $___________

Net Sponsor Revenue from line $____________

Web Site Revenue add lines and $____________

Rate Based on Revenue .01615

Revenue Based License Fee multiply line by line
............. .....

PART IV WEB SESSION BASED
LICENSE FEE CALCULATION FOR RATE SCHEDULE

WEB SESSION VALUE
Web Site Sessions ____________

SD Rate Based on Web Sessions x$ .00048

It 11 Web Session Based Licensee Fee multiplyline by line 10 S___________

PART LICENSE FEE CALCULATION FOR RATE SCHEDULE

12 Licensee Fee enter line line 11 or Maximum License Fee if applicable4

whichever is greater .5 ____________

13 Minimum License Fee 264.00

14 LICENSE FEE DUE enter amount from line 12 or line 13 whichever is

greater

PART VL CERTIFICATION

We certilS that this report is true and correct arid that all books and records necessary to verify this

report are now and will continue to be available for your examination in accordance with the temis of

the license agreement

Signature Date

Print Name and Title

lfWeb Site Revenue exceeds $19000000.00 per year or it you choose not to report Web Site Revenue or Web Session

Value your annual Maximum License Fee is 5300.000.00



RATE SCHEDULE

REPORT FORM
ASCAP EXPERIMENTAL LICENSE GREEMENT FOR INTERNET

SITES ON THE 1D WIDE WEB RELEASE 3.0

FART ACCOUNT INFORMATION

REPORT PERIOD _________ THRU 12/31/

LICENSEE NAME___________________________________________________

POSTAL ADDRESS________________________________________________

WEB SITE URL httpf/_______________________ E-MAIL__________________

FACSIMILE NUMBER________________ PHONE NUMBER_______________

FART II DEFINITIONS

The terms Web Site Web Site Transmissions and Web Site Users are defined in

subparagraphs 3a and of the license agreement

Sponsor Revenue means all payments made by or on behalf of sponsors advertisers program

suppliers content providers or others for use of the facilities of your Web Site including but not limited

to payments associated with syndicated selling on-line franchising and associates programs Sponsor
Revenue also means all payments from whatever source derived upon your sale or other disposition of

goods or services you received as barter for use of the facilities of your Web Site including but not

limited to payments for the sale of advertising time orspa

Adjustment to Sponsor Revenue means advertising agency commissions not to exceed 15%

actually allowed to an advertising agency that has no direct or indirect ownership or managerial

connection with you or your Web Site

Web Site User Revenue means all payments made by or on behalf of Web Site Users to

access Web Site Transmissions including but not limited to subscriber fees connect time charges and

any other access fees

Web Site Revenue includes all specified payments and expenditures whether made directly to

you or to any entity under the same or substantially the same ownership management or control as you

or to any other person Ennor corporation including but not limited to any partner or co-publisher of

your Web Site pursuant to an agreement or as directed or authorized by you or any of your agents or

employees



Web Site Sessions are the total number of periods that begin when Web Site User first

accesses any Web Site Transmission and end when that Web Site User has not accessed an Web Site

Transmission within 10 minutes

Music Sessions are the number of Web Site Sessions in which Web Site Users access any

performances of music

Ii
Web Session Value is the value derived from the number of Web Sessions that Web Site

generates

PART LII REVENUE BASED

LICENSE FEE CALCULATION FOR RATE SCHEDULE

NET SPONSOR REVENUE

Sponsor Revenue
....

S___________

Adjustment to Sponsor Revenue $___________

Net Sponsor Revenue subtract line from line

WEB SITE REVENUE
Web Site User Revenue $____________

Net Sponsor Revenue from line S____________

Web Site Revenue add lines and $____________

VALUE ATTIUBUTABLE TO PERFORMANCES OF MUSIC
Web Site Sessions

Music Sessions

Ratio divide line by line to decimals

10 Web Site Revenue from line $___________

11 Value Attributable to Performances of Music multiplyline by line 10
12 Rate Based on Revenue

.0242

13 Revenue Based License Fee multiplyline 11 by line 12
PART TV WEB SESSION BASED

LICENSE FEE CALCULATION FOR RATE SCHEDULE

WEB SESSION VALUE
14 Web Site Sessions from line

15 Music Sessions from line

16 Rate Based on Web Sessions
.00073

17 Web Session Based Licensee Fee multiply line lSby line 16 ...._............._

PART LICENSE FEE CALCULATION FOR RATE SCHEDULE

18 Licensee Fee enter line 13 line 17or Maximum License Fee if applicable

whichever is greater
.5

19 Minimum License Fee 264.00

20 LICENSE FEE DUE enter mount from line 18 or line 19 whichever is

greater

If Web Site Revenue exceeds 519000000.00 per year or if you choose not to report Web Site Revenue or Web Session

Value your annual Maximum License Fee Is $300000.00



PART VI CERTIFICATION

We certil5 that this report is true and correct and that all books and records necessary to veri this

report are now and will continue to be available for your examination in accordance with the terms of

the license agreement

Signature Date

Print Name and Title

.-

10



RATE SCHEDULE

REPORT FORM
ASCAP EXPERIMENTAL LICENSE GREEMENT FOR INTERNET

SITES ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB -RELEASE 3.0

PART ACCOUNT INFORMATION

REPORTPERJOD THRU 12/31/

LICENSEE NAME____________________________________________________

POSTAL ADDRESS_________________________________________________

WEB SITE IJRL http//______________________ E-MAIL_________________

FACSIMILE NUMBER________________ PHONE NUMBER______________

PART II DEFINITIONS

The terms Web Site Web Site Transmissions and Web Site Users are defined in

subparagraphs 3a and of the license agreement

Sponsor Revenue means all payments made by or on behalf of sponsors advertisers program

suppliers content providers or others for use of the facilities of your Web Site including but not limited

to payments associated with syndicated selling on-line franchising and associates programs Sponsor
Revenue also means all payments fiom whatever source derived upon your sale or other disposition of

goods or services you received as barter for use of the facilities of your Web Site including but not

limited to payments for the sale of advertising time or space

Adjustment to Sponsor Revenue means advertising agency commissions not to exceed 15%

actually allowed to an advertising agency that has no direct or indirect ownership or managerial

connection with you or your Web Site

Web Site User Revenue means all payments made by or on behalf of Web Site Users to

access Web Site Transmissions including but not limited to subscriber fees connect time charges and

any other access fees

Web Site Revenue includes all specified payments and expenditures whether made directly to

you or to any entity under the same or substantiallythe same ownership management or control as you
or to any other person fimt or corporation including but not limited to any partner or co-publisher of

your Web Site pursuant to an agreement or as directed or authorized by you or any of your agents or

employees

0-
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Web Site Sessions are the total number of periods that begin when Web Site User first

accesses any Web Site Transmission and end when that Web Site User has not accessed any Web Site

Transmission within 10 minutes

Music Sessions are the number of Web Site Sessions in which Web Site Users access any

performances of music

Ii
Web Session Value is the value derived from the number of Web Sessions that Web Site

generates

Performances of Music are the total number of performances of all musical works contained

in Web Site Transtissicas

Performances of ASCAP Music are the number of Performances of Music which are of

musical works in the ASCAP repertory not otherwise licensed

PART 111 REVENUE BASED
LICENSE FEE CALCULATION FOR RATE SCHEDULE

NET SPONSOR REVENUE

Sponsor Revenue $___________

Adjustment to Sponsor Revenue ____________
Net Sponsor Revenue subtract line from line

.. $____________

WEB SITE REVENUE
Web Site User Revenue ___________

Net Sponsor Revenue fiom line S____________

Web Site Revenue add lines and S____________

VALUE ATTRIBUTABLE TO PERFORMANCES OF MUSIC
Web Site Sessions ____________

Music Sessions _____________
Ratio divide line by line to decimals ____________

10 Web Site Revenue from line $____________

II Value Attributable to Performances of Music multiply line by line 10 S____________

VALUE ATTRIBUTED TO PERFORMANCES OF ASCAP MUSIC
12 Performances of Music

13 Performances ofASCAP Music ____________

14 Ratio divide line 13 by line l2to decimals ____________

15 Value Attributable to Performances of Music from line 11 $____________

16 Value Attributable to Performances of ASCAP Music multiply line 14 by line

IS S___________

17 Rate Based on Revenue .0446

18 Revenue Based License Fee multiply line l6by line 17 S____________

PART IV WEB SESSION BASED
LICENSE FEE CALCULATION FOR RATE SCHEDULE

WEB SESSION VALUE
19 Web Site Sessions fiom line

20 Music Sessions from line

12



21 Performances of Music from line
12...................................................................

22 Performances of ASCAP Music from line 13................-...........

23 Ratio divide lire 22 by line 21

24 Sessions Attributable to Performances of ASCAP Music multiply line 20 by

line 23. ____________
25 Rate Based on Web Sessions .00134

26 Web Session Based Licensee multiply line 24 by line 25

PART LICENSE FEE CALCULATION FOR RATE SCHEDULE

27 Licensee Fee enter line 18 line 26 or Maximum License Fee if applicable

whichever is greater .. $_____________

28 Minimum License
....

264.00

29 LICENSE FEE DUE enter amount from line 27 or line 28 whichever is

greater

PART VL CERTIFICATION

We certi that this report is true and correct and that all books and records necessary to verify this

report are now and will continue to be available for your examination in accordance with the terms of

the license agreement

Signature Date

Print Name and Title

fWeb Site Revenue exceeds lLOOO.OOO.Ocr year or if

you choose not to npo web Site Revenue or web Session

Value yourannual Maximum License Fee is 5300000.00

13
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II WEB SITE

MUSIC PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT

AGREEMENT made on _________________ 200_ by and between BROADCAST MUSIC INC BMr
New York corporation with its principal offices at 320 West 57th Street New York New York 10019 and

_________________________________ LICENSEE _____________________ State

check one corporation

partnership

limited liability company
individual dlb/a ______________________________ complete if applicable

with its principal offices at______________________________________________________
the Agreement

if IS HEREBY AGREED AS FOLLOWS

Term

The Term of this Agreement shall mean the period from either January 2001 or _____________ date after

January 2001 on which audio was launched whichever is later through December 31 2003 and continuing on year-

to-year basis thereafter Either party may terminate the Agreement upon 60 days prior written notice at the end of

December of any year beginning with December 31 2003 SMI shall have the right to cancel this Agreement along with

the simultaneous cancellation of the Agreements of all other licensees of the same class and category as LICENSEE as

of the end of any month during the initial term or any subsequent renewal term upon 60 days prior written notice

Definitions

As used in this Agreement the following terms shall have the following respective meanings

Allocation of Run-Of-Site Revenue shall mean Run-Of-Site Revenue multiplied by fraction the

numerator of which is the total Music Page Impressions for the reporting period and the denominator of which is the total

Page Impressions for the reporting period Run-Of-Site Revenue total Music Page Impressions i-total Page

Impressions

Direct Music Area Revenue shall mean the total of In-Stream Advertising Revenue Music Page

Banner Advertising Revenue Music Subscriber Revenue and Other Music Revenue

Gross Revenue shall mean all revenue including all
billings on behalf of and all payments made to

LICENSEE or as authorized by UCENSEE its employees representatives agents or any other person acting on

IJCENSEEs behalf and all billings on behalf of and payments made to any person company firm or corporation under

the same or substantially the same ownership management and control as LICENSEE for access to and/or use of

the Web Site or portions thereof including online time subscriptions and other transactional charges excluding revenue

generated by LICENSEE For the direct sale of manufactured products including commissions from third parties on

transactions advertising including sponsor hot links on the Web Site including billings to and payments received

from sponsors less advertising agency commissions not to exceed 15% actually incurred to recognized advertising

agency not owned or controlled by LICENSEE the provision of jjpse or space on the Web Site to any other person or

company donations the fair market value of merchandii services or any thing or service of value which

LICENSEE may receive in lieu of cash consideration for the use of the Web Site ie trade and barter and

UCENSEEs proprietary software used to access the Web Site or download any aspect thereof Gross Revenue shall

include such payments as set forth in through above to which LICENSEE is entitled but which are paid to parent

subsidiary or division of LICENSEE or any third party in lieu of payment to LICENSEE for LICENSEEs Web Site

LICENSEE may deduct from Gross Revenue any bad debts actually written off during reporting period which are

related to any billings previously reported but shall increase Gross Revenue by any recoveries thereof

In-Stream Advertising Revenue shall mean that portion of Gross Revenue as defined in Paragraph

2c2 and 2c5 which is derived from advertising embedded in audio or audiovisual programming on the Web Site

which contains music

Music Area Revenue shall mean Direct Music Area Revenue plus the Allocation of Run-Of-Site

Revenue

Music Page shall mean Web Page which presents one or more icons or hyperlinks that may be

clicked on to access performances of music or at which music is played upon loading the Web Page

Music Page Banner Advertising Revenue shall mean that portion of Gross Revenue as defined in

Paragraph 2c2 and 2c5 which is derived from advertisements appearing on or in connection with Music

Pages or portions thereof on the Web Site

Music Page Impression shall mean transfer request for single Music Page

BMI reiseied Ira cieniam of Broadcast Must hr 040301



Music Subscriber Revenue shall mean that portion of Gross Revenue as defined in Paragraph 2c1
which is derived from granting access to performances of music or Music Pages or portions thereof on the Web Site

Online Service shall mean commercial computer online information and/or entertainment

programming packaging service including but not limited to America Online @Home Network Road Runner Microsoft

Network CompuServe and Prodigy which offers consumers for fee access to proprietary centralized databases and

remote sources of audio and video programming and which may provide Internet access

Other Music Revenue shall mean that portion of Gross Revenue as defined in Paragraphs 2c1-6
other than Gross Revenue defined in Paragraphs 2d 2g and 2i which is directly attributable to performances of

music or Music Pages or portions thereof on the Web Sita

Page Impression shall mean transfer request for single Web Page
Run-Of-Site Revenue shall mean that portion of Gross Revenue as defined in Paragraphs 2c1-6

which is attributable to the entire Web Site or any part or parts of the Web Site that include one or more Music Pages or

portions thereof Run-Of-Site Revenue shall not include Direct Music Area Revenue or other revenue derived from

targeted advertising buys where an advertiser buys advertising banners or other opportunities on or in connection with or

LICENSEE charges for access to specific Web Pages other than Music Pages or portions thereof

Territory shall mean the United States its Commonwealth territories and possessions and the

territories represented by non-U.S performing rights licensing organizations listed on Exhibit as may be amended from

time to time by DM1 during the Term of this Agreement by adding to or deleting from the list of countries posted in the

licensing section of the DM1 web site located at http//www.bmi.com/ DM1 will provide notice to LICENSEE by e-mail to

the address provided by LICENSEE on the profile attached hereto as such may be amended in writing by LICENSEE of

the deletion of any non-U.S performing rights licensing organization from Exhibit during the Term hereof

U.S Territory shall mean the United States its Commonwealth territories and possessions

web Page shaH mean set of associated files transferred sequentially from the Web Site to and

rendered more or less simultaneously by browser For purposes of this Agreement such associated files shall include

but shall not be limited to pop-up windows that open upon accessing the Web Page as well as proprietary software

players that open when accessing an audio or audiovisual file associated with the Web Page
Web Site shall mean an Internet computer service comprising series of interrelated Web Pages

currently registered with domain name registration service and known as _________________________________
that LICENSEE produces and/or packages and then transmits or causes to be transmitted either directly or indirectly to

persons who receive the service from the URL http/I____________________________ over the intemet by means of

personal computer or by means of another device capable of receiving Internet transmissions LICENSEE may license

additional Web Sites owned operated and/or controlled by LICENSEE by listing such additional sites on Exhibit hereto

and may amend Exhibit from time to time during the Term hereof by written agreement signed by both parties

LICENSEE must comply separately with all reporting requirements and pay separate license fees under this Agreement

including Annual Minimum License Fees for each Web Site listed on Exhibit References herein to Web Site shall

include those additional sites listed on Exhibit

Grant of Rights

DM1 hereby grants to LICENSEE for the Term non-exclusive license to perform publicly within the

Territory subject to Paragraph 3b below in and as part of UCENSEEs Web Site transmitted or caused to be

transmitted either directly or indirectly by LICENSEE over the Internet all musical works the right to grant public

performance licenses of which DM1 controls This Agreement shall only include public performances in the Territory of

musical works by transmissions over the Internet received via personal computers or by means of another device

capable of receiving the Internet through streaming technologies as well as those transmissions that are downloaded by

persons on personal computers or otherwise where such transmissions are accessed through the Web Site simultaneous

to viewing page on the Web Site Public performances outside of the Territory may be subject to appropriate separate

licensing This Agreement shall not license transmissions of musical works that are accessed through web site owned

or controlled by third party simultaneous to viewing page on the third partys web site This Agreement does not

include dramatic rights or the right to perform dramatico-musical works in whole or in substantial part This Agreement

also does not license public performances in any commercial establishments including but not limited to where all or

portion of LICENSEEs Web Site is used as commercial music service as that term is customarily understood in the

industry such performances of DM1 music shall be subject to appropriate separate licensing

Notwithstanding the foregoing the territorial scope of the grant of rights with respect to any musical

works which are affiliated with DM1 through non-U.S performing rights licensing organization not listed on Exhibit

hereto is limited to public performances in the U.S Territory Public performances of such musical works outside of the

U.S Territory may be subject to appropriate separate licensing

Nothing herein shall be construed as the grant by DM1 of any license in connection with any transmission

which is not part of LICENSEEs Web Site transmitted or caused to be transmitted by LICENSEE and nothing herein

shall be construed as authorizing LICENSEE to grant to others including but not limited to third party web sites Online

Services cable television system operators and open video systems acting as other than Internet service providers

any license or right to reproduce or perform publicly by any means method or process whatsoever any of the musical

compositions licensed hereunder



This Agreement grants only public performing rights to LICENSEE and does not grant any reproduction

distribution performance right
in sound recordings or any other intellectual property rights in any musical works to any

person or entity that may receive and/cr download or otherwise store the transmission of musical works
In the event that all or portion of LICENSEEs Web Site Is offered for resale by third party as pay or

premium audio or audiovisual service or is packaged or included on tier of services by third party for additional

revenue either independently or with other Web Sites LICENSEE shall immediately notify DM1 in writing of any such

arrangements DM1 and LICENSEE expresslyagree that any such uses are not licensed under this Agreement and shall

be subject to appropriate separate licensing

License Fee

In consideration of the license granted herein LiCENSEE shall pay to DM1 for each calendar quarter of the Term
hereof license fee in accordance with the following rate calculations at LICENSEEs option

Gross Revenue Calculation

LICENSEE shall pay to DM1 1.75% of LiCENSEEs Gross Revenue generated by LICENSEEs Web Site

during each quarter year of the Term according to the Payment Schedule below Gross Revenue 1.75% or

Music Area Revenue Calculation

LiCENSEE shall pay to BMI the greater of L5% of UCENSEEs Music Area Revenue generated by
LICENSEEs Web Site during each quarter year of the Term according to the Payment Schedule below Music
Area Revenue 2.5% and total Music Page Impressions during each quarter year of the Term according to

the Payment Schedule below divided by 1.000 and multiplied by $0.12 Music Page Impressions 1000

$0.12

Payment Schedule LICENSEE may elect between the Gross Revenue Calculation and Music Area

Revenue Calculation upon filing
each of its Financial Reports for each immediately preceding calendar quarter of the

Term in accordance with Paragraph according to the following Payment Schedule

PAYMENT SCHEDULE

Quarter Period Ending Payment Due Date

First March 31 April 30

Second June 30 July31

Third September 30 October 31

Fourth December31 January31

Annual Minimum License Fee

For each calendar year of the Agreement LICENSEE shall pay to DM1 an Annual Minimum License Fee as

follows

Upon signing this Agreement UCENSEE shall estimate its annual Gross Revenue and shall pay to BMI

an estimated Annual Minimum License Fee in accordance with the Minimum Fee Table below prorated based on the

number of months remaining in the first calendar year covered by the Agreement Thereafter LICENSEE shall pay to

DM1 any additional amount that may be due based on actual Gross Revenue upon filing
Its Financial Reports in

accordance with Paragraph Annual Minimum License Fee payments are credited against any additional license fees

that LICENSEE shall owe to DM1 in the same year to which the Annual Minimum License Fee shall apply Overpayments

shall be credited to UCENSEEs account Web Sites paying only Annual Minimum License Fees must still submit

financial reports under Paragraph

The Annual Minimum License Fee due for 2001 is specified in the Minimum Fee Table below For each

year of this Agreement after 2001 the Annual Minimum License Fee shall be adjusted to reflect the increase or
decrease in the United States Consumer Price Index National All Items between October 2000 and October of the

year preceding the year subject to the minimum fee and shall be rounded to the nearest dollar amount

MINIMUM FEE TABLE

Gross Revenue 2001 Annual Minimum Fee

Up to $12000 $259.00

512.001 to $18500 $388.00

518.501 $517.00

Financial Reports and Audit

LICENSEE shall submit to DM1 separate Financial Reports as to Gross Revenue generated by

LICENSEEs Web Site as follows

For each calendar quarter of this Agreement report certified by an authorized representative of

LICENSEE for the Web Site in the form substantially the same as the Web Site Music Performance License Quarterly

Report Form annexed to this Agreement as Exhibit LICENSEEs Financial Reports are due at the same time as the



applicable quarterly license fee including the Annual Minimum Ucense Fee as set forth in Paragraph LICENSEE

agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to use software which BMI may provide to LICENSEE to prepare and

deliver such reports electronically or such other commercially reasonable alternative method upon which the parties

agree LICENSEEs Financial Reports shall be treated as confidentiaL BMI will not disclose the contents of such reports

except as may be required by law or legal process provided however that nothing contained herein shall limit or

preclude BMI from providing affiliated or represented songwriters composers music publishers and/or non-U.S

performing rights licensing organizations with Itemized royalty statements and responding to inquiries from such affiliates

or nm-U.S organizations related thereto

ii BMI shall have the right to estimate the fees due for given quarter year on the basis of the highest

quarterly fee during the previous twelve 12 months and bill UCENSEE therefor in the event that LICENSEE falls to

report as required Neither SMIs estimation of the fee for reporting period nor anything else shall relieve UCENSEE of

the obligation to report and make actual fee payments for the reporting period If BMIs estimate was less than the actual

license fee due LICENSEE shall pay SMI at the time the report is rendered the difference between the actual fee due

and the estimated fee paid If LICENSEEs report reflects that the actual fee for the quarter year was less than the

estimated fee paid SMI shall credit the overpayment to LICENSEEs account If LICENSEE has submitted all

contractually required prior reports and payments to BMI and this Agreement is terminated SMI shall refund the

overpayment to LICENSEE
BMt shall have the right to require that LICENSEE provide SMI with data or information sufficient to

ascertain the license fee due hereunder

BMI shall have the right at Mls sole cost and expense once with respect to each year of the Term or

portion thereof by its duly authorized representatives at any time during customary business hours and upon thirty 30
days advance written notice to examine the books and records of account of LICENSEE necessary to verify any and all

statements accounting and reports rendered and/or required by this Agreement and in order to ascertain the license fee

due BMI for any unreported period The period for which BMI may audit UCENSEE shall be limited to three calendar

years preceding the year in which the audit is made provided however that if an audit is postponed at the request of

LICENSEE and BMI grants such postponement BMI shall have the right to audit for the period commencing with the

third calendar year preceding the year in which notification of intention to audit was first given by SMI to LICENSEE In

the event that an audit reveals deficiency of ten percent 10% or greater BMI shall have the right to audit one

additional calendar year for total of four calendar years preceding the year in which the audit is made This

limitation on the period for which BMI may audrt LICENSEE shall not apply if UCENSEE fails to file its financial

reports due under Paragraph 6ai in timely manneç and/or ii LICENSEE fails or refuses after written notice from

BMI to produce the material books and/or records of account necessary to verify any report or statement required under

the Agreement BMI shall treat as confidential all data and information coming to its attention as the result of any such

examination of books and records and shall not use any such information other than in connection with its administration

of this Agreement
In addition to any other remedy that BMI may have in the event that BMI conducts an audit under

Paragraph 6c and such audit reveals that LICENSEE has underpaid license fees to BMI LICENSEE shall immediately

pay the amount LICENSEE owes BMI and in addition if such underpayment amounts to ten percent 10% or more of

LICENSEEs annual fees for the audited period LICENSEE shall pay BMI late payment charge in the amount of one

and one-half percent 1/2% per month of all monies owed commencing on the actual date such monies were due

Late Payment Charge

BMI may impose late payment charge of one and one-half percent 1/2 per month from the date payment

was due on any quarterly payment that is received by BMI more than ten 10 days after the due date

Music Use Reports
LICENSEE shall provide BMI in electronic form quarterly Music Use Reports which shall contain

detailed information from LICENSEEs Web Site usage logs concerning the transmission of all musical works on

LICENSEEs Web Site Such information shall identify each musical work by title composer/writer author artist record

label any unique identifier e.g ISWC ISAN length type of use Le theme background or feature performance and

manner of performance i.e instrumental or vocal or any other rnethedology agreed to by BMI and LICENSEE and

specify the number of times each musical work was transmitted and whether such transmission was streamed or

downloaded In the event that charge was made for an on-demand transmission where the user chose to access

particular work and paid fee to LICENSEE for such service LICENSEE shall include the gross price that the end user

was charged to receive such transmissions With respect to transmissions of audiovisual works such information shall

also include the title of each audiovisual work and the primary author director and principal actors of the audiovisual

work With respect to on-demand transmissions where users are able to access transmissions of specific works upon

request such information shall also include the country where the end-user received such transmission LICENSEE shall

request reports from its licensors or outside producers with respect to all content provided by others and transmitted by

LICENSEE as part of LICENSEEs Web Site LICENSEE shall notify BMI immediately in the event that LICENSEE is

unable to obtain such reports and SMI shall use commercially reasonable efforts to secure any missing reports from

LICENSEEs licensors or outside producers but nothing contained herein shall relieve LICENSEE of its obligation to

deliver the reports to BMI in the event that BMI is unable to obtain such reports



LICENSEE shall deliver to DM1 Music Use Reports on or before the thirtieth day follothrig the end of

such quarter pursuant to the Payment Schedule set forth in Paragraph LICENSEE agrees to use commercially
reasonable efforts to use software which DM1 may provide to UCENSEE to prepare and deliver such reports

electronically or such other commercially reasonable alternative method upon which the parties agree
DM1 shall not disclose other than as individualized music use information accompanying royalty

statements any specific music performance data contained in the Music Use Reports without LICENSEEs prior written

consent Nothing contained herein shall preclude DM1 from using the music use information as part of aggregated

publicly disseminated market data so long as the source of such information is not specifically identifiable as coming

from LICENSEE or disclosing any such data as may be required by law or legal process

Indemnification

Provided that UCENSEE has not failed to cure breach or default within thirty 30 days of receiving notification

from DM1 thereof under the Agreement DM1 shall indemnify save and hold harmless and defend LICENSEE and its

officers and employees from and against any and all claims demands and suits alleging copyright infringement that may
be made or brought against them or any of them with respect to the public performance within the Territory of any

musical works licensed hereundec pmvkled hpwever that such indemnity shall be limited to those claims demands or

suits that are made or brought within the U.S Territory and provided further that such indemnity shall be limited to works

which are DM1-affiliated works at the time of LICENSEEs performance of such works This indemnity shall not apply to

transmissions of any musical work performed by LICENSEE after written request from DM1 to UCEN SEE that LICENSEE

refrain from performance thereof DM1 shall upon reasonable written request advise LICENSEE whether particular

musical works are available for performance as part of DMIs repertoire UCENSEE shall provide the title and the

writer/composer of each musical composition requested to be identified UCENSEE agrees to give DM1 immediate notice

of any such claim demand or suit to deliver to DM1 any papers pertaining thereto and to cooperate with DM1 with

respect thereto and DM1 shall have full charge of the defense of any such claim demand or suit provided however

that LICENSEE may retain counsel on its behalf and at its own expense and participate in the defense of such claim

demand or suit

10 Warranty Reservation of Rights

This Agreement is experimental in nature DM1 and LICENSEE recognize that the license granted herein covers

certain transmissions originating from and/or received in certain territories outside of the U.S Territory pursuant to

experimental agreements with certain non-U.S performing rights licensing organizations around the world and that this

Agreement is broader in geographical scope than DMIs previous Internet licenses Notwithstanding DM1 is offering this

Agreement at the same rate as its previous Internet license on an experimental and non-prejudicial basis for the sole

purpose of evaluating such international licensing Initiatives Nothing contained in this Agreement is intended to reflect

DMIs position with respect to the reasonable value of the license granted herein DM1 hereby expressly reserves its right

to re-evaluate the appropriateness of the fees and terms herein including but not limited to the reasonable value of

license that covers transmissions beyand the U.S Territory for periods following the Term

11 Breach or Default

Upon any breach or default of the terms and conditions of this Agreement by LICENSEE DM1 shall have the

right to cancel this Agreement but any such cancellation shall only become effective if such breach or default continues

thirty 30 days after LICENSEEs receipt of written notice thereof The right to cancel shall be in addition to any and all

other remediçs which DM1 may have No waiver by DM1 of full performance of this Agreement by LICENSEE in any one

or more instances shall be waiver of the right to require full and complete performance of this Agreement thereafter or

of the right to cancel this Agreement in accordance with the terms of this Paragraph

12 Discontinuance of Music

In the event that LICENSEE ceases to publicly perform music In connection with its Web Site LICENSEE may
cancel this Agreement by sending written notice to DM1 prior to the effective date of cancellation as specified in such

notice by LICENSEE DM1 will cancel this Agreement retroactive to the effective date of cancellation but only if within

ninety 90 days after the effective date LICENSEE has submitted to DM1 all reports and payments due under the

Agreement through the effective date and has not resumed publicly performing music in connection with its Web
Site In the event that LICENSEE fails to provide such reports and payments or resumes publicly performing music in

connection with its Web Site within the ninety 90 day period LICENSEEs request to cancel this Agreement shall be

deemed withdrawn and this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect for the duration of the Term in accordance

with Paragraph above

13 Arbitration

All disputes of any kind nature or description arising in connection with the terms and conditions of this

Agreement except for matters within the jurisdiction of the DM1 rate court shall be submitted to arbitration in the City

County and State of New York under the then prevailing wles of the American Arbitration Association by an arbitrator or

arbitrators to be selected as follows Each of the parties shall by written notice to the other have the right to appoint one

arbitrator If within ten 10 days following the giving of such notice by one party the other shall not by written notice

appoint another arbitrator the first arbitrator shall be the sole arbitrator If two arbitrators are so appointed they shall

appoint third arbitrator If ten 10 days elapse after the appointment of the second arbitrator and the two arbitrators are

unable to agree upon the third arbitrator then either party may in writing request the American Arbitration Association to



appoint the third arbitrator The award made in the arbitration shall be binding and conclusive on the parties and

judgment may be but need not be entered in any court having jurisdiction Such award shall include the fodng of costs

expenses and attorneys fees of arbitration which shall be borne by the unsuccessful party

14 Withdrawal of Works

DM1 reserves the right at its discretion to withdraw from the license granted hereunder any musical work as to

which legal action has been instituted or claim made that DM1 does not have the right to license the performing rights in

such work or that such work infringes another composition

15 Notice

All notices and other communications between the parties hereto shall be in writing and deemed received

when delivered in person ii upon confirmed transmission by telex or facsimile device or iii fIve days after

deposited in the United States mails postage prepaid certified or registered mail addressed to the other party at the

address set forth below or at such other address as such other party may supply by written notice

BMI 320 West 57th Street

NewYorkNewYork 10019

Attn Senior Vice President Ucensing

with separate copy to

Senior Vice President and General Counsel

LICENSEE

with separate copy to

16 Assignment
This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and shall be binding upon the parties hereto and their respective

successors and assigns but no assignment shall relieve the parties hereto of their respective obligations hereundeit

17 Entire Agreement

This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding between the parties with respect to the subject matter

$4
hereof This Agreement cannot be waived added to or modified orally and no waiver addition or modification shall be

valid unless in writing and signed by the parties This Agreement its validity construction and effect shall be governed

by the laws of the State of New York The fact that any provisions herein are found by court of competent jurisdiction

to be void or unenforceable shall not affect the
validity or enforceability of any other provisions

BROADCAST MUSIC INC PLEASE COMPLETE ALL OF THE FOLLOWING

___________________________ UCENSEEs main offices are located in the U.S Territory

Signature YES__ NO__

___________________________ The majority of LICENSEEs employees are located in the u.s

Print Name of Signer Territory

YES..._ NO__

Title of Signer UCENSEEs annual accounts are audiled in the U.S Territory

YES__ NO
LICENSEE

Please return signed agreement together with By
minimum fee to Signature

DM1

320 West 57th Street Print Name of Signer

NewvorkNY 10019

ATTh Web Site Licensing
Title of Signer
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EXHIBITS

WEB SITE MUSIC PERFORMANCE AGREEMENt
Gross Revenue Calculation

QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT FORM

Company Name
Address

Telephone No
Name of Web Site

URL

YOUR GROSS REVENUE

Subscriber Revenue including commissions on third party transactions

Advertising Revenue less agency commissions
Provision of Space or Time

Donations

Trade or Barter

Proprietary Software

TOTAL GROSS REVENUE add lines through

TOTAL GROSS REVENUE 1.75%

LICENSE FEE

TOTAL PAYMENT DUE

4-

hereby certify on this _________ day of that the above is true and correct

BY
SIGNATURE

PRINT NAME OF SIGNER

Please return report and payment to

Web Ucensing

BMI

320 West Street

New York NY 10019

Please e-mail any questions to weblicensingbmi.com

Report For Calendar Ouarten

Jati Apr.1 Juiy.1Sept Oct.1
Mz.31 J10t30 30 Dec.31

LI TLIr1 YEAR

TITLE OF S1GNER



Ja11- Apr.1- JuIy.1SI Octi

Report For Calendar Quarter kNit 30 30 Dec 31

fl L1.A fl
Company Name
Address

Phone
ttamofWebSite

URL

MUSIC AREA REVENUE
DIRECT MUSIC AREA REVENUE

In-Stream Advertising $____________ less agency commissions $____________ $___________________

Music Page Banner Advertising $___________ less agency commissions $___________________

Music Subscriber Fees $___________________

Other Music Revenue $___________________

DIRECT MUSIC AREA REVENUE add lines through $_______________

ALLOCATION OF RUN OF SITE REVENUE
Subscriber Revenue including commissions on third party transactions $___________________

Advertising Revenue $____________ less agency commissions $____________ $___________________

Provision of Space or Time $_________________

Donations $____________________

10 Trade or Barter $_______________
11 Proprietary Software $___________________

12 RUN OF SITE REVENUE add lines through 11 $_______________
13 ALLOCATION OF RUN OF SITE REVENUE

$__________
RUN OF SITE REVENUE TOTAL MUSIC PAGE IMPRESSIONS TOTAL PAGE IMPRESSIONS

14 TOTAL MUSIC AREA REVENUE add lines and 13 $________________

MUSIC AREA UCENSE FEE

the grean and

TOTAL MUSIC AREA REVENUE MUSIC PAGE IMPRESSIONS

$___________ x2.5%$________ 1000x$O.12$________
brim Lne 13 Total Mus Page biresabns

MUSIC AREA UCENSE FEE $_____________

hereb1 certify on this __________ day of ___________________ _______ that the above is true and correct

Please retum report and payment to

Weblicensing

BM1

320 West 571h Street

NewYork NY 10019

Please e-mail any questions to weblicensingbrni.com

EXHIBIT

nut WEB SITE MUSIC PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT

III1J Music Area Revenue Calculation

QUARTERLY FINANCIAL REPORT FORM

BY
SIGNATURE

PRINT NAME OF SIGNER

TITLE OF SIGNER



EXHIBIT
Last Updatet 7123101

PERFORMING RIGHTS ORGANIZATION COUNTRY

AEPI Greece

AKM Auslria

APRA Australia

ARTISJUS Hungary

BUMA The Netherlands

CASH Hong Kong

COMPASS Singapore

GEMA Germany

IMRO Ireland

JASRAC Japan

XCI Indonesia

KODA Denmark

MACP Malaysia

MUST Taiwan

PRS United Kingdau

SABAM Belgium

SACEM France

SACM Mezco

SADAIC ArgenUna

SCO Chile

SCAB Spain

SlAB Italy

STIM Sweden

SUISA Switzerland

TEOSTO Finland

UBC Brazil

10



MIII INTERNET-al

WEB SITE
jMwncan MUSIC PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT

WEB SITE PROFILE

Please complete and return with your signed agreements

so we can service your account properly

Site URL

Site Name

Corporate Name

Corporate Contact Title

Corporate Address

Telephone Fax

E-Mail

flnancial Contact Title

If different from above

Billing Address
if different from above

Telephone Fax

E-Mail

Music

Use Reports Contact Title

If different from above

Telephone Fax

E-Mail

Questions Please visit our web site at

httpIlwww.bmLcom

11



Jaffe RebuttaJ Exit1C

SESAC INTERNETII4Ew MEDIA UCENSE

This experimental Internet/New Media License for performance rights is entered into without prejudice to the positions

either party may take in subsequent discussions

PAR11ES

This Internet/New Media Ucense including alt attached Schedules Agreement is made by and between SESAC Inc

SESAC 421 West 54th Street NewYork New Yak 10019 and

tNam pncithip pnconbp gm
çLICENSEE-

Address
___________________________

City
STfZlpI

Web Site Base URL Address

Corporation Partnership Sole Proprietorship check one State of
Incorporation Of applicable

Telephone Fax E-mail1

Billing Address if different from above

SESAC and LICENSEE hereby mutually agree as follows

MISCELLANEOUS DE9NmONS

Web Site Web Site under this Agreement is location on the tntemet that broadcasts transmits or otherwise makes

musicalworks available to computer users on or through its own unique domain name and base Uniform Resource Locator URL
address and includes all subpages under the base URL address

Compositions Compositions Includes all of the musical works which SESAC controls and for which SESAC is empowered

to license the performance right during the term of this Agreement as defined below

GRANT OFRIGI-fIS

As of
JanUary irEffective Date SESAC grants to LICENSEE the non-exclusive light and license to publicly perform

non-dramatic renditions of the Compositions by transmission on or through the LICENSEEs Web Site as described in the Schedule

Web Site URL Address field My authorization made under this Agreement is limited to the United States its territories and possessions

and the Commonwealth of Puerto RlccRico U.S Territory orUS Territory Rights unless LICENSEE is eligible and elects to

secure Foreign Territory Rights defined in the Foreign Territory Addendum for an additional fee

LIMflATIONS OF RiGHTS

The rights granted pursuant to Paragraph above specifically exclude

The right to transmit the Compositions fromweb sites or computer online services other than the Web Site described in

Schedule below

Ii your Web Site aggregates audio or audio visual streams from two or more web sites orothersources or ifyou provide

proprietary content andlor services to third party web sites E.g subscriptions brandedplayers streamedaudio/video music samples

downloads etc please contact SESAC for the appropriate license

The authority to grant or sublicense to any third party or entity which may receive download or otherwise capture transmissions

rom LICENSEEs Web Site the right to publicly performthe Compositions licensed hereunder either by any transmission

retransmission or rebroadcast by any means medium method device or process now or hereafter known and

Rights in and to the Compositions Grand Rights include but are not limited to the right to performin whole or in part

dramatico-musical and dramatic works in dramatic sethng



TERM OF LJCENSEAGREETtIENr

The term of this Agreement shall be for an initial period that commences upon the Effective Date and continues for period of six

months the Initial Period Thereafter the Agreement shall automatically continue in fUll force and effect for successive additional

periods of six months Renewal Periods SESAC andlor LICENSEE shall have the right to terminate this Agreement as of the

last day of the Initial Period or as of the last day of any RenewalPeriods upon giving written notice to the other party by certified mail

return receipt requested at least
thirty 30 days prior to the commencement of any Renewal Periods The Initial Period and Renewal

Periods are sometimes collectively referred to hereafter as the Term

LICENSEFE

As consideration for the rights granted herein LICENSEE shall pay to SESAC fee License Fee in accordance with the then

current Intemet/New Media Fee Schedule License Fee Schedule

SESAC shall have the right to change the License Fee Schedule upon thirty 30 days prior written notice by Certified Mail In

the event LiCENSEEs fees are increased as result of change in the License Fee Schedule LICENSEE shall then have the right to

terminate this Agreement effective as of the date of the increase providedthatwithin thirty 30 days of SESACs notice of increase

LICENSEE provides written notice of termination to SESAC by Certified Mail

The License Fee may be subject to an increase effective January of each calendar year by an amount equivalent to the

percent increase if any in the Consumer Price Index All Urban Consumer CPI-U as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

U.S Department of Labor between the preceding October and the next preceding October

SESAC shall have the right to impose late payment charge of one and one-half percent 1.5% per month for any License Fee

payment that is more than thirty 30 days past due SESAC shall have the right to impose an additional charge of $25.00 for each

dishonored check In the event SESAC incurs costs and fees including attomeys fees in connection with the collection of any

amounts past due hereunder LICENSEE shall be responsible for paying all such costs and fees to SESAC

Inthe event that SESAC is determined by the taxing authority or courts of any state in which LICENSEE conducts its operation to

be liable for the payment of gross receipts sales business use or other tax which is based on the amount of SESACs receipts from

LICENSEE then LICENSEE shall reimburse SESAC within thirty 30 days notification thereof for LICENSEEs pro rata share of any
3uch tax

MISCELLANEOUS

In the event LICENSEE fails to pay the License Fee when due or is otherwise in default of any other provision of this Agreement

SESAC shall have the right to terminate this Agreement in addition to pursuing any and all other rights andlor remedies available if

LICENSEE has not cured such breach within
thirty 30 days following SESACs written notice of default

In the event LICENSEE fails to submit timely Report as required by the incorporated Schedule SESAC will provide

written request for the Report If LICENSEE fails to respond to the written requestwithin fifteen 15 days LICENSEEs License Fee

may be adjusted to reflect the current Maximum License Fee

SESAC shall have the right upon written notice to withdraw from the scope of this License the right to perform any musical

composition authorized hereunder as to which an action has been threatened instituted or claim made that SESAC does not have

the right to license the performance rights in such composition

This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of SESACs and LICENSEES legal representatives successors
and assigns but no assignment shalt relieve SESAC or LICENSEE of their respective obligations under this Agreement LICENSEE

shall notify SESAC in writing within thirty 30 days of any change of ownership or control of the oniine entity licensed hereunder

This Agreement shall be governed by and subject to the laws of the State of New York applicable to agreements made and to

be wholly performed in New York

This Agreement supersedes and cancels all prior negotiations and understandings between SESAC and LICENSEE in

connection with the online entity licensed hereunder No modification of this Agreement shall be valid or binding unless in writing and

executed by SESAC and LICENSEE

If any part
of this Agreement shall be determined to be invalid or unenforceable by court of competent jurisdiction or by any

ther legally constituted body having the jurisdiction to make such determination the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full

.orce and effect

No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shalt be deemed waiver of any preceding continuing or succeeding breach of the

same or any other provision of this Agreement



agreement with schedules and addenda is experimental in nature and shall not be prejudicial to either pattys position

concerning the reasonablenessor breakdown of Fees terms or conditions in any subsequent negotiation andlor licensing agreement

between SESAC and LICENSEE

RESERVAI1ON OF RIGHTS

SESACshatt havethe righttoverify byindependentmeans allintemet/New Media Reporttnbrmatlon that LICENSEE

provides for Its License Fee determination or eligibility for this Agreement and make any necessary adjustments

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary conbined herein SESAC shall have the right to terminate this Agreement at any

time upon written notice to LICENSEE in the event LICENSEE is adjudicated bankrupt or petition in bankruptcy is filed with respect to

LICENSEE or LICENSEE is declared or becomes insolvent or ii upon thirty 30 days written notice by reason of any law rule decree

or other enactment having the force of law by any authority whetherfederat state Iocaltenitortat or otherwisewhich shall result in

substantial interference in SESACs operation or any substantial increase in the cost of conducting its business

IN WITNESS ThEREOF the parties have caused this Agreement to be duty signed as of 1-

LICENSEE- Please sign here

BY

SESAC

RY

PIcaseinsert todiysduate

4/01

ype or print name

TITLE TITLE



SCHEDULE

INTERNET/NEW MEDIA FEE SCHEDULE
WEB SITES 2001

The License FeeforYear 20D1 shall be determined as follows

With no advertising

.0075
multiplied by the average number of monthly Page Requests

Minimum License Fee per Web Site for each six month Report Period $75.00

Maximum License Fee per Web Site with no advertising for each six month Report Period $1500.00

Note lfyou are an educational institution or non-commercial entity you may be eligible for reducedMnlnium License Fee Please

contact SESAC to qualify

With advertising

.007 multiplied by the average number of monthly Page Requests multiplied by 13

MinimumLicense Fee per Web Site for each six month Report Period $75.00

Maximum License Fee per Web Site with advertising for each six month Report Period $1950.00

Page Requestshis the number of requests for HyperText Markup Language documents commonly referred to as HTML pages

often using file extensions such as .htm .html .shtml .phtrni .php or .asp which result in being viewed by browser

New Media Report Schedule Calculation

lnitiallnternet/New Media Report

For Web Sites in operation less than six months prior to the Effective Date the average number of monthly Page Requests

hail be determined by the total number of Page Requests during the period of operation divided by the actual number of months in

operation

For Web Sites not in operation prior to the Effective Date LICENSEE shall pay an estimated License Fee based on good faith

estimate of anticipated average Page Requests

LICENSEE shall complete the following Internet/New Media Report Form Schedule for the Initial Period of this Agreement and

submit payment to the address below LICENSEE shall pay the License Fee upon execution of this Agreement with fees due and

payable in advance

All Subsequent tntmet/New Media Reports

LICENSEE shall submit an updatedlntemet/New Media Report Form Schedule thirty 30 days prior to the start of each

Billing Period defined below The Report of average monthly page views during January through June 30 shall be submitted on or before

Juno 1st estimateJune page views and wilt be reflected in the Billing Period of July through December31 The Report of average

monthly page views during July through December31 shall be submitted on or before December 1st estimate December page views
and will be reflected in the Billing Periodof January through June30 of each calendaryear

The average number of monthly Page Requests shall be calculated by determining the total number of monthly Page Requests for

the six month Report Period divided by six

For your convenience annual electronic submission is encouraged and can be accomplished at WWW.SESAC.COM

SESAC will also accept timely
submission of the Schedule Report Form by mail tax or E-mail

License Fee Calculation for Year 2001

Initial Billing Period

Initial Billing Period The Initial Billing Period represents the period from the Effective Date of this agreement through June 30 for

sgreernents with Effective Dates from January through June or the period from the Effective Date of this Agreement through



December31 for agreements with Effective Dates from Juty through December

The initial License Fee payment shall be pro-rated amount calculated by applying the then current License Fee Schedule to the

erlod from the Effective Date through the end of the Initial Billing Period

Subsequent Billing Periods

Billing Period -The Billing Period represents the period of either January through June 30 orJuly through December31 of

each calendar year

All subsequent License Fee payments shall be submitted on or before the first day of January for the
Billing Period of January

through June 30 and on or before the first day of July for the Billing Period of July through December31 of each calendaryear

Foreign Territory Rights

If LICENSEE would like to secure ForeignTerritory Rights please contact SESAC directly to learn more

All License Fees may be paid online or by mail If by mail please write your Web Site Address on your check

Upon SESACs acceptance of this Agreement your account number will be mailedto you The account number is

requiredfor making alisubsequent online payments and reports

Fax No 615-321-6292

55 Music Square East Questions 615-320-0055

Nashville TN 37203 Email billingsesac.com



ScHEDULES
INTERNET/NEW MEDIA REPORT FORM FOR WEB SrTES -2001

LICENSEEs Web Site URLAddress

Internet/New Media Report Penod From1 ...i To

IJCENSE FEE CALCULATION for Year 2001

Average Number of Monthly Page Requests

Per Page Request multiplier .0075

License Fee without advertising

Line ltimes Line

Continue if your Web Site has advertising otherwise line is your Period License Fee due for this Web Site

Advertising multiplier 13

License Fee if advertising is present

Line times Line

MinimumLicense Fee for each six month Period- 2001 $7510

Maximum License Fee for each six month Period without advertising -$1500.00

Maximum License Fee for each six 6month Period with paid advertising -$1950.00

CERTIFICATION

Ihereby certify that the information contained in this Agreement including all Schedules is true and complete Iwarrant

and representthat am legally eligible to enter into this Agreement as an authorized agent of the entity to which this License

will be issued

Title j1odays Datel

Please return the completedAgreement and Schedule Internet/New Media Report Form with appropriate

payment to

55 Music Square East

Nashville TN 37203

Name

Fax No 615-321-6292

Ouestions 615.320-0055

Email billingsesac.com



Jaffe Rebuttal Exh.ZA

Term of License This license is for the term commencing as of
-______________
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tRevenue means all

cash payments made by or On behalf of

sponsors or donors for the use of radio broadcasting facilities of the SthUnn

sponson of or donors to your simulcast program

sponsors of or donors to your occasional network programs

tlmebrokers who each provide programs for less than 10% of the time the Station is on the air orrecog
nized independent companies engaged in arrangements vith radio or television stations generally for the

resale of the radio broadcasting facilities of the enand

independent networks or otherprogram suppliers for the broadcasting of such networks or program
suppliers programs or announcements by the Station and

net promotional revenue

Such payments shall include all payments made
directly to or as authorized by you your employees representa

tives agents or any other person acting on your behalf Such payments ahall not include payments made to independent

third
parties

such as networks or program suppliers or non-cash payments such as payments in goods or services com

monly referred to as trades or barter

Adjusted Gross Revenue means gross revenue less

advertising agency commission not to exceed 15%
actually

allowed to an independent advertising agency

any sums received from your political radio programs and announcements net of agency commiasions

bad debts actually written off and discounts allowed or rebates paid and

rate card discounts cash quantity and/or frequency actually allowed

LI Revenue Subject to Fee means adjusted gross revenue or at Stations option adjusted gross revenue less the

total of the following itemized deductions which exceeds 11% of adjusted gross revenue

All compensation over and above the total annual amount indicated below actually paid by the Station to

personnel whose duties primarily are acting as master of ceremonies or disc jockey on musical programs or

vocalist or instrumentalist engaged for specific program or featured newscaster and news commentator
or featured sportscaster or master of ceremonies on an entertainment program ort announcec

Stations Annual Total Annual

Adjusted Groas Revenue Amount Not Deductible

Under- 50000 6200

50000-5 149.999 518600

150000-3299999 $27900

300000-S 499999 541900

500000- 749999 546500

750000-5 999999 553700

1000000 and Over $62000

You may not deduct any compensation paid to any person who has stock or other ownership interest in Licensee or

in the station of 40% or more

The actual payment by the Station to an independent supplier of general news service such as AP or

Ufl or specialized news service such as weather taffic business or agncultural reports

The following actual costs incurred by the Station for specific program payments to the tele

phone company or like transmission utility for remote pick-up necessary to broadcast the program from point out
side studio of the Station and rights for broadcasting aporta or other

special event

The following actual payments made by the Station to an independent network not licensed by ASCAP
for specific local program If the network is owned and operated by college or university the actual pay
ment made by the station to the

college or university If the network is not owned and operated by college or

university the actual payments made for talent and for broadcast rights which may not exceed the amount actually

paid
to or for the original holder of the broadcast rights for the prticular program and the actual payments made to

or for the telephone company or like transmission
utility

for interconnecting lines and remote lines necessary to

broadcast the program from
point

outside the studio of the Station which may not exceed the amount actually paid

to or for the telephone company or like transmission
utility



Sr The following actual costs incurred in connection with your occasional network programs the pay
men 10 your affiliated stations in connection with those programE the actual payments made for talent and

broadcast
rights which may not exceed the amount actually paid to or for the original holder of such broad-

cut rights and the actual payments made to or for the telephone company or like transmission utility for inter

connecting lines and remote lines necessary to broadcast that program from potnt outside the studio of the Station

which may not exceed the amount actually paid to or for the telephone company or like transmission
utility

Music Reports You agree to furnish to us upon request
list of all musical compositions on your radio pro

grams showing the title composer and author of each composition You will not be obligated to fumish such list for

period or periods which in the aggregate exceed one month in any one calendar year during the term of this agreement

Right to Restrict

Our members may restrict the radio broadcasting of their compositions up to maximum o1500 at any given

time only for the purpose of preventing hannflil effect upon other interests under the copyrights of such works provid

ed however that limited licenses will be granted upon application to us entirely free of additional charge if the copy-

sight owners arc unable to show reasonable hazards to their major interests likely to result from such radio broadcasting

the right to restrict any composition will not be exercised for the purpose of persnitting the fixing or regulating of fees

for the recording or transcribing of the composition in no case will any charges freeplugs or other consideration

be required for permission to perform restricted composition and in no event will any composition be restricted

after its initial radio broadcast for the purpose of confining further radio broadcasts to particular artist station network

or progrant

We may also in good faith ed the radio broadcasting of any composition over and above the number sped
tied in the previous paragraph only as to which any suit has been brought or threatened on claim that the composition

infringes composition not contained in the ASCAP repertory or on claim that we do not have the right to license the

public performance of the composition by radio broadcasting

LicenseP

You agree to pay us the following license fee for each year of the agreement

Cross Revenue up to 5150000 If your annual or annualized gross revenue is $150 000 or less use the

followusg fee schedule to determine your annual fee fur the year Any period of lcaa than year
aLuuld be annualized

and the applicable annual fee for station with that annualized revenue should be pm-rated for the period

Annual Revenue License Fee

upto $50000 450

$50001 $75000 800

$7500l-$l00.000 $1150

100.001 5125.000 $1450

$125001 $150000 $1800

Revenue over $150000 If your annual or annualized gross revenue is over $150000 your fee is

1.6159o of your revenue subject to fee but not less than 1% ofyouradjusted gross revenue

In the event that your payment of fees under this agreement causes us to incur liability to pay gross receipts

sales use business use or other tax which is based on the amount of our receipts from you and we have taken reason

able
steps

to be exempted or excused from paying the tax and we are permitted by law to pass through the tax to our

licensees you will pay us the full amount of the tax

Reports and Payments

Annual Reports You will send us report of the license fee due for each year of this agreement by April 1st of

the following year by fully completing the Statement of Account form which we will supply free ofcharge copy of the

Statement of Account form is annexed and made
part

of this agreement

Monthly Payments The each month during the term of this Agreement you will pay us on or before the first day

of the following month sum equal to 1/12th of the license fee for the preceding calendar year annualized for any

reported period
less than year adjusted in accordance with any increase in the Consumer Price Index National all

items between the preceding October and the next preceding October If we do not receive the report required by

Paragraph 9.A for any calendar yeart when due the monthly paymentswill be in the amount of the monthly payments due

for the preceding year plus 24% and payments at that rate will continue until we receive the late report If the station

commenced broadcasting after January 11996 you
will furnish us with good faith estimate of your revenue for the first

year of operation and the monthly paymentsdunng the first calendar year of broadcasting will be 1/12th of the fee provid

ed in Paragraph BA for station having such revenue

Annual Adjustments If the monthly payments that you have made to us for year pursuant to Paragraph .B.are

less than the license fee for that year you will pay us the additional amount due with the annual report If the amount that

you paid for that year exceeds the license fee due for the year we will apply the excess payment against your future



monthly payments or refund it to you upon your written request if it is grater than three monthly payments required by

Paragraph 9.8

Late Payments If we do not receive any payment required under Paragraph 92 or 9.C before the first day of

the month following the
date when the payment was due you will pay us finance charge of V/%

per month from the

date the payment was due

Billing Basis License fee
reports

will be made on billing basis by all stations except that any station may

report
on cash basis if its books have been

kept on cash basis and it reported to us only on cash basis and at no
time ott billing basis during the entire term of its agreement with u.s ending February 28 1977 and continuously there

after You will account for all billings made subsequent to the termination of this agreement with
respect to radio broad

casts made during the term of the agreement as and when you make such billings

Last Reports If we do not receive
report required by Paragraph 9.A of this agreement within 30 days of the

date that the
report was due we may give you notice that you have an additional 30 days within which to submit the

report on either the adjustedgross revenue or ad ustedgross revenue less itemized deductions basis If you fail to submit

the
report

within the additional 30-thy period the
report mustbe on the ad usted gnus revenue basis

Multiple Station Reposes You will submit single license fee report for

AM and FM seations that you own in the same city
if the combined gross revenue for the stations is

less than $75000 or

all stations that you own that simultaneously broadcast programs for SO% or more of the time the stations

are on the air concurrently

If you act as dine broker for one or more other radio stations that are licensed pursuant to this form of local station

blanket radio license you will include in your license fee reports for the Station all gross revenue relating to periods on

those other station or stations that are simulcast or are sold in combination with the Station All other stations that you
own or act as ti.ne broker for will repon and pay separately and be treated for all purposes as separate stations

Combination Sales If the use of the broadcasting facilities of the station is sold in combination with any other

stations that you own operate or control that are licensed by us under form of agreement other than this form of local

station blanket radio license the combination revenue shall be allocated among the stations on reasonable basis taking

into account factors such as but not limited to separate
sales by the stations for comparable facilities during the

report

period or the immediately preceding period and/or the relative
ratings

of the stations during the
report period

10 Audits

Right to Audit We have the
right by our duly authorized representatives at any time during customary business

hours upon reasonable notice to examine your books and records of account only to the extent necessary to verify any

report required by this agreement We will consider all data and information coming to our attention as result of any
such examination of books and records as completely and entirely confidential

Audit Period The period for which we may audit is limited to the four calendar years reported preceding the

year in which the audit is made However if you request postponement we have the right to audit fur the period com

mencing with the fourth calendar year reported preceding the year in which we first notified you of our intention to audit

This limitation does not apply if you fail or refuse after written notice from us to produce the hooks and records necessary

to verify any report or statement of accounting pursuant to the agreement

Correction of Errors You may correct computational errors or errors relating to deductions permitted under

the agreement on your license fee
reports

for the four calendar years preceding the year in which the corrected
reports

are submitted However you may not submit report on the adusted gross revenue less itemized deductions basis for

period previously reported on the adusted gross revenue basis

Audit Finance Charges If our audit discloses that you underpaid license fees due

You will pay finance charge on the additional license fees of fz% per month from the dates the

fees should have been paid pursuant to this agreement if the underpayment is 5% or more but not less than $1000

You will pay finance charge on the additional license fees of 1% per month beginning thirty 30
dsys after the date we bill the additional license fees toyou if the underpayment is less than 5% orless than $1000

You may dispute all or
part

of our audit claim If you do you must within thirty 30 days from the date

that we bill the additional feeii advise us in writing of the basis for your dispute and ii pay us any fees indis

putably
owed together with any applicable

finance charges If there is good faith dispute between us with
respect

to

all or part of the additional fees that we have billed pursuant to this Paragraph no finance charges will be billed with

respect to the disputed fees for period beginning on the date we billed the fees to you and ending sixty 60 days

from the date that we respond to your written notification of the existence of dispute



Finance charges computed in accordance with this Paragraph and pertaining to additional fees which you
dispute

accordance with subparagraph above will be adjusted prorats to the irnourit arrived at by you and us in

resolution of the dispute

II Breach or Default If you fail to perform any of the terms or conditions of this agreement relating to the reports

accountings or payments required to be made by you we may give you thirty 30 days notice in writing to cure your

breach or default If you do not do so within the thirty 30 days we may then promptly terminate this license

12 TIme Brokerage Arrangements If you enter into time brokerage arrangement the license granted by this

agreement will automatically terminate thirty 30 days after the commencement date of the time brokerage unless you
have furnished us complete copy of the lime brokerage agreement and you and time broker have executed letter to

us in the form annexed and made
part

of this agreement requesting amendment of the license agreement to add time

broker as party When that letter has been fully executed by you time broker and us this agreement will be amended

accordingly

13 indemnity Clause We will indemnify save and hold harmless and defend you your advertisers and their

advertising agencies and your and their officers employees and artists from and against all claims demands and suits

that may be made or brought against you or them with
respect

to the performance under this agreement of any composi
tions in the ASCAP repertory which are written or copyrighted by irmembers You must give u.s immediate notice of

any such claim demand or suit and immediately deliver to us all papers pertaining thereto We will have full charge of

the defense of any such claim demand or suit and you agree to cooperate fully with us in such defense You may how

ever engage your own counsel at your own expense who may participate in the defense of any such action At your

request we will cooperate with and assist you your advertisers and their advertising agencies and your and their officers

employees and artists in the defense of any action or proceeding brought against them or any of them with respect to the

performance of any musical compositions contained in the ASCAP repenory but not copyrigbted or written by mem
bers of ASCAP This Paragraph 13 does not apply to performances of any works that may be restricted under Paragraph

of this agreement

14 Rights Termination

You have the right to terminate this license on seven days written notice in the event of the termination sus

pension or any substantial alteration or variation of the terms and conditions of the governmental licenses covering the

Station or any major interference with the operations of the Station due to governmental measures or restrictions

We have the
right to terminate this license on thirty 30 days notice if there is

any major interference with or

substantial increase in the cost of our operation as result of any law of the
state territory dependency possession or

political
subdivision in which the Station is located which is

applicable to the licensing of performing rights

15 Notices All notices required or permitted to be given by either of us to the other under this agreement will be

duly and properly given it

mailed to the other party by registered or certified United States mail or

sent by electronic transmission i.e Mailgmm facsimile or similar transmission or

sent by generally recognized same-dayor overnight delivery service

addressed to the
party

at its usual
place

of business

16 Successors and Assignees This agreement will enure to the benefit of and be binding upon you and us and am
respective successors and assignees but no assignment will relieve either of us of air respective obligations under this

agreement

17 Per Program License The local station per program license forthe term ending December 31 2000 is being

offered to you simultaneously with this agreement In accepting this agreement you acknowledge that you have choice

of entering into either this agreement or the per program license with us that you have the opportunity to negotiate for

separate
licenses with our individual members and that you are voluntarily entering into this agreementwith us Ytxa may

substitute the per program agreement in place of this agreement by giving
us written notice at least 10 days prior to the

commencement of any month during the term of this agreement In such event effective with the commencement of that

month the per program agreement will be in full force and effect between ta

IS Applicable Law The fees set forth in this agreement have been approved by the United States District Conan for

the Southern District of New York as reasonable and non-discriminatory in accordance with the Amended Final Judgment
in United States ASCAP The meaning of the provisions of this agreement will be construed in accordance with the

laws of the State of New Ycaic



IN WITNESS WHEREOF this agreement has been duly executed by ASCAP and Licensee this day

of 199 2000

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS LICENSEE
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

Foil epaato athwnc olnolica own

By By

Fill In capacity
In whIch signed

If corporation stale corporate ollice held

It If parotership write word pet underoignaturcofsignieg

parinet

II Individuel owner write individuelowner under signature



TIME BROKERAGE AMENDMEI4TLEnER

Dear ASCAP
Radio station _________________________________ STATION has entered into time brokerage agreement

with __________________ aperiod_ through

STATION and BROKER wish to add BROKER as party to the Local Station Radio License Agreement in effect

between STATION and ASCAP the license with all of the rights and obligations of the Licensee as set forth in the license for the

full
period

of the brokerage agreement referred to in above

We agree that for all
periods

that STATION simuleasts or is sold in combination with another radio station owned or

operated by BROKER STATION that has an ASCAP toni Station Radio License we shall report all
gross revenue of

STATION as follows

All BROKER revenue relating to STATION will be included in BROKERs license fee
reports

for BROKER STATION
If such revenue constitutes all

gross
revenue for STATION no license fee license fee

reports
will be required of STATION

All of STATIONs other revenue as defined in the license will be included in STATIONs license fee xçeets

Amounts payable by BROKER to STATION as consideration for the time brokerage agreement shall not be
reportable

by STATION or deductible by BROKER STATION

In the event that STATION and BROKER STATION have different forms of ASCAP license all BROKER revenue

relating to programs of STATION which simulcast or are sold in combination with BROKER STATION shall be apportioned

between STATION and BROKER STATION in the same ratio as the adjusted gross revenue of STATION and BROKER
STATION bear to each other for the most recent year prior to the brokerage agreement reported by STATION and BROKER

STATION to ASCAP annualized for any period less than year Any such revenue apportioned to and reported for STA
TION pursuant to this paragraph shall not be reportable by BROKER on its license fee

reports
for BROKER STATION

If STATION hilly simueasts programs broadcast by BROKER STATION and has no separate programs STATION and

BROKER agree
to maintain the same form of ASCAP license blanket or per program for STATION as BROKER has for BROKER

STATION lathe event that BROKER has different form of license for BROKER STATION at the time this agreement is executed

this letter shall constitute our notice in accordance with the license agreement Paragraph Ti of the blanket license or Paragraph 18 of

the per program license to substitute the other form of license in place of our current agreement In the event that STATION and

BROKER STATION have the same form of license at the time this agreement is executed and BROKER STATION subsequently pro
vides notice pursuant to its license agreement to substitute the other form of license said notice ahall be deemed to apply as well to

STATION

For all
periods

that STATION has
per program license agreement BROKER STATION shall submit the

reports required

by Paragraph of the
per program license for all programs provided by BROKER STATION which are broadcast by STATION and

STATION shall submit such reports for all other programs broadcast by STATION If STATION Ibily
simulcasts programe broadcast by

BROKER STATION and has no separate programs and it all revenue relating to STATION is included in BROKERs license fee

reports
for BROKER STATION in accordance with Paragraph 3.a above STATION shall not be required to submit separate reports

pursuant to Paragraph of the per program license

STATION and BROKERjointly designate the following single address for billing and all otherpurposes

Address

Please indicate your consent to the amendment of our license agreement in accordance with this letter by countersigning the

letter is the space provided below and retunsing copy to us

Very truly yours

By

LICENSEE

BROKER .-

_Dated
By_________________________________________________

The undersigned American Society of Composers Authors and Publishers hereby consents and
agrees to the amendment

of the above mentioned license agreement

American Society of Composers

Authors and Pub liahers

By

Letterhead ciLkensee

Call Leoert_

City and Statt

ns
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GROSS REVENUE UP TO $150000
If your gross revenue is $150000 or less on an annualized basis if the report period is

than year enter your GROSS REVENUE on Line and the applicable LICENSE

.J from the Schedule at Right prorated for any period less than year on tine

Your report is now complete

Gross Reverue excluding noncash payments in goods and/or services Lie P.5H

License Fee

REVENUE

Upto$ 50000

50001 75000

15001- $100000

100001 $125000

125001-$150000

FEE

450

800

$1150

$1450

$1800

10

11

12

Gross Revenue excludingnoncash payments In goods and/or services Lie P.5H

Advertising Agency Commissions LIe P.51

Revenue for PoliticalBroadcasts Lie P.51

NelAgcy Comm included in4 above

Net Revenue for Political Broadcasts

Bad Debts Lic P513
Less Bad Debt Recoveries

Net Revenue for Bad Debts 10

Rate Card Discounts Lie P.514 11

TotalAdjustmentsto GrossAddlines4.710 and 11 t2T
13

14

15

18

17

Adjusted Gross Revenue/Revenue Subject to Fee Subtract line 12 from lIne

Total Itemized Deductions from line 26 LiL
Enter 11% of line 13 Adjusted Gross Revenue 15

Subli-aclflnal5fromhnel4 16

Revenue Subject to Fee Subtract line 16 from lIne 13 17

131

SKIP UNES 14-17

uttytj
ITEMIZE

18 LIcense Fee 1.615% of line 13 or line 17 but not less than 1% of line 13

Schedule Compensation Under Lie P.5.1 Attach atiCIbonal sheets It necessai

NAMES OF pcRSONNfl ANNUAL COMPENSATION

________________ _____________I
Under-I ttne

___________ _________ $lt$OO-ls4tiW

________________ _____________ stu.ax -lain
SootitO -St_Win

lstt000 -nt-un

_____________ ___________ snun

_________________________ ____________________
11005MW anSwer

Total Ii ______________
20 Amount Non-Deductible seeTable at right ________________ ___________________
21 Deductible CompensationLic P.5J Subtract 20 from 19 21

22 News Service Lie P.5.1
___________________

23 Rwzaote Picluaps Lie P.5.1 3a 23

24 Broadcast Rights LIe P.5.1 3b 24

25 Other Specify License Paragraph __________________________________________________ 25

26 Total Itemized Deductions Add lines 21 through 25 Enter on line 14 26

MW

sun

sun
st_In
St_tWO

Iwo
woe
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111111

11111 SINGLE STATION RADIO BLANKET LICENSE AGREEMENT

SHORTMETHOD OPTION OR LONG M9IHOD OPTION

AGREEMENT made at New York New York on this day of 19_ betwoct

BROADCASTMUSIC INC corpraticstorp.niled uoda the laws of the Stateof New York hereinafter BhU

with principal tEen at OWt 57th Street New York N.Y 10019 and

ç1.NaeoLLIcUW
.._r3tSt4ctfl4_

PlEASE CHECK corporsæoa oahnEtdathebws of the Sent of

DA cf
COMPLETE

An individual rmiding at

hereinafter called LICEISEE with offica prnUy at

Sat Mdxsa

City state Zip -Telephone No C_______________________

An Coda

and operating the radio broadcasting stsuon procely locat.ed at

city State Zip Telephone No __________________
AM flnC.cdc

and preaUy dnignated by the call letters
and assigned frequency

Ozark Appmpriaw Boa

Term

The Term of this License Agreement commences as of January 1992 and ends on December 31 1996

unless earlier terminated as hereinafter provided

DefinItions

Radio broadcasting shall mean aural broadcasting in all of Its forms

Local progrmm shall mean any radio program including cooperative program broadcast by

station other than network program Fbr the purposes of this License Agreement sports special events and

other programs furnished by networks not licensed by HdI well as any program originating from station

which holds BNtI Single Station Radio Blanket License Agreement shall be deemed to be local programs

Cooperative program shall ni any program ftutshed by network to the station under an

agrement permitting the station to broadcast such program on sustaining basis on commercial basis under

the sponsorship of local regional oc national ad sertl.ser con traeung directly with the station or its representative

for the ioeorporadoa of the camercial credits such advcrtiaer into such program as broadcast by the station

Network program shad mean any radio program simultaneously broadcast by any means by any
network licensed as network by BMI Network program shall include rebroadcasts delayed broadcasts

and repeat broadcasts of network program as thosetcrms are now understood in the broadcasting industry

evan though non.stmultaneou.s Payments made to the originating network by an affiliated station in connection

with such program may not be deducted LINS shall.report all billings to and/or cash received from the

furnishing network Billings as used in this Ucenst Agreement shall exclude the non-cash portion of

transactions such as trade and barter sales with respect to station reporting on Billing Basis as referred to in

Paragraph 2.F1

PLEASE COMPLETE SHADED AREAS ONLY

XJAF 6990



Anyprogram urnbbai by network which isnotliccsiscdas anetworkby BMI sbaflbedecedts

bet local propw With respect to any sueji program

LICENSEE shall report all
billings to and/or cash rwthed from the furnishing network and

LICENSEE may deduct amounts paid to the fumishin network on the usc of
jnccrcorinccting

facilities necessary to broadcast the program from outside the stations studios not more
than the amount actually paid to utility ocmpany for such and ii broadcast rights not more than

amount actually paid to or for the original holder of the broadcast rights for the program

Any program which originates from station which holds BMI Single Station Radio Blanket

License Agreement shall be deemed to be local program With respect to any such program

The originating station shall report all hiflhrejs to and/or cash received from or on hehal.f of
the sponsors of any such program and affiliated stations The following deductions shall be ailo wed

against such revenue

The actual payments made to an outside vendor e.g utility or satellite company for the

use of transmission facftities necessary tbroadcast the program from outside the staticrtsstudios

ii The actual payments made for broadcast rights but not more than the amount actually

paid to or for the
original

holder of thcm and

iii The actual payments made by the originating station to its affiliates in connection with such

program

The affiLiated station shall include all billings to and/or cash received from the originatixtg

station in connection with such program or from oron behalf of sponsors of cooperative anitouncemaiu

If payments are made to the originating station by the affiliated station in connection with such program
the affihitted station may deduct such payments

El SImulcast program shall mean any program broadcast by two or more stations which are owned by
LICENSEE and are broadcast either simultaneously or on delayed broadcast or repeat broadcast basis

Simulcast programs shall also include such programs for which LICENSEE acts as Local Manager

Gross Revenue shall mean

When reporting on Billing ths see Paragraph SB all billings standard accrual method
charged to or on behalf of sponsors and donors but excluding noncash bilhngs applicable to transactions

such as trade and barter sales for the use of the broadcasting facilities of the station from

local
programs including programs furnished by network not licensed as network by BMI

and programs originating from another station which holds DM1 Single Station License Agreement

network programs

cooperative programs

simulcast programs

contributions and donations and

the cash portion of
billings

attributed to Time Brokers or providers of program serricet in

barter arrangements by such parties that have no direct or indirect managerial ownership or connection

with LICENSEE

When reporting on Cash Receipts i.s see Paragraph SB all cash
payments

made by or on

behalf ofsponson and donors for the use dthe radio broadcasting facilities of the station in the areas indicated

in Paragraph 2.F.la through above

Revenue shall also include all billings on behalf of if reponing on Billing Basis and

payments made directly to if reporting on Cash Receipts Basis or as authorized by LICENSEE its

employs reprcezitadvet agents or any other person acting on LICENSEEs behalf and all billings onbehalf

of and payments made to any company 5n or corporation under the same or substantially the same

owneribip management or control as LICENSEE Such billings and payments shall not include bIllings on
behalf of and

payments made to third parties ads as networks or program suppliers that are not unda the

same ownership management or control as the LICENSEE ornoncash payments such as payments in goods

or servicescommonly referred to as trade or barter Subject to Paragraph 2.D above if LICENSEE is owned

or r.ontrolied by network Gross Revenue shall not include billings by or cash payments to the network

In the event LICENSEE acts as L.ocal Manager for another stations facilities Gross Revenues

shall also include all billings charged to or cash payments made by sponsors or donors for the use of the

managed stations facilit.im in the areas indicated in Paragraph 2.Fla through above subject to the

terms of any LMA-92-A Agreement entered into by LICENSEE pursuant to Paragraph below

XJAF ODi



In the twit that LICE14SEEowts or controls one or more statinwhich are licensed by BMI under

separate Blanket or Pet Program license agrnents and UCENSEEs Gross Revenues are dived from
source cithªr in whole or i.e pan as the result of orainp of the stations broadcastfacllieies sn combination

LICENSEE shall make an allocation on reasonable basis of the combined Gross asand applicable

deductions when 6.llng Annual Statements and/or Arn.nl Financial Reports required under the terms of the

BMI Single Station Radio Blanket and Per Program License Agraments

Net Revenue shall mean

When reporting on Billirg Basis Gross Revenue

reduced by

bad debts written oftncresed by any bad debt recoveries or rebates paid

ii rate coed discounts mis quantity and/or frequeocy actually allowed and

ii sdyertisiag agency commissions actually incurred not to exceed 15% of cornmissionable sslas

When reporting on Cash Receipts Revenue reduced by advertising agency

comnissioo.s actually incurred not to exceed 15% of commissionable asles The deduction for advertising

agency comissions shall not be permitted if LICENSEE reports Its net cash received from such agency sales

is Gross Revenue

Adjusted Net Revecue shall mean Net Revenue less any suns received for the broadcasting of local

political programs

Mkmouat Subject to EMI shall mean Adjusted Net Revenue Short Method Option-Sec Paragraph

4.A or at the option of LICENSEE Adjusted Net Revenue Ims the total of the following itemired deductions to

the extent they cic-ced 15% of Adjusted Net Revenue Long Method OptionSee Paragraph 4.8

Net Talent Fem Allowed All
compensation

in excess of the ttdl Yearly Amount set forth below

actually paid by the station
directly to on-air personnel acting as master of ceremonies or disk jockey

on musical programs vocalist or instrumentalist engaged for special program featured newscaster or

news commentator textural
zportscastefl master of ce.remonies on an entertainment program or

announcer if such persons has 40% or more ownership interest in the station this deduction shall not be

allowed If such persons holds ms.nagesisl capacity at the station and spends less than 100% of his or her

time performing any of the duties enumerated in this Paragraph 2.I.l the total compensation amount shall

be reduced in proportion to the amount of time spent on said duties

Stations Annual Total Yearly
Adjusted Net Revenue Amount

Less than 550000 6200

500 to $149999 38600

Sl50Cs to 99.999 27.900

530000 to 5499.999 41900

$500000 to 5749.999 46.500

$150000 to $999999 53700
sIcC3cCsD and over 62000

The names description of on-air duties and compensation must be indicated separately on the

Annual Statement supplied by EM If the Annual Statement covers less than full calendar year Adjusted

Net Revenue must be annualized and the corresponding Total Yearly Amount must be prorated over the

reporting peilod

News Savtc.e and Audio lŁcc Service LICENSEE may deduct the actual payment made by it to

an independent supplier of news irvine e.g Al UP whether for hard or electronic copy or audio service

fteae costs must be for general news services and must be paid to an independent supplier of news service

The actual cost incurred by the station for
specific

local commercial program for payments to

the telephone company or simiis.r transmission facility for remote pick-up nece.ssary to broadcast such program

from outside the stations studios rights for broadcasting sports or other
special

event but not to

exceed the amount actually paid to or for the original holder of the broadcast rights for the program

1dTlnsc Broke shall mean any entity that has no direct or indirect managerial ownership or connection

with LICENSEE that purchases and radii any portion of the stations air time or the stations radio broadcasting

Iaciiitia
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y_ -jjManager shall mean any ogity not under common ownership or control or LICENSEE which

is authorized to resell 10% or more of the stations air time and simulcasts or sells snnouneem on the

station in combination with radio station owned or operated by the entity which stazim has uttered into EM
Singl Station Radio License Agrcnneut or has assumed contractually ce otherwise Tesp3nsiblflty for the

management
of the station An

entity
which would otherwise qualify as Local Manager hut which is authorized

to resell less than l0%of the stations air time shall be deemed to be Time Broker

Loeal Management Agreemenf shall mean any agreement under which any other entity becomesa
Local Manager in regard to the station licensed under this Licàse Agreement

BMI Grant

BMI hereby grants to LICENSEE for the Term berf noc-csclusive license to perform by radio

broadcasting on LICENSEEs local programs by the station non-dramatic performances of all mskn works the

right to grant public performance rights of which EM may during the lean hero3f own or cnttrol

The rights granted herehy
shall not include the right to perform more than thirty 30 minutes oft full-

length dramatic or dranatico-ousical work or substantial part slat dramaticor dram.atico.muslcaj work
such as an opera operetta musical show or ballet but this exclusion shall not apply to such performances from

score originally
written for and performed as part of radio program or the original east soundtrack or

similar album of dramatic or dramatico-musical work other than an opera

The performances licensed hereunder may originate at any place whether or not such place is tieeased to

publicly perform the musical works licensed hereunder and regardless of the manner means or methods of such

origination Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to grant license to anyone authorizing any public

performance in such other place of any such composition

Nothing herein shall be omsthS as authorizing LICENSEE to grant to any cable system including
MMD or similar wireless services the

right to retransmit to the public or publicly perform by any nes method

or process whatsoever any of the musical compositions licensed hereunder

941 will upon speciRc reasonable written request made bLLICENSEE indicate whether number of

specific musical compositions listed by LICENSEE are licensed by .LICENSEE shall provide tille

writer/composeii publisher and recording a.rtist of each musical composition requested to be identified In

the event LICENSEE does not provide EM with all of the information requested herein 941 will attempt to

identify
whether such musical compositions are licensed by BMI but will be under no obligation to make such

identifications
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Pee Computation Optionc MInimum Pet Taxes

SHORT METhOD OflTON LONG Mfl7IOD OPTION
The fee under the Short Method Option will The tinder the Long Method Option will be
be calculated as follows ealculated as follows

Gross Revcue Gross Revenue

La La
Bad debts written off or rebai paid Bad debts written or rebates paid
Bate card discounts and Bate card discounts and

Advertising agency com.oissions Advertising agency commissions

Equals Equals
Net Revenue Net Revenue

La La
Net Revenue from Political Broadcasting Net Revenue from Political Broadcasting

Equals Equals

Adjusted Net Revenue Amount Adjusted Net Revenue

Subjt to .c lee Le.u amount by which sum of thefoilowing

Apply the applicable rate for the exceeds IS% of Adjusted Net Aevenuc
calendar year indicated Net TalentFea Allowed

If Net Revenue if Net Revenue News Serviees

is $150030 is lets ttmn Remote Lines

Year or grater $150000 Broadcast Rights

1992 1.475% 1.322 Equals

1993 1.510% 1359% Amount Subject to BMI Fee
1994 1.535% 1382% Apply the applicable rate for the

1995 1585% 1.427% calendar year indicated

1996 1.605% 1.445% If Net Revenue If Net Revenue

Equals is $150000 is less than

LicenseFa orrater $150000

1992 1.475% 1.328%

1993 1.510% 1.359%

1994 1.535% 1382%
1995 1.585% 1.427%

1996 1.605% 1.445%

Equals
1.icense Fee

DEFINED IN PARAGRAPH

In either case LICENSEE shall pay minimum fee per calendar year for each year this License

Agreement is in effect in the amount or 5412 for 1992 and for each subsequent year an amount equal to the

cinioum for the prior year acljustssd to reSect any percentage incrca.se in the Consumer Price Index National
All Items between October of the preceding year and October of the next precuilng year

In the event that the payment of any license fee to BMI by LICENSEE pursuant to this License

Agreement causes BMI to become liable to pay any state or local tax which is based upon the license fees received

tj EMI from licensees the LICENSEE agrees to pay to SM the full amount of such the together with

LICENSEEs fee payments as invoiced by BMI provided however that BMI shall naka reasonable efforts

to be exempted or e.tcu.sad from paying such tar and BMI is permitted by law to pas through such the to

LICENSEE

Annual Statements LICENSEE Breach

Commencing on or before April 1993 and on or before April of each year thez-e.sfter LICENSEE

shall render Annual Statements to BM1 on forms supplied by BMI covering the period of the preceding calendar

year with respect to billings
sadler cash receipts for the use of the facilities of the station for the broadcasting of

local programs If LI CENSEE reports via the Long tltsl Option it must show all deductions in order to arrive

at Amount Subject to BMI Pee as beta provided In the event that LICENSEE shall fail to make payment or

render any report or Annual Statement under this Lic.erise Agreement when and as due MI may in addition to

any and all other remIa which it has at law or in equity terminate this License Agreement upon thirty 30
cbys notice in writing and this License

Agreement shall thereupon so terminate at the end of such period unless

said default shall previously have been cured The right to cancel shall be in addition to any and all other remedies
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Which DM1 ay have No waiver by SM of full paformsncz this License Agreement by LICflQSEE in any

one most inseancee shall be dai waiver of the nght to reqnjntill and pI Wt0t.Avc of this License

vpvensenr
thcrnfter or of the right to canoei thIs license Agreement in aecordsntt with the terms of this

Pusgnpb

Reporting Basis

LICENSEE must report for the Tern of this Lieease Agrient on Billing
sis unlas

LICENSEE has filed its 1991 and 1992 AnnuL Statements on Cash Receipts Salts or

LICENSEE is new owner of the station which was previously licenaed by BMI and both the

prior licensee maintained and LlCENSEEmasntsmns the books and records of account of the staUcn on

Cash Receipts Basis

If LICENSEE reported on Cash Receipts Basis for caiendas
yea.r 1992 LICENSEE may report

for the Term of this License Agreement on Billing Basis but ociy after paying any cc owed BMI for receipts

accrued in r.snntr year 1992 but not reported to DM1 and after reaivtng Written permission from DM1
However nothing herein ahel.1 be interpreted to permit LINS to change the basis of reporting

retroactively

All
billings made prior to the termination of this License Agreement with respect to local radio

broadcasts made during the Thmi hereof sInS be accounted for by LICENSEE as and when such billings are

made by LICENSEE

If any Annual Statement is not received by BMt within sixty 60 days after the due date LICENSEE
will be requited to use the Short Method Option for such statement

Joint Annual Statnmat

If LICENSEE owns an AM and FM station in the same market LICENSEE vd be governed as follows

If LICENSEE tied joint Annual Statement for iu first contract year of this Licente Ajreemt for

said AM/FM stations LICENSEE must continue to file Annual Statements on combined basis br the

duration of this License Agreement If one of the statirns is sold after the initial joint Annual Statement has

been filed by LICENSEE no other staticri may be substituted in
placs of the atatiam sold Under no

circumstances may ajoint Annual Statement be fijedwith BMI where the AMJP7v stations are in separate

markets

If LICENSEE filed separate Annual Statements for its first contract year of this License Agreement
for the AM/FM stations LICENSEE must continue to 61e separate Annual Statements for said PJdJFM
stations for the duration of It License Agreement

Estimated

For each month during the Ta-rn hereof LICENSEE shall on or betore the first day of the following

month pay to BMI sum qua Ito one twelfth of the annual fee payable hereunder for the preceding calendar year

if less than calendar year said sin shall be annualized adjusted to rcöece the percentage increase in the

Consumer Price Index National All Items between October of the preceding year and October of the next

preceding ya.r provided however that if as and when any Annual Statement required to be supplied to R4I by
LICENSEE pursuant to this Paragraph is not received when due all subsequent monthly payments due

hereunder shall be increased by an amount equal to 24% thereof aM such increase shall remain in effect up to

and including the month in which any such overdue Statement is Snally rved by BMI Notwithstanding any of

the foregoing in any calendar year of the Iitt he.reof as of the month when DM1 receira the Annual Statement

requited to be supplied by Paragraph 5.A hereofapplicabletn any immediatelyprior year any adjustment required

by discrepancy between prior billings and monthly payments actually due in accordance with this Paragraph
St shall at BMIs option be prenatal over the remaining monthly payments due during that e.alenda.r year

Adjustments

For calendar year 1992 if the annual license fee ezc.rcds the amount previously billed for that year
LICENSEE shall pay any such additional amount to BMI within thi 30 days of invoicing by BMI

lfthe annual Iicens-e afor any âalendsr yearofthe Term subsequent to l992exceeds the monthly
Statbzneats applicable to such years the LICENSEE shall pay any such additional amount to BMI at the

tine the Annual Statement is due

If the amount paid by LICENSEE for any calendar year exceeds the annual license fee dne for said

year LICENSEE will be entitled to credit of the overage paid provided however that if the overage paid

grater than th.ree uma the rponthly payments required by Pars raph 51 for said calendar year DM1 stall

within
thirty 30 days of recapt of written requat from LICENSEE refund the exc.s payment and provided
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further that LICENSEE shaD be entitled to rofuod only if the overage which exceeds three times

LICENSEEs monthly payments by LICENSEE resvi is net baisnes due LIcENSEE in thu event the

amount of the refund shall not ac the amount of the net balance due the LICENSEE Any subject to

good faith dispute as result of DM1 audit shall ant be coruidered in determining whether there is net

balance due LiCENSEE for purposes of this subparagraph

Late Payment Qanje

DM1 may impose late payment charge of 1% per month from the date the payment was due on any

monthly or annual payment that is received by DM1 rethan one month after the date payment was due

Audits

DM1 shalt have the right by its duly authorizes representatives during customary business hours

on notice in writing of not than ten 10 business days to e.zamine the books and records of account of

LICENSEE only to such extcnt as may be necessary to verify any Annual Statements required by this License

Agreement All data and information coming to DM1 attention as result of any such examination of

LICENSEES books and rrds shall be held completely and entirely eosthdential and shall not be used by
DM1 other than in connection with its administration if this license Agreement

The period for which DM1 may audit pursuant to Paragraph 5.H.l hereof shalt be limited to four

calendar years preceding the year in which the audit is m.sde provided that if an audit is postponed at the

request
of LICENSEE and DM1

gra.nu
such postponement DM1 shall have the

right to audit for the period

commencing with the fourth calendar year preceding the year in which notification ci intention to audit was

tnt given by DM1 to LICENSEE Notwithstanding the above DM1 shall not audit LICENSEEs books and

records for years prior to calendar year 1991 unless no Annual Statement was filed by LICENSEE for

such earlier ca/endar years or the audit for calendar year 1991 or subsequent enlesrlar years pursuant
to this License Agreement reveals deAciency of 20% or more in license fees payable to DM1 by LICENSEE
The four year limitation on DMIs right to audit shall not apply if LICENSEE fails or re.fu.ses after written

restia from DM1 to produce the books and records necessary to verify any report or statement required

hereunder however in such instance DM1 shall not audit for any reponed calendar years prior to 1989

In the event that any DM1 audit reveals that additional license fees are owed to BML LICENSEE
shall pay interest on such additional bmnnse fees of l% per nesath from the dates such fees should have

been paid pursuant to this License Agreement if the underpayment is 7% or more of the annual license fee

previously .a1.czeJand at least SI cOD LICENSEE shall pay interest on such additional license fees of

per month beginning thirty 30 days after the date DM1 invoices such additional license fees to LICENSEE if

the underpayment is less than 7% or las than SlCOD

If LICENSEE disputes all or part of BMIs claim for such additional license fees arising from an

audit LICENSEE shall within thirty 30 days from the date DM1 invoices additional fees notify DM1 in

writing of the basis for such dispute and pay to DM1 any license fees not in dispute together with the

applicable interest on additional lirse fees not in dispute in accordance with subparagraph above If there

is good faith dispute between LICENSEE and DM1 with
respect to all or part of the additional license fees

which DM1 has invoiced pursuant to this Paragraph upon resolution of the disputed amount subparagraph
shall govem payment of the interest due provided however that no interest will be charged LICENSEE

for the disputed lire lees for the period beginning on the date of LICENSEEs wntten notice to DM1 of the

dispute and ending sixty 60 days after DM1 responds to LICENSEEs notice of the dispute

Interest calculated in accordance with this Paragraph and concemin additional license fees which

LICENSEE disputes accordance with subparagraph above shall be adjusted pro-rata to the amount

arrived at by LICENSEE and DM1 in resolution of the dispute with zeqat to additional license fees due

The period for which LICENSEE may amend any Annual Statement submitted pursuant to this License

Agreement shall be limited to four ealesd.ar years but in no event prior to calendar year 1991 following the

year for which such st.atemeot was required to be filadpursuant to Paragraph 5.A provided however that if DM1
audits for years prior to 1991 LICENSEE may amend its Annual Statement for such years LICENSEE shall

have the right to amend any portion of previously submitted Annual Statement and the right to correct

computational or reporting errors On LICENSEE submitsan Annual Statement to DM1 pursuant to this License

Agreement LICENSEE isay amend said Annual Statement only one time If LICENSEE amends an Annual

Statanent pursuant to this provision the time for DM1 to audit said Annual Statement will be four years after

the filing of said amended Annual Statement by LICENSEE
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Pu Program Option.

DM1 Single Station Radio Program Uc.ense Agrrent for the 1n endi December 31 1996 is

being offered to LICENSE simultaneously with this Ucense Agrast In accepting this License Agoement
LICENSEE aknowledg that it ba.s been ofrei the option of entering Ito either thts License Areenent or the

DM1 Single Station Radio Per Program License Agreement with EM LICENSEE may as if the fint day of mv
month upon

not less than thirty 30 days written notice to BMI elcet to enter into the DM1 Single Station Radio

Per Program License Agreement provided LICENSEE current in all payments excluding payments subject to

good faith dispute as result of DM1 audit reports and Annual Statements required by the EM Single Station

Radio Blanket License Agrement as of the effective date of LICENSEEs eltion

lodemnificaffoc

DM1 agree to indemnify save and hold harmless and to defend LICENSEE its advertisers and their

advertising agencies and its and thek octrt employen and artists from and against all claims demands and

suits that may be made or brought against thersa or any of than with respect to the orms.nee under Ut LIee.ns.t

Agreement of any material licensed hereunder provided that this indemnity shall not apply to broadcasts of any

musical work performed by LICENSEE after written request from SM to LICENSEE that LICENSEE refrain

from performance thereof LICENSEE agr to give RdI immediate notice of any such claim demand or suit

and agrees immediately to deliver to DM1 all papers peruinirag thereto DM1 shall have full charge of the defense

of any such claim demand or suiL and LICENSEE shall cooperate fulJy with DM1 therein

Local Management Agreement

In the event LtCENSEE enters into Local Management Agreement as defined in Paragraph 2.L hereof

within thirty 30 days of serb agreement LICENSEE shall provide EM with copy of such agreement and

LICENSEE and L.ocal Manager shall provide DM1 with two fully eaecuted copier of BMIs LM.A.92.A

Agreement sample copy of which is annexed hereto and made part hereof The
fully executed LMA92-A

Agreement makes Local Manager party to this License Agreement and this License Agreement shall be deemed

amended by said LMA-92-A Agreement

In the event LICENSEE becomes Iiml Manager by entering into Inca Management Agrement
with another station LICENSEE shall notify DM1 within thirty 30 days of entering into the agreement

In the event that LICENSEE and/or Local Manager do not provide to DM1 on timely basis the

documentation required by Paragraph l.A this License Agrament may be terminated by DM1 on ten 10 days

written notice

In the event that the Ian Management Agreement provided to lI terminates prior to its stated

termination date LICENSEE and learn Manager shall immediatelynotify DM1 of such termination

Assignment

This License Agreement shall be non-assignable except to the person first or corporation acquiring the E1
Communications Commission license of the station and upon assignment to such station and upon acceptance l.a

form approved by DM1 of the application of LICENSEE hereunder LICENSEE shall be relieved of future liability

under this License Agreement as long as all Annual Statements have ban filed by LICENSEE and all fees due

DM1 under thIs License Agreement have been paid to StY

10 Arbitration

disputes of any kind nature or description arising in connection with the terms and conditions of this

License Agrement shall be submitted to the American Arbitration Association in the City and State of New York

for arbitration under its then
prevailing ruler the arbitrators to be selected as follows Each of the parties hereto

shall by written notice to the other have the right to appoint one arbitrator If within ten 10 days following the

giving of such notice by one party the other shall not by written notice appoint another arbitrator the first

arbitrator shall be the sole arbitrator If two arbitrators are so appointed they shall appoint third athitrator If

ten 10 days elapse after the appointment of the second arbitrator and the two arbitrators are unable to spec

upon the third arbitrator then either party may in WritIng request the American Arbitration Manciatien to

appoint the third arbitrator The award made in the arbitration shall be binding and conclusive on the parties and

judgmamt may be but need not be entered in any court havingjuriadiction Such award shall include the fixing of

the costs expenses and reasonable attomeys fees of arbitration which shall be home by the unsuccessful party
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MIScELLNEous

IL LICENSEE upon written fuat from filL made not leSS thanone weeks notice specifying the period to

be cov ape to ftu-nisb tO EM upon forms to be supplied by Rdr rcfl of LICENSEEs performanca
of .11 musical works indicating the compositions performed by title writer/composer and artist or by such other

convenient method as may be daignated by EM but such report need not be furnished for more than one
week of each year of the Term

12 In the event that the Federal Communications Commission revokes or fails to renew the broadcasting License

of LICENSEE or in the event that the governmental rules and regulations applicable to the station are suspended
or amended SO

as to forbid the broadcasting of commercial programs by LICENSE LICENSEE may notify DM1
thereof and BMI within ten 10 days of the receipt of such antia shall by written notice to LICENSEE at

EMIs option either terminate or suspend thisLicense Agreement and all payments and servica hereunder for the

period that such aiditirsi continues In the event that EM deets to suspend this License Agreemeci such

suspensioa shall not continue for
Ioaer than si.z utosths and this License Agreement shall automatically

tcrm_n3te at the end of six months suspension In the event that the condition giving rise to the suspension
shall continue for las than sir months BMI at its option and on written notice to LICENSEE may reinstate

this License Agreement aty time within
thirty 30 days after the cessation of such emlitirsi

13 In the event that any law now or hereafter enacted of the state or political subdivision thereof in which the

station and/or LICENSEE is lnimtsi shall result in major interference with WEs operations or in the retusat of

substantial number of radio ststicns thern to enter into license agreements with EMI or to make payments to

EM EM shall have the right at any time to terminate this License Agreement on no less than sixty 60 days
written notice to LICENSEE

14 Any notice required or permitted to be gIven under this License Agreement shall be in writing and shall be

deemed duly given when sent by ordinary Ent.cLas.s U.S mad to the party for whom it is intended at its address

hereinabove stated or any other sddr which either party hereto may from time to time designate for such

purpose
and when such notice is so mailerS it shall be deented given upon the mailing thereof Any suei notice

sent to BMI shall be to the attention of the Licensing-Telecommunications Department Any such notice sent to

LICENSEE shall be to the attention of the person signing this License Agreement on behalf of LICENSEE or

such other person as LICENSEE may advise EMI in writing

15 Cs written mUm to LICENSEE DM1 may effective with such notice withdraw from the license panted
hereunder any musical work as to which any legal action has been instituted or claim made that EM does not

have the right to license the perforrnipg rights in auth work or that such work i.nfting another composition

16 This License Agreement shall cnure to the beneSt of and shall be binding upon the parties and their respective

successors and assigns but no assignment shall relieve the parties of their respective obligations under this License

Agreement-

17 This License Agreement constitutes the en tire understanding between the parties shall not be binding until

signed by both
parties

and cannot be waived ex added to or modified orally and no waiver addition or modification

shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the parties This License Agreement its validity construction and

effect shall be governed by the laws of the State of New York The fact that any provisions herein are found to be

void or unenforceable by court of competentjurisdiction shall in no way affect the validity or enforceability of

any other provisions Al headings in lIds License Agreement are for the purpose of convenience and shall not be

considered to he part of this License Agreement

BROADCAST CSIC DC

By
niraenl

nat Hea ef sijacr

flU ot5ip

LICEN5EECLqiI News

By
Sipanin

Petal News .5ijnu

The ol5tjner

PLEASE COMPLETE SHADED AREA ONLY
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LMA AGREEMENT

Whereas radio station STATION has entered into

Local Management Agreement with LOCAL MANAGER for

the period through and

Whcre.si STATION and LOCAL MANAGER wish to add LOCAL MANAGER as party to the Single

Station Radio License Agreement in effect between STAT1ON and EMI the License Agreement with all of the

rights and obligations of L1aNSEE as set forth in the License Agicent for the period of the Local Management

Agreement beginning January 1.1992 and ending at the time referred to above

It is hereby agreed as fouoc

all periods that STATION simuleasts or is sold in combination with another radio station owned or

operated by LOCAL MANAGER MANAGERs STATION that has BMI Single Statien Radio License

Agreement all Gross Revenue las defined in the License Agreement of STATION ahalIbe as follows

All LOCAL MANAGER Gross Revenue relating toJ3TION t1U be inc in LOCAL
MANAGERs license fee

reports
for MANAGERs STAflON.VsuGross Rvenuccgtfcwes all Gross

Revenue for STATION no license fee or license
fee5ports-wilJ

be reqnred of ST TION fr

The balance of STATIONs Gross Rev tie wilPbe
ined %ttN

icense fee reports

Amounts payable by QCAL MANeOR toitFIOtA.p9ntlant to the Local Management

Agreement shall not be reportable
bfE9ORr\eduotsb1e

by MANAGERs STATION

in the çltt s1ribj and JNEIt1ATION have different forms of BMI License

Agreement all LOCAIkdAIGEaS Gibst.1flenue relating to programs of STATION which are

simulcast.9r soldlin mbitiontth\jaAGERs STATION shall be apportioned between STATION

MAWjGEIs LxnoJ4rsame ratio as the Adjusted Net Revenue of STATION and

MAt KCIERs STATIOItlncfEä each other for the most recent year prior to the Local Management

Vgreesnent red bJrTATION and MANAGERs STATION to SM annualized for any period less

tEkrs-5a4 YE51 Gross Revenue apportioned to and reported for STATION pursuant to this

psrigraph shill not be reportable by LOCAL MANAGER on its license fee reports for MANAGERs
STATIONr

If STATION fully simulcasts programs broadcast by MANAGERs STATION and has no separate

programs
STATION and LOCAL MANAGER agra to maintain the same form of DM1 license blanket or per

program for STATION as LOCAL MANAGER has for MANAGERS STATION In the event that LOCAL
MANAGER has different forts of license for MANAGERs STATION at the time this agreement is executed it

is agreed that such other formof license shall be substituted in place of the License Agreement and the appropriate

documentation shall be executed

In the event that STATION and MANAGERs STATION have the per program form of license at the time this

agrament is executed and LOCAL MANAGER subsequently cbangta or is converted to the blanket form of

license such change or conversion shall be deemed to apply as weli to STATION

For all periods that STATION has per pFogi-am license agreacent MANAGERs STATION shall

submit the reports required by Paragraph of the per program license for all programs provided by MANAGERs
STATION which are broadcast by STATION and STATION shall aubmit audi reports for all other programs

broadcast by STATION If STATION fully simulcasts programs broadcast by MANAGERs STATION and has

no separate programs and ifall Gross Revenue relating to STATION is included in LOCAL MANAGERs license

fee reports for MANAGERs STATION in accordance with Paragraph b.above STATION shall not be required

to submit separate reports pursuant to Paragraph of the per program license

10
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If STATION has Local Managemalt Agrnent With LOCAL MANAGER that does not owe or

operateanotherlocal radiostaticrithat bask SM Single Stat1onRadiojj Agreenwu then all Ones Revenue

relating to STATION Sail be reported as follows

All LOCAL MANAGER Gross Revenue relating to STATION will be included in LOCAL
MANAGERs license tee reports toBMI Jfsuch revenue constitutes all Revenue for STATION
license fee or license fee reports viul be required of STATION

The balance of STATIONs Gross Revenue will be included in STATION License tee repcrts

Amounts payable by LOCAL MANAGER to STATION pursuant to the Local Managccnt

Agreement shall not be reportable STATION or deductiblely LOCAL MANAGER

If STATIONs License Agreement is pe program Iise agreeknent then LOCALMANAGER
will be responsible forsubnittthg Monthly Music txrt3 required by Paragraph of the License Agrent
for the programming covered by the Local Management Agreement

STATION and LOCAL MANAGER jointly designate the followingsingjp..a billing and other

regular correspondence and the following single
address for any notices in accorçfince liceose agreement

Paragraph 14 of the blanket license or Paragrapb 24 of the per program license

Bi
Addr____

MANAGER
terminates STATION and LOàL GR otifMI of the termination within 20 days and submit

all required ndpythenIthrgh1Ge date of said termination In the event that both

STATION and LOCAL Mfl4AGER aLto nôllfyitlcfl of the termination of the Local Management Agreement

betwec4CPON ioS T4AEL
then both STATION and LOCAL MANAGER shall remain

obligated uoda thss1agrqenacnt foill ents reports and payments

-C QCSiSflLcpi Nan LOCAL MANAGER Lcgal Mime

0yCL _____________________

Title of Signm

Accepted and agreed

BROADCAST MUSIC INC

BY

flUe

Date

tCafl Lcaen if apphcable

BY
Signawse

Priat Nawc of Sipaer

flUe of Sign

Signature

trial Name of Sier
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_______2000 3W Radio Staticn Interim License Agreement

The following arc the terms and conditions of your stations 2000 DM1 R.adio Station Interim License Agreement

hereinafter Interim License Agreement pending the outcome of nc-gotutions for find agreements bcrwe.ets

EM and the Radio Music License Comrnirtecthe KMLC or if necessary determination by the DM1 Rate

Coon of appropriate license tei-n-u pursuant to United States of America Broadcast Music Ire Inthe Matter of

the Aooliction of Hicks Broadcasting of Indiana et al N3 64 Civ 3787 S.D.N.Y

It is hereby agreed as follows

The term of Stations Interim License Agreement shall begin on _____________ cLaw ownership began The

Interim License Agreement shall embody each and every term and condition except for the duration of the License

Agreement as set forth in the DM1 Single Station Radio License form B.adio-2 annexed hereto as Schedule

and iocorporated herein by reference and pay the rate set forth therein for the year 1996 The Interim License

Agreement shall continue until find agreement is reached as result of the ongoing negotiations between DM1

and the RMLC or result of DM1 Rate Court proceeding pursuant to United States of America Broadcast

Music Inc In the Matter of the Application of Hicks Broadcasting ci Indiana et alj No 64 Civ 3787 $.D.N.t

Station agrees that Station will be bound by the final DM1 license agreement reached as result of the

negotiations between DM1 and the RMLC or DM1 Rate proceeding with the RMLC and that the fees agreed to

by DM1 and RMLC or as determined by the Blvtl Rate Court in such proceeding shall be applied retroactively to

the date of the commencement of the term of this agreement As such Station shall be obligated to pay EM any
monies owed by DM1 as result of such retroactive adjustment of fees and DM1 shall be obligated to pay StaUm

any monies owed Station as result of such retroactive adjustment of fees

Station hereby waives its rights to make an application for reasonable fees to DM1 or to make an application to

the DM1 Rate Court

Stations agreement to the above terms and conditions shall be evidenced by the signature below of so individual

duly authorized to bind Station to this Interim Agreement

Call Letters ________________________________ Licensee of Station as listed with the FCC

City _____________________________________
Authorized Signature

State _______________________________________
Print Name of Signatory

PLEASECHECK ONE ____________________________
License Type Dlarsket Per Program Print Title of Signatory

Accepted

DROADCAST MUSIC INC If corporation signatory must be en officer

Dy ______________________________________ Print corporate office held under signature

Title
____________________________________

If partnership print the word partner
under

signature of signing partner

Date ________________________________

eIf individual owner print individual owner

under signature

XJAF 7001
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Jaffe Rebuttal Exh.2C

The parties hereto mutually agree as follows

GRANT OF RIGHTS

Effective as of JLJy 12000
the Effective Date SESAC grants to LICENSEE the non-

exclusive license to publicly performsuch nondramatic musicalcompositions as SESAC may during the period

hereof have the right to so license solely by radio broadcasting on the following radio station the Station

Current Call letters Fre uency
AM Yes if yes then Fulitime Yes NO

FM Yes
_____________________

FCC City of Licensei

Stations Metro Survey Area MSA as designated byArbitron

JChoose One

County in which the FCC City of License is located

and the 1990 U.S Census County Population Ichoose One

Stations High One Minute Spot Rate as reported to SESAC Spot Rate sI________

2.LIMITATION OF GRANT

Except as set forth above LICENSEE shall not have the right to broadcast televise or otherwise perform

transmit record film videotape or otherwise reproduce or capture by any means medium method device or

process now or hereafter known any of the musicalcompositions and performances thereof licensed hereunder

nor shall LICENSEE have the right to grant to any receiver of the broadcast or any other party any such right This

license excludes any experimentalstation of any kind and background music service by means of multiplex

simplex or like device

GRAND RIGHTSare not included in this Ucense GRAND RIGHTS include but are not limited to the right

to performin whole or in part dramatico-musical and dramaticworks in dramatic setting

SESAC reserves the right to prohibit upon written notice the performance of any musical composition licensed

hereunder as to which any action has been instituted or claim made that SESAC does not have the right to

license the performance rights in such composition In addition SESAC reservesthe right to prohibit upon written

notice for any reason deemed appropriate in the exercise of its sole discretion the performance of any of the

musicalcompositions licensed hereunder provided only that the number of musicalcompositions so prohibited

does not exceed ten percent 10% the total number of musicalcompositions licensed hereunder
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LICENSE FEE

In consideration of the grant of rights herein LICENSEE shall pay to SESAC an annual license fee as
determined by the SESACs Schedule of Annual Performance License Fees For Radio Fee Schedule then in

effect

LICENSEE represents and warrantsthat the Stations high one minute spot rate contained in Paragraph
above is true and correct

Thirty days before the beginning of each contract year of this Agreement LICENSEE shall
notify SESAC of its

current high one minute spot rate LICENSEEs annual fee for the nextensuing contract year shall be adjusted in

accordance with the FEE SCHEDULE to reflect any change in the Stations Spot Rate population or MSA fromthat

set forth in Paragraph l.A. If LICENSEE shall fail to report its current high one minute spot rate then LICENSEEs
fee for the next ensuing contract year shall be increased by eight percent 8% above the fee set forth in the FEE

SCHEDULE

In the event that LICENSEEs fee shall increase as result from change in the FEE SCHEDULE LICENSEE

shall have the
right

to terminate this Agreement effective as of the date of such increase provided that written

notice of termination by Certified Mail retum receipt requested is given to SESAC within thIrty 30 days after

SESAC sends by certified mail written notice of such change to LICENSEE

Each annual license fee shall be paid as follows CHECK ONE

Annually on or before the first day of each contract year

Semi-Annually on or before the first day of each semi-annual period of each contract year

Quarterly on or before the first day of each quarter of each contract year or

Monthly on or before the first day of each month of each contract year

In the event that SESAC is determined by the taxing authority or courts of any state in which LICENSEE

conducts Its operations to be liable for the payment of gross receipts sales use business use or other tax which

is based on the amount of SESACs receipts from LICENSEE then LICENSEE shall reimburseSESAC within

thirty 30 days of demand therefor for LICENSEEs pro rata share of any such tax derived from receipts received

from LICENSEE

BREACH AND CURE LATE PAYMENT CHARGE

In the event LICENSEE is in arrears for any payment or has breached any other termof this agreement SESAC

may give LICENSEE thirty 30 days notice in writing to cure such breach or default In the event that the breach or

default is not cured within
thirty 30 days of such notice SESAC may at its election cancel and terminate this

agreement

SESAC shall have the right to impose late payment charge of one and one-half percent 1.5% per month for

any payment not received by SESAC within thirty days of billing therefor

REPORTING OF WORKS RIGHT Of VERIFICATION

LICENSEE shall furnish to SESAC upon request copIes of its program records logs and all other records

relating to the musicalcompositions performed on the station

SESAC shall have the right on ten 10 days priorwritten notice to examine during customary business hours

LICENSEEs books and recordsto such extent as may be necessaryto verify any and all payments statements

computations and reports rendered and accountings made or required hereunder All data and information brought
to SESACs attention as result of any examination shall be treated as confidential
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TERM OF LICENSE

Subject to the provisions of Paragraph above this agreement shall be in full force and effect for period of

one year beginning on the date set forth in paragraph above and shall continue thereafter in full force and

effect for successive additional periods of one year each Either party may cancel and terminatethis Agreement
effective as of the last day of the initial or any renewal term upon giving ninety 90 days written notice to the other

party by United States Certified Mail Retum Receipt Requested

Notwithstandinganything to the contrary contained herein SESAC may cancel and terminate this agreement

at any time upon written notice in the event LICENSEE is adjudicated bankrupt or petition in bankruptcy is

ki with respect to LICENSEE or LICENSEE is declared or becomes insolvent or ii upon thirty 30 days
written notice by reason of any law rule decree or other enactment having the force of law by any authority

whether federal state local territorial or otherwise which shall result in substantial interference in SESACs

operation or any substantial increasein the cost of conducting Its business

CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION

This agreement has been read and is understood by both parties and contains their entire understanding No

waiver addition or modification shall be valid unless in writing executed with the same formality as this instrument

No waiver of any breath of this agreement shall be deemed waiver of any subsequent breach of like or similar

nature There are no representations promises or covenants other than contained herein

This Agreement shall be governed by and subject to the laws of the State of New York applicable to

agreements made and to be wholly performed within such State The fact that any provision of this agreement may
be found to be void or unenforceable by court of competent jurisdiction shall in no way affect the

validity
or

enforceability of any other provision

This agreement shalt not be valid until accepted and executed in the name of SESAC by its authorized

signatory

This agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties legal representatives successors

and assigns but no assignment shall relieve the parties of their obligations under this agreement

Captions and titles are for the convenience of the parties and shall be given no effect in the construction or

interpretation of this agreement

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this agreement to be duly signed as of the day and yearfirst

written above

LICENSEE SESAC Inc

BY
sign Mn

TITLE

TITLE
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SESAC Scledule of Annual Performance License Fees

for Commercial Radio Stations

The annual fee is determined by the population of
persons 12 in the stations Metro Survey as

designated by Arbitron and the stations high one minute spot rate as reported to SESAC In the event

that the station is not in an Arbitrondcsignated Metro Survey Area the U.S Census population of the

county in which the stations FCC City of License is located will determine market classification

Population

6000000 and over

2000000 5999999

1000000 1999999

500000 999999

250000 499999

100000 249999
50000 99999

10000 49999

9999

Market

AA

2000 Radio Fee Schedule EI1ectiveJanual-December31200O

Market

High One Minute

Spot Rate

0-7.49

p.50

552.00 648.00

0.00-2.49 468.00 552.00 684.00 816.00 984.00 1152.00 1332.00 1668.00 2.01600

230- 4.99 516.00 600.00 732.00 852.00 1032.00 1200.00 1368.00 1716.00 2052.00

600.00

768.00

684.00

900.00

816.00

1068.00

P1A

948.00

1730- 19.99

1248.00

1.1

10.00- 12.49 648.00 732.00 852.00 984.00 1152.00 1332.00 1.50000 1.84800 2184.00

1416.00

20S0 29.99

1284.00

768.00

1752.00

1452.00

3000- 39.99

852.00

1230- 1439 684.00 768.00 900.00 1032.00 1200.00 1368.00 1548.00 1884.00 2232.00

15.00- 17.49 732.00 816.00 948.00 1068.00 1248.00 1416.00 1584.00 1932.00 2268.00

852.00

2100.00

984.00

1800.00

40.00 49.99

94.00

948.00

1116.00

2148.00

tQ68.0

50.00- 59.99

1432.ct 1.1

1.2 84 .00

12.00

1032.00 iA-eAo 112

60.00- 69.99

1452.00

1116.00

4368.60

%84V9
isoo

L632.00

70.00 79.99

1200.00

itoo

1200.00

14fl00

68

1342100

1968.00

\1716.00

80.00-89.99

1284$

1/632oo

1284.00

11 521

1.48\00 iLiitoo

2316.00

of

2052.00

414o0

\800

90.00- 99.99

36t00

1368.00

-I

48

th32bO 1.8cXioO

isooloo

240000

0I

2148.00

j884.00

14520d

100.00- 124.99

11

1452.00

321

---

2484.00

1j716bO t884.00

ot

2232.00

13$4.bO

ft968.00

1M8.Oo

1752.00

16.bO

2568.00

i.ooJoo 4Sjo

2.3 16.00

1648.o

15010 174.99

4052.00

1848.00

i.MA.oo

18c900

2652.00

1968.00

1148.00

2400.00

175.00- 199.99

252.W

2352.00

2100.00

2736.00

2484.00

125.00- 149.99 2052.00 2148.00 2268.00 2400.00 2568.00 2736.00 2916.00

200.00- 224.99

232.00

\L968.OV 2148.00 12316.00

2652.00

2268.00

2436.00 Z568.00

2832.00

2568.00

2736.00

2436.00

3084.00

2700.00

2916.00

28600

2652.00

2616.00

3168.00

3516.00

2868.00

3000.00

3300.00

3000.00

2952.00

3600.00

3036.00

3168.00

3432.00

3.30000

3732.00

3252.00

3216.00

3336.00

3600.00

3852.00

3600.00

3.5 16.00

3552.00

3768.00

4032.00

3900.00

3852.00

4152.00

5.00- 249.99

i.00 274.99 3936.00 4032.00 4152.00 4284.00 4452.00 4632.00 5436.00 7716.00 9984.00

275.00 -299.99 4368.00 4452.00 4584.00 4716.00 4884.00 5052.00 6084.00 9000.00 11904.00

30010 And Over 4800.00 4884.00 506.00 5136.00 5316.00 5484.00 6720.00 10284.00 13836.00

420010

4200.00

513610

4800.00 6432.00

6132.00

8052.00

Page



011gb

Sn

One Minute

ot Rate

0.00- 2.49 598.00 696.00 864.00 .020OQ I.23600 1.45300 1.66000 2100.90 2320.00

2.50-1.99 640.00 756.00 912.00 1080.00 1204.00 1500.00 1716.00 2148.00 2580.00

5.00 7.49 696.00 004.00 972.00 1120.09 1344.00 1560.00 1776.00 2208.00 2620.00

7.50.9.99 756.00 064.00 1020.00 188.00 1392.00 1608.00 1824.00 2256.00 2688.00

10.00 12.49 804.00 912.00 1000.00 1236.00 1452.00 1668.00 1884.00 23 16.00 2736.00

12.50 14.99 864.00 972.00 1128.00 1284.00 1500.00 171 6.00 1932.00 2364.00 2796.00

15.00 1749 912.00 1020.00 11 80.00 1344.00 1560.00 1376.00 1992.00 2424.00 2844.00

Ij50 19.99

2q09 29.99

10.00 39.99

40.00 4999

50.00 59.99

60.00 69.99

70.00 7999

80.00 89.99

1.08000

1.10800

1.28400

1.39200

1500.00

1608.00

1716.00

i.oooor

I.l/.00

I.84.or

t.1924o

1.50000

1600.00

1716.96

I8244t0

t236.00

I.\44.oI

1.4\2

ti4o

1.610

11/76

1484

4.992

173$2.00

I.5000

08.flo

I6.03

1.0 4.0t

19 2.01

20 0.01

21 O.O

10vt0
7.7ILoo
11.8

32

40

48

56

64

1.824tCO

L9 2.00

40.qt

4840
.256.00

.364.09/

472.jO

.58/00

2.040.00

2\48.00

2.k56.00

l2.6400

2472.00

2480.00

j688.00

/2.796.00

2.47200

2580.00

2.68800

2796.00

2904.00

3012.00

3120.00

3228.00

2.90400

3.01200

2.12000

3.22800

3.33600

3444.00

3552.00

366000
90.00 9999

100.00 124.99

125.80 149.99

150.00 174.99

1824.00

220800

2500.00

2952.00

I9f2.00

3416.00

2408.00

3tttt-

28 4.0K

0.00

6.0k

28410

30I20
.43.14.00

72

\2o .00

9778.U0

y.oo..ed

26/8.004

3160.00

3t44.00
3826-00

37is.oo

3460.00

47d32.00

3336.00

3708.00

4080.00

4464.00

._
4I40.00

4512.00

4896.00

775.00 199.99 3.36.00 144400 3.600.00 3.716.0Q 3972.00 4.18800

4.72800

4404.00 4836.00 32260.00

FLOp
22499

LOP 249.99

s0.80 274.99

3.86400 3372.00 4.14000 4.296.0j 45 12.00 5.20800 6444.00

4.40400 A.522.0O 4600.00 .836.00 s.osLoo ea flU 6.02400 8.06400 1010400

92 5800.00 6828.00 9.67200 72.516004944pp 1052.00 5208.00 5.37600

5692.00 5748.00

6288.00

5916.00 6.13200_-_6.33600 7.63200

644400 6660.00 6876.00 0436.00 2990.00 17352.00

II

2001 Radio Fee Schedule EffeeliveJanuary .December 31 2001

Market

High One Minute

SnnI_Rate __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________

_2.49 _________ ________ _________ _________ _________ _________

.50 4.99
_________ ________ _________ _________ _________ _________576.00 672.00

if

016.00

5.00 7.49

7.50 9.99

10.00 8249

12.50 14.99

85.00 77.49

87.50 19.99

20.00 29.99

960.00 32.00

624.00

672.00

720.00

768.00

16.00

864.00

960.00

.344.00

720.00

768.00

82600

6400

912.00

96911

10/6.00

064.00

912.00

960.00

1000.00

1056.00

.00

536.00

30.00 39.99

AA

1008 00

1056.00

1104.00

1152.00

1200.00

tiitxo

90.00

40.00 49.99

1056.00

1200.00

1248.00

1296.00

344.00

92 .00

46T

2304.00

152.01

1152.00

1392.00 504.00

1440.00 632.00

1488.00 680.00

536.00 728.00

584.00 776.00

632.00 7j
.728.00 0.00

29.0

i.k -t
1410 .0

jL144

1968.00

2026.00

064.00

112.00

160.00

161 01

2357.00

2400.00

2448.00

24 96.00

2544.00

2592.00

2608.00

Lu
1824.06

Q1
50.00 59.99

60.00 69.99

70.00 -79.99

80.00 89.99

9000-99.99

100.00 124.99

125.00 149.99

150.00 174.99

175.00 199.99

200.00 224.99

225.00 .249.99

250.00 274.99

175.00 -299.99

300.00 And Over

1248.00

1344.00

1440.00

V.536.00

1632.00

1968.00

2304.00

2640.00

2976.00

3456.00

3936.00

4416.00

4096.00

5376.00

8344.00

1440.09/

1.536/0

J.t3I00

.17/0.004

2464.00

2.bOO00

2736.00

3072.00

3552.00

4032.00

4512.00

4992.00

5472.00

760.00

4s1840

14A4.0

t%oo.4o

/1.776.40

.0

220 .0ó

54 .00

i.880.00

3216.00

3696.00

4176.00

4.636 00

5136.00

5616.00

912.00

63 .00

72 .00

.82 .00

.92 .ojl

6.00J

7352.09

2688/0

3.024 00

3360.00

3040.00

4.32000

4009.99

5280.00

5760.00

1.10400

Ji g.ool
92j1.00I

j.oIpI
.i I00I

1\544.oo

3.21600

3552.00

4032.00

4512.00

4992.90

5472.00

5952.00

1.29600

__
.0 8.00

211 ..L 04.00

2408.00 00.00

2404.00 9S1Q

2/400.00 ..L 9iL
736.00 ..L 28.00

4072.00 64.00

3408.00

3744.00 3936.00

4224.00 4656.00

4704.00 5276.00

t184 00 6096.00

5664.00 6816.00

6144.00 7536.00

877.00

2592.00

2680.00

2784.00

2880.00

2976.00

3312.00

3640.00

3.98400

.4320.00

5760.00

7200.00

8.640_Op

10080.00

11570.00

2976.00

3072.00

3168.00

264.00

3360.00

3696.00

4032.00

4.36800

4704.00

6864.00

9024.00

11.18400

13344.00

15492.00

p2400

16.00

.JZJ
400.00

j49 6_O0

2784.00

2880.00

2002 Radio Fee Schedule Effective Jaaaary December 31 2002

Market

AS

c- on no

300.00 And Over

as nfl

6024.00

Page



2003 Radio Fee Schedule EflectiveJenuary -December31 2003

High One Mieete

Sod Rite

2.49

_40 4.99

660.00 _780.O0_

720.00

Market

fl it

960.00 1140.0

840.00 J070.00 20fl00

A0 00

440 00 A8000

70.00 1620.00 .AA6ö.00 2340.00 2820.00

020 no 2400.00-- ..----
cnn on 1140.00 1980.00 2460.00 2.94000

een iIfl

7.50 9.99 840.00 960.00 1140.00 1320.00 1560.00 1800.00 2040.00 2520.00 3000.00

10.00 12.49 900.00 7020.00 1200.00 jj80.00 1620.00 1860.00 2100.00 2580.00 3060.00

72.50 71.99 960.00 7080.00 1260.00 I440.00 1680.00 1920.00 2760.00 2640.00 2720.00

15.00 77.49 1020.00 Ll40.00 7320.00 1500.00 7740.00 1980.00 7270.00 2700.00 3180.00

17.50- 79.99 7080.00 I20Y61 tso.oo I3b.oo v61t o4elW 1280.00 2760.00 3240.00

000 29.99 7200.00 7340.00 iIpo.aØ 1970.00 i4o.oo

JJA2-11 ffiio jtlO UJ8.fQ
lico.o1 2_d.29 12.4itbo

0.0k I200.0 iajLI9

2\dOO.OO 2880.00 3360.00

0.00 -39.99

0.00 -49.99

0.00- 59.99

1320.00

7440.00

1560.00

1440.Of

.ko4o
1680.00

220.00

2A54000

7760.00

3000.00

3.12000

3240.00

3480.00

3600.00

3720.00

cnn 7.49 780.00 900.00 7080.00

60.00 -69.99

70.00 79.99

80.00 -89.99

90.00 -99.99

700.00 124.99

725.00 149.99

150.00 774.99

1680.00

7800.00

7920.00

2040.00

246000

2880.00

3.30000

t809
792010

2.04100

27/0.004

2j80.0D

31700.00

3.42000

900

7I00430

12.220.b0

-2-j0.0

270iQ
3.IO.od

3600.00

21 0.0

2L7 0.0

12.4

\2 20

7940

336 .00

1180.00

2400 .640.40

2470.40 .760.d6

2.44040 8Q40

27h0
\3180.oo o.ob
S9q 38-j.0
402t00 4.26000

hoso.oo

3.EtOO.00

3lj20.00

3440.00

3A60.00

/.080.o0

450000

3360.00

3480.00

3.60000

3720.00

4740.00

4560.00

498000

3840.00

3960.00

4080.00

420000

4620.00

504000

5.40.00

775.00 799.99 3720.00 3840.00 4020.00 4100.00 4440.00 4680.00

5040.00 5280.00

5640.00 5890.00

6.24000 5490.Q0

4920.00 5400.00 5880.00

5.87000 7272.00 8392.00200.00 -221.99 4320.00 4440.00 4.62000 4900.00

225.00- 249.99 4920.00 5.04000 5220.00 5.40000 6720.00 9012.00 11.29200

L63200 10812.00 73992.00250.00 274.99 5570.00 564000 507000 5000.00

275.00- 299.99 6120.00 6240.00 6470.00 6600.00 6052.00 ...Lp92.00 8532.00 1762.00 16692.00

300.00 And Over 6720.00 6852.00 7032.00 7217.00 7.45200 .7692.00 9.432.00_ 74412.00 19392.00

1999
Radio Fee Schedule--

High One Mmdc
Spot Re __________

Effective January December 7999

Market

74 fl 12 it AA

0.00- 2.49 396.00 469.00 576.00 69400 028.00 972.00 1116.00 7404.00 7692.00

1.15200 1440.00 7728.002.50- 499 432.00 504.00 67200 720.00 06400 1008.00

5.00 749 468.00 540.00 648.00 756.00 900.00 1044.00 7788.00 7476.00 7764.00

7224.00 1517.00 1800.007.50- 9.99 504.00 576.00 694.00 792.00 936.00 1080.00

10.00 72.49 54000 62.00 72000 878.00 972.00 1116.00 1760.00 1548.00 7836.00

12.50 14.99

15.00- 17.49

77.50- 79.99

20.00 29.99

30.00 3999

40.00 49.99

50.00 59.99

60.00.69.99

70.00- 7999

80.00 89.99

90.00 99.99

100.00 724.99

125.00 749.99

150.00 174.99

576.00

672.00

648.00

720.00

792.00

8609

926.00

7008.00

7080.00

7.1 SLOO

1224.00

1476.00

7728.00

l.980fl0

648.00 756.00

684.00 792.00

770.06 828.ç%
79240 900/JO

8k4.00 9700

36.Q 104400

toj 77 i4.oo

lblO 778400

7752 260.fl

L224 337o
7296 l4049V
1548 .65400

1000 i9o8i
2052.00 2.16100

864.00

900.00

3.00
L0oiOo
I080200

.iToI
i24.40i

.4296.40

68.0

40.40-

7i/20

L0Y00
iIso.oo

7001.00

j44.00
4Thbq

752.00

00

68

.00

j5 72

b4
56 00

7.9 .00

160.0

24 .00

7152.00

118800

2416
J796.00

1368 ..K

444ojo

tI5I7.VJ0

II84.b9

JI1s6.00

ft72tvo

52.0

j1 4.00

2.5560

1796.00 7584.00 7872.00

7232.00 7620.00 7908.00

.3 .368.00 7656.00 7944.00

i\440.00 7728.00 2016.00

72.00 7800.00 2088.00

I.k8.00 7.87200 2160.00

1456.00 7944.00 2232.00

28.00 2016.00 2304.00

IAoO.00 2088.00 2376.00

1472 .00 2-160.00 2.44800

I44.00 2232.00 2520.00

gi96.00 7484.00 2772.00

.4448.00 2736.00 3024.00

2700.00 2.99800 3276.00

775.00 899.99 2232.00 220400 2472.00 2j70.00 2664.00 2808.00 2952.00 3240.00 3328.00

7592.00 2664.00 277200 2890.00 302400 3168.00 3492.00 4320.00 5748.009.00 224.99

5.00 249.99

0.00 774.99

952.00 3.02400 112 nIl

3.3 12.SJL 3.49200 3600.00 3.744 .00 3888.00 4.577 flO 480.00

7L240.00 339400 3528.00 4032.00 5400.00 6768.00

1275.00 -299.99

1300.00 And Over

3672.00

4032.00

374400

4704.00

3852.00

4212.00

3960.00 i04.oo

4320.00 464.00

424L00

4608.00

5-1-i-r

5652.00_

....jL560.00

8640.90

70000

Page
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Jaffe Rebuttal Exh.3

ii .TATES DISTR1C7 COURT
9ERN DSTRICT OP NEW YORX

STATES OF AMERICA

Plaintiff
UXORAND1 and OBDfflO

against
64 Civ 3781 CLLS

i-k MUSIC INC i2t ano
Detendant

eMatter of the Application
-rntc- CHOICE at ai

Applicants

rts Stennation of Reasonable
-ue rees

flatdant Broadcast Music thc DM1 applies to this

its rate-setting capacity under Article XIV of the

ec rinal Judgment entered in unitsd Staten Broadcast

_Ls_. 96 Trade Cases ICCE 71.941 S.D.N.Y 1966

3996-i Trade Cases CDI 71378 5pN.Y 1994 the

Ccutent Decree It seeks an order setting reasonable

fees for blanket license for appliCant Music Czoices

satellite arid Internet sex-vices from October 1994

agh September 30 2004

13HZ .u non-profit music licensing organization founded
flQ That licenses nen-dramacic public performing rights

fttfiated songl.lriters composers and music publishers

IYA flg3 IOOZ/Ot/2O
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For the reasons that follow the fee far the blanket license

.i Music choices cable and satellite seryace is set at 1.75% of

revenues as that term is defined the 1995 license

.j.-emeflt
between B2I and DMX The fee for its Internet service

.t ar.3 3.7t of its gross revenues as that term is defins4 in

-r otsdsrd EMI Web Site flus.c Port ormanco Agreement

The EMI Consent Decree requires snz to make through-to-the-

ens lacer.ses available for public performances of its music

provide applicants with proposed license fans upon

.caat If BMI and the applicant cannot agree on fee either

may apply to the rats court for the determination of

ccnable fee the rate court proceeding 4I bears the

tta uf provir.g that Ito proposed fee is reasonable While the

detuzflnaticn is pending the parties may ask the court to

.1n fee subject to later adjustment

Erom outset cC this proceeding SMI has offered to

ise Music choices Internet service at rate of 1.75%
cI-.olce hae not objected to that race as unreasonable and
adopted by this court

The Decree was amended in 1994 to provide for rate

total lO0t/ot/LO
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PrSorhiatcrv nc this action

By letter dated January 31 1997 Music Choice applied to SIC

blanket license ror ita residential music services

ribtted to the horn by cable satellite and the Internet

partiee were unable to agree an licence rate 5141

ry tec to this court for determination of reasonable licence

tOte period from October 1994 through September 30

By order dated November 15 1999 the court act on interim

4.4 cuhjeot to retroActan adjustment of 3.0% of Music

ces gross revenues Lor ita cable and satellite services

1.15% of it5 grana revenuea or Its Internet oervice The

ccr wanted that the parties and all concerned must

tppteciate that the Lncerim fee may bear little resemblance to

final fee

nunng Kny 22-31 20P1 six-aay trial was held on the

xis recttng the determtnatzon of reasonable fee

blanket license grants the licensee the right to
trfonn any composition in the 5141 repertory as frequently an the

tctneee wishes during the term of the license

The order also set an interim fee for iduzak LLC which has

.r.ee withdraw as an active applicant in this action

IVJ 0091 TOOt/DC/La
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MUMIc Choice

Applicant Music thoice which commenced consumer operatione

991 transmits an audio service consisting of 55 different

a1ele of music EO conaumera televisions sets via cable and

atrLlit2 and to their computera vaa the Internet It was the

er.ra.nt into the reeidential music service induatr-y which

rt ecs of companies offering music to cable and satellite

.tss in the home

Mueic thoices channels consist almost entirely of CD

.p.aflty music transmitted continuaualy throughout the day

..t commercial interruption Each channel is programmed with

tctrent musical compositions within specific genre such as

pcp or classical Information about each song including

te author and album appears in text format On thS

Music Choice Pennsylvania general partnership Its

nt partners include Warner Music Sony Music EMI Music
Wax-nec Cable flT Broadband and InformatSon Services
tL Cox Cable Adelphia Cable Microsaft and Motorola

Ott the time Music Choice was lcnovvn as Digital Cable
ad

PMX Inc formerly Digital Music Express and DISH-CD are

he two other companies currently offering residential music
sernce SupsrAudio Cable Radio service which provided
nn lar service in the 1990s went out of business in January
cccL

Sane of Muaic Choices channels are entitled Big BSn
Country %Jazzw and 70 SuDer Wits

XVA ST tO0/0V
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ibcribecs television or computer screen at the beginning of

C44 5Qfl9

For its progrananir.g transmitted by cable and satellite

choice licenses package of up to 45 music channels to

.h..e and satellite operators who an turn transmit the music

ta their cuetomera Tc deliver its cable service Muaic

.cste first transmits its programming onto its on satellite

...RI It to received by ca23D.e operators who then transmit the

nrtnran.trng through their cable systems into the home

.r1arly Music Choices satellite programming is transmitted

its own satellite to that of the satellite operator

.sz otters then receive the programming directly from the

.r.allite operator through their ossu satellite receivers The

r.bo and satellite operators transmit P4tssic Choices .asr-.rice

ut addition subtraction or ohane to the programming and

do ot alter the signal in any way

Itunic Choice Internet programming which provides up to 40

.e.l of mueic ie available directly to the consumer through

.ieb n.te Internet cuatomere also known as Backstage F55s

..sbsrthors sçces the web site for fee through an Internet

.rrvce proviOar VISP such as America-On-Line or Netscapa

tjç 2001 Music Choice had approximately six million cable

.. a.re.es8 customers about nine million satellite customers

fifteen hundred Backstage Pesr subscribers

-5-

xn cast TOOt/Ct/tO
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initially Music Choices service was only available through

nd cable operatars offered it to customers as premium

la carte channel Under that busansoc plan cuatoners

the cable operatore separately for access to that service

.no tI-to operatoro rrnitted portion of that payment to Music

r.c..co At that time the available technology required the cable

gu.atorfl to attach separate tuner to their cuatornerb cable

tn deode the digital mueic signals and the separate

ct.vrn fee allowed the operatore to cover those additionsl

ardware Costa

Ey lfl3 however it Was evident that fewer subscribers than

.cted were willing to pay septrately for the service and that

ti.ng tiusic Choice as premlum channel would never be

rtfltahle Thus when Music Ciwice began offering .tD service

aacellite through company called DirectTV it did so as

re of PSrectrVe basic or enhanced basic service rather

ttar as premium service requiring an additional fee The

ncr-ge an pricing structure was facilitated by satellite digital

-r rjoioy which did no require an additional tuner for

tTVS cu3totners to listen to Mueic Choice

Cable operators initially sold Music Choice to
-.sbncribsrs for $9.95 per month $3.95 of which was paid back to

trr Chrzice When profits failed to materialize and operatore
ecame lese interested in marketing the service Music Choice

wr.rea its charges to tho operators to $2.50 per subEcriber

-6-

tWA 6091 lOot/Ct/tO
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Over tine the pricing of Music Choices cable service also

hanged from that of premium channel to basic SerVCetS and

tabe operators only offer it to new cable CuntOtners 45 part

basic or enhanced basic cable package At the time of

r4 cnly about ooooa cable customers who subscribed to the

00 before 1995 still paid for Music Choice 55 premium

tarnel and that number Lv npidly diminishing

in contrast with the cable and satellite customers Internet

riiers pay Music Choice directly for access to its

kete.ge Pass programming they also pay their Internet

-r-.ce provider separate Lee far accesa to the Internet

Music Chnicpa 1irAnnina.jjgpnrv

few years before starting its service Music Choice began

iatin with 947 for blanket license In 1990 flMI and

au..z Choice signed three-year agreement requiring Music Choice

license fee equal to of ita gross revenue plus 21 of

ablo operatore grace revenueS from Music choicss ssrvic

the operators payment to Music Choioa for the First two

both percentages increased to 2.1% for the third year

Catie technology also advanced so that separate tuner
-as no ongar needed for decoding the digital signal

Music Choice retains most of its Internet subscriber
.avenue it has one agreement in which it psys an ISP
j.eltentags of its revenus in exchange for better positioning by
rte ISP to its customers

1Y4 eost T000f0tft0
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sics standpoint that allowed it to capture what it saw as

5UI value of what customer was willing to pay to receive

Choices music programs The license also had moat

.red nation provision that if similarly situated licensee

tned more favorable terms from IIMI Sf1 would offer thoee

to Music Choice as well

Ar that time because Music Choices .enriçe was sold only

premium channel one easily identified the portion of cable

peifetoce revenues attributable to Music Choice by the

atRcriberS payment to the opcrator for the premium channel

as the business changed and technology advanced so that

eparar.e tuner was no longer needed and the cable operators

......esangly included Music Choices service in their basic cable

.tages it became harder to separate the portion attributable

uac choices channels from the operators general revenues

the operators were slow and reluctant to disclose

Ultimately the problem of timely ascertaining the operatore

ti .var.t- rovenuea was reoolved on terms which pr reached with

.t.t lary ituated oounpetitor tic Lnc diecusced below

Choices rates were adjustedU to abolish the two-tier

The adjustment was only on an interim baste since its

.or license had expired September 30 1994 After January 33

.9 Sf1 declined to extend the interim rate further and
Music Choice to apply for license The present

appication reflects the parties inability to agree on the rate
chat license

it no CT roog.etrto
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.rKd the change provided that the rate be adjuered to

..pr ire ahat SMI considered to be the full value of its music

ceise reflecting the total amount the subscriber was

wU..Lng to pay

Ultimately EtvtX and EM resolved the Lasuce in separate

tgztementa signed eitnultaneouely on August 1995 The

rart.are dispute was settled for $222625.22 half of the

..ep..ted amount to be paid by DMX over an 18-month period Tic

tee tor the new license agreement the 1995 DMX agreatent was

bit lese tl.an the total of t1Xu plus the operatore

zar percentages of its gross revenues from October 11 1994 to

cpttrther 30 1996 and 4% of its gross revenues from October

to Septenter 30 1999 The license agreement alee contained

r.st favored nation provision

The rcaltions of the nartiet

UMI argues that the court should take the 1995 DMX agreement

nn appropriate benchmark for setting resoonable fee far

Choices cable and oatellite progranirning BMI contends it

.s ppropriate becausa the agreement was fairly negotiated

.rn-1engh transaction DCC and Music Choice are engaged in the

When Marvin Bereneon SMIs general counsel began
reouctating the rates for the 1995 DrvC agreement his initial
.ffrtr was 4.2%-the exact total of the license.s and the

nperetors then 2.15 rates in each of the 1990 Music Choice and
o.cX agreetnente

11
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amc business and they program and distribuce music in the same

Tanler

Music choice argues that the 1995 agreement is unreasonable

.erctuse ate fees reflect E141a monopolizing and superior

ber.aining power are inflated to some decree by the settlement

he hardware dispute and are derived from the two-tiered fee

at-.ture of DMX .991 agreement which was negotiated before

was rate court and under which DM1 improperly included

revenues by the cable operatora Music Choice suggests

that Lb 1.35% te DM1 charges radio broadcautsr or the 1.75%

DM1 gea its Internet licensees are more appropriate

flisouw sag

Although the DM1 Conoent Decree directs the court to set

rrsaonableN fee it provides no guidance for making that

iet.krmination Prior cases Involving rate-setting under the

.anurtesr Society of Cortposera and Publishers ASCA Consent

.is which also zuquirec its rate court to aet reasonable

re have viewed the courts tank as defining rate or range of

Although Music choice claims that the DM1 radio licensee
rate Is 1.355 DM1 contende that the rate it charges its radio
Licensees is actually 1.605% of net revenues

ASCAP the other major organization holding rights to

ropyrighted music in the United States

12
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.C.d reflecting the fair market value for particular license

the price that willing buyer and willing seller would

.JCQC in an arms length transaction MCP Shewtimeffle

912 r.2d 563 569 2dCir 1990 hereinafter

iaæiaP Shnwtime

The efficiencies and benefice of blanket license imbue it

value different than the suit of its constituent

npa1tona Moreover becauee the music licenning industry is

1.aeJcerninantiy controlled by two competitors DM1 and ASCAP the

rrkqt for blanket licenses appearc to be one whose natural

raequenoe is the lack of broad-band competition united

ASXP Application of Capital CitiesfA.BC Inc 632

F.Supp 137 144 S..K.Y 1993

Thus ASCAP rate deciniona have coneidered very imperfect

trrogates particularly agreements reached either by these

Laren or by othera for the purchase of comparable tights aG

zi..aci.ng point for their analysis ASCXP ahowtime $1 F.2d at

F17 App Opinion or Trial court Whether euch an agreement is

in ppropnate benchiuark depenas on the degree of comparability

the r.egotiating parties to the partiee contending in the rate

roceeding the comparability of the rghts in question and thenn of the economic circumstances affecting the earlier

..eartiatora and the current litigaxits Un1teci states ASCAP

Xpplicaion of Buffalo Broadcasting Co Inc Civ.No 13-95

flj fl5
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199 WI 60687 at S.D.fl.Y Mar 1993 wffd Ifl Dftfl

vkcond in next united States ASCAP Application of Capital

CiLies/ABC mc 157 F.R.D 173 S.D.N.Y 19941 as Well as the

degree to which the assertedly analogous market under

exaministion reflecte an adequate degree of competition to justify

3nC on agreements that it has spawned ASCP.P it Shnwtirne

1I F.2J at 517 App opinion of Trial court n...a.1.ai izn.iis.Q

q.en ASCAP Application of Capital Cities/ABC Inc 157

P.k at 198-99 it is necessax-y to examine those prior

agresmante no as to determine whether anomalous condition8

impacted them or whether they were the product of disparity in

cargaining leverage so as to render them unreliable as benchmarks

fr subnequent periods.

W4Xin proposal

it is uncontroverted that Music Choice and P1CC ara similarly

competitorst in the rcfldential music services

Lnd1Otry have similar business structures for the distribution

.1 ..her product although DMA still sells more of its

pro3rarrming on premium channels than Music Choice and program

nu distribute music in similar fashion

Music Choice and DMX primarily compete fox affiliate
able operators not for listeners becauee listeners access
Lo their services depends on which cable service the listener
receives Music Choice contends that it competes for listeners
wsri radio stations and Internet music broadcaotera

14
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The dispute in this application centeru on whether the 1995

D.L9 agreement with BMI should be adopted a6 the basis for

easonabie fee It wan taken as the bent guide towards an

nrrin fee in the courts November 15 1999 order but with

dustments reflecting doubts which ths May 2001 trial ha6

rlarified

inoc pqnnmnn

PJD had no palatable licensing alternatives to accepting

ar4cer ltoanas from SMI Without such licenee it could use

ASCAP music which would have unacceptably restricted its

nuac nvenory negotiate piacemeal for licenses with

r.davidual scnrritsru or nasaic publishing firms whichwsuld

beer totally Smpractioable or resort to the rate court at

trne when DMZe serious carh flaw problem left it not knowing

ii could meet its payroll and the idea of arbitrating the

iardwara diapute waa very dietreaatng Dr at at
YDCe counsel Peter baird teotified that the ObLtLOfl

oecatne one ot etarvival In other words we had to find way out

mess that we could live with on the short term because we

evt not going to be able to tight Tr 232

aerold Rubenatein Das Chairman and CEO at the time of the

negr1tiationa testified that the rate an the 1995 agreement was

but affordable in light of his two more urgent concerns

15
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haz the rate be the same for both DtOC and its competitor Muaic

Thotce and that the cable operators revenues be removed from

hc fee calculation so that DMX would not be subject in the

a.-re co license fees based on cable operators revenues from

-hv-h it did not benefi and which it could not control p.t

ge-rlv tr at 193-95

On the basis of the trial evidence as whole one cannet

day with confidence that the hardware diepute or its resolution

-au any particular effect on the license rate

However it is cleai that in view of Dzcce strained

the lack of feasible alternatives and the special

affecting D7Cs position in the negotiations the

99Ei D0C agreement should not be regarded as reflecting normal

.crrpettive market teras

k.3easonabteness of 1995 flOC licenee fea

The baoic premise on whiah flMZ asserts the propriety of the

.5-4% rate in the 1995 tt4X arsement ha that it includes both

ranponentb for which the nn.iuio aubscribec is willing to pay the

.u..c itself approximately 21.7 of Mueic Choices revenues and

transmission by the operator to the hems approximately 21 of

Ltac operators revenues from Music choices prosrems The

uncriber enjoys only the music rather than the machinery of

.ts delivery but DM1 argues that the combined rate is what the

16
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r.uhacnbar is willing to pay to receive the mueic j_ its fair

value

But the fair value of the total package is not necessarily

fair value of the music or the music license The other

nriner.ts of the package for which the subscriber says the

Cc in tuner the cabie the connections the labor Ot

nctaiietion etc are not contributed by the author of the

r.1c1c and there is no reason why the author should be

..ort.onssccd for their cost Quite to the contrary the tXUC

.e the music is expressed at the earlier stage wnere it

.icrporated into Music choices programs Tne blanket license

uttorzes the use of the music and should have no regard to

.tez1ier the mechanics of delivery are cheaper or costlier Thus

he Idea that to recover the full value of the music the blanket

cense rate should include component based on the cable or

.s1lite operators revenues is misconceived

The notion that the rate should rest on both the licensees

nd the operators revenues originated in 1990 when Music

hoces business was starting and it needed CMIs license before

.ould get commitments from cable operators and before

reccurse to the rate court was available it found support in

ne new that Muaic Choicea transmittals to the cable operators

-ut the cable operators tranamittals to the subscriber each

17
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tetilu.od performances which would infringe the music

.omcsete copyright unless licensed by DM1

That idea has since been rejected by the ASCI4P rate court

license fee purposes regardless of how the trannmittals tiny

-e regarded aO matter of copyright-infringement law tTnit-ed

AsrA Application of Pox Eroadeasting Company 870

Siapp 1211 1219 s.D.N.Y 1995 This iatht copyright cans

-ur ob is to set reasonable rates for Vaxs Use of ASCAP music

..na not to dcaoida whether Fox has infringed the copy-rights held

4jy ASCAP members.

The earlier facility with which the operators revenues

uud be derived through the U5t95 of premium channels has been

trafloated with the paaen9t of time and the Change in tho

ndustrya businesa practices To the extent that the 1995 DMX

..ntamant contemplated distribution of nnsaia sent-ia

ubstantielly as premium channels it doee not serve as useful

DeflctuflarC for Music Choics whose service wall noon only be part

basic Cable packages

For all the above reasons the concepr on which the 1995 DLIX

rate agreement rests--that the license fans should capture

porr.ion of the cable operators revenues- is flawed and should

he disregarded itt considering that agreement as reference

ouit Removing the 2% initially allocated as the cable

i_u
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.per4itote portion from the Initial total rate of 3.759 in the

oc recmont leaven rate of 1.75%

Music Choices nrnnoaai

Music Choice propoces two rates as potential benchmarks the

35% rate SRI chargee radio broadcaotera and the 1.75% rate BMI

flaqee its Internet licensees

Broadcakt redin licenses

Music Choice argues that the broadcast radio blanket license

art apt benchmark because Music Choice competes with broadcast

radLo for listeners

IIcwever there are eubntant3.al ditterencen between the

tdentaal music services industry and the radio broadcast

.ith.atry Tha broadcas radio license has blended rate

tffered to radio stations that broadcast music whether their

prcramnUng consists of music interspersed with connerclal news

tnd disc jockey interruptions or almost no music at afl That

rate has little relationship to the value of blanket license to

service like Music choices or DMXs which consists almst

entirely of continuous music

Internet iesnsea

Music Choice also argues far the 1.75% Internet license

rate because it is applied web sites likeMusic Choices and

lv
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that have music prograrrnu.ng identical in format music

and quality to Mueic Choices cable and satellite service

DM1 disparages the Internet licenses as exparimental and

tus not establishing reaaonablr fee

Decauae Internet technology and business structures are

nntantly .volvin DM1 states it has attempted to keep its

icensing agreements as flexible as they tin be and give the

iurJcet an opportunity to experiment with different ways of

ntrLng nucic our there and also different ways of making money

tv at 297

Mown-rev during tho cix years since 914t began itS licensing

i995 the 1.754 license first offered in 1997 haa been

tpp.icd coniotently to revenue genefating music programming at

aeb sites other than those belonging to radio and television

stations or offering primarily visual texts and images

DM1 offersno reason why Nuaic Choices Internet race

iflould difler from its cable and satellite rate except that its

sod satellite distribution involves third-party operators

Notably when the misconception that the presence of an

rperator should affect the rate is removed the resulting rate

fl While DM1 argues that higher rate is iuatified becauee
ti ie ontinuous uninterrupted 14-hour-a-day multi-channel
ctrn.cc vhsch offer breadth and depth of music utilization

tensity of use not found in industries other than ths

reijdential music services industry that dietinction cannot be
rade iich respect to Internet music services number of which

tavt the same characteristics

20-
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under the 1P9 DMX agreement is almost the same as the Internet

rats

conclusion

For the foregoing reauunv the fee far the blanket license

for Mualc Choices cable and satellits service from October

through September 30 2004 is set at 1.75% of it6 rasr

.eVenuso as that term is defined in the 1995 License Agreement

CC%JCCn rn4Z and DMX Without objection the fee for its Internet

dcrvtcv for the .anie period is 1.15% of its gross revenue as

t.hat term is defined in the standard 041 Web Site Music

erornanee Agreement

So ordered

bated New rork flew York

July 20 2001

L.5IL
101110 5Th.NTON

.7
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Subscription
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Recordings

ORDER

On October 10 1996 closing arguments were held In this proceeding At that

time there was discussion with the parties conctrthig the fact that much of the data

which would be relied upon by the Panel to support its final Report was provided

pursuant to the terms of protective order Counsel for DOt advised the panel as

follows TR.2931

_t

0-

tn8w

Docket No 96-5 CARP OSTRA

Mr Laguarda The proposal that we previously nude

your honor believe it wasnt objected to by the RLA
was that you simply write your order and that then we be

given the opportunIty prior to its public release to

designate formally those portions that rely on information

that has been provided pursuant to the protective order

And we think we can accomplish that

In light of the foregoIng the parties are herewith provided with signed copies of

the Panels final Report in this proceeding and are given until November 19 1997 to

designate those portions
of the Report which pursuant to the protective order they do



not wish be made public Thercafter the public and non-public vrsjop.s of the

Panels Report will be IllS officially with the Copyright Offictt.

3Qs_

QcO
Li

SO ORDERED

Cr th
The Honorable tirnorc CL Eiinj
Chaxpenozi

Smidi
The Honorable Thomas Fon1corr

Paneflst

7ytIn
The Lonorabk Sharon Nelson

Panelist

DATEr November 12 1997
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JJE PANELS STATUTORY RESPQRSI8ILITIES

This proceeding is conducted under Section 114 of

the Copyright Act 17 U.S.C 5114 as amended by the Digithl

Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995 Pub
No 104-39 1995 DPRSRA Section 114d2 17 U.S.C

114ci2 affords certain subscription digital audio

services compulsory license to perform sound recordings

Although the purpose of this proceeding is to set the rates

and terms under whidh three services -- Digital Cable Radio

Associates PCR DMX Inc DMX and Muzak Corp
Muzak collectively the Services may àvthil

themselves of that compulsory license1 17 U.S. 11402
provides that this proceeding shaft be binding on all

copyright owners of sound recordings and entities performing

sound recording

The DPRSRA contains nunber of significant

provisions first The DPRSRA created for the first time

right of public performance in sound recordings Section 106

of the Copyright Act which specifies the bundle of rights

accorded copyright owners was amended to afford copyright

owners of sound recordings the exclusive right tb perform

the copyrighted work publicly by means of digital audio

transmission 17 U.S.C 1066 see Tr 11619 Berman
discussing Section 106 rights

S.cond Congress drew distinction between

subscription services such as those provided by DMX OCR and

Muzak and non subscription services such as those provided

by conmercial radio RIM Ex 88 S. Rep 104-128 at 16
Conmercial radio was exempted from liability under Section

1066 The digital audio services on the other hand were

afforded compulsory license under certain circunstances

The compulsory license means that the Services have

the option to perform sound recordings without obtaining the

permission of recording companies and artists Tr 235-236

Rosen Normally3 the owner of rnnyrighted work



dflermtnes to whom and how often the copyrighted work will be

sold in the market for price and under other terms
mutually agreed upon by the respective parties Congress

recognized that Cijndividual marketplace negotiations
between copyright owners and users entoil inordinately

high transaction costs.1 Under the OPRSRA recording

companies and artists cannot control how their works are

performed they are compelled to license those works to

digital audio services so long as the statutory conditions

ore satisfied by those services Ir 243 Rosen

The third significant provision of DPFSRA is the

requirement that to take advantage of the Section 114

compulsory license subscription digital audio service must

meet certain criteria Ir 191 Berman Congress enacted

conditions of entitlement to the compulsory license in order

to alleviate the recording industrys concerns over any

potential for displacement of recording soles by subscription

services See H.R Rep No 104-Z74 at 21 17 U.S.C

i14d2C and would preclude solicitation of home

taping

Specifically1 the service must not be interactive

it must not exceed the sound recording performance

complement which concerns the manner in which sound

recordings may be transmitted 17 UI.S.C 5114j7 it must

not publish in advance of progrcumiing schedule of the sound

recordings to be performed it must not cause any device

receiving the transmission to switch from one program channel

to another ond it must include in each transmission

identifying information encoded in the sound recording 17

U.S.C 114d2A-E Absent voluntarily-negotiated

agreement the digital audio services also must pay the

license fee and ccqfly with the license terms established

thrtugh the CARP process they also must coaçly with certain

recordkeeping reqUirements established by the Copyright

Office 17 U.S.C 114-f2

The fourth significant provision grants digital

audio services the ability to transmit sound recordings to

business establishments under certain circvxnstances without

cc
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incurring any copyright liability 17 U.S.C

114dXlCiv Thus the Services will pay no Section

14 royalties for their connercial operations nor will they

pay any Section 114 royalties for their international

operations because Section 114 applies only to performances

within the United States

fifth cable and D8S systems that transmit the

digital audio services make separate performance of sound

recordings -- in additSici to the performance made by the

service Congress determined that the license accorded the

digital audio services should permit the performance through

to the listener See 17 U.S.C 114Cdi.Ciii As long

as the original transmission from the digital audio service

to the cable and DBS operator is licensed by the copyright

owner of the sound recording the cable and bBS operator need

not obtain separate license However it does impose

certain restrictions on the licensing of sound recordings to

affiliated digital audio services

Finqj it requires that the Section 114 sound

recording royalties be split equally anong recording

companies on the one hand and recording artists on the

other hand And it provides that these royalties shall not

be taken into account in determining royalties for the works

underlying sound recordings See 17 U.S.C 111i

10 The Copyright Act requires that the Panel must

adopt reasonable rates and terms 17 U.S.C 11402
801b1 which are calculated to achieve the following

objectives

To maximize the availability of creative

works to the public

To afford the copyright owner fair return

for his creative work and the copyright user

fair income under existing economic conditions

To reflect the relative roles of the copy
right owner and the copyright user in the

product made available to the public with

respect to relative creative contribution
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technological contribution capitcU investment

cost risk and contribution to the opening of

new markets for creative expression and media

for their conraunication and

To minimize any disruptive Impact on the

structure of the industries involved and on

generally prevailing industry proctces

17 U.S.C 801b2 see also RIM Ex 88 Rep

104-28 at 30

ii. The Panel may consider the rates and terms for

comparable types ofdigital audio transmission servicess in

determining the reasonable rate 17 U.S.C 114f

12. Finally the Panel is required to act on the basis

of fully documented written record prior decisions of the

Copyright Royalty Tribunal prior copyright arbitration panel

determinations and rulings by the Librarian of Congress

under section 802c 17 U.S.C 801c

UJt tO

.c
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II ITB ODUT1ON AND SUMMAR7

mcedural History

13 17 U.S.C 114f provides that the terms and rates

of the statutory license may be determined by voluntary

negotiation among the affected parties or where necessary

binding arbitration On December 1995 the Copyright

Office published notice in the Federtil Register initiating

the voluntary negotiation period from December 1.995 to

June 1996 60 Fed Reg 61655-56 Dcc 1995 The

Office directed parties not subject to voluntary agreement

to file their petitions for CARP proceeding by August

1996
14 On June 1996 the Office received petition

from the Recording Industry Association .of America RIM
requesting the Copyright Office to contuence proceedings to

determine schedule of rates and terms for statutory

license for the public performance of soupd recordings via

digital audio subscription cransmission services
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15 On August 1996 the Librarian of Congress

established schedule for the filing of written nOtices of

intent to participate and the conduct of pre-controversy

discovery with the filing of written direct cases on

September 1996 and the initiation of arbitration

scheduled for December 1996 61 Fed Req 40.4M-66 Aug
1996

16 RLA OCR DMX Muzcik America Online Inc and

CompuServe Incorporated all filed timely Notices of Intent to

Participate .2

17 On September 1996 the Librarian suspended the

pre- controversy discovery schedule pending resolution of the

Services motion for protective order governing treatment

of confidential information On SepteMber 18 19% the

Librarian entered protective order proposed by the partjes

and established new pre-controversy discovery sthedule

Discovery motion practice and addttional modifications of

the pre-controversy discovery schedule ensued.3

18 The Librarjan initiated the 180-day arbitration

period on June 19974 The Panel held prehearing

conference on June 1997 Beginning June 1997 the

Panel heard opening arguments and eight days of witness

testimony regarding the parties direct cases and proposed

By Order doted Ucivember 41996 th Librarian dismissed America

Online and CompuServe from this proceeding for failure to file timely

written direct case

In October 1996 the parties disagreewent regarding the appropriate

scope of discovery gave rise to several motiOns by the parties and

.fwQ suspension of discovery procee4in9s The Services understood the

discovery process to be more liberal as in traditional civil

litigation in contrast to as restrictive view of the parties
discovery obligations As result the Services initially produced

documents specifically underlying their Direct Cases as well as

additional documents upon vthich their witntsses did not specifically

rely See 9W Inc.s Opposition to RIAAs Motion to Compel

Services to Identify to Which Request Each Produced Document is

Responsive at filed Jan 1997 The Librarian ultimately

clarified thot discovery in CARP proceedings is limited to documents

that underlie specific assertions in witnEsses testimony and underlying
documents and data verifying bottom4ine figures Order at 6-7 16

Nov 27 1996

12



statutory license rates Beginning July 26 1997 the Panel

heard five days of testimony regarding the parties proposed

statutory license terms and their rebuttal cases

19 By Order dated July 30 1997 and with prior

agreement of the parties the Panel set September 1997 as

the deadline for filing Proposed Ftndings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law September 26 199 far filing Reply

Findings and October 10 1997 for closing arguments The

record was closed as of that date

The Parties and Witnesses

TfttRecordinQ Thdustry

20 RThA represents coliectiye that consists of more

than 275 record labels Berman W.D.T at RIAA Ex
The members of the RIAA collective which was established to

administer rights granted by the DPaS.RA are responsible for

the creation of more than 90 percent of all legitimate sound

recordth9s sold in the United States Ir 113-14 Berman
Bylaw the Section 114 royalties must be split evenly

between the recording companies as copyright owners and

recording artists featured artists non-featured vocalIsts

and non-featured musicians U.S.C 114Cg2

21 RIM presented the following witnesses at the

hearing

Jason Berman CBerman has been the Chairman

and Chief Executive Officer of RIAA since December 1993 Ir
108 Berman

Larry Gerbrandt Gerbrandt is Senior Vice-

President of Paul Kagan Associates Inc where he serves as

the Senior Analyst for 13 of Paul Kagan Associates 48

industry newsletters Gerbrandt at cover page

Zachqry Horowitz Horowitz is President of

MCAA Music Entertainment Group one of the six major
recording labels in the United States Horcnitz W.D.T at 1-

I---
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David Leibowiti Leibowitz is consultant

to RIAA and also serves as Vice-Chairman of the Board of Aris

Technologies Leibowitz was Senior VicePresident and

General Counsel of RItA from 1989 through March 1997 Tr
1851-52 Leibowitz

FL Barry Massarsky Massarsky of Barry

Massorsky Consulting Inc has represented RIM as an

economic consultant since 1992 Tr 445-446 Massarsky

Gary Morris Morris is country music artist

who has recorded 14 albums over 15 years including five

number one songs and eleven other top ten hits Morris

W.D.T at

Hilary Rosen Rosen is the President and

Chief Operating Officer of RIAA Tn.. 228 Rosen

Jomes Trauthan Trautnan is Senior Vice-

President of Bortz Company Inc research and consulting
finn Tr 360 Trautman Trautman has testified as RIM
counsels witness in prior CARP proceedings Tr 366

Trautman

Paul Vidich Vidich is Senior Vice-

President of Strategic Planning cnd Business Development at

Warner Music Group He is also member of the OCR Board of

Directors Vidich W.D.T at

Steven Wildmars Wildman is an Associate

Professor of Cocmtunications Studies at Northwestern

University and Director of Northwesterns progrcrn in

telecomminications Studies Management Policy Wildman

W.D.T at

DOvid Wilkofsky Wilkofsky is an economist

and principal of Wilkofsky Cruen Associates Inc
consulting finn that specializes in the comitnications arid

entertainment industries Wilkofsky W.D.T at cover page

Di bIeRgiig
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Z2 DCR is partnership of companies from the music
cable and cable technology industries OCR was formed in

1987 by the Jerrold Coirniunications Division of General

Instrument Corporation Its current partners also include

Warner Music Sony corporation EMI time Warner Gable
Continentcil Cablevision Comcast Cable Cox Cable and

Adeiphia Cable OCR was the first digital audio service in

the United States and provides its progranuring under the

brand name Music Choice Del Beccaro W.D.T at

23 The following witnesSes testified on behalf of OCR

David Del Beccaro Del Beccaro is the

President and Chief Executive Officer of OCR having served

in this role since the inception of the company Del Beccaro

is responsible for OCRs overall manaOement and assists the

partners with strategic planning for the cbnany Prior to

DtR he was Vice-President of New Business Development at

Jerrold Conwunications Del Beccaro LOT at

Barry McCarthy Jr McCarthy is the Senior

Vice-President and Chief Financial Officer of OCR McCarthy

oversees XRs financial operations and legal affairs

Before joining OCR he was Managing Partner of BMP Partners

consulting firm Director with the First Boston

Corporation and consultant with Booz Allen Hamilton

McCarthy W.D.T at

Lou Simon Simon is Senior Vice-President of

Prograsmring at OCR Simon has overseen research and

marketing for OCR and currently manages OCRs nusic

progrccmiing operations He previously worked as Senior

Director of Research and Senior Director of Artists and

Repertoire at RCA Records Prior to that he was involved in

the radio business in both on-air and off-air roles Simon

W.D.T at

DMX Inc

24 Jerold Rubinstein founded International

Cablecasting Technologies Inc ICT in 1986 Rubinstein

W.D.T at Ir 1261 Rubinstein ICT Was renamed DMX Inc
in April 1995 Rubinstein W.D.T at See generally DMX

a.
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Exs 4-9 1991-1994 Annual Reports for ICr 1995 10-K filing
for CMX Inc and 10-Q filing for CMX Inc for quarter ended

June 30 1996 CMX Ex SRX Schedule 14A at 150

25 On July 11 1997 DMX merged into TCI Music Inc
Troxel W.R.T at Tr 2536 Troxel see also Tr 1285

1315-16 Rubinstein TCI Music is p.ubljcly traded company

with approximately 80% of its shares owned by TCI Inc and

the remaining 20% of its shores owned by individuals or

entities other than TCI Ir 1285-86 Rubinstein Tr 2439

Trautman CMX Ex SRX Schedule 14A at 62

26 CMX presented the following witnesses at the

hearing

Jerold Rubinstein Rubinstein is the founder Of

CMX and served as its Chairman and thief Executive Officer

until July 1997 He is also CPA and attorney former

chief executive of two sound recording companies ABC Records

and United Artists Records and former methber of the Board

of Directors of RIM Rubinstein W.D.T at Ir 1fl7-i.9

Rubinstein CMX Ex Rubinsteins curriculum vitae

Douglas Talley Clalley is Executive Vice-

President and Chief Technical Officer of DMX with

responsibility for research and development and all

technical operations of CMX worldwide From 1988 to 1992

Talley was the Chairman and founder of Digital Radio Labs
which eventually becane Digital Planet one of the first

satellite-delivered digital audio services for cable TV.

Talley W.D.T at Ir fl71-72 Talley CMX Ex 35 Galley
resume

Troxel Troxel has served thief

Executive Officer and President of CMX since July 199
Prior to that Troxel served as Executive VicePresident for

CMX and before that President of the Corimercial Division of

ICT Previously Troxel was the vice-President for United

States and Canada Dealer Sales for AEl Music Networks Inc
conrnercial music service that provides background nisic

services Troxel W.R.T at Tr 2510-U 2513 Troxel
CMX Ex 41 Troxels curriculun vitae

16
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27 Huzak is Americas oldest background music provider

for businesses with roots dating back to 1922 More thou 60

years after being driven out of the Consumer music market in

1934 by the growing popularity of radio Muzak re-entered

that market in March 1996 when it began providing 27

channels of digital music under the name DiSH CD as part of

Echostors saellite-bcised DiSH Network Funk-ouser W.D.T

ati

28 Muzak presented the testimony of Bruce Funkhouser

Funkhouser at the hearing FunkhoOser has served Vice-

President of Progranuiiing and Icensing for Muzak since 1987
Funkhouser has worked extensively throughout the music

industry including as broadcaster studio retarder

teacher consultant and record conpany manager He is also

voting member of the National Academy Of Recording Arts and

Sciences Funkhouser W.D.T at

Expert Winiesses foL.I1 the Senlces

29 The Services jointly sponsorS testimony by the

following hearing witnesses

John IL Woodbury Ph.D Woodbury is Vice-

President at Charles River Associates Inc an economics

consulting firm He received his BA strmn tanlcude in

Economics from Holy Cross in 1971 and his Ph.D in .Economics

fromYashington tJhiversity.St Louis in 1977 Bore
joini Charles River Assçciates Dr Woddbury served as

Brookings Economic Policy Fellow at the Civil Aeronautics

Board 1978-79 as member of the Network tnquiry Special

Staff at the Federal Convvhications Connission 1979-80 as

Senior Staff Economist and Assistant Director for Special

Projects in the Federal Tre Cocunissions Bureau of

Economics 1982-83 1985-89 and as aVice-President of

Research and Policy Analysis at the National Cable television

Association 1983-35 Woodbury W.D.T at

Jay Rosenthal Rosenthal is an attorney with

the law firm of Berliner Corcoran Rowe 1.11 in

Washington D.C His legal practice focuses on the

17



representation of recording artists writers production

companies independent publishing and independent record

companies and multimedia companies including the licensing

of musical compositions and performances Yr 1700-el

Rosenthal DMX Ex 55 Rosenthals curridul.um vitae

David Sehring Sehring is Vice-President of

Acquisition for American Movie Classics Company A4CC
Sehring is responsible for identifying movie products to

license and for negotiating licenses with copyright owners

including major motion picture studios and other film

libraries.

-22
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5.Qjlarite.rs and Publishers gre Not Parties

301 The songwriters including the creators of the notes

and the lyrics and their publishers which print the sheet

music are not part of this proceeding 17 U.S.C 114i
Section 114 royalties shall hot be token into account in tiny

proceeding to set or adjust the royalties paid to the copyright

owners of musical works for the public performance of their

works

Mechanicaj sights

31 Recording companies pay composers and publishers

mechanical royalties in order to reproduce the musical works

on sound recordings These royalties are paid pursuant to the

compulsory licensing provisions of Section 115 of the copyright

Act 17 U.S.C 115 .me existing methanical royalty rate

amounts to approximately cents for the typical compact disc

or cassette c9 percent Of the average wholesale price for CD

and 20 percent for the averOge wholesale price of cassette

Massarsky WR.T cit Yr 1662 Massarsky Yr 214 Berman
However recording companies may negotiate below that rate

Yr 1660 Massarsky Ti 120 Rosenthal According to Mr
Rosenthal recording companies pay the copyright owners of

pusical works mechanical royalty that amounts to about Si

.cent for the typical compact disc or cassette percent of

the average wholesale price of CD and 12 percent of the

average wholesale price of cassette Rosenthal W.RI.T at

Yr 1711 Rosenthal
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ffjmic Works

32 The composers and publishers also recejve royalties
when their musical works are performed publicly e.g when

they are played on radio or when the Services transmit sound

recordings The performance rights in each work are assigned

to one of three collectives -- ASCAP EMI or SESAC Each

collective negotiates blanket licenses which permit the

Services and others to perform any musical work within that

collectives repertoire Massarsky LR.T. at.4 Ir 1645-47

Massarsky Ir 1762-63 Rosenthal Disputes involving the

proper amount of music license fees may be adjudicated by the

rate courts in the Southern District of New lot-k which have

the authority to set reasonable fees See RIM Ex 3RX

United States ASCAP slip op at S.D.N. 1939

$umma of Panks Positions

33 RIM requests that the section 114f royalty for

each Service be set at 41.5% of that Services gross revenues

resulting from U.S residential subscribers and also seeks

certain flat rate minimtn fee royalty payments RtAA Direct

Case at Ir 208 Berman RIM also proposes certain

statutory license teSs concerning the timing of license fee

payments late fees for untimely payments contents of

statements of account to be submitted by the Services record

keeping requirements and audit rights Leibowitz Amended

W.D.T at 5-7

34 DCR requests that the section fl4f of the 1995 Act

royalty for each Service be set at 2.0% of that Services gross

revenues resulting from U.S residential subscribers Del

aeccro W.D.T at

35 CMX requests that the section 114f royalty for each

Service be set at 1.25% of that Services gross revenues

resulting from U.S residential subscribers Rubinstein W.D.T

at 28-29 1r 1287 1353 1426 Rubinstein

36 bluzak requests that the section 114f royalty for

each Service be set at 0.50% of that Services gross revenues

resulting from U.S residential subscribers Tr 1500

Funkhouser
19
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37 The Services also jointly proposed that the statutory

digital sound recording performance license include certain

terms and conditions in connection with notice payment

confidentiality record keeping and auditing procedures

Services Terms Submission Tr 1975-76 McCarthy

III lifE SUBSCRIPTION PROGRAMMING INDtISTBY

Cable AnDBS

38 Cable systems which provide subscribers with

multiple channels of programing via coaxial cable

originated as means of offering improved reception of over-

the-air broadcast stations Since the 1970s cable has

extended its reach by transmitting in addition to broadcast

signals large number of non-broadcast services that

feature variety of programtiing types More than 60 million

households currently subscribe to cable RIM Ex 13 at

Attachment DMX 10K I14D.1 RIM Ex 12
at RIM Ex LZA FCC Report at 10-18

39 Beginning in 1991 subscription progroimling has also

been provided by direct broadcast sdtellite PBS Like

cable 085 operators transmit multiple channels of

progronining to paying subscribers Unlike cable 085

operators transmit in digital format via satellite to small

home receivers or dishes Because they transmit

digitally 085 services offer more channels of progranuring

with enhanced quality than cable operators There are

thcee principal CBS operators -- OirecTv Primestar and

EchoStar The DES industry currently serves over million

households and is projected to serve around 15 million

households by the year 2000 Iraubnan WILT RIM Ex 12
at Z-3 RIAA Ex 12A at 19-28 FCC Report

40 Most cable networks are offered by cable and CBS

as part of basic service that is subscribers receive

these networks in package of prograrmiing for single

monthly fee The basic networks generate revenue by charging

Ucnse fees and in most cases by selling advertising

Some networks however are coninercial free and thus receive

all or essentially all of their revenues from license fees

20



License fees range from only few cents per subscriber per
month to over $1 per subscriber per month Irautman W.D.T

RIM Ex 12 at 12-13 OCR Ex 10 RIA.4 155 et eg

41 Many of the basic cable networks were designed to

appeal to specific and often relatively narrow audience

segment which was perceived to be underserved These

niche services are key element of cable and 085 marketing

strategies in that they help attract and retain specific

groups of subscribers willing to pay the full basic service

fee These incremental subscribers enhance cable and 085

cash flow and as result market value Trautmcin W.D.T

RIM Ex 12 at 12 Tr 371-72 Trautman

42 Cable arid 085 operators also offer cable networks

on premium or la carte basis -- that is the subscriber

pays monthly fee in addition to the basic fee to receive

only that network These prehiium services include

movie-based services such as Home Box Office and Showtime

They are typically conmercial free ônd ore supported

primarily by the sale of subscriptions to consumers Some

basic cable networks such as AMC and Bravo began as prerniun

services and then switched to basic services others such as

the Disney Channel are offered on both basic and premium
basis Trautman W.D.T RIM Ex 12 at 13-14

Digital Audio

nz

II

43 There are currently only three digital audio music

subscription services available to residential subscribers in

the United States DOt Music Choice DMX and Muzak The

Services offer their digital music via satellite or cable

or both

Use Of Sound Recordings

44 Each of the Services provides residential

subscribers with approximately 30 thonnels of uninterrupted CD-

quality music across wide spectrum of musical styles and

genres Rubinstein W.D.T at FR 1225 Rubinstein Del

Beccaro W.0 1- OCR Ex Each highly-themed channel
which is transmitted 24 hours per day days per week
consists of wall-to-wall sound recordings -- with no

21



corrmercials announcers or public interest progranmtng RIM
Ex 13 at Attachment DMX web site 81

45 Each channel explores in depth particular musiccil

eta or genre and has the capacity to access more than 2700

songs at any given time RIM Dc 13 at Attachment DMX
web site 8-2 Thus each Service offers abroad variety

of available music formats many of which cannot be found on

conuiercial radio broadcasts or on other preprograrmied music

services Tr 1035 Simon Rubinstein W.D.T at it 1237-

40 Rubinstein DMX Exs 10-11 CMX brochures describing DMX

service progranning and channel line-up.for residential

subscribers See generally CMX Exs 32-34 various articles

describing CMX service Rubinstein W.DJ at TR 1225

Rubinstein Del Beccaro VLD.T 1-2 OCR lEx RIAA Ex 13

at Attachment DMX 10k

46 The Services also transmit sound recordings to

ccnrnercial subscribers See RIAA Ex 13G CMX 10K at

12 DMX and OCR also have international operations which

consist of several channels of audio progrcnning See
RIAA Ex 13 Attachment 12

47 Consequently The Panel finds that tha Services

provide invaluable promotional benefits for the recording

industry

48 Listeners can hear the Services through existing

consumer electronic equipment7 such as stereo receivers

televisions stereo VCR.s or amplified speakers But in

addition they need special receiver providS by the cable

company or satellite dish and receiver as in the case of

Muzak See Del .Beccaro W.D..T at 1-2 Tr. 939-40 Del
Beccaro Rubinstein WILT at6 ir 1227-28 Rubenstein
Iunkhouser W.O.T at

49 The Services are all new and during the past six

years have been struggling to create an industry and to stay

in that business They have required tremendous capital

investment to start operations and require significant

Of the many channels offered by the Services one or two have some

news or informercials Simon

cc



ongoing operating capitol to cover costs Thus Far none of

the three Services has broken even Profitability for any
of the Services currently is projected to be years away1 at

best In the meantime the Services face increasing

competition in rapidly changing marketplace See
paragrahs S4-56 65-67 and 73

50 As of the date of this hearing each of the three Si

Services waS in compliance with the factors set forth in the

2.995 Act 17 U.S.C 5114dX2 that qualify digital

subscription transmission for statutpry license Del

Beccoro W.D.T at Ir 855-56 882 Dcl Beccaro
Rubinstein W.D.T at 9-10 Tr 1232 3240-41 Rubinstein 3w
Funkhouser W.D.T at n.1

fligIjal Cable Radlo.Asso.ciptes DCprMusic

Choice

53. Music Choice with more than 30 diverse channels
is available natiorside on approximgjte.ly 225 cable systems

and by satellite on DirecTV See Del Beccaro W.D.T at 1-Z
DCR Ex Music Choice Formats

52 Music Choice formats include reggae big band
blues jazz alternative rock country heavy metal
coAtemporary Christian Mexicana assorted vocal offerings
and childrens prograurning These formats expose vast

array of artists to their primary audience music lovers and

consumers Simon W.D.T at In all Music Choice plays

total of 60000 titles in its active library and there are

many other songs entered in the Music Choice database that

are out of rotation at any one time tr 1077-78 Simon

53 OCRs best cable affiliates to date have achieved

subscriber penetration in the 3%-4-% range with an average

established system penetration range of less than 2% Del

Beccaro W.D.T at Overall penetration has averaged 1.2%

Del Beccaro LOST at McCarthy W.DT at Time Warner

cable serves approximately 32.3 million customers but OCR

reaches only about 1% of time Warners entire customer base
Ir 994 Del Beccaro Results such as these have caused OCR

to re-evaluate both the ma.Iceting and pricing of its service

Del Beccaro W.D.T at OCR woUld like to see its average
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penetration rote increase from 1%-2% to 30%40%
price points McCarthy W.D.T at

54 Originally OCR was positioned as premium or
to carte cable service with an average retail price of

$9.55 and license fee of $3.95 Mccarthy W.O.T at To

attract and retain cable affiliates OCR had to reduce its

wholesale price for la carte cable service to $3.50 $3.00
and then $2.50 Tr 9745 Del Beccaro see also Tr 939-

40 Del Beccara When sold as premium service the cable

operators retained about $7.50 the difference between the

retail and wholesale price to partially pay for the

subscribers tuner which cost between $100 to $150 as well

as installation and marketing Unfortunately the $7.50

never came close for any individtial.operator to pay for its

expenses so the cable operators lost money Tr 939-40 Del
Beccara

55 OCR is in the process of repositioning Music Choice

as basic and near-basic service McCarthy YLD.T at

OCR reaches almost 2.5 million residential subscribers OCR

Ex 48 The vast majority 95%of these subscribers receive

the service as part of basic or near-basic tier Icj OCR

started pricing its basic or tier packaging at $1.00 but

now averages about 304 Tr 975 Del Beccaro OCRs
standard tier pricing is between 204 and 354 Tr 975-77

986 Del Beccaro OCR charges 134 to 154 for DireclY 1385

basic or intermediate service Tr 978-79 Del Beccaro

56 DCR is owned in part by several major cable operators

that account for over 90 percent of OCRs cable subscribers

Ir 941 Del Beccaro The OCR partners include Time Warner

Cable the nations second largest cable operator and

subsidiary of Time Warner large conglomerate with more than

ft7 billion in annual revenues Massorsky W.D.T RIAA Ex

13 at As discussed below at paragraph 163 Time Warner

Cable acquired an interest in OCR in 1993 as part of larger

transaction in which OCR agreed to provide the Time Warner

systems with five years of free service However only 3.2% of

Time Warner subscribers actually receive the OCR service

despite the fact that Time Warner pays nothing for the Music

Choice service DCR Ex 48 OCR Monthly Customer Report May

1997 oCRs other partners include three major recording

through new
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cothponies Warner Music Sony Music and EMI Music -- as well

as Covicast Continental Cox and Adelphia the nations third

fourth fifth and ninth largest cable operators Despite

access to more than 10 million potential subscribers OCRs
partners have launched the Music Choice service in only about

300000 homes 3% of the total OCR Ex 48

57 OCRs remaining partner is General Instrument OCR

originated as project of General Instrument which

developed the technology nessary to transmit sound

recordings digitally via cable systems Ir 936 Del
Beccaro General Instrument has received approximately $40

million from DCR cable affiliates for use of that technology

Tr 938 Del .Beccaro McCarthy WID.T at See also Ir
953 Del Beccaro OCR may use only General Insirument

technology.

DigItal Music Express DMXI

58 The CMX signal currently is delivered to the home

primarily in two ways First the CMX service is distributed

as ci premium service by cable television signal suppliers

Rubinstein W.D.T at Tr 122S Rubinstein CMX Ex 16

DMX program guide few cable systems that offer digital

services include CMX in basic digital package at no extra

cost to the subscriber Tr. 1225-26 Rubinstein

59 The second delivery method for the vast majority

of CMX subscribers is thrpugh the OBS system operated by
PrimeStar Partners L.P The CMX studio uplinks to Ku-Band

satellite that delivers the signal directly to satellite

receiving dish at the subscribers residence. Rubinstein

W.D.T at CMX Ex SRX Sthedule 14A at 152 Until

recently PrimeStar 085 basic subscribers received eight

CMX channels as pprt of their basic television package Very

recently PrimeStar began difering 30 channels of CMX

prograzmling RubinsteinLD.t at Troxel W.R.T at 10
Tr 1235 1347 Rubinstein See also CMX Ex 12 PrimeStor

8-channel inc-up

60 In addition fewer than 100 homes .receive the 92-

channel CMX Direct service by direct-to-hDme 0TH
satellite transmission Rubinstein WILT at Ir 3281
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Rubinstein Tr 2517 Troxel CMX Lx 42. See also CMX

Ex 13 list of the channels that CMX currently programs for

conmercial subscribers and for the small number of

residential CMX Direct subscribers CMX believes that

number will not increase significantly given the many digital

services available Ce.. DirecTv that include audio in

their product offering Rubinstein W.D.T at 11 Cocnoare

CMX Lx 14 showing 20 CMX Direct subscribers as of June

1996 uith CMX Lx 42 showing 94 CMX Direct subscribers as

of March 31 1997

61 CMX has approximately 1.8 million subscribers

Approximately 1.5 million of those are basic subscribers

through PrimeStar and about 260000 are premium subscribers

CMX Lx 42 showing 197000 CBS subscribers and 94 CMX

Direct subscribers as of March 31 199 CMX Lx 43 decline

in CMX premium subscribers July 1996 June 1997 CMX Exs

48d-e showing breakdown of residential subscribers to

0149

62 The cable operator sets the retail price charged to

the subscriber for the CMX premium service Cable operators

typically charge premium subscribers about $8.95 or $9.95 per
month Rubins-tein W.D.T at Tr 1283 Rubinstein

63 When cable operators offer the CMX progranning on

premium basis they generally pay CMX license fee or

wholesale price of $2.50 per month per subscriber although
the fee is as high as $3.00 per month per subscriber under

some affiliation agreements ir 1283 1322-23 Rubinstein
Tr 254.2 Troxel When cable operators offer CMX as part of

basic or packaged service they pay CMX license fee of 154

to 254 per month per subscriber Ir 1285 1340-41

Rubinstein Tr 2542 Troxel Thoping digital cable

wholesale price will be 254 per subscriber Cable dperators

retain the difference between the retail price and the

wholesale price to have some morgin to recoup their

substantial investment in equipment Ir 1284 Rubinstein
Each cable systeni operator must pay approximately $20000 to

$40000 for the headend equipment plus an additional $150

for each subscribers receiving bOx Rubinstein W.D.1 at

Tr 1227-28 Rubinstein
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64 For CBS subscriptions through the PrimeStor system
CMX currently is paid 304 per month per subscriber CMX
however offers PrimeStar 204 per month per subscriber

marketing credit resulting in net payment of 104 per rndnth

per subscriber license fee to DMX for 085 carriage
Rubinstein WILT at 23 Troxel YLR.T at Tr 3235 1350-

54 1357-60 Rubinstein Ir 2534 2542 Troxel CMX

anticipates that PrimeStar wilt pay license fee of only 104

per subscriber per month after 1998 Tr 2542-44 Troxel
See DMX Exs 49a-d forecasts of CMX losses with various

royalty rates

65. The 92 current residential CMX Direct subscribers

pay CMX $15 per month with on ónnual prepaid subscription or

$20 monthly Rubinstei.n W.D.T at 23

66 After five years of operation CMX has not reached

break-even level of market penetration in the preniitnn

service CMX is potentially available as premium service

on more than 940 cable systents in the UnitedStgtes
representing more than 11-14 million cable households Thus
the actual rate of penetration for CMX as premium service

is less than of the total market available through DMXs
affiliates Rubinstein VLD.T at 10 24 Tr 3241-42

Rubinstein Tr 2654 Ctroxel Tr 2389 Trautman CMX

Exs 14 29 30e

67 Tele-Cornvnications Inc TCI the nations largest

cable system operator with more than $5 billion in annual

revenues first acquired smaliminority interest in CMX in

1989 Notwithstanding DMXs financial losses TCI has steadily

increased that interest over the years And in July 1997 TCI

through wholly-owned subsidiary acquired 80 percent of CMX

and CMX shareholders representing the remaining 20% have the

right to put their shares to Music at $2.00 per share if

the CMX class coarnon stock does not trade at that price for

at least 20 consecutive days CMX Ex 5RX at 14 Massarsky

W.D.T RIAA Ex 13 at jjj at Attachment CMX 10K at

CMX Ex 5RX CMX Schedule 14A at 2-5 Tr 2640 Troxel
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4. Muzjk. L.P

68 Muzoks primary business is directed not toward

home consumers but toward conmercial business esthblisMents

that have need to broadcast music and other audio services

within their premises Muzak is the nations largest

provider of music to conmercial establishments with

approximately $87 million in annual revenues RAA Ex 13 at

Attochnent Muzak SEC Form S-I 3. Muzok provides both

background and foreground music to approximately taeoeg
business locations throughout the United States Funkhouser

W.D.T at

69 In the past few Muzak began to recognize the

potential advantage of adding video service to its

traditional audio-only business customers Lacking any màans

of providing video service however Muzak began to explore

the possibility of linking its musIc progrxning expertise

with video distributor in order to gain access to video-

service capability EventuaUy Muzak entered into such

relationship with Echostar satellite video distributor

that provides service to both businesses and homes through

its DiSH Network The DiSH Network is available to home

consumers who purchase small satel.lite dish and receiver

and who pay monthly subscription fee similar to cable

bill Funkhouser W.D.1 at

70 In March 1996 Muzak started providing 27 channels

of its unique music prograntning under the nane DiSH CD as

part of Echostars DiSH Network DiSH CD is available to

DiSH Network subscribers through all but the most limited of

progranrning packages and can also be purchased as an la

carte offering Currently approximately 70% of all DiSH

Network subscribers receive prograuning package that

includes DiSH CD as part of the basic prograrnting package

fee Since DiSH CD becane available as part of the basic

progrctmiing package almost no subscribers have paid for DiSH

CD on an la carte basis Tr 1484 Funkhouser By the

end of 996 approximately 300000 residential subscribers

were receiving DiSH CD and Muzak had expanded its channel

offerings from 27 to 30 Funkhouser W.D.T at Tr 1485

Funkhouser
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71 Pursuant to its contract with Echostar Muzak

receives one-half cent.per channel per residential subscriber

per month 154 per subscriber per month based on an offering

of 30 channels Ir 1485 Funkhouser

72 Muzaks Vice President of Progranming and

Licensing Bruce Funkhouser Funkhouser testified that

iluzak would not continue its residential music service unless

it could survive on its own as profitable entity Tr 1475

Funkhouser

The Services Business 4odel Is Shifting

from PremiumAnalog Cable Basic Digita1

pbIe and DSS

73 The premium service model has clearly shifted to

basic service one Rubirtstein W.D.T at 24-26 iroxet WiLT
at Tr 1007 McCarthy Tr 1282t43 Rubirtstein Tr
2515-25 Troxel Several factors caused the shift from

premium to basic service including the trend among

cable suppliers to include subscription nusic progrannring as

part of the basic subscription service the increasing

popularity of OBS television competition from other

digital subscription music services and- the availability

of new equipment that can handle both video and audio

services Rubinstein W.D.T at 24-26 Tr 1243 1249-50

Rubinstein

74 Several factors suggest that the trend toward basic

service will continue including irrçroved cable

delivery systems cable and .coarrs.rnjcations deregulation

and the advent of digital audio radio broadcasting

tubinstein WILT at 26 Troxel WILT at Tr 1249-50

Rubinstein Tr 2519 2536-36 Troxel DMX Exs 33 34

various articles describing t$tX service

75 To date DCR and DMX cothined have achieved less

than 1% penetration rate as premium cable service In

total only about 500000 customers out of over 60 milLion

cable customers receive digital audio music service Ir
850-Si Del Beccaro
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76 DMXs premium subscriber base is eroding rapidty at

approximately 2%-3% per month and DMXs basic subscriber

population served through PrimeStar is increasing at

approximately 3% per month Ir 1448 Rubinstein Tr 2517
2658 Traxet OMX Exs 42 43 48d-Ce showing ddine in

OW premium subscribers and increase in basic subscribers

77 Based on the revenue differentials every time OW
loses one premium subscriber it must acquire ten basic

subscribers Troxel W.RIPT at Tr 2517 Troxel If the

license fee paid by PrimeStar drops to 104 as dnticipated

OW will have to acquire even more 25 to 30 basic

subscribers to offset The loss of one premium subscriber

See Tr 2542-45 Troxel Therefore the 3% decline in the

premiui base is not offset by the 3% increase in the basic

base Tr 2516-18 Troxel

78 The shift from premiun to basic drastically reduced

the per subscriber revenue and is delaying profitability

tt..Exs 42 48c 48e Under the prernitnn service.model

OW would receive about 52.50 per sübscrther per month At

that rate DMX had projected that it might reach break-even

point with between 500000 to 700000 residential prehtium

cable subscriptions anticipating revenUe streau from

domestic residential subscribers of approximately 520

million Rubtn.stein YLO.T at 24 Tr 1446 .Rubinstein Ir
2542 Troxel MX Exs 14 30e With basIc subscribers

however OW anticipates breaking even with approximately

million to 3.5 million digital basic subscribers at 254 per

subscriber Ti 2546-49 Troxel

IV STATUTORY OBJ.ECIVE

Relative Creative Cpntributions it U.SJj.L

B01lfl1fl

79 The recording artists the recording coavanies and

the Services each make significant creative contribution to

the music product aired by the Services
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80 The testimony of Gary Morris explains the vital

role that bOth featured and non-featured recording artists

ploy in the creation of sound recordings Morris W.D.T at

1-3 Tr 431-42 Morris see also RIAA Exs 10 Ir 1821

Rosenthal. Mr Morris testimony also highlights the

distinction between the sound recording and the underlying
musical work i.e the written notes and lyrics See also

17 U.S.C 102a2 10 distinguishing between musical

works and sound recordings Tr 1755 Rosenthal same Tr
242 Rosen same

81 As Mr Morris testified the success of

song depends

on the artists ability to breathe life into

that song The artist is responsible fOr

adding the mood and feeling çthOt will

resonate with an audience listener hears

the emotion thOt the artist supplies to

musical notes not merely the notes

The marriage of song to the correct artist

is critical The artist draws from his own

experience when interpreting lyrics and

musical notes thereby bringing unique

creative style to song

Morris W.D.T at 1-Z see also id at describing the role

of background musicians and vocalists in interpreting musical

work RIM Ex at 3-4 same RIM Ex 10 same nusicat

work is one dimensional until the artist interprets it by

adding emotion and feeling Ir 431 Morris

82 As Mr Morris also testified the fact that songs

are often recorded multiple times demonstrates the importance

of the artist if an artists interpretation was not

important then the first recording would suffice forever
Morris WD.TT at See also Tr 432-41 Morris
illustrating how song that recorded by two different

R.ecorjiina Artists
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artists may yield dramatically different results in the

marketplace Ir Z39-40 Rosen same

i.jecording Companies

83 The Recording Companies make substantial creative

contribution to the final recorded product The recording

company works with the artist to create conrnercthlly viable

sound recording It assists in the selection of musical

works and provides the creative means by which the sound

recording is produced eg record producers engineers

supporting musicians and vocalists The recOrding company

also creates the cover art and graphics for the albun See

Horowitz W.D.T at 3-10 TR 289-309 Horowitz Ir 1802-19

Rosenthal

Tb 3rvices

84 The Services make significant creative

contribution in the progrmming of sound recordings

85 Each of these services uses sophisticated and

proprietary methodology progrcvmiing the music based on

extensive research and audience ascertairment efforts This

method required not only the use of newly developed computer

technology by the Services but also sophisticated music

experts who program eath of the channels For example DIvO

uses proprietary progrcmTing concepts software and hardware

to choose each selection according to 18 separate demographic

factors and musical characteristics so as to maximize

favorable consuner responEe to the musical progrcmuring and to

minimize jarring or annoying transitions Rubinstein W.D.T.

at Ir 1229 Rubinstein see also DMX Ex 10 at

Guide to DMX describing programing techniques

86 Similarly the Music Choice service is the end-

product of uviti-faceted prOgrQlming and transmission

process that begins with progranniers developing playlists
for each format Del Beccaro W.D..T. at Music Choice

employs 24 experts in particular musical genres who oversee

the prograrrnling of one to three channels Ir 1066-67

Simon Prograinuing involves methodical process which

requires Music Choice personnel to hand design the hours of



music keeping in mind the sound recording performance

cätæenient of the 1995 Act Tr 1067-71 Simon

37 While all parties make significant contriIutions to

the creative product the Panel finds that the artists and

the record companies provide greater creative contributions

to the release of sound recordings to the public than do the

Services

Relitive.Technological

U.S.C 81bflC
Covtributions 17

88 The Services have xwide substantial technological

contributions in developing and implementing digital xrnsic

transmission services and cons.m1er reception equipment to

further expand the market for sound recordings

29 LW has invested substantial cunount of money in

research development and production of both method to

transmit the digital aUdio signal and the digital receiver
which enables the signal tobe detiveredvici cable lines.and

to be played through constner home stereo equipment Ir
1261-65 Rubinstein Rubinstein W.D.T. at1261-63 OW Ex
48ab showing property and equipment research and

development costs See generally 0W Exs 37-39 OW 10-Qs

10-K/A OW Ex SRX Sched 144 at 160-61 171 191

90 OW developed technology that uplinks the CMX

signal from the CMX studio to C-Band satellite and then

delivers the CMX progroinning directly to the cable operators

system head-end for distribution to subscribers CMX

developed the technology for signal transmjssion for the

cable head-end unit and for the consuners cabte or CBS

tuner and remote control unit RubinsteinW.D.T. cit Tr
1262-65 Rubinstein see also CMX Exs 15 23 showing

Scientific Atlanta Digital Music terminal Comstrenn DRZ000

Digital Audio Receiver and OMX-D3 remote control

91 CMX developed at its own expense the CMX 03

Remote and transmission technology that enables the nate of

the scurid recording and the nate of the recording artist to

appear while the sound recording is being performedor to be

nJ
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stored for future examination Ir 171-172 Berman The

recording industry neither developed nor contributed capital

for the technology that enables the none of the recording and

the none of the recording artist to appear while the sound

recording is being performed or to be stred for future

examination Tr 171-72 Berman 126163 Rubiristein

92 OCR also developed technology for progrcumring

compression encryption1 and transmission of sounçi

recordings Music Choices pl.aylists are transferred into

data files each of which is used to control ci CO jukebox or

digital audio tape DAT player sophisticated computer

network is involved throughout this process schSuling the

playback time for each recording1 monitoring playback

information and ensuring quality service Del Beccaro

WALT. at Tr 849 Oel Beccoro OCR Ex Music Choice

SiOrial Distribution

93 The recordIng industry did not introduce any

specific evidence of technological contributions to the

digital subscription services

Relcitive Capital Investments in Equipment arid

Technology. 17jLS.C. 801b1C
94 The Services have made significant capital

investments in equipment and technotogy

95 Through March 31 1997 CMX has invested over $10

million $10074784- in property and equipment CMX Exs

45 48a see also CMX Ex 37 CMX Form .104 for quarter

ending Dec 31 1996 at 32 CMX Ex 38 CMX Form 10-Q

for quarter ending Mar 31 1997 at 2-3 .8 13 CMX Ex 39

CMX Forte 10-K for year ending Sept 30 1996 at 15
CMX invested substantial cmiount of money in research

development and production of transmission scheme and

digital receiver Ii 1261-65 RubinstŁin Among the

principal costs to CMX have been the acquisition of

technology reserch and development and property and

equipment including particularly studio equipment conputer

systems music library fUrniture and office equipment

Rubinstein WALT. at 16-17 Ir 1261-67 Rubinstein Tr
2532 Troxel CMX Ex iS technnlnnv rrctf flMX cv iq



equipment costs through June 1996 DMX Lx 30a property
and equipment costs 19% to June 30 1996 DMX Lx 45

equipment costs through March 31 1997 DMX Ex 48a
property and equipment 1990 to March 31 1997 Significant

capital investments were likewise mode by Hunk Tr 1490

Funkhouser Funkhouser W..D.T

o2g
96 DCR also has invested in significant amount of

hardware for its progrcznning transmission and playback

process Del Beccaro WiLl. at Tr 849 Del Reccaro
DCR Lx Music Choice Signal Distribution

97 The recording industry did not suggest that any

capitol investment was required an its part to transmit sound

recordings to the public through the subscription service

Relativ4ostQand RiskIflAJ.S.C
S0UbY1CC

98 While the recording cowanies incur substantial costs

and risks in the production of the product used by the

Services their financial risk in the success of the digital

subscription industry is minor in comparison to that of the

Services.5

99 The Services are costly and risky ventures which

will continue to face difficult financial circanstances in

their attenpt to launch and operate profitable digital music

subscription services Talley W.D.T at 3-6 As discussed

suprg the business model for the Services has shifted

dramatically over the Six years of their existence and

future ccxtçetitthn poses nel uncertainties Ce .g internet

and digital radio This is new and unproven business

The ultimate success bf the digital trnsic subscription

business is not qssured Rubinstein W.D.T at 29 Tr 1471

5Mthough some of the recording cctpanies ore shareholders of the

Services and therefore share portion of that risk they are treated as

separate entities Even if the risk to those shares were included it

would not be significant to the survival of the recording companies The

recording industry earned more than 5125 billion in domestic sates last

year compared to approximately 519.5 nitllionin 1996U.S residential

revenues for the three services combined RIAA Ex 22 OMX 37X 49a
PCR Ex 46
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Funkhouser characterizing new digital music services as

struggling

100 Digital Planet failed as Service when it was

unsuccessful in obtaining key distribution affiliations with

cable companies and could not raise sufficient funds Talley

WILT 5-6 Tr 1180-81 talley Rubinstein W.D.T 13 ir
1471 Furikhouser

101 OCR incurs 97% of its operating expenses to

program playback uplink market and sell Music Choice

pro9rolmhing McCarthy W.DT at

102 It has token more than $120 million to launch CMX

and to guide the growth of CMX over the last 10 years
Rubinstein W.D.T. at 18-21 Tr 1264-65 1268-75

CRübinstein Ir 2530 Troxel CMX Exs 4-9 annual

reports CMX Ex 17 sales and marketing costs CMX Sc 18

technology costs showing $72675 in total licensing

payments to Colby Laboratories as of Fall 1996 for use of the

Colby C3 digito audio conçression algorithn in digital

transmissions CMX Ex 19 equipment costs CMX Ex 20

rental costs CMX Ex 21 payroll CMX Ex 22 annual
transmission costs CMX fxs 24-27 copyright license

agreements with ASCAP BMI and SESAC CMX Sc 30b
operating expenses CMX Ex 44 sales and marketing

expenses through March 31 1997 CMX Ex 46 satellite and

uplinking costs through March 31 1997 CMX Ex 48b
operating expenses 1991 to March 31 1997

103 Js expenditures for satellite transmission of

residential service for the fiscal year ending 1996 were more

than $2.44 million CMX Ex 46 DMXs expenditures for

satellite transmission of residential service through the

first half of Fiscal Year 1997 i.e1 six months ending March

31 1997 totaL more than $1.24 million CMX Ex 46

104 CMX engages in extensive sales and marketing

effort with respect to the residentthlznarket Rubinstein

W.CST. at 19-20 CMXs curulative sales and marketing

expenses for its residential serv tce from 1990 through March

31 1997 totaled over $40 million $40586384 CMX Ex 44

sales and marketing expenses throucth March 31 1997 OMXs
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sales and marketing expenses for Fiscal Year 1996 were nearly
millidn $5945859 and over $2.27 million $2273275

for the first half of Fiscal Year 1997 alone DMX Ex 446

105 The recording company assUmes significant costs and

risks in the production of sound recbrdings The cost of

single album genetally ranges from $200000 to over Si million

Horowitz W.D.T at 5-6 Tr 148 Berman Tr 179693

Rosenthal Approximately 85 percent of all sound recordings

do not recoup the costs that are spent to make and to market

those recordings Horowitz W.D.T at Indeed over

two-thirds of all sound recordings sell less than 1000 copies
less than one percent of all sound recordings account for

almost half of all revenues Ti 163 Berman Wiltknan W.RT
at 20Z2 Horowitz .W.O.T at 9-10

106 The total retail revenues received from the sale of

sound recordings amounted to about $12.5 billion in 1996 Tr
138 Bennar OMX Ex 37L

107 The risk to the recording industry lies in their

ability to produce enough hits in their selection of nvsic

and an artist to cover their losses for the large nuther of

recordings that do not result in profitable sales That risk

is not increased by the acfvent of subscription services unless

the customers of the Services record the sound transmissions in

lieu of purchasing these products at retail store While

there is evidence that some customers do indeed record from the

subscription service programs the evidence is also that there

is no decrease in thi nuther of recording purchases by the

subscribers See paragraph 111 infra

108 In assessing the cost risk component of the statutes

the Panel finds that risk lies largely with the Services who

ore venturing into uncharted waters with product that may or

may not find acceptance in the marketplace The recording

industry as whole is large well-established entity Its

unit shipments and dollar values of compact discs cassettes

These figures are actusted to show residentia expenses by removing

expenses rethting solely to comerrial subscribers and atlocuting

expenses shared with the canmiercial business of D.O Troxet LILT at

Ir 2529 Traxel
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records and music videos have consistently increased from 1982-

1996 See DMX Ex 37X The Services as group have yet to

achieve profitability and their future prospects remain

speculative

Relative ContributjQn to the .Opeinas of New

JqrEets_for Creatiyei Extression and Medjq_fq
their Communication117 JJ5SC k8QthflC

109 The Panel finds that the Services are primarily

responsible for creating new media and market for digital

music subscription services for residential consumers

110 Through this new media and market the Services

provide needed promotional benefits as they provide new music

and expose new artists while not overexposing any one

particular artist or record Ti- 2.076 Simon The Services

play wider range of musiC than traditional aver-the-air

radio in terms of both formats and musical selections Simon

W.D.T. at Tr 2685 Woodbury Qnoting that unlike

radio the Services are not hit driven In any major

city the audience for Top-40 rgck is large enough to support

several FM stations but few cities can support more than one

classical station and maybe an occasional jazz station
Simon W.O.T. at The Services in contrast offer

multiple classical jazz alternative and ethnic formats

is Tr 853-54 Del Beccaro OCRs bastc charter is to

try to provide more choice to customers differentiate

ourselves from really what is radio today by providing lot

more music than would normally have been heard on radio

station Simon VI.O.T at 3-4 stating that Music Choice

even dedicates progralis to unsigned on new artists

stimulating interest in nascent performers and bringing new

synergys to the recording industry Rubinstein.LD.T. at

.13-14 32 Tr 1238 Rubinsteth ir 1476-78 .Funkhouser
DMX Ex 32 attaching Johnnie Roberts Time .WarnerSony
Ioie nJQthanyJ3fiertnL Q.tgitqkQuQiity Radio on Cable
Wall St Feb 1993 at 06 quoting Michael Schulhof

vice chairman Sony U.S.A stating in an interview that

can expose more listeners to more forms of music and
we hope drive them into stores to buy our product

Traditional radio is very limiting and Jeffrey

Trachtenberg Thgrn 841 UnitJathinp Music Rival Acquires
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Stake jjtQithtaL.ab1e.Jnth Wall St Apr 19 1994

quoting James Fifield president and chief executive of 941
jJJhis is way for us to help expose people to music that

they might not otherwise hear on regularly formatted

radio DMX Ex 34 various articles describing the

Services broad and eclectic progrczriming Given radios

shrinking playlists and the general oversupply of sound

recordings record companies benefit from exposing new music

through the Services Tr 1077 Simon OCR fills the void1

left by radio Ir 2248 Wiidtnan

iji RLA presented no evidence to demonstrate that

patronage of the Services actually results in net

displacement of record and CL sales RIMs Chairman and CEO
and RIMs chief recording industry witness were unaware of

ciny such evidence See Ir 215-16 Berman Ir 320

Horowitz

112 Rather there is evidence that subscribers

frequently purchase new musjc precisely because the heard it

on one of the Services Simon W.D.T. at Rubinstein

W.OT. at 34 noting that DMX has received many

testimonials and listener connents indicating that DMX

subscribers purchased recordings by artists that they first

heard on OMX Ir .1442 Rubinstein Tr 1493-96

Funkhouser discussing how Muwk reports airplay to

multiple recording industry services DI4X Ex 33 Rebecca

Day No Static At All Digital Music Exs Stereo

Review July 1995 at 2.4 25 CEWJhat really gets me in

trouble is buying all the CDs decide cant live without

after getting taste of them on OMX. DMX Ex 34 various

articles Almost of DCRs listeners report hearing

new type of music they had never heard before subscribing

Simon W.D.T.. at Record companies themselves understand

the Services promotional value since they provide

complementary copies of their product to help promote albta

sales See e.g Rubinstein W.D.T. at 32 noting that all

the major labels and many significant independent labels now

provide DMX with free promotional use only sound

recordings Ir 129 Rubinstein DMX Ex 31 list of

record companies that regularly provide promotional

recordings to DMX Ir 1182-83 1201 Talley noting that

record companies provided Digital Planet with promotjÆnqj COs
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and encouraged airplay of their sound recordings RIM
failed to dispute this testimbny

113 In addition unlike radio the Services provide

the listener with convenient and extensive information about

every song Over 90% of domestic residential

listeners have inmediate on-screen access to the title
artist and label of the selectton playing on each channEl
Del Beccaro W.R.T at see also Tr 1101 Simon

114 The Services are either now offering or have plans

to soon offer their listeners the ability to buy the

prerecordings of the music they hear Tr 228995 Del
Beccaro The Music Choice Store has sold well over fifteen

hundred COs month since started in formats from

Pop to Native American Cla%sical Rhytin and Blues Del

Beccaro W.R.T at The Music Choke Store hasbeen selling

greater percentage of music that is not hits or the
stuff that other outlEts like record stores or record clubs
sell Tr 2289-90 Del Beccaro The Mtàic thoice Store

sells lot more product that is catalog product older

product or lot more product that is niche format types

that you wouldnt hear on radio Ij.

115 These new offerings will enhance the convenience

of purchasing and undoubtedly open new markets for the

recording industry music to an ever exponding

audience Del Beccaro W.t.Tot

116 In addition the DO Internet WEbsite provides

information to internet users obqut cotposers and artists

record stores and record cbnponies The site allows browsers

to theck out hundreds ofInternet sitS tO learn more about

artists and their music where to buy particular recordings
and even to buy recordings en-line via 800 telephone nt2nbers

Troxel WiLT 11-12 Tv 2562-64 Clroxel Music Choice also

has Website Massarsky W.D.T

TMiniinize Any Disruptive tmaact On The

Structure Of Thejhdustries involved CiZ
LSC c801bflCD
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.117 The Services have made strong case that rote

set too high will result in one or all of them leaving this

new industry The Panel finds that nothing could have more

Of disruptive impact on this competitive market structure

118 While some cable television networks have attained

substantial profitability to date such profitability has

eluded the Service Digital Planet for example started

broadcasting its digital music subscription service in April

1991 and was discontinued in August 1992 Ial.ley W.D.T.. at

Tr fl74-75 Talley Digital Planet was unsuccessful in

obtaining key distribution affiliations with cable companies

arid could not raise sufficient funds for the advertising and

marketing necessary to develop subscriber base Tal.ley

W.D.T. at 5-6 Tr 1180-81 Talley Rubinstein W.O.T at

Ir 1471 Funkhouser See also IJ 99-109 rate set too

high could easily drive one or all of the Services out of

this.business See also Tr 2553-54 TrOxel Troxel LR.T
.1 5-6 DMX Ex 49b Tr 2553-55 Troxel explaining

that if we dont demonstrate perforjnance as you would in

normal Operating company dont have high hopes that

investors would continue to try to fund and invest tin our

residential business Rubinstein W.D.T at 29 Ti
14S61471 Funkhouser characterizing new digital music

services as struggling

119 The total receipts for the year 1996 for all three

Services in U.S residential sales was S19.5 million RIM
Ex 22 royalty fee of 41.5% would increase the recording

industry annual receipts by $8092250 or 0.06% of their

gross revenues of 12.5 billion dollars See RIM Ex 22 At

the same time the financially ailing Services would be

pushed deeper into debt Same of the effects of the 41.5%

rate are as follows

Based on DCII projections OCR would need to raise $23

million of additional capital to fund 41% performance rate

until the Service can reach break-even Tr 1953-54

McCarthy OCR as noted earlier earned $5.5 million in

1996
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123 In prior royalty adjustment proceedings the CRY and

CARPs have utilized consistent.opproach to rate-setting

They looked initially at specific benchmarks -- rates

negotiated in analogous market transactions They.then

analyzed those benchmarks in light of the applicable statutory
criteria and record evidence to determine reasonable royalty
rate.7

124 RIM and the Services seem to agree that the best

proxy for reasonable compensation is to look to marketplace

rates The fundamental dispute between the parties

positions is which marketplace serves as the proper paint of

reference Services Reply page It must also be noted thai

pursuant to OPRSRA reasonable compensation is not synonymous
with fair market rote Rather DPRSRA requires such rate to

be balanced with other factors See through 10 supra

125 The parties do agree that the rate shuld be based on

gross revenues In addition they agree that the Panel should

adopt the same definition of gross revenues that is contained

-in Dt4Xs current residential agreement with 6t41 See DMX Ex
26 at 4-5 RIM Proposed Findings and Conclusions 55
Services Reply 51

Cable YelevisiOnJletwork .Licens Fees

126 RIM has presented the Panel with two separate

studies that show the license fees paid by cable television

networks to ac4uire their progrcirnning One study was

prepared by Paul Kagan Associates Kagan media research

company that routinely tracks and publishes financial data

from the media and entertainment industries including cable

this approach was recently followed by the CARP that adjusted the

Section 119 royalty rates Report of the Panel in Docket No 96-3

CARp-SRA slip op at Si Aug 28 1997 Section 119 Rate

Determination $e siLj Adjusbuent of the Royalty Rote for

Coin-Operated PhonorecOrd Players 46 Fed Req 884 888-89 1981
affd3 Miuseinent Music Operators Assjj 676 F.Zd 1144 7th
Cir denie4 459 U.S 901 1982 CEIQA LED Mjustnient of

the Royalty Rate for Cable Systems 47 Fed Req 52146 1982 Rt Ex

12RX offii 724 F.2d 176 183 185-87 D.C Cir 1983
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networks Ir 571-73 579 Gerbrandt see RIM Ex 14 The

other study which WOS based on the first study was prepared

by Wilkofsky Gruen Associates WGA an economic consulting

firm that specializes in the media and entertainment

industries Tr 674-89 701 Wilkofsky see RIAA Ex 15

J.agpn Study

127 The Kagan study examined substantial amount of

data concerning the revenues and prograrmiing expenses of

cable television networks during the period 1985-96 Based

upon an analysis of these data which reflected literally

thousands of free market negotiations totaling approximately

$15 billion Cr 621 Gerbrandt the Kagan Study concluded

cable/OBS network which acquires all or

essentially all of its progronming from

outside sources will spend on average

approximately 40% of its gross revenues in

program licensing fees alone..

RIM Ex 14 at see Tr 606 Gerbrandt. The 40 percent

figure consist of license fees to all copyright owners with

which the cable television networks negotiate for their

progranluing jçJudina copyright owners of musicaj works4

Tr 639 Gerbrandt

128 Attached to the Kagan Study are underlying data

tables that show the revenues and progrcnining expenses of 31

basic cable television networks For example the Kagcin

tables show that Country Music Televisions cMT total net

revenues for each of the years 1985-89 ranged from S1..2

million to $20.4 million amounts comparable to the c.önbined

Services gross revenues See note suorci See RIM Ex 14

at A3 The tables also show that 041s progranuting expenses

ranged from 118 percent to 53.1 percent of those revenues in

any given year Id at 41 MW also ranged from 36.6% to

25.2% from 1985 to 1996 Similar data containing other

networks are included in the Kagan tabtes See also OCR Ex
lOX providing additional cable network financial data

underlying the Kogan analysis

ocI
EigsP
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a..fl
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129 The Kagan Study also shows that it is not unusual

for new cable television network to pay more than 100

percent of its revenues in program expenses Ir 607

Gerbrandt The reason for this is that new network must

provide quality prograrrrnthg from the very beginning of its

service in order to be valuable to cable or DBS operator

Id In arriving at the average cost The Kagan study includes

these startup years thus inflating the final number

WGA Study

130 The V/GA study claims that the amount of license

fees that Services would pay in free market negotiations

i.e absent compulsory licensing is equal to the weighted

av.erage of the progrbrmiing costs of selected cable television

networks RIM Ex 15 at Wtlkofsky the expert for the

study claimed an analogy to catile rrgyie networks was

appropriate because the pricing characteristics and

dynamics of cable movie networks were cctçarable to those

of the digital audio services Wilkofsky W.D.T. at

submitted as RIM Lx 15 Wilkofsky based this conclusion

on the basis of three characteristics of cable movie

services they lack cornercials they generOte revenues

through subscriber fees and they generally purchase

progranruing from third parties Ir 697 Wilkofsky
Further both Studies claimed the reason for the comparison

was that the Services compete with other cable television

neSorks -- not only for carriage by cable and bBS systems

but also for consumer time and discretionary income See
RIM Ex 136 E1X 10K at 15

131 The WGA study concluded that since selected

television networks pay weighted average of 41.5 percent of

their revenues for programiing that they dcquire from outside

sources Tr 720-21 Wilkofsky RLAA Ex 15 at 911 18-19
the Services should pay the sane amount RIM Lx 15 at

14

RLAAs cable movie network aricftogv ilnores

fundaipentgl differences between.cable movie

networks ancLigital audio services1
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132 RIMs approach is wholly inappropriate for

number of reasons RIAA faileçl to introduce any evidence

demonstrating that the demand and cost characteristics of

digital audio services and cable movies ore alike Woodbury
W.R.1 at 2-3

tjot techpicallv comoetitgrs on the $anie_
shelf but evenJ.f_he 9nalogy isstiU
wrong

133 The Service did present evidence however

demonstrating that they do not compete for access to analog

cable channels in the sam manner as cable movie networks.8

The Services use portions of sjectrun that are not suitable

for video Yr 12S2-53RubinsteTh Yr 1476 Funkhouser
Yr 1177 Talley

134 Many products are distributed to consumers through
the sane distribution channel but re not necessarily

expected to have similar demand th4 cost structures

Woodbury W.R.T at Products sold to consumers through

grocery stores for exle compete for shelf space in the

store but there is no reason to expect that the cost

components of different products cookies and ketchup

are the sne See iSa Tr 2671-72 .Voodbury Artificially

applying expense ratios from one product to another to

determine an appropriate level simply makes no sense IL

135 RIM failed to show why 1180 or AMC or arty of

the cable movie networks chosen by RIM -- were the right

cable movie networks to use for purposes of comparison to the

Services To the extent that the Services compete for shelf

space on cable systems there is nothing in the record

indicating that they coaçete.with 1180 or AMC Yr 828-29

Wilkofsky. See also Tr 788-89 .Wilkofsk describing how

the cable operator decides whether the -Services should be

given the channel space rather than the International Food

Network

8wilkofsky admitted that his analysis would not help the Panel determine

license fee for any non-cable delivered music service Ir 797-98
801 W-ilkofsky This is significant concession given that 014K and

Music Choice ore only partly deliverS by cpble and Muzak is not

delivered by cable at all
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QnQc.yQi.te of Excljisjtj.jy ths
alcgy iraaptoorj.

136 Motion pictures and Sound recordings are exploited
in different ways Until the mid-1980s motion pictures were

exploited only in theatrical release and in performances on

broadcast or cable televisionS Following the acceptance by
the motion picture industry of the videocassette recorder
motion pictures began to be sold to the public Stilt the

sate of movies on tapes or laser discs or tWO generally tomes
several months after the theatrical release of the movie Ms
been fully Łxhdusted The theatrical release historically

has been ci primary source of income for motion pictures and

wa not intended to be promotional vehicle for sales of

videocüssettes Rosenthal W.R.T at 12-13 Tr 151-52

Berman

137 This winviing process _allows motion picture

opyright owners to extract as much money as they can from

different classes of consumers Tr 2673 Woodbury
Through the w-indowing process movie studios release movies

sequentially so that

Those consciners that value seeing the

movie sooner rather than later will pay

higher price than other consumers By

controlling the timing of movies

release to the various windows.movie

studios will attempt to extract as much

revenue as the various time-sensitive

classes of consumers ore willing and able

to pay

Woodbury W.R.T at 3-4 Hence comparing movie license fees
which reflect the value of exclusivity to Sound recording

performance fees which will not convey exclusivity would be

misleading IL. See also Ir 2674 Woodbury not being

able to purchase exclusivity will drive down the price of the

license

138 Copyrightpurchasers will value exclusivity for

number of reasons Exclusivity allows progromier to define
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its identity in the marketplace Sehring W.R.T at In

addition exclusivity facilitates promotion and marketing and

alerts consumers to the attractiveness of the offered

service 3j Exclusivity also enhances the diversity of

available progranwing Ij. at

139 RIAAs reliance on cable movie networks generally
and AMC particularly is misplaced.9 Exclusive disibution

rights are the touchstone of movie program acquisition..

at Thus AMC would pay substantially less in license

fees absent the guarantee of exclusivity fl See also OcR

Ex EX Complaint Srjcan Movie Clas5ics Co Turner

No 95 Civ 4591 S.O..N.Y filed June 19
995

140 The fundamental value of exclusivity has been

recognized by the Federal Cctrniunicatjons Coaiuission and the

Copyright Office in the course of ntæerous proceedings

dealing with copyright licensing Until 1980 the Federal

onmunications Coaniission required local cabte systems to

black out programs on distant broadcast signal that also

appeared on local broadcast station if the local

9As David Sehring testified

Exclusive licensing is the paramount

strategy of AMCCs business model and

extremely iriportant to cur success in the

hihly açetitive video marketplace

AMCC pays to have the exclusive

television rights to motion pictures over

every other cable and broadcast

television station The RIAA and its

economic witness are dead wrong to claim

that the value of exclusivity for

performing motion pictures on cable

television can be ignored By inorting

intact the value of our purchases of

promotable and exclusive movie product

the RIM has written off the most basic

and fundamental aspect of the market

itself

Sehring W.R.T. at 48
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broadcaster so requested.0 When these rules were repealed

in 198011 the Copyright Royalty Tribunal raised the fees for

compulsory licenses paid to program owners in order to

compensate copyright owners for the 1.pss of their exclusive

licensing ability.12 When the FCC reinipod the syndicated

exclusivity rules it recognized the fundamental value of

exclusivity in the marketplace.13

141 RTAA itself testified that it sought to obtain an

exclusivity window in the 1995 Act but failed to convince

Congress to do so Rosen W.D.T at Tr Z5O-.51 Rosen
Moreover RIMs recording industry witness testified that

exclusivity plays an important role in determining the amount

that record company receives for licensing riusic videos

Tr 326 328 Horowitz Thus RIM understands the value of

exclusivity Since there is no comparable window

protection in music distribution RIMs reliance on

estimated cable movie license fee expenditures must be

further dIscounted

142 Notwithstanding RIAAs chief economic witness

failed to account for the importance of exclusivity

testifying that it would not matter to cable movie service

Tr 761-62 Wilkofsky the value of exclusivity is not

significant part of the dollars and de mmnirnis
Wilkofsky did not adjust for exclusivity in his

calculations Tr 770 Wilkofsky By ignoring the value of

exclusivity RIM grossly misstated the value of program

acquisition costs in its analogy See generally Sebring

10 5e.Lendaent of Part 74 Siibptt of the CissionsRu1es..an
fljations Relativeso Coctxnunitv Antenna Television 5ys and Inauirv

intoffie Pevelooment of Coctiminicattans Teehnoloav and Servies to

Formulate Regulatory Policy ar Rifle 4akina and/or legislative

Proposals 36 F.C.C.Zd 141 recon nninte4 36 F.C.C2d 325 17Z
11

li_the Matter of CpbJeTelviion Syndicated Program Exclusivity

Rules Report Order 79 F.C.C.Zd 663 1980
12 4jjjt ent of the Royalty Rate fr çobm Svsteivs edrjl
1giiutignscominwns Dergulatijn thttthle Iji4ujrt 47 Fed

Req 52146 Nov 19 1982
13

In .re kiendment of Parts 73 and 76 of the Cocrntisjions Rules

Relattno to Program Exclusivity in the cable and Broadcast Industries
5299 5310 66 1988 received in evidence as OCR Ex 9X
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W.R.T RIAAs failure to account for exclusivity in movie

licensing demonstrates the complete irrelevance of the cable

movie analogy

Cc asic Pifference_in Consitmer Usage
Effects Economic Value

143 Consumer usage characteristics reflect this

difference in the value of exclusivity Generally4 consumers

listen to music while engaged in other activities Watching

motion picture engages both the visual and auditory senses

and consumers generally must pay close attention to the movie

as their primary activity Watching motion picture once or

perhaps twice often exhausts consumer interest in motion

picture whereas hearing sound recording once or twice can

stimulate consumer interest in buying the recOrding

Rosenthal W.RT at 13 Tr 1251 Rubinstein

The Relgive Differences in.theirVglJe
of Performance Renders Analogy tnvüiicL

144 In contrast to the windowing process for movies

records historically hove been exploited almost exclusively

by sales To stimulate those sales sound recordings almost

always are mode available for airplay simultaneously with

their release for sale in stores so that the airplay serves

as means to promote the soles of the recordings and not as

means of generating an independent income stream.

Rosenthal W.R.T at 13 Another difference rendering the

analoay invalid is that motion pictures on cassette or disc

can be rented with no revenue flowing back to the movie

company after thesale Sound recording copyright owners

have the legal right to prevent rental of sound recordis
which forces the consumer to purchase the recording to hear

it in its entirety Rosenthal W.R.T at 13

145 In addition RIM completely ignored the fact that

the promotional value of airplay in the sale of records and

COs is likely to be far more significant than that for movies

appearing on cable networks. Woodbury WJLT at Movie

studios actively restrict or limit the availability of their

movies through the use of the windowing process Tr 2677

Woodbury Recording companies on the other hand try to

50
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seek the greatest possible exposure for their music Ir
Z678 Woodbury That distinction points out that the
promotional value of getting songs widely distributedJ

is very valuable conmodity for the recording industry as

compared to movies where in fact just the opposite is true
Tr Z678 Woodbury AccQrd Rosenthal W.R.T at 12-13

Even if oe acceotedRIAAs analpgy the

ilcual numbers areupuseable

146 There are significant deficiencies in the WGA

Studys methodology and underlying data For example the

WGA Study multiplied the estimated amount that AMC Bravo

and TCM basic services pay for progroimiing times the ratio

WGA believed that pgmium services spend orimovies Tr 735-

16 3Yilkofsky WGA did not utilize the penetration rates of

any of the.services audio or video that it comparEd to

ddjust these expenditure amounts Tr. 805-06 Wilkofsky
WGA did not adjust the pretiitnn channel expenditure ratio

before applying it to basic channel expenditures Tr 715-16

Wilkofsky

147 WCA relied upon inflated data resulting in an

artificially high license fee projection The data excluded

music-intensive cablE channels e.g MTV VI1-1 and TNN
with low license fees in favor of cable movie channels with

high license fees WGA failed to perform any sort of

analysis to confirm whether its aànittedly high license fee

was reasonable Tv 802 Wilkofsky

148 Most importantly there isnt consistent cable

cost for prograrrming Cable doesnt negotiate rate based

on its gross income Rather it negotiates for programs on

individual or block basis for set period of runs or ntzter

of yedrs Sehring The rates vary so widely as to make an

average1 even weighted average unuseabte There isa
tremendous disparity of rates whether comparing the various

networks in particular year RIM Ex 14 at Al or

reviewing the same network over the eleven years of the chart

RIM Ex 14 at 43

RIAAJotaUy Fililete Reduce Claim by Music
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149 Although the 41.5% averages utilized by both

Studies include the cost of muSic works neither study

subtracted that amount from the amount it believed the

Services should pay for the performance rights This is

especially egregious as RIAA claims the rate the Services pay

is at least 10% for music works RIMs Reply Brief lii

150 In light pf these major deficiencies in the WGA

study there is no basis upon which to credit the end product

of WGAS analysis an arificial-ly high 41.5% license rate
or jlkàfskys conclusion that theServices likewise would

pay this 415% rate to record cpmpanies in free market

NtJte
lcthnR Woodbury PhIft

151 As part of their directcases the Services

sponsored the testimony of John 1qodbury Ph.D who

testified that competitive market for digital soUnd

recording performance ri9hts would produce outcomes along

range of possibilities Dr Woodbury then demonstrated that

competitive market rate consistent with the objectives of

the 1995 Act wowld be closer to the lower rather than the

higher end of the competitive range Woodbury W.D.T at

Several factors weighed into this analysis

aSZ Dr Woodbury considered that the recording industry

is relatively competjtive under the standards utilized by the

Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Connission

jdj4 The market price for performance rights is likely to

be substantially less than the monopoly level absent any

factors that would facilitate collusion among the recording

companies Id. at gl5

14 U.S Department of Justice and Federal Trade omission Horizontal

Merger Guidelines C199Z reprinted in Trade Reg Rep CH 13104
15 The Act provides an exemption for copyright owners to negotiate

collectively but this does not obviate Dr Woodburys empirical

conclusion as buttressed by the economics undErlying the federal

agencies merger guidelines

$2
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153 Dr Woodbury testified that the high promotional

value of airplay would encourage record companies to reduce

performance fees order to encourage the playing of their

songs Woodbury W.D.T at The record shows that the

business model for the recording industry relies upon

exposure to stimulate sales Tr 154 Berman Ir 1289-91

Rubinstein Tr 335-37 343 345 Horowitz Tr 2220

Wildnian

Radio

154 Each of the Services believes that radio is its

most significant competition Ir 2289 Del .Beccrxro

Rubtnstein WP.T Ut 35-36 .Tr 1491-92 Funkhouser
although some of their SEC filings also æotethat they

compete with cable television programs for consumer dollars

and time RIM Ex BC DMX 1996 Form 10K at 15 Congress

clearly considered the comparison and decided that the

Services were to pay fee for performance Therefore any

comparison with radio to determine that Services should pay

nothing or near nothing is unnecessary

OCR Negotiated Jerformance Rote with 60% of

cgding Indu5try.

155 OCRs partnership agreement contains .o sound

recording performance license See OCR EX.s and 15
See also Del Beccaro W.D.1 at 8-9 This license negotiated

between DCRs record company and cable industry partners

provides the Panel with useful benchmark in this

proceeding Woodbury W.D.T at 12

156 sound recording performance right did not exist

when OCRs license was negotiated However the significance

of the license is not that it creates sound recording

performance right Instead1 through the licese1 DCR sold
to its record company partners the recognition they sought

that the right existed for particular rate Tr 2777

Woodbury

157 Performers and record producers had been arguing

for years that the copyright law should be amended to include

performance right Ii 2099 Vidich Legislation had
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been introduced as recentiy as 1981 and 1991 Del Beccaro

w.oi at Indeed the Copyright Office had recommended

Vllment of the 1976 Copyright Act to extend public

performance right to sound recordings less than four months

before DCR connenced negotiations with the record

companies

158 At that time OCR was experiencing severe

financial pressures Del Beccaro W.O.T at Management

believed that it was absolutely essential to sign on at least

one record company partner IL However every record

company OCR approached was adamant about obtaining sound

recording performance license as part of any deal. Jj
OCRs partners were skeptical about such an arrangement Jjj

at

159 Eventually Sony and Warner Music Group conmenced

negotiations with OCR and separately with OMX In their

negotiations both record companies insisted on the license

as part of any deal Del Beccaro WD.T at Tr 874 Del
Beccdro noting that the record companies made clear

throughout the course of the negotiations that there was no

deal without copyright deal Rubinstein LD.T at 37 Tr
1294-96 Rubinstein we knew that part of the price of

doing the deal was licensing agreement that under current

law we were not obligated to do or pyfl4

160 Soon after the negotiations coanenced with DOt
Sony and Warner provided David Del Beccaro with deal points

and proposal entitled Grant of Performance Right OCR

Lx 1RX Deal Points OCR Ex ZRX performance rights

proposal The deal points did nat mention five free years
of service to Time Warner Cable Yr Z136 Vidich The

performance rights proposal grant DOt non-exclusive

blanket license to perform publicly alt sound recording
controlled by Sony and Warner Music OCR Ex 2RX

54

16 Register of Copyrights copyright Implications of Digital Audio

Transmissions Servtces at 160 Oct 1991 1991 Copyright Office

Report OCR had participated in that proceeding as hod RIM
..C rnrtr4inn
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161 Shortly into the negotiations with OCR Sony and

Warner broke off the talks and began negotiating with OMX
The two companies submitted to DMX proposed sound recording

performance license that would be cr1 express condition of any
deal Rubinstein WIO.T at 37-38 Ir l25-97 Rubinstein
The license contained royalty rote of 2% of DMXS revenues

multiplied by the perentage of recordings performed by DMX

that were controlled by those companies Rubinstein W.D.T
at 37 The proposed license was for 25-year term j4 at

38 OMX was never told by.anyone on behalf of Time-Warner or

Sony Music that the rate was anything Other than fair rate

for the performance right Rubinstein W.D.T at 37 Tr 1297

Rubinstein

162 An agreement with OMX was not signed however

St.il.l eager for deal OCR called Sony and Warner Del

Beccaro W.D.T at To remain competitive with the OMX

offer OCR agreed to give Time-Warner Cable five free years

of service Ir 946-48 Del Beccaro In addition OCR

agreed to amend the Effect clause in the license to read

that
execution of this Agreement not constitute an

acknowledgment that United States law of the

date of tIii.s Agreements requires the obtaining of

license or the payment of fee or royalty to perform

sound recordings publicly Notwithstanding the

foregoing OCR is entering into this Agreement as one

part of comole conniercjal trnnsaçtio

OCR Ex ençhasis added This language was substantially

more limited in scope than the language originally proposed

by OCR The parties further negotiated the perforuxince

rights fee eventually arriving at 2% of gross revenues

allocated on the basis of DCRs playlist Tr 2123-24

Vidich

163 The recording companies insisted that the OCR

license agreement provide that the two percent rate would

be superseded if Congress established performance right in

sound recordings and for most favored nations clause

which would give all parties the right to receive the benefit

ofamorefcrvorablerate OCREx 8lSatlJ9

55
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164 In January 1993 Sony and Warner invested in OCR
As part of the deal each record company granted OCR

license to perform its recordings OCR Exs In

April 1994 SIX joined the partnership under substantially
similar terms SDCR Ex 15

165 When the deal was eventually announced Sony and

Warner trumpeted the fact that OCR entered into licensing

agreement for use of their repertoire and that the agreement
called for DCR to support performance rights royalty on

sound recordings 5.e OCR Ex 27 Paul Verna Time Warner

reaks_New Cable Ground Enters Cable Radio Venture With

S.ony Billboard Feb 1995 at These statements were

authorized by Warner according to its chief negotiator Yr
2127 Vidich It clear therefore that the license

agreement had substantial precedential valueto Warner and

Sony Woodbury W.D.T at 15-16 Acco@ Woodbury W.R.T at

18

165 Since the negotiated rate...was 2% for only 60% of

the record industry the logical conclusion of that argument
is that the rate should be 3.3% for 100% of the market That

3.3% is not quite perfect comparison for the section 114

fee as it is unclear what portion if any would go to the

performers While there was nothing in the documentation to

delineate what portion if any would go to the performers
some performers contracts may have made them entitled to

portion of the fee Based on the foregoing the Panel finds

that pure doubling of the 3.3% to 6.6% would be

inappropriate However the Panel finds that this freely

negotiated rate does set reasonable range between 3.3% to

6.6%

I4asic WsrksRotes Provide pJ4arket Place
Comoorison

167 Given the pending ASCAP litigation the royalty

fees that the Services will ultimately pay for performing

musical works during the period 1996-2001 cannot be

determined precisely at this time However several facts
as discussed above suggest that the total paments will be

between and 10 percent of the Services gross revenues
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Music performance license rates paid by radio
stations to BfI and ASCAP combined are approximately
3.2% of station rºveritJØs and payments to SESAC are
also within the low single digit range Rosenthal

WWR.T at Tr 1705 Rosenthal 1r 1646k 1669-70
Mossorsky Connercial radio thus pays approximately
4% for blanket music works license

ASCAPs small percentage rate from connerical radio

stations generates over 100 million dollars year
Tr 1694 Massarsky ASCAP takes the poSition that

the larger the revenue base the smaller the percentage

they are willinA to take Since the Services have

smaller revenue base ASCAP as well as the other

ntisic works providers will look for higher

percentage Tr 1694-95 Masarsky

DMX has negotiated an agreement with 31 requl ripg

percent of gross license fee during the period

October 1996 through.Septenter 1999 Ir 1652

Massarsky

OCR is also paying BMX percent of gross as an

interim license fee 1r 1653 iàssarsky

ASCAP license fees are genºrczl.iy greater than but

at least no less thOri 311 license fees.7 Ir 1648-69

Massarsky

Based upon .PMXs negotiated agreement with SESAC

the SESAC payments wilt account for aproximately one

percent of the Services revenues.

tTThe Services hove not negotiatedanyfinal.agreeaientwith ASCAP

Rather along with other cable networks they are currently paying an

interim fee set in 1389 wfile awaiting decision by the ASCAP rate

coUrt in the Southern flistrict UeW.York It. 1029 Mccarthy The

intertm fee is 15 cents jer subscriber per year Tr 1423 Itubinstein
see RDA Ex 3RX The same 1.5 cent fee is charged regardless of whether

the subscrther receives the Service as presuiurn channel Or as part of

basic tier Ir 1424- Rubinstein
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Thus the Services may pay on the hiqh range
approximately 10% 8111 4% ASCAP 4-5% and SESAC 1%

Se Rosenthal WiLT -at Ir 1646-67 tlassarsky Tr 1668-

70Rosenthal Tr 2415 Trautman DMXEs 24-27 DMX
liCense agreements with ASCAP 814 and SESAC

168 The Services argument that the 114 fee should be

compared indivi4ually to the 8141 ASCAP and SESAC rates does

not withstand analysts 8141 ASCAP and SESAC can be viewed

collectively as collecting money for all the songwriters and

publishers Their fees as calculated here are percentage

of gross revenues The fees are not limited to income

designated -from certain songs The Services must deduct that

full cumulative 5-10 percent against their gross income

Since the Sectton 114 fee is aiso collective fee- it

becomes cumulative nurther to use for coaarison

169 There was insufficient and conflicting evidence to

make determination that the performers and record companies

deserve larger percentage from the Services than granted to

the music works They are both parents of the music

JJC_EjSE TERMS

170 The Panel is required to set license terms as well

as royalty rate pursuant to 17 U.S.C 114fC2 See also

RIAA Ex 85 Rep 104-128 at 30 8y terms the

Connittee means generally such details as how payments are to

be made when -and other accounting matters such as are

prescribed in Section 113 License terms are needed -to

assure that the license fee established by the Panel is

properly calculated paid and verifiable The license terms

should specify

minimum fee

The timing of license fee payments including late

fees for untimely payments

Reporting requirEments prescribing the information

to-be provided in and the timing of statements of

account to be Submitted by the Services and
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Provisions requiri.n the Services to maintain

accurate books Ond records of the information used
to calculate the license fee and to permit those
books and records to be audited to assure that the

appropriate fees have been paid
Leibowitz W.D.T at and Tr 1863 1877-80 Leibowitz

The Minimum F.ee

171 Both RIM and the Services have requested that the

Panel establish license fee based on percentage of gross

reyenues In addition RIM requests the Panel to set

minimum fee based upon flat rate In support of its

request RIM asserts that such mininuil fee is necessary

To ensure that thg license fee is not

eroded by discounts or credits which might occur
when Service deals with coamonly-owned

affiliate or when it sells both residential and

contnercial prograrrining to cable operator or CBS

provider

To address new marketing strategies
that could undercut the statutory license fee and

To safeguard the value of sound

recording given the possibility of providing
increased numbers of music channels without

adequate conpensation

Leibowitz W.D.T at Tr at 1864-66 Lethowitz

172 The Services oppose any mininun fee Each of RIMs
arguments is considered below

Djscoynts or Credlfl

173 RIMs conce.1ns that warrant mininun fee are
best illustrated by the situation involving Time Warner

Cable As noted above DCR granted Time Warner Cable five

free years of music programing as part of series of

agreements in which Time Warner Cable and Warner Music made
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multi-million dollar investment in OCR Yr 891 957

Del Beccaro Time Warner Cable which accounts for

approximately 443 percent of oU OCR premium subscribers

pays OCR only about 30 cents per subscriber per month to

cover license fees owed to ASCAP CMI and SESAC Ir 891
919-20 Del Beccaro OCR Ex 43 at This is far less

-than the $2.50 per subscriber per month average wholesale

price that OCR normally receives Tr 974-75 Del
Beccaro

174 Absent minimum fee OCR could argue that its

gross revenues for Time Warner Cables premium service

are only 30 cents per subscriber per month and that OCR

only has to pay license fees as percentage of these

revenues See Yr 2034-37 McCarthy This RIM argues
would undermine the statutory license fees tO be paid to

record companies and those paid to artists and performers

See Yr 1894-95 Lethowiz

j75 The protection that RIM is seeking through

minimum fee is in part what the prfonning rights so
cieties have achieved through marketplace negotiations

concerning the five years of free service that OCR is

providing to Time Warner Cable Despite DCIIs agreement to

provide Time Warner with free service OCR still pays CMI
ASCAP and SESAC license fees for the performance of musical

works See Yr 2023-24 McCarthy

176 The Services argue that the OCR deal was an

aberration caused by OCRs extreme business duress Rather

as Woodbury testified the Services will seek profit-

maximizing rate for their offerings See Services Proposed

rindings 162-70

177 In addition to the concern about the OCR agreement
the Panel notes that Music Choices partners account for more

than 90 percent of its cable revenues Ir 2068 Mccarthy
Moreover Tas recent purchase of DMX also poses the risk of

license arrangements that would not typical.1.y be made by

unrelated companies See Yr J9697 19Z9-30 leibowitz
Notwithstanding RIMs concerns the Services contend and the

Panel agrees that there are strong deterrents to such

artificial pricing strategies including MFN clauses in
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license agreements with unaffilioted entities likely

detection in the auditing process the inherent need for any

business to maximize income from all sources and probable

objections from the Services non-cable system partners and

investors Services Proposed Findings 163-166

parketin Strptethes that Could Undercut the .Eee

178 RIAA also argues that minimum fee is needed to

respond to marketing strategies -that could undermine the

license fee that the Panel- determines reflects the market

value of the thirty diannel.s of digital progranxning now

offered by the Services

17g Both Del Beccaro and Ion troxel president and

chief executive officer respectively of DMX and DCR
testified that the Services need pricing flexibility to meet

the demands of an thcrecisingly competitive market and

emerging technologies and that performance royalties should

be cotrroensurate with the Services gross revenues as

percentage of those revenues Tr 2578-80 Troxel Tr 2303

Del Beccaro

180 The Panel finds the argument that minimum license

fee would address new marketing strategies which might

undercut the statutory fee to be specious The statutory fee

is based upon the Services total revenues The Services

will survive if they can increase their penetration into new

markets with basic service rather than premiwn product

Their gross revenues wilt increase if the combination of new

subscribers times their revenue per subscriber yields an

overall higher gross revenue If the lower cost.basic

service does not grow as anticipated by the Services they

will not survive in the marketplace CIearly the increase

in gross revenues will yield higher fees to RIAA If the new

marketing strategies do not work then both the Services and

RIAA will suffer losses

Le.kupt of fiusic Performed

181 RIAA asserts that minimum fee should take into

account the amount of music performed by the Services
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RIM requests minimum fee for every channel8

182 While some of the Services charge per channel rates

for some of their services9 they also charge flat wholesale

rates

183 The Panel finds that RIMs proposed per channel

rates would provide an incentive for the Services to offer

fewer channels of music Tr 2262 2268 Wildnon 2560-

61 iroxel ultimately reducing the availability of Sound

recordin9S generally and less popular music specifically

clearly contrary to the objectives of copyright law

Ihf Yintinç of Ucense Fee Payments Notice and

Payment Provisiohs

184 First the Panel agrees with bQth RIM and the

Services that any notices and payments reqvired by the CARP

should be submitted to single prhate entity or government

agency that will distribute the fUnds to sound recording

copyright holders Services Proposed Findings Conclusions

at 123 Reply of RIM at 139 Services Terms Submission

at Ir 1975-76 McCarthy The members of the RIAA

Collective represent more than 90 percent of all legitimate

sound recordings made in the United States See
11 20 sjjnr

RIM requests that it be named the single entity The

Services did not object to RLAAs requestS Accordingly the

18RIAAs argument that judicial precedent supports consideration of the
amount of music used in establishing license fee rates is overstated

RIAA cites UnitS Statesv ASCAP Civ No 13-95 Men and Order

S.D.N.Y Oct 1Z 1989 for the proposition that.courts wiU consider

the amount of music used in setting interim rates The Olstrict Court

expl.ained however1 that the amount of music used is only one factor it

will consider in the context of calculating market price
19 Muzaks wholesale price is based upon per channel charge Tr 1415

Funkhauser arid see RIAA Lx 19 at Muzak Afftliotion Agreement with

EchoStor 12/28/95 which specifies per subscriber monthlyl.icense

of S.O05 per music Channel DMX offers 90 channelj of progrcnrrning for

retail chaIge of 519.00 or SZ.00 per month Tr 2589-90 Trcixei
This is roughly twice the retail price for D1.Qs 30 channel premium

service Tr 1283 CRubinstein Mr Rubenstein stated the rationale for

this difference in price is that DMX Direct provides the subscribers

with greater selection of music. Ir 2589-90 Troxel
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Panel finds that the RIM Collective shall serve as that

single private entity.2

185 Next the Panel rejects the Services proposal that

license fee payments shpuld be made on quarterly basis 45

days after the end of th first three qUarters of each year
arid 60 days after the end of the year Services Terms

Submission at 2-3 Tr 1975-76 McCdrthy.Z Rather it adapts

RIMs proposal apd finds that monthly payments shall be made

on the twentieth day after the end of each month4 conmencing

with the month succeedjng the month in which the royalty fees

are set Leibowitz LD.I at Tr 1831 Leibowitz There

is ample support for requiring monthly pqyments.both in

Copyright Office regulations and in the Services negotiated

agreements with 8741 See e.g 37 C.F.R ZI.19e7i
mechanical liceflse payments are dde on the twentieth day

after the end of each nionth and DMX Ex 26 at MX
agreeinent with 8741 requiring advance monthly payments of

performance fees monthly payment schedule is also

supported by OXs and Muak uffii-iation dgreeinents which

require cthleoperators and CBS providers topoy the Services

each month See RIAA Ex lix at CMX affiliation

agreement requiring Primestar to pay CMX 30 days after the

end of each month RIM Ex 19 at Muzak affiliation

agreement requiring EchoStar to pay Muzak within 45 days of

20 The Panel recognizes that in addition to itsresponslbuity to set reasonable

rates and tenThs governing the use of sound recordings Section 114fl2
directs the Librarian of Congress to wblish requirements by which

copyright owüers may receivereasonablenodceof the use of their sound

recordings under this section and tmdr wtUcbrecords of use shall be kept
andxnade available by entities perforating ounc recordings In response to

this provision the Copyright Office has commenced rulemaking proceeding
Docket 96-3 to address the notice and recordkeeplng requirements
21 The Services seek to include various payment terms in their Proposed
Conclusions of Law that have no support lnth.e record evidence were not the

subject of any written or oral testimony and are not mentioned or supported

by anything in their Proposed Findingi of Fact These proposed terms would
establish paythent schedules for the.RIka1 Coilecdve.mdisrx-ibute license fees

among featured artists and nonfeatured musicians and vocalists Services

Proposed Findings Conclusions 11 287-89 WhIle there is no question that

the.e featured artists and other perfonners areentitled to statutory share of

the license fees 17 U.S.C 114g the Panel has not been presented with any
testimony or other evidence about an appropriate payment schedule for these

individuals Furthermore the issue of the tuning of payments from th RIAA
Collective to artists and other performersis nor within the scope of this

proceeding
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Panel finds that the RIAA Collective shalt serve as that

single private entity.20

185 Next the Panel rejects the Services proposal that

license fee payments shpuld be made on quarterly basis 45

days after the end of th first three quarters of each year

and 60 days after the end of the year Services Terms

Submission at Z-3 Tr 1975-76 McCarthy.Z Rather it adopts

RIMS proposal and finds thcit monthly payments shall be made

on the twentieth day after the- end of each month conmendng
with the month succeeding the month in which the royalty fees

are set Leibowitz WMD.T at Tr 1381 Leibowftz There

is ample support for requiring monthly paMnehts both in

Copyright Office regulations and in the Services negotiated

agreements with 8141 Seee..1 37 C.F.R Z01.19e7j
mechanical license payments are due on the twentieth day

after the end of each month and CMX Ex 26 at CMX
dgreement with 8141 requiring cdvqncº monthly payments of

performance fees monthly payment schedule is also

supported by OMXs and Muzaks nffit-iationdgreements which

require cable operators and CBS providers to pay the Services

each month See RIAA Ex I1X at4 CMX affiliation

agreement requiring Primestor to pay CMX 30 days after the

end of each month RIAA 19 at Muzok affiliation

agreement requiring EchoStar to pay Muzak within 45 days of

20 The Panel recognizes that in addition to itsresponsibility to set reasonable

rates and tenThs governing the use of sound recordings Section 114fl2
directs the Llbnrian of Congress to establish requirements by which

copyright owners may receive reasonable notice of the use of their sound

recordings under this section and.uncter which recottis of use shall be kept

andmade available by entities jierfornilngsound recordings In response to

this provision the Copyright Office ha commented rulemaking proteedlag
Docket 96-3 to address theaoUceand rectirdkeeping requirements
21 The Services seek to Include various payment Sins in their Proposed

conclusions of Law that have no support luthe record evidence1 were not the

subject of any rittei or oral testimony andare not mentioned or supported

by anySing in their Propased -Findings- otFact Thºse.proposed tetins would

establish payment schedules for the.RIAA Collective-to distribute license fees

arnong.featured artists and nonfeatured musi tans and vocalists Services

Proposed Findings ConclusIons 1% 287-89 While there is no question that

these featured artists and other performers areentitied to siauzwry share of

the license fees 17 U.S.C Sfl4gh the Panel has not been presented with any
testimony or other evidence about an appropriate payment schedule for these

individuals Furthermore the issue of the thning of payments from th RIAA
Collective to artists and other performers is nor within the scope of this

proceeding
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the end of each month It is also noted that Section

114f5B of theDPRSA discussing back payments speaks
in terms of payment within month See also Leibowitz

W.R.1 and Tr 1881 Leibowitz

Phqsthg-in the back .noyment

186 The Panel finds that the back payment required by
17 U.S.C 1114f5CB covering the period between the 1995

Acts February 1996 effective date and theend of the

month in which the Panel sets the royalty rate should be

phased-in There is CR1 precedent for phasing-in license

fees For example In 1981 the CR1 adjusted the license fee

to be paid by the jukebox industry to cnposers and music

publishers for the performance of musical works The CRT

found that the fair and reasonable license fee --which hod

been S8 per jukebox--was $50 per jukebox The CRT phased-in

this rate starting at $25 per jukebox and then adjusting to

the full rote of $50 roughly year after the CRT issued its

decision 46 Fed Reg 884886888 1981 The CR1 phased-

in the jukebox license fee to accord the jukebox industry

an opportunity to adjust since in CRIs view the

jukeb4x industry has never previously paid reasonable

compensation for the use of copyrighted music 46 fed Reg
at 888 The CR1 reaonØd that phasing-in the fee Satisfied

the statutory criteria in section 801Cb1D --which also

applies here-- EtJo minimize any disruptive impact on the

structure of the industries involved and on generally

prevailing indusfry practices 46 Fed .Reg at 889 The

PpnØl finds as did the CRT that such phdsingin will

achieve the objective of 801b1D of the Act See also

RIAA Cx SB S.Rep. 104-28 at 30

187 The Panel finds that the least disruptive impact

will be achieved as follows The first back payment shall be

delayed for six months Thereafter the Services shall pay

1/SOft of the total arrearage each month for the following 30

months These payments shall be in addition to the current

royalty payments dues each month Since the 1995 Act does

not provide for interest on back payments no interest will

be charged

jjbflity for CooyriphIrjfringemen
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188 If Service fails to make timely payment the

statutory license fees it will be subject to lIability for

copyright infringement See 17 U.S.C S114fS4i
sound recordings may be performed by qualifying subscription

services without infringing the exclusive right of the

copyright owner of the sound recording by complying

with such notice requirements as the Librarian of Congress

shall prescribe by regulation and by paying royalty fees ip

accordance with this subsection... However given the

possibility of an inadvertent breach such as violation of

the sound recording performance complement due to computer

programing errors or equipment failure the Panel finds that

liability for copyright infringement will only come about for

knowing and willful acts which materially breath the

statutory license terms

Late Fee

189k late fee will be impose.at 1.5% per month or the

highest ldwful rate whidiever is lower from the due date

until payment is received by RIAA Leibowitz W.D.T at

Ir 1882 Leibowitz This is consistent with the payment

terms negotiated by the Services with cable operators and DBS

providers See RIM Ex lix at CMX Affiliation

Agreement with Primestar 1/25/96 imposing late fee of

1.5% per month or the highest lawful rate whichever is

less from the due date until payment is received by

RIAA Ex 16 at DMX Affiliation Agreement with Moffat

International Corp 22122/95 same RIA Ex 19 at

Muzdk Affiliation Agreement with EchoStar 12/28/95
imposing the same late fee but allowing one late payment of

not more than 10 days per calendar year

Rprtinp Requirements

Statements of Accounts

190 The Panel adopts RIAAs proposal thqt the Services

submit monthly statements of accounts along with their

payments on forin to be provided by RIAA The Panel agrees

with the position taken by the Services that the form must be

confined to information necessary to verify the Services
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royalty payments Toward this end the form should generally

conform to the Copyright Office statements in the parallel

Copyright Office performance right rulemaking proceedings

See Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 62 Fed Reg 34035-34039

June 24 1997 It is emphasized that the Panel is of the

view that RIAA may not seek additional information in its

statements of account betond that necessary to calculate the

royalty payments See Tr 1920-21 Leibowitz

Confidentiality

191 As the Services propose CService Terms Submission

at Tr 1973-75 Mccarthy and to which RIM does not

object RIM Reply Findings 144 effective safeguards must

be established to protect.Ogbinst disclosure of confidential

financial and bUsiness information to recording companies

copyright owners and subscription service competitors In

this regard the amdunt of royalty payments made by each

Service shall be considered Confidential Material and shall

be kept by RIM in locked files Access to Confidential

Material shall be limited to

those persons who are employed by RIM
including independent contractors22 who require access

to this information to perform their assigned duties in

the ordinary course of their employment and who are not

an employee or officer of sound recording copyright

owner or recording artist and

an independent auditor who is not an employee

or officer of sound recording copyright owner or

recording artist but is authorized to act on.behatf of

RIM with respect to the auditing of underlying records

and who is independent and qualified

RecordKeeoincuanid Audits

192 Both RIM and the Services agree that the Services

should be required to keep and maintain accurate books and

records or matters directly related to paynent of the license

66
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fees in accordance with generally accepted accounting

principles RIM maintains that these books and records

should be retained for at least four years after the period

to which they relateS Leibowitz VLD.T at Tr 1884

Leibowitz The Services position is that supporting data

should be maintained for no more than three years Terms

Submission at See also Copyright Office Notice and

RecordkeepiricLfor Subscrjptign Ojaital Tjansrnissiori

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 62 Fed Reg 34035-34039

Question for Conment NO.9June Z4 1997 The Panel finds

that the retention period should be three years As

indicated infra RIM itself acknowledges that it should only

have the right to audit for three years and there is

three-year statute of limitations for bringing suit under the

Copyright Act tr.1992 Lethowitz LethOwitz Amended SV.D.T

ut

193 The Services propose and RIM agrees that the audit

procedure should require timely filing by an interested

person of notice of intent to audit publication of

notice in the fe$enæ Reciistec and that onty one audit of

any service .be allowed with respect to financial records

for any given year Terms Submission at Tr 1974-75

McCarthy So too RIAA does not object to the Services

proposal contained at paragraph 30 of its Proposed Findings

and Conclusions even thrqugh not originally set forth in the

Services Terms Submission that RIAA be required to retain

on auditors report for the same period of time that the

Services are required to retain docunents See RIAA Reply

Findings at paragraph 147 The Panel finds and adopts the

foregoing agreements

194 ThePanel also agrees with the Services position

consistent with the principle of limiting unnecessary expense

and disruption that where Service can provide an audit

already performed in the ordinary course of business.by an

independent auditor pursuant to generally accepted auditing

standards such audit and underlying work papers should serve

as the audit on behalf of all interested persons unless it

can be shown that the auditor did not follow generally

accepted auditing standards. This procedure would result in

fair opportunity to audit for copyright owners while
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reducing the burden and expEnse of auditing upon the

Services TErms Submission at 3-4 Tr 1974-75 McCarthy

195 The Services propose that RIM and other interested

parties pay the expenses of an audit unless there is

judicial determination or an agreement by the affected

Service that there was an underpayment of royal.ties of

percent or more Services PROPOSED FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS at

166 Leibowitz W.D.T at 6-7 Tr 1884-85 Leibowitz
However RLA contends and the Panel concurs with RIM that

the Collective should not have the borden of filing lawsuit

to have Service reinburse the audit expenses whereon

independent auditor concludes that there has been such an

underpayment In that sitUation the burden should fall on

the Service to justify its payment Indeed RAAs audit

proposal is modeled Efter the Services own affiliation

agreements See CAL RIAA Ex lix at requiring that

PrimeStar pay OWs audit expenses if there is deficiency

variance of percent or more RIM Lx 19 at 9-10

requi ring that EchoSt.ar pay Muzak hudi expenses if there

is an underpayment of more than percent

CONCLUSIONS

196 On the basis of the written record constituting the

testimony and evidence in this proceeding prior decisions of

the copyright Royalty Tribunal prior copyright arbitration

panel determinations and rulings by the Librarian of Congress

under section 801c 17 U.S.C 801c and the Findings of

Fact set forth above the Panel concludes that

çiPt.JANCE WITH ThE STA11JT0RY 083 ECTTVE$ LEADS TO

197 DCR CMX and Muzak each comply with the factors set

forth in the 1995 Act 17 U.S.C 114 dZ and thus

qualify for cOmpulsory license to perform sound recordings

198 The Panel has considered the various àbjectives set

forth in the Copyright Act in going about its task of setting

reasonable rate and terms As to each objective it

concludes as follows
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To maximize the availability of creative works

to the public 17 u.s.c 81bZA the Panel concludes

that the rate should be set on the low side tower rate

wilt hopefully ensure the Services continued existence and

encourage competition so that the greatest nuther of

recordings will be exposed to the consumers

The Pahel has reviewed the evidence to

establish rate that will afford the copyright owner fair

return for his creative work and the copyright user fair

income under existing economic conditions 17 u.s.c

8O1b2B Since the economic conditions are so strained

at this early stage trt this new digital subscription

business rate on the tow side is waPranted although

rate needs to be significant to afford fair return to the

performance rights holders

In assessing the objŁctive suggested by

Section 17 U.S.C S1b2cthe Panel cohcludes

that the copyright owner makes the largest creative

contribution in the product made available to the public

The technical conributions with the exclusion of the

dØvelopcment of the corrpatt disc the capitol investment and

cost risk have been almost totally borne by the subscription

services in their atteupt to bring music into the homes of

the public The subscription services have made substantial

efforts to open new markets for sound recordings although

any success in this effort has yet to be quantified On

balance the objectives in Section favor the Services and

support minimum royalty rate.

In setting forth rate which will have the

least disruptive impact on the structure of the industries

involved and on the generally prevailing industry practices

17 U.S.C S1b2Dthe Panel again concludes that the

rate must be on the low range rote too high will clearly

be disruptive

199 P%IAA suggests that royalty rate of 41.5% would be

fair return This nuther was calculated by determining the

avroge cost of procuring creative works by cable networks

which acquire essentially all af their programiing from

outside sources The Panel concludes that this comparison iS
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not analogous to the Digital Audio Subscription Service

industry

200 One of the members of the Services on the other

hand suggests that contract entered into between DCR and

Sony Music and Time-Warner which contains performance

rights royalty of 2% provides useful precedent for setting

O.royalty rate in this proceeding The Panel concludes that

although this 2% royalty rate does provide an appropriate

benchmark there are certain obvious flaws Since as

iiidicated in the Findings this negottated rate was for bnly
60% of the record industry the sound recordings controlled

by Sony and Warner Music rate of 3.3% should arguably

apply to 100% of the recording industry market Such 3.3%

rate does however not clearly recognize the fact that half

of the royalty must go to the performers Since there is no

documentation in this record as to what if any portion of

that amount would go to the performers the Panel concludes

tqt pure doubling of the 3.3% .rate.would be inappropriate

%t
HOwever this freely negotiated rate does set reasonable

rdnge behween 3.3% and 6.6% It is the Panels view that

coffiptiance with the statutory objectives leads to royalty

rctØ ofS% well within this range

201 Further support is found in the record evidence

suggesting that the royalty fees which the Services will
ultimately pay for performing musical works during the period

1996-2001 will likely be between and 10% of the Services

gross revenues see paragraphs 167-169 suprQ There was

insufficient and conftictthg evidence upon which to make

determination that the performers and record companies

deserve larger percentage from the Services than granted to

th nusic works

202 In sum the Panel has concluded that the cumulative

Music Works rate and the Warner/Sony negotiated rate are the

most comparable types of digital audio transmission

services rates 17 U.S.C 114fl and that royalty

rate of 5% will further the statutory objectives set out by

Congress RIA asks the Panel to gamble that the estimates

that the Services testified to are low We find no reason to

gathle to set rate so high as to forceone or all of these

Services out of this business Rather we prefer to
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encourage competition among the Services in an attempt to

expand the nuitber of artists whose works are played on this

new subscription digital media Our position is strengthened

by the knowledge that there will be another rate setting

hearing in the year 2001 In this new era of technological

advancements this digital subscription industry may have

different face by then By that time perhaps the Services

will be profitable driES perhaps they will be able to show

that they do encourage substantial increases in record sales

Either way that CARP Panel may reach substantially

different decision

II ThELICEN5E .TEF1

203 Finally the Panel is required to set license terms

as well as royalty rate In this regard the Panel

concludes in order to assure that the 5% license fee it has

established will be properly calculated paid and verifiable

that the following terms shall prevail

204 The Panel concludes that there is no reason at this

point to impose minimum license fee upon the Services

There is some concern on the part of the Panel that the

Services could offer free service to their partners and

affiliates in exchange for other benefits thus lowering or

eliminating royalties to the artists and recording companies

However the Panel rejects the mininnn fee on the grounds

that it unnecessarily adds new factors to an already complex

undertaking The application of percent of gross revenues

to determine royalty fees is straight-forward In the

rapidly changing market place tying minimum fee to

subscribers or number of channels of music offered could

conceivably re-Øult in payments higher than the statutory fee

In our view the application of minimum fee could create

confusion and mischief and could replace carefully

calculated rate with bundle of payments of uncertain origin

and without relation to the statutory mandates governing this

Panel Again the Pond recognizes that in the year 2001
the royalty rate will be reviewed along with the question of

the need for minimtmi fee Such future Panel will surely

consider any attentS to avoid the royalty rate

Njnjnjtjm Fee
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Ifr Timing of Lj.çerjse fee qymeQts Notice ..g

Payment Provisions

205 Notices and payments required shall be submitted to

the RIM Collective which shalt be responsible for the

distribution of the funds collected to the sound recording

copyright holders

206 License fee payments shall be due on or before the

twentieth day of the month succeeding the month in which the

royalty fees are set Subsequent payments will be due on the

twentieth day after the end of each month

The back payment required by 17 U.S.C

U4f5B covering the period between February 1996 and

the end of the month in which the rqyalty rote is set shall

be phased-in as follows The first back payment shall be

delayed for six months Thereafter the Services shall pay

1/30th of the total arrearagØ each month for the following 30

months These payments shalt be in addition to the current

royalty payments due each month No interest will be charged

on these back payments if paid on time However late fee

will be imposed to the extent they are not paid.as required

by this subparagraph

If Service fails to make timely payment it

will be subject to liability for copyright infringement.

Such liability will only come about however for knowing and

willful acts which materially breach the statutory license

tents4

late fee will be imposed at 1.5% per month

or the highest lawful rate whichever is lower from the due

date until payment is received by RIAA

C- fep.oflnQ Reajiirements

207 The Services shcill submit monthly statements of

account along with their payments on forti to be provided by

RIM
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208 Safeguards must be established to protect against
disclosure of confidential financial and business information

to recording companies copyright owners and subscription
Service competitors

Recordkee$ng and Audits

209 Books and records on matters related to payment of

the license fees shall be kept in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles for period of three years

210 Audit procedure

Interested persons shall file notice of

intent to audit

Register

Such notice shall be pUblished in the ftcleral

Only one audit of any Service shall be allowed

with respect to financial records for any given year

years

th RIM must retain an auditors report for three

Where Service can provide an audit already

performed in the ordinary course of business by an

independent auditor pursuant to generally accepted auditing

standards such audit and underlying work papers shall serve

as the audit on behalf of all interested persons

RIM and other interested parties shall py the

expense of an audit uælØss an independent auditor concludes

that there was an underpaynent of royalties of fWe
percent or more

III DETERMINATION AND ASSESSMENT OF COSTS

211 For the reasons set forth above and based upon the

delineated facts of rçcord the Panel determines that the

Section 114 royalty rate to be paid by all subscription

digital transmission services not subjett to voluntary
...nacan- 4r ka rnrnrl nunorr nC L.ka en intl r.a.e..4
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shall be 5% of the services gross revenues from its U.S
residential services payable in accordance with the license

terms set forth herein

212 Pursuant to 17 U.S.C 802C the Panel further

determines that the entire cost of this arbitration

proceeding shall be borne equally tY the respective sides

the Recording Industry Associatiob of America on the one side

and the Subscription Services DOt teix and Muzak on the

other

rv ERIIfLCATW1LBL CHATR

Pursuant to 37 CFR 251.53b on this .Lday of November

1997 the Panel Chair hereby certifies the Panels

determinations contained herein

Honorable Lenore

Chair

7it4i.XJL4L

EhF4g

Honorable Thomas Fortkort

Honorable SharonT Nelson
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Ottawa August 13 1999 Ottawa le 13 aoüt 1999

File Public Performance of Sound Recordings

1998-2002

Public Perfonnance of Sound Recordings

Reasons for the decision certifying NRCC
iffI.A Commercial Radio for the years

1998 to 2002

INTRODUCTION

Punuan to section 67 of the Copyright Act

Act and section 53.1 of the Act to amend the

Copyright Act S.C 1997 ch 241 the

Neighbouring Riçtts Collective of Canada

NRCC and the SocidtE degestion cks drolts des

artist es-music lens SOGEDAHfibI with the

Board on or before September 1997 statements

of proposed wja1b for the public performance

or the communication to the public by

telecommunication in Canada of performers

performances of musical c3cs or of sound

recordings embodying sirhperformers

performances with an effective date of January

1998 The statements were published in the

Canada Gazeneon October 18 1991 At the

same time the Board gave notice to users of their

right to file objections to the proposed ttffs

The fol.csdng are the Boards reasons dealing

with kiff .A Commercial Radio Other

tariffs will be disposed of later

The Canadian Association of Broadcasters CAB
aari Radio Limited and Radiornutuel Inc fiI

timely objections to kiff LA Sari eventually

withdrew its objection thszzs Radiomutuel

informed the Board it would Ir represented by

CAB Hearings took place over 16 days in June

July and August 1998 Thrtidiut filed their

fuel arguments on November 16 1998

Dossier ExEcution publique denregistremenc.s

1998-2002

ExEcution publique denrtgistrements sonorn

Motifs de ii dEcision homologuant It tarif l.A

Radio commertiale de Ia SCGDV pour Its

a.unEa 1998 2002

INTRODUCTION

Au septembre 1997 conformEment article

67 de Ia LW sat le droit dauteur Lol et

Iarticle 53.1 de Ia La modiflain Ia Lot siwle

droll dauteur 1997 cit 241 Ia Societe

canadienne de gestion des droits voisins SCGV
et Ia Societe de gestion des drolD des aztist

musicieos SOCIEDAMd em nt aupct de la

Commission des projets de pour lexEcudon

publique ou Ia communication au public par

telEcommunicatIon au Canada de prestations

dauvrc musicalesou denreglstrements sonoit

consuwe de prestations tarits quelles
entendalent percevoir çartir du ljanvier 1998

Ces projets ont Etc pubU dais Ia Gazette do

Ckuwthle l8octobre 1997 la mEme

occasion la Commission avisait 1es utilisateun de

Icier droit de sopposer aux projets de tarifs

Les ptents motifs traitent du tarif l.A Radio

commerciale Lee aunts tarifs feront lobjet de

decisions ultErieures

LAssccladon canadiennec radlc4lffuseun

ACR Sbaw Radio Limited et Radiomutucl Inc

se sontoppcEes chits les dElais presolts Sari

eventueliement retirE son opposition abcs que

Radiomutuel informait la Cosnnission quelle

strait reprEsentS par IACR Lee audiences qui

ont durE l6jours ont EtE tenues enjuinjulIletet

aoit 1998 Le dEpot de largurnentatbon finale

pris
fin le 16 novembre 1998
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LEGISLATiVE FRAMEWORK

This is the rt time the Board is called upon to

deal with the so-called neighbouring rights regime

set up in 1997 when Bill C-32 mow S.C 1997

ch 24J came into force Consequently it would

be appropriate to outline the legislative evolution

of the protection afforded to performers and

makers of sound recozdixqsunder Canadian

copyright legislation as well as some of the

essenuai elements of fin new regime

Makers of sound recordings have long enjoyed the

exclusive right to authorize their reproduction

They also enjoyed the right to authorize their

public performance until 1971 They lost that

right shortly after the Copyright Appeal Board

certified numberof tadffr for such

performances In 1994 as result of the North

American Free Trade Agreement makers were

granted the exclusive right to rent their sound

recordings

Performers have until recentiy enjoyed little if

any rights under Canadian copyright legislation

Only in 1994 did legislation implementing some

of Canadas obligations ilth its

adhesion to the World Trade Organization grant

performers certain exclusive rights over their live

performances

Tbe adoption of C-32 allowed Cah to

become party to the Rome Convention a9961

for the Protection ofPe Warmers Prc4ucers of

Phonogranu and BmadcastingOrnintiais Ci
June 1998 Canadajoined 56 other countries

The United States is not party to the Rome

Convention

New and pre-aisting rights of performen

makers of sound recordingsand broadcasters are

all addressed inrtUoffin4cL Sectiors 15

18 21 and 26 now describe the exclusive rights

they enjoy all of With are included the

definition of copyright With is inbvduced in

the Act for the rt time Section 19 also grants to

11 LE CADRE LECISLATIP

Cest la premiere fois que Ia Commission se

penche sur le rØgime dit des droits voisins mis en

place en 1997w rentree en vigueur du projet de

loi C-32 th 24 II pazalt donc utile

de faire un survol de FØvoludon de Ia protection

que le droit dauteur canadien accordaic jusque-Ià

aux artlstes.lnterpreca et aux productem

denregisutments sonora et de dØcrire les

elements essendel.s du nouveau rØgime

Les productem dertregistrements sonores oat

acquis depuis longtemps le droit exclusif

dautoriser Ia reproduction de ces enregistrements

Jusquen 1971 llsjoulssalent aussi du droit

dautoriser leur execution publique droit quils

oat perdu peu apr que Ia Commission dappel

du droit dauteur alt homologue des tarifs cot

effet En 1994 dais le cadre de la rnise en

application de lAccord de
llbre-tchange nord

amEdain Its productem denregiwemencs
obtenaient le droit exclusif de Its louer

Jusqul tout rtcemment Ia legislation canadienne

en maLlen de droit dauteur accordait pea ou pas
de droits aux artistes-interprets Ce nest quen
1994 que Ia lot de mise en application de certaines

obligationsdu Canada decoulanc de son adhtlon

IOrganlsatJon mondiale du commerce leur

ocrnyC certains dniu exclusifs sur lean

prestations en direct

Ladopflon du projet de Ioi C-32 pennis au

Canada dadbØrer Ia Convention do Rome de

l9tilpour laprotection des artist es.interprØtes

desproducteurs dephonograrnmes ci des

organismes deradlodiffüslon La 4juln 1998 le

Canada rejolçialt 56 autres pays La Ecats-Unis

nont
pas adhd me Convention

Taos Ia drolts dontjouissent Its artistes

InterprIca producceurs denregistrements sonores

et ndlodlffusetLrs so reouvent maintenant In

Partie 11 de Ia to Les articles 15 18.21 et 26

prØvo lent divers drolts emjusifs coos quaJlfl de

droit dauceur selon In definition de lexpressIon

nouvellemenc ajoutØe ala Lot Larticle 19



maken and performers right of equitable

remuneration for the public performance and

communication to the public by

telecommunication of eligible published sound

recordings This new right has several

characteristics some of which have direct effect

on this decision

First tin right benefitsjointly makers and

performen of eligible sound recordings

is 191

Second recording is eligible not only if the

maker was at the date of the first fixation

citizen or permanent resident of Canada or

Rome Convention counuy but also if all the

rauons done for the sound recording occurred in

Canada or Rome Convention country 20lfl

As result performers and makers who are not

citizens or permanent residents of Canat or

Rome Convention country may be entitled to

remuneration

Third the manner in which royalties are collected

varies according to the nature of the underlying

work In the case of recorded music users pay

royalties to the collective society authorized under

Part VII to collect them In the case of recorded

literary or dramatic works users pay royalties to

either the maker or the performer Is lS2J

Fourth once they have been paid royalties are

always divided equally between maker or

maken and the perforner or performers

irrespective of who received the payment

Is 1931

Fifth even though performers and makers are

entitled to an equal share of the remuneration

what
triggers

the remuneration is the performance

or telecommunication of the makers recording

Is 191 inlimmne

accorde par ailleurs aux productem et artistes

interprŁtes tin droit rØmunØratlon equitable pour
lexecutlon en public ou Ia communication au

public par tØlØcommunication denregistrements

sonort admissible publib Certa1n des

nombreus caractCristiques de ce droit ont un

impact direct sr Ia prtente decIsIon

Prernierement le drolt bØneficle conjolntement

aux producteurs et artistes-interpretes

denregistrements admissibles 1911

Deuxiemement Ienregistrement eat admissible

non seWemit Si le producteur la date de Ia

premIere badon Ctalt citoyencanadien ai

rSldent permanent du Canada ou dun pays partie

Ia Convention de Rome mais aussi si touts Its

firtaUrris rØalisØesen vue Ia confection de

Fenregistrementsonoin ont ei lieu dans run de

ces pays 2OlJ fl sensult que les artistes

InterprØtes et productem qui it sent pea cltoyens

ou ttldents permanents dun de ces pays peuvent
avoir droit is remuneration

Troisiemement is facon dont les redevances sont

percues vade en fonction de Ia nature de Itvre

enreglsoØe Pour Its enregistremetus duvres

muslcaies Ic paiement at fait ala societe de

gestion chargØe en vertu de Ia partie VII de Its

petcevoir Ibir Its enregistrements deuvres

Uttdraires eu dramatiques Ic versement se fait soit

au producteur salt lartiste-Interprete

fa 192

Qua uinement Its redevances tine tiis veraS
sent partagØcs jar

moitlC entre le producteur et

Fartiste-Interprite Sn tgard mini qui recu le

palement 1931

Cthqulthement bien que lea artistes-interprets et

lea productem alent droit une part Øgale de Ia

rØinunaiion cS Iexecutlon ou Ia

tØldcommunicadon de renregistrement

appartenant au pi-oducteur qui donne lieu cene

rØmwtation l91J



Finally in the case of sound recordings of musical

w3dcs the right to remuneration must be

exercised through collective society

Eu 192a 67.11 67.14bJ Societiesare

subject to the rate regulation regime already in

place for the performance or telecommunication

of musicalworks All must answer information

requests about theft repertoire All must file

proposed brifl or lose their right to sue for

payment of wa1 without the written consent

of the Minister All tariffs are subject to

essentially the same examination and certification

process

few differences edst The Act sets out three

limits on the ards power to decide the amount

and termsof the
royalties to be paid on account of

the remuneration right The tariff must apply

only in respect of eligible recordings It must not

put certain users that are subject to different

linguistic and content requirementsas result of

Canadas broadcasting policy at financial

disadvantage ESxaJy it must provide for the

payment of rwa1U in single payment

The Act also sets out special conditions that apply

to radio stations or wireless transmission

systems notwithstanding the tariffs approved by
the Bnard Camtiriity systems pay only $100

year Systems other than community systems and

public flnsmlss ion systems pay only $100 on

their first 1.25 million dollars of annual

advertising revenues All other royalties are to be

phased in with systems paying one-third of the

royalties set out in ttn approved tariff in 1998

iwo-thirds in 1999 and the full amount in 2000

and thereafter Is 68.11

Finally the Act provides for the adoption of

number of regulatory definitions The Board can

Enfil lexercice du droit remuneration paw las

enregistrementsdczuvr musicales sexerce

nØcessairernent par Ic uuichement dune societe de

gestion aa 192a 67.11 67.l4bfl Ces

socidtes scm assujenles au rØgime de

rØglementation carifalre deja en place xxz las

socidtes qui gerent le droit dexecutlon et de

tØlecommunlaijon duvres musicales Toutes

doivent repondre aux demands de renseignements

concemant leun rdpertotras Toutes doivent

ddposer des projets de lank en voir leur recours

en recouvrement des redevances dØpendre de Ia

permission Øcrite dii ministre Enfil Ic rnØme

processus dexamen et dhomologation sapplique

pixrlessendel thus ces tarlfs

Certalnes differences subsistent Dans le car du

droit remuneration Ic pouvoir de Ia

Commission detablir le montant des redevances

et leurs modalitS saccompagne de tmis

conditions Le tarif homologue ne doit

sappliquer quaux enreg1sements admissibles 11

ne doit dSvainager star le plan financier

cen.alns utilisateurs en raison dexigences

differentes concemant Ia langue et Ic contenu

lmposØes pale cadre de Ia politique canadienne

de radiodiffusion Enfin II doit prØvoir que le

paiement des redevances soit fait en un versement

unique

Ia UI prØvott par ailleurs certaines conditions

spØdales sappliquant par derogation aux fast

homologuØs Ia Commission aux systŁmes de

tansmlsston par ondes radtodlectrlques Its

stations de radio Les systØmas comrnunautalres

nepayentque 100$ parannØe Lessysthmes

aunt que las systŁmas cornmunautaires ou

systnes de utramlss Ion pubis payent que
100$ stir panic Ieurs recettes pubIlcl1res

annuelles qui as dtpasse pa 125 millIon de

dollars Autement les redevanoes sont sournises

tin rØgIme tansltolre au coun des bols premieres

annØcs aux terms duquel tin tiers est payable en

1998 les dear tiers en 1999 et Ia totalite pa Ia

suite 68.11

La Lo prtvolt enfin Iadoptiou de defInitions

reglementaires In Commission peut dØlinir



define advemsing revenues7 while the

Governor in Council may define community

system public transmission system and

wireless transmission system

Other chancteris ties of fin remuneration right

which do not have direct impact on this decision

include the following Fint the temuneration

right is not copyright as defined in Us Act

Consequently person who violates the right

does not infringe copyright Second the Minister

may limit the scope and duration of Us protection

granted to sound recordings of Rome Convention

countries who do not grant tights similar to those

afforded in section 19c1 the Act This was done

on March 23 1999 However the
practical

impact of the statement on the the of the

repenoire actually used by commercial radio

stations is negligible Third the Minister may
also grant the right to remuneration to the

perfonrers and makers of sound recordings of

country other than Rome Convention country if

that country grants Canadian performers and

makers of sound recordings rights substantially

equivalent to those conferred by Canadian

legislation 221 However this has not been

done yet

THE RARTICIPANTS CONCLUSIONS

The details of the participants arguments are

outlined in the relevant parts of the decision In

nutshell their conclusions are as follows

NRCC is asking for five-year tariff lobe

phased in over five years instead of fin flee

mandated by tie Act In tin fIfth year stations

would pay
from 4.68 per cent for advertising

revenues between 125 and 15 million dollars to

9.78 per
cent on revenues in excess of five million

dollars NRCC agreed to account for low-use

stabac in the fInal tariff It also asked that it be

the collective designated for the purposes of

collecting all royalties including royalties for

rights holden it may not represent

iexpression crecettes publicitaires. et Ic

gouvemeur en conseil its expressions esysceme

cornrnunautalre csystŁrne de transmission par
ondes radioØlecuiques et

csystºme
de

transmission pubiic

Le droit rØmunØration cornpone dautres

caracidrisdques qui nont pas dimpact sur

presence decision Premierement II is sagit pa
dun droit dauteor an seas ott Ia LoI Ientend Par

consequent contrevenir no vjeie pan le droit

dauteur DeudŁmement le mlnisn peut limiter

letendue et Ia duree de Is protection accordet aux

enregistrementscortlectionnes dans Its pays parties

ala Convention de Rome qui naccordent pa de

dmita semblables ceux prCvus lartcle 19 de Ia

Lot Une declaration cet effet ClC trnlse le 23

mars 1999 Th pratique cene dEclaration no

dlnlnue enrien lecendue du repertoire admissible

quutllisent Its stadasde radio commerciale

Troisiemement Ic ministre pent aussi accorder Ic

droit rtmunEration aux artistes-interprets et

producteurs dun pays autre quun pays panic Ia

Convention de Rome qui accorde aux artLstes

lnterprØces et producteurs artad lens

essentiellement lee mCrnee avantages que ceux

conferee par La legislation canadlenne 221

cejour Je ministre na pa ernie de declaration

cet effet

111 115 CONCLUSIONS RECHERCFES

his pretentious des participants sont reprises en

detail lonque nØcessalre dans le reste de Ia

decision Lee conclusions quils recherchent

peuvent so rØsumer suit

LaSCGDVdemande nit tarifvalde pour cinq

annØts entrant en viguetz progessivernent sur

toute cette pØtiodeplutot que celle de trois ans

prØe par
Ia Lol dernlŁre annØe lee stations

verairajent 4.U pu cent de leun recettes

publicitaires entre 1.25 et 15 million de dollars

et 9.78 par cent de leurs recettes audela de cinq

millIons de dollan La SCGDV accepte que
Its

stations utilisant pen de musique paient nit taux

moindre que lee aunts thfii. dIe demande eDt

La societe de gastiai chargØc de percevoir touts

lee redevances compris cells revenant des

titutaires quelle pourralt no p.s reprtenter



SOGEDAM asked for three-year bd.fet at

five per cent of advertising revenues It argued

that phasing-in provisions in the tariff are

unnecessary since Act already provides for

this It also asked that it be granted 2.88 per cent

of total royalties payable under the tariff as

compensation for the repertoire it represents

CAB asked for three-year iff of 0.7 per cent

of advertising revenues low-use tariff of 0.3

per cent and flat royalty of $1000 per year for

all-talk stations It also found no need to add to

the statutoiy phasing-in provisions

iv GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR FIXING

THE ROYALTIES

The Board finds it useful to outline at tin outset

the principles that it intends to keep in mind in

reaching its decision Some have already been

stated elsewhere others flow from the terms of

the Act They will be fleshed out as required in

the rest of the decision

The Act requires that the Board take into account

the following principles First the royalties must

satisfy the performers and makers right to

equitable remuneration as set out in subsection

191 of the Act Secondthe tariff must address

only the use of the properly represented eligible

repertoire Third tie .ff must not place some

users at greater finarcial disadvantage tim

others because of different linguistic and content

requirements of the Broadcasting Act flnally the

tariff must provide that the payment of royalties

by users is made in single payment

The Boaxd also intends to rely on principles

already expressed inprevious decisions 1hz the

tariff should reflect Canadian circumstances It

should be simple to administer transparent and

comprehensible It should be based on set of

statistics for test peried

La SOGEDAM demande que le tarif soit etabli

Sq pour cent des recenes publicitaires pour ts
ans Bile soutient quil nest nØcess.aire

dLnclure daz Ic tad des dispositions transltolres

additionnelles cells que prevoit Ia Xci Bile

demande enili de recevoir 2.88 pour cent des

redevances pit Ia rØmuntration du repertoire

queIie reprSertte

LNR demandeun tarif dune durŁe de tins ans

Bile propose 07 pour cent des recettes

publicitaires 0.3 jnr cent par tes stations

utilisant peu de rnusitjue et 000 lan pour Its

stations de radio petIte Bile ne voit
pas non plus

Ia nØcessltØ dajouter aux dispositions transltoires

de Ia Lot

IV PRINCIPES DLRECTEURS

La Conunission wit utile dØnoncer dS le depart

les principes dont eile enteud sirtsplrer pin
rendre sa decision Certains sontdØjà connus

dautres strnposent In lecturede Ia Lot Lorsque

nØcessalre Us feront Iobjet de cotnmentalres

additionneis dans Ic reste de Ia prdsente decision

La Lot exige que Ia Commission tienne compte
des principes suivants Les redevanca doivent

reprtsenter Ia remuneration laquelle Its arUstes

interprets et produc tern ont droit en vertu du

paragraphe 191 de in Lot La tart doit

compenser uniquement lutilisation du repertoire

admissibledOrnent reprtsentE II ne dolt pas

desavant.ager ar le plan financier cextains

utilisateun raison dodgences dlfUrentes

dØcoulanrde Is tel arIa radiodiffurlon

madŁre de langts de contents II dolt prdvott

que le rainreat des redevances soit fait en en

versement unique

La Commission entend aussi se fonder sur certains

principes Ønoncts dens ses decisions a.nttrieures

Par consequent le tazifdevralt refleter Ia situation

canadienne itre facile appliquer adrnlnlstrer

et comprendre et en fonde sur un ensemble de

donntts pour tine pesiode tdmoin



The Board adds that by its nature the thif is

prospective Only by looking at the past cmthe

Board determine the extent of the eligible

repenoire or the use made of it by commercial

radio stations Should major changes occur during

the life of the tariff collectives and users are free

to ask that the tariffbe vatied pursuant to section

66.52 of the Act

THE ISSUES

The major issues the Board needs to address in

order to reach decision in this matter can be

reduced to the following

What is meant by equitable remuneration

What is the properly represented eligible

repertoire and what use do commercial radio

stations make of it

What account should be taken of the Canadian

broadcasting policy

How much should radio statiais pay
for their

use of the properly represented eligible

repertoire

How should royalties be allocated

What is meant by equitable

nmuneraUon

Participants attempted to interpret the mtia of

equitable remuneration In various ways For

NRCC the level of remuneration should be

determined by focussing solely on tin entitlements

of rights holders For part CAB irsists that

equitable remuneration ought to also take into

account fairneas to as well as number of

other factors including certainty as to the

remunerated repertotre and the lanfits rights

holdersderive from theta of eligiblesound

recordings In the end the Boards task is no

different here thm it is and has always been in

other rate regulation regimes Therefore setting

La Commission ajoute que de
par sa nature le

tat-if est prospectif IŁr consequent cest en jetant

tin regard sur le passØ quelle peut etablir

letendue du repertoire admissible ou lusage

quen font Its statias de radio cominerciale Si

des charigements significatildevaient sunenir

pendant Ia durØe du tarif Iarticle 66.52 de Ia La

pennet aux societh ou aux utilisateurs de

demander Ia modification du tarif

LES QUESTIONS EN LITIGE

Is princlpala questions auxquellts Ia

Commission doit repondre afm de rendre sa

decision darts is prØsente affaire so rument

comrne suit

Quencend-on par crØniunØration Øquitable

En quoi consiste le repertoire admissibledament

reprtentØ et quel usage les statiais de radio

commemale en font.elles

Comment faut-il tenir compte de Ia politique

canadienne en matiere de radiodifflision

Combien lea statin-sde rain devrajenc.eiles

payer pour Fusage quelles font du repertoire

admissible dQinenc reprØsentt

Comment les red evances deyralent-elles Øtre

reparties

Quentend-on par urEmunirafion

quitabln

Les participants abordØnt le concept de

rtnuneradon equitable de diverses façons La

SCGDV soutient quil faut lCtabllr uniquement

en fonction des drolts des tltulaires LACR
pretend que cene rØmuntratlon doit aussi Ctre

equitable lendrolt des uullsateurs en plus de

refl8er dautres elements ads ltdentlficatlon

prlse du repertoire remunØri et le benefice que

tirent Its titulaires de luWlsatJon mØme des

enregtnements En bout de piste Is tithe qui

incombe Ia Caaission demeure celle qui

toujours de Ia slenne en matiere de reglernentatlon

des tarifs savoir ctablirun tarifqui soltjuste
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an equitable remuneration requires tariffthat is

fair and equitable to both rights holden and users

given all the circumstances of the case

What the properly represented eligible

repertoire and what use do commercial

radio stations make of it

The right to remuneration attaching to sound

recordings of musicalworks is contingent on the

recording being eligible Essentially this requires

that the recording be published qualify under

section 20 of the Act and be less than 50 years

old That right is also contingent on eligible

recordings being parr of the repertoire of

collective society that has filed for tariff

As result it is incumbent on the collectives sko

claim rojalties for fin use of sound reourdixqs to

show that they do represent the repertoire they

claim The need to establish which recordings are

eligible and which are not is made all fin more

important by the fact that almost all American

recordingswhich represent an important

proportion of music played on radio are not

eligible This does not mean that collectives

actually bear the burden of making case for each

and eveiy title they claim they are clearly entitled

to remuneration once they have established that

they do represent those they say they do

The determination of which reouzdizqsare before

the Board requires an answer to two questions

Are NRCC and SOGEDAM collective societies

Do they represent those they say they represent It

will then be necessaty to determine the extent to

which comrnerciai radio stations tan tin eligible

repertoire

Are NRCC ard SOGEDAM collective

societies

NRCC is collective of collectives Its

membership is limited to organisations and

et equitable tmt pour les tituiaires de droits
que

pour Its utilisateun compte tenu de toutes las

circonsunces de lespece

En quoi consiste le rdpertoire admissible

dtzmtnt reprtentt et quel usage Ia

stations de radio commerciaie en font-

tiles

SeW Fenregistrement admissible emporte
le droit

remuneration lessenUel cela veut dire

quil doitavoirete publiC remplir lea conditions

dnumCrec Particle de la id et remoriter

moms de 50 aria Le droit remuneration de

lenreglstrement dune cuvre musicale suppose

par all curs que Fenregistrementadmissiblelasso

panic du repertoire dune societe de gestion ayant

dCpoaC tin projet de tarif

Par consequent ii
incombe aux sociCc qui

rØclanient des redevances
pour Iutilisation de tels

enregistrements de demontrer quelles reprdsenteni

effectivementle repertoire dont dies so r-Cclament

Le fait que lea enregiseemerus sonores

arnCricains si rCpandus Ia radio ne soient pas

admissibles re fait quajouter llmportance de

bien distinguer ce qui est admissiblede ce qui ne

lest pas Cela rio veut ns dire pour autant que lea

sociCtS aient Ic fardeau detablir Ia titularite de

chacun des titrea faisant partie de leurs repertoires

leur droit rCmunCration eat etabli des bra

quelles reprtentent dOrnent lea tltualres dont

tiles so recl.ament

Etabllr quota enregistrements se retrouvent devant

Is Commission exige de ripondre deux

questions Ta SCGDVet is SOGE DAM sont-elles

des scdCt do gestion Rep rCsentent-elles lea

titulaires dont elks at rØclanent El faudra ensuite

deteimineriusage qua lea stadande radio

commeatale font du rfpertoire admissible

La srnnv SOGEDAM

sodtta de cea don

La SCGDV est tat societe de gestion qui en

regroupe dautres Peuvent en devenir membre



LI
collectives that represent signillant number of

holden of remuneration rights It was constituted

to collect the monies owing to those entitled to

neighbouring rights payments it acts on behalf of

five sub-collectives ACTRA Performers Rights

Society APRS .the American Federation of

Musicians AFM the Sociºtd de gestion

collective de Union des artistes Artist AVLA
Audio-Video Licensing Agency Ira AVLA and

the Societe de gestion collective des droits des

produczeun de phonogrammes de nddogrammes

di Quebec SOPROQ

SOGEDAM is more traditional collective whose

repenoire flows from two sources It represents

small numberof Canadian recording musicians

who have authorized it to act for them by way of

assignment Most importantly SOGEDAM has

signed reciprocal representation agreement with

SPEDIDAM the collective society empowered
under French law to represent the tights of all

perfonen whose rer do not appear in the

credits accompanying sound recording.5

There is no doubt that NRCC and SOGEDAM are

collective societies Their objects are clearly those

outlined in the definition of this temi as sot out in

the Act Moreover and contrary to what CAB
seemed to assert tte fact that some of NRCCs
subcollectives may not be corporate entities is

non issue The Act clearly contemplates the

possibility of an unincorporated association acting

as collective Such and east through

agency rules serxzre remuneration rights ad pass

them on to another person to collect tints as long

as the conditions imposed by statutes or private

law for such transfers are met

The real issue is the extent if any to which

NRCC and SOGEDAM represent the eligible

repertoire This in rtmrequires looking at tie

status of NRCCs own sub-coilecdv

uniquement lee organisadons et soclØtØs

reprØsentant un norobre Important de titulaires do

droit remuneration CrØØe pour percevoir Its

redevances awquelles Its titulaires de droits

voisins ont droit elle agit pour le compte de cinq

sodetts membres PACTR.4 Performers Rights

Society APRSlAjnericaa Federation of

MusIcians MM Ia Societe de gestion collective

de lUnjon des artistes Artist lAVLA Audio-

Video LicensingAgency Inc AVLA et Ia

Societe de gestion collective des droits des

productem de phonogramrnes et de

vidØogramrnes du Quebec SOPROQ

La SOGEDAM est une societe de te plus

tradluonnel dont Ic repertoire provient de deux

sources Bile reprØsente un petit nombre de

musiciens canadiens qui Iont autorisØe par voic de

cession Elle surtout slgnØ une entente de

rØciprodte avec la SPEDIDAM societe de gestion

laquelle Ia Ioi françalse confie Is gestirn des

droits de bus Its artistes-interprets dont le nom

nest pas mentlonnØ dane Ia documentation

accompagnant lenregisuement sonore

II ne fait aucun doute que Ia SCGDV et Ia

SOGEDAM sont des societb de gestion L.eurs

objets soot clairement ceux quØnonce Ia Loi Qui

plus est et conrralrement ce que semble

prØtendre IACR le fait
que cenalnes des societb

membres de Ia SCGDV ne soient pas des

penonnes modes nest aucunement pertinent La

Lot permet clalrernent quune association non

consdru en corporation agisse Uue de societe

de gestion Lee rØgles du mandat permettent une

telle association dobte nIt la gestion du droit

rØrnunØratlon et den confier Ia perception

dautres personnes pour autant que
iln.strumeàt

lequel le mandat est accord6 respecte Its

diUcns prdvues par Ia legislation ou le droit

prtvØ

La tale difficultC est detablir retendue du

repertoIre admissible que reprØsentent Ia SCGDV
Ia SOGEDAM Cela exige dexarntner Ic statht

des socidtS membresde in SCGDV

in



Do NRCC and SOGEDM4 rPorent the

riphts holden thei claim represent

A3 stated earlier it incumbent on the collectives

who claim royalties for the use of sound

recordings to show that they do represent the

repenoire they claim CAB argues that both

collectives have fallen short In tin respect It

maintains that NRCC failed to establish that it

represents any Canadian performers as well as any

non-Canadian rights holden It also axpues that

SOGEDA1vI failed to demonstrate ti extent to

which it represents any repertoire actually played

by Canadian commercial radio stations

Consequently CAB claims that fit repertoire

properly before the Board consisting only of the

Canadian makers share of the remuneration right

represents only 15 per cent of all sound recordings

played by radio statirrs or half the 30 per cent

Canadian content requirementcurrently imposed

by the CRTC on commercial radio statims

CABs challenge focussed on NRCCs entitlement

to represent u1iaz as well as foreign

performers tie former because of the instrument

used by AIM and AIRS to acquire the rights and

the latter because NRCC through Artist had

not yet entered into reciprocal agreements with

foreign societies

There is little doubt that SOGEDAK administers

the repenoire it says it does The problem was

more with NRCC and Un way it claimed to have

secured rights

Maken rights and RRCC

According to fit uncontradicted testimony of

Mn Lucie Beauchemin AVLA and SOPROQ
represent virtually all Canadian producers

Members of AVLA have signed non-exclusive

agency agreements while membersof SOPROQ
have authorized it to act for them by way

assignment ln turn NRCC holds its
rights as

result of AVLA and SOPROQ having become

members of NRCC

La SCGDV et Ia SOGEDAN prŁsj
pJpç 1c ttiilaires dont pllrcce rlarrttnf

Come on la dit precedemment il incombe aux

societb qui demandent recevoir des redevances

au titre du droit volslrt de dØmoncrer qtfelles

reprSentent efrectivement le repertoire dont elles

se rØclament LACR soutient
que iii Ia SCGDY

ni Ia SOGEDAM ne se sont acqul nets de cette

obligation Elle pretend qua Ia premiere na

etablir sa titularite dgard des artistes-interpretes

canadienscn des titulaires de droits angers Elle

ajoute que Ia seconde na pi etablir lusage que lea

statims de io cominerciale font effectivement

du repertoire quelle reprkenle LACR an
conclut que le repertoire dont la Commission

soit rØellernent saisie est Ia part du droit

rCmunØratlon revenant aux producteurs canadlens

qui tie reprSnte que 15 pour cent des

enregistremenu utlllsØs par les statiasde nxlk

commerciale compte tenu du quota de 30 pour
cent de contenu canadien impose par le CRTC

Ce que FACR conteste dabord et avant tout

cest Ic droit de Ia SCGDV dagir au nom des

artistes-interprets canadiens et angers pour

lea premiers elle met en cause les moyens udlises

par IAFM et IAPRS pour obterdr Its dcoith et

pour Ins seconds dIe invoque le fait que la

SCGDV le biais dArtlscl na toujours pas
conch daccords de rØciprocltC avec es socidtt

CtrangŁres agiss.a.nI par leur compte

II ne fail aucun doute que Ia SOGEDAM

reprtente le rpertoLr-e dont dIe se riclame Cest

plutdt Ia facon dont Ia SCGDY pretend avoir

acquis certainshitsquiposeproblŁme

Les dmlts des productem ella SCGDV

Is t6molgnage non contredit de madame Lucie

Seauchemin dCmontre que IAVLA et Ia

SOPROQrepresentent touts fins pratiques

Iernernble desproductem canadiens Les

membresde IAVLA lul ont conflC des mandats

non exclusifs alors que ceux de Ia SOPROQ ront

autorisØv par voie de cession son tour Ia

SCGDV detient len droits dont IAVLA et Ia

SOPROQ ont fail apport en devenant membres de

celleci



The unconoidicted testimony of several wjhessas

also establishes that Canadian producers bring to

their collectives not only the rights to their own

recordings but also those to most foreign

recordings Mo if not all foreign masters reach

the Canadian market through Canadian producers

who exploit these rxin Canada Canadian

independent producers enter into licencing

agreements with foreign producers while the

repertoire of the six majon is represented in

Canada through intercorporate agntmens
between Canadian and foreign affiliates There

may be few foreign producers are not

represented according to either model In their

case NRCC or its members must enter into

agreements with foreign collective societies if they

intend to represent them in Canada However lie

evidence in these proceedings and especially

NRCCs music study NRCC.21 cortfirnts

that the unrepresented repenoire represents no

more than five per cent and probably less of the

eligible repertoire

It is safe to assume therefore that NRCC brings

with it to these proceedings almost all of the

makers rights pursuant to section l9of the Act

The situation is far from that simple however

with respect to performers rights

Performers dghts and NRCC

NIRCC has in its repertoire what its membersand

affiliates have authorized it to manage by way of

assignment grant of licence appointment as agent

or otherwise Its membersaix affiliates must

themselves have seatreui the rights from the

makers or performersthrough similar meam Put

another way AFM APRS and Artist can bring

to NRCC the rights of fltrmembersonly if they

have secured from them valid authorizations

within the meaning of the Act Therefore itis

necessary to look at how they dalin to have

brought these z4 into their xqmrthii

Le tØniolgnage non contredit de plusieurs tØmoins

permet aussi de condure que les productem

canadiens font apport non seulement des drolts

quils dttiennent sur leurs propres

enregistrementsmais aussi de ceux quils
detiennent stir La plupart des enregistrements

Ønngers Ce sont eux qui acquierent La totalite ou

presque des bnd srnaitresses ØtrangŁres pour Ic

rnarchØ canadlen et qui les exploltent dans ce

march Les productem independants canadiens

detiennent des licences que leur octrolent las

productem etrangen Quant au repertoire des six

societb las plus Import.antes las majors il fait

Iobjet dententes inter-corporadves entre rtliales

canadiennes et tuangbres 1.1 reste sans doute

certalns producteurs angers qui ne sont pu
reprtentØs an Canada ni dune facon ni de

Iautre En cequi las concerne la SCGDVou ses

membres devront sentendre avec des soclØtS de

gestion ØoangŁras avant de reprenter cas

productem au Canada La preuve

partlculiŒrement Ietude deposdt sous Ia cote

NRCC-2 permet toutefois de cohclure que cette

portion du repertoire reprØsente tout au plus cinq

pour cent do repertoire admissible

Pour las fins de Ia prØsente affaire on petit
dono

tenir
pour acquis sans risque de se tromper que Ia

SCGDV detient Ia
quasl-totalitC des droits dont

jouissent las productem en vertu de lartiele 19

de laLoi La situation est loin dŒtre aussi simple

lØgard des drafts des artlstes-lnerprItas

IS hits cks arzis tes et Ia SCGDV

La SCGDVge cequeses soclØtØs membreset

associØes Font autorisØe gdrer notamment par

voie de cessIon Licence ott mandat Ces dendŁres

doivent tiles-Sines avoir obtenu des droits des

productem et artistes-interpretes de Ia intone

icon Auuement dit IAFM lAPRS et Artisti

peuvent faire
appon

la SCGDV des droits de

leurs membresuniquement si ellas-memes out

obtenudas autorisatlons vaildas au sans at

Ientend Ia Lot Ii faut donc se pencher stir Ia

facon dont tIles pritendent avoir obtenu cas thni

pour leurs rØpertoiras respectifs



Artistl was set up by the tbion cks anLcter

UDA which represents mostly French speaking

performeth with view to managing the rights of

its singer members Only it has systematically

secures assignments of the remuneration right

from the performers it represents

Afll can claim as members
very large share of

Canadian performing musicians It purports to

bring its memben remuneration riglt as result

of amendments to its by-law intended to give it

the power to manage the remuneration right and

to acquire such zi4its from its members

Article 12 which deals with the ri4its and duties

of memben now provides in its paragraph 20c
that The Federation is authorized to act as tie

representative of musicians for the purpose of

collecting and distributing government mandated

or other compulsory ztjalties or remuneration

payable to musicians under the laws of the United

States Canada and other countries Everyone

applies for membership agrees to be bound

by the by-laws as they may exist from time to

time MN argues that Ut commitment

constitutes sufficient authority for it to manage the

remuneration right without having to secure

individual contracts of assignment or agency

ACTRA is an association representing English

speaking actors and performen Its filiate
APRS relies on three amendments to its

parents by-law as foundation for Its right to

claim status as collective The ACTRA

membership application fona now contaIr

provision similar to that fbund in iteM
membership application whereby tie applicant

agree to comply with tie by-law and

membership agreements as they may read from

time to time The Font also contains clause

purporting to Irrevocably assign the remuneration

right to ACTRA Performen Guild APGMI to
its collective society APRS flmlly tie

amending by-law states that Every current Guild

member as condition of continued membership

ArtistS ete crØ4e
par lUnion des attistes IJDA

qui represente surtoutdes artistes-thterpret

franco phones dans le but de gØrer Its droits de

ses membresqui scm des chanteurs Elle stole

obtenu systØmatiquement des cessions du droit

rØmunradon de Ia part des artistes-interprets

quelle reprnte

Scm membresde JAFM Ia presque totalite des

musiderts canadiens LAFM soutient
que

des

nrriirnt-irrs pponies sea reglements

adrnlnlstratits visant Facquisition et la gestiat du

droit rØmuMntlon de ses membreslid

perrnectent de faire appon de ces droits

LarUcle 12 qui waite des droits et obligations des

membres prevoit maintenant son paragraphe

20c que ThAcuclioN cLa fØdºradon est

autorise agir titre de reprØsentante des

musiciens aux eixie de percevoir et de dtstribuer les

redevances et droits rØmunØradon obligatoires

compris ceux qui sont Imposes par tin

gouvemement que detiennent Its musicierts en

vertu des lots des Etats-Unis do Canada ou

dautres pays. Quiconque demande en devenir

membre consent par ailleurs at conformer aux

reglemenu adrnlnLsnitifs tels que Iibell ou tels

quils powraJent Ittre Iavenir LAFM pretend

que cet engagement lui perrnet de faire apport du

droit rdmunCradon quelle aft besoin de

condure des ententes individuelles de mandat ou

de cession avec ses membres

LACTRA reprØsente les artistes-interprets de

langue anglaise Sa fillaIb IAPRS dit fonder

son statut de societe de gestion stir trois

modtflcatlons aux rŁglements adrnirdstratlfs de sa

COdMC mŁrD Le formulaire dadhØslon

IACTRA contient dtonnals tine disposition

semblable celle qaai retrouve darts celui de

IAFM en ce qul cvncerne Fobligation de at

conformer aux rgiements admirtLswatlfs tels que

lJbeLlS oti tels quils pourralent lŒtre lavenir

Le formulaire compone par
alit eurs une

disposition qui vise ceder ti Irrevocable le

droit rtmunCratlon lAC2RA Performers zild

APGt as societe de gestion IAPRS Ertftn

Its reglemtnts administratifs modifies stipuient

que TP.DUC11ON Tout membre actuel de la

17



shall be deemed to have executed tin Application

form as amended .. or as otherwise amended

from time to time Contrary to AFM APRS has

sought and in some cases obtained exclusive

and irrevocable five-year agency contracts from

its members

For the following reasons NRCCs title is

deficient with respect to most cf the purported

repertoires of MRS and APM

Purported acquisition of perfonrnrs rights

thiough by-laws does not constitute authorization

by way of assignment or grant of licence given

that some of the conditions set out by the Act

notably at paragraph 134 have not been met

On the other hand the Act sets out no conditions

for authorization by way of appointment as ones

agent Therefore the general conditions of

common law and droll civil apply and the validity

of the appointment will be assessed according to

general cds of private law Having looked at

those rules the Board concludes that purported

acquisition of performers rights throegh by-laws

does not constitute authorization by way of

appointment as ones agent

The forms of agency that could apply under the

circumstances are agency by contract or by

mHfirnt-frri Agency by contract can lie express

implied usual or customaty There is express

agency where title is claimed through simple

amendment to by-laws Whether there zmzy be an

implied contractual agency will depend on

whether managing remuneation rights is

necessary
for and ordinarily incidental to

carrying out APCs or AFMs express authority

according to the usual way in which such

authority is executed This is doubtful at least as

far as those memberswho have not signed ti-a new

application forms the previous forms contained

no allusion to management of perforating rights

Finally there is no usual or customary agency

here since these concepts refer to special rules

dealing with either agents in specific trade

guilde qui entend le demeurer est repute avoir

signØ le formulaire dadhion tel quil ØtØ

modiliØ par le pitent reglement en tel quil

poun-ait tue libelld lavenlr Conu-airement

IAFM demande et dans certains as
obtenu des mandats exclusifs et irrØvocabl de

cinq axis de la part de ses membres

Etur les raisers qui suivent Ia Commission

conclut que Ia SCGDV ne reprØsente pas In plus

grande partie du repertoire dont se rØclament

IAPRS et PAFM

La prdtendue acquisition des drthts des artistes

interprets par le biais de reglements

adrnlnlstradfs ne constitue pas uric autorisation par

voie de cession en licence certaines des

conditions prtvues par Ia Lot entre auues au

paragraphe 134 nayant pas etØ remplies

Par contre Ia Lot as prevoit pas de conditions at

ce qui concerne lautorisation accordØt par voie de

mandat 11 faut donc sen remerue aux rtgles

gØnØrales de droit prive pour etablir sily bien

mandat Aprt avoir examine ces regles Ia

Commission en vient Ia conclusion que Ia

prttenduŁ acquisition des droits des arlistes

interprets par Ic bials de rŁglements

admlnlsutdfs ne constitue pas davantage tine

autorisation par voie de mandat

las fomies de mandat qui pourralent sappliquer

lespece sent Ic mandat cono-actuel et Ic rna.ndat

par voie de ratification Le mandat concnctuel

pew ttre exprts implicite habitual ou coutuntler

Comme les soddtØs se rklarnent uniquement

dune modification leura rŁglernents

administratlfs ne peut sagir dun mandat

expst aura mandat contractuel implicite si la

gestion du droit rØmundntion constitue un

accessoire ndcessaire aux pouvoirs exprŁs des

scclØtS comptetenu de la façon dont les accords

de ce type sent habituellement formulØs Cela eat

peu probable darn le as present tout le moths

ldgard des membresqui nont pas slgnØ Ic

nouveau formulaix-e dadhSion les ormuiaires

antCrlews ne faisant aucune allusion Ia gestion

des droits dexØcution Enfin II ne peut sagir de

mandat usuel ou coutumier qui vise le cas on ue

Li

IA
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profession or business or agency flowing from

special rules in specific marker

Agency by ratification requires two conditions

First before ratification occurs the principal

must be aware of all the material facts assuming

that Afld arid APRS may have notified their

membersof their actions through various

buuletins this is hardly satisfactory Second the

agent must purport to act on behalf of an

identified or identifiable principal and only that

principal can ratify the act NRCC offered no

evidence that performerswere beating yath to

ratify
the decision of AFM or APRS to securC

their members remuneration rifts and to ask

NRCC to administer them

APRS and AS may also have been authorized

by their membersto administer tbeir neighbouring

rifts through other means This is an obvious

reference to all other ways in which common law

and droll civil allow person to transfer th4ts

These would include subrogation gift transfer

through wills etc None of these apply here

The issue of whether an assoctatlon can through

its by.laws appropriate its members

neighbouring nghts will be dctcrmincd according

to applicablerules governing associations NRCC
stated that it was not aware of any principle in fi

law of
agency preventing an association from

obtaining through change in its by-lain and

without consulting its memberslmflvidually tie

agency
for all its members mnxeratia d4b

In the Boards view NRCC approaching the

issue from tie wrong ezI When one Is dealing

with right to income flzwrirq from statute the

miizectiai of that Income requires express consent

of the interested party at least clear

principle of law NRCC pointed to none

personne agit the de mandataire dans des

domaines ccmrnerclaux cu professionneLs bien

prØcis ou encore de mandats ddcoul ant de rŁgles

speciales gotivernant certalns marches

IDeux conditions sont nØcessalres pour quil ait

mandat par voie de ratification Le mandant doit

dabord ttre an courant de bus les faits pertinerns

avant quc Ia ratification intenienne ai supposant
Sine que IIetlAPRS alent avisE leun

membrespar voie de comrnunlqu des mesures

quelles entendaient prendre cela
pourralt

dlfficllernent sufflre Le mandatalre doit ensuite

declarer agir pour le bend tlce dun tiers identifie

ou identifiable qui seul peut ratifier les gestes

que
le mandataire post Rien dans Ia preuve

prtentØe par Ia SCGDV ne permet de mire que
les

artisce-InterprØtes se pressent pz endoaser ía

decision do PAFM ou de IAPRS visant

sapproprier leur droit rØmundraUon et

demander Ia SCGDV de le gent

LARS INpourraienc aussi prdtendre

avoir ete autorisdes admlnisb-er le droits volsins

de leurs membres par dautres moyens Le

tnotasnrnent dens Ia ddlinluon pertinente renvoie

de toute evidence aux autres mode de

transmission des dcofts prevus par le droit prive

subrogation don succession et ainsi de suite

Rien de cela nest applicable ici

Th3X savoir si tine association pent sapproprier
le dro Its voisins de ses membrespar Ic biais de

se æglements adnitrilsa-atifa ii faut sei remettre

an droitcSassccladons La SCGDVsoutientne

connoWe auoin principe du droit des naitta

empØchant tine association de prvcdder

ellela faitnns consulter chamdese membres

La Commission est davis que Is SCCIDV atcrde

le problŁme sow le rnauvals angle ks ne peut

prttendre sapproprier Ic droit tin revenu

dØcoezlant de Ia loi sans le corisenternent exprts de

linttress ou tout le moms sans sappuyer stir

tin prindpe de droit clalr Ck Ia SCGDV nen

cite aucun



By.laws normally deal with the pursuit of the

associations common goals What may be

acceptable when dealing with payments such as

residuals which have accrued as matter of

contract through the efforts of the association in

the pursuit of its goals Is not acceptable when

dealing with the management or acquisition of

specific entitlements in the nature of property

ritts accrued by the effect of law to an

associatlons memben AFM and APRS con no

more rake possession of the remuneration right in

the way they purport to have done than they can

in the same maimer declare that they own other

property of their members

It may be possible to secure administration of

perfonners rights through specifically worded

clause in an associations membership contract

This can be distinguished fnxn mere statement

that membersare bound by the associations by
laws which not specific enough to allow the

association to secure such administration By

contrast provisions that clearly put potential

members on notice that their neighbouring rights

will be managed by the association ought to be

acceptable under the Act although they may very
well constitute questionable practice under

competition legislation Tis MRS and AFM
have done with resju to some but not nest of

their members

In these matters it is important to understand the

distinction between the powers ACTRA and AFM

enjoy as bargaining agent and those theyhave as

simpleassociations of çersons argzirdng agenu

are not automatically collectivesodetles

Moreover when before Board collective

societies do not bring with them the powers ad

privileges they may enjoy as bargaining agents

pursuant to labour or status of the artist

legislation There may be some acesover points

Thus ACTRA or AFM may be able to sanction

members who refuse to let them manage their

rights or who have already authorized otlers to act

on their behalL in doing so they would be acting

as bargaining agents not as collective sociedes In

the end tin fact remains that they have net

successfully secured the
necessary

authorizations

in the first place

t4ormalernent Its reglement.s adrninismtifs dune

association traltent de In poursuite de buts

commons Ce qui pew acceptable lEgard de

versement.s de nature coriutcruelle obtenus grce

aux efforts de Iassociation dana le cadre de Ia

poursulte de ses objets par exemple Its droits de

suite ne Iest pas lorsquil sagit de Ia gestion no

de Iacquisition de bŒnØflces des membresde

lassoclatlon asslmilables des droits depropriete

et qui dØcoulent de Ia ml LAFM et IARS as

peuvent pes plus sapproprier le droit

rimunØration de Ia facon dont elks pretendent

lavoir fait quelles pournient de La mØme

manlØre sapproprier dauoes biens appartenant

leon membres

Une simpledeclaration portant que Irs membres

soot Ils por Irs rŁglements adminlsuitlfs de

association nest pas sufflsamment precise pour

lid pennetue de sapproprier Ia gestion de lews

droits voisins Par cono-e une association pent

sans doute arriver en incluant dans son conuat

dadhSion tine disposition expresse cet effet

Uric disposition averthsant clairement on postulant

que ses droits voisins seront admirtistrS par
las.soclatlori demit sufflre aux firs de Ia Lol

bien quelle puisse reprke.nier une pratique

commerciale douteuse aux Srs do droit de Ia

concurrence LJPBS et IAFM nont obtenu des

autorisations de ce genre que dune rnlnoritd de

leon membres

L.orsquon se
penche

sur cette question tl faut

bien faire Ia distinction entre Its pouvolrs dont

IACTRA et lkFMjouissent titie dagents

nØgoclateurs at crux dont cUes dispczsent de

siniples anoclatlons de persannes Ue agent

nØgodateur ne sulfit pas pnor prØtendre au role de

sociØtØ de gestlon Qæplus eg la socidtC de

gestlon qui tralte avec la Commission ne dispose

pas des pouvotrs et privileges dont tIle jouit par
ailleurs titre dagent nØgociateur en vertu des

leglsl.a dons dii droll du travail ou do statut de

lartste Des recoupements sont toujours

posslbles LACTRA ou IAFM pourralent

Imposer des sanctions aux membresqui
refus.ent

de leur confler Ia gestion de leuss droits ext qul

Font dØjà conflee dautres Dans tin tel cas cest

lagent nCgoclateur et non Ia societe de gestion qui

aglralt Cela ne change toutefois den au fait

quelles ne dØtlennent tout simplement pas Its

autortsations qui simposent



Given what has been said flare is no need to go

into the various arguments CAB raIsed with

respect to incorporation by reference of unsigned

documents into contract and other related issues

Neither is there any need to discuss tie obvious

proposition that SOGEDAM does properly

represent those MM members who have

authorized it to act on their behalf by way of

assignment

Consequently the Board finh that the only

performers rights that NRCC has secured

through APRS and .AFM are those of persons who

have executed an Insu-ument be it an assignment

or membership form nCh expressly deals with

the remuneration right

This does not however dispose of the issue of

sst is included in NRCC repertoire

Is NRCC nevertheless authorized to manage
Ihe remuneration rights ci performers who

have not chosen it az their collective society

To determine tihidi performers performances are

in NRCCs zqertaim requires an examination of

the nature of tie rights granted to makers and

performerspursuant to tim 19 of lie Act Two

persons or groups of persons an granted

remuneration right on account of single act tie

performance or telecommunication of sound

recording In all cases the zazineratice is paid to

one person and one person only Once paid

rca1tias are always split equally between the

performers and maken These axe all the

nwidrzys of legal relationship involving single

debt owned by two groups ofjoint ard several

auiitc Knowing this it becntes easier to

determine what happens when rct all those who

are entitled to share in tie remuneration right in

sound recording are properly represented by

collective society that has lied proposed tariff

Comptetenu de ce qui precede ii ny pas lieu

de u-alter des pretentious de IACR portant sur

lincorpontion par renvoi de documents et autres

questions du genre quelle soulevees De mtme
II est evident que la SCGEDN est bien-fondee

reprØsenter Its membresde IAFM qui lont

autorisØe par voie de cession

Par consequent Its seuis droits des artistes

interprets que SCGDV detient
par le biais de

IAPRS et de IAFM sent ceux de
penonnes ayant

signØ tine cession un conu-at dadhbion ou awn
document qui aborde expressØment Ia question du

droit rimunEntion

Cela ne dispose pas pour autant de la question de

savoir ce qui alt panic du repenoire de Ia

SCGDV

Ia SCGDTIe.st-elle nianmoins aworisS

gentle droit Mmwidradon des artistes

LnterprCtes qul Wont pea retenu ses serdces en

tant quesocielede gestion

Pour decider queUes prestations font panic cIa

repertoire de Ia SCGDV Il faut dabord etablir Ia

nature des drain
que

la.rticle 19 de Ia LoI accorde

ux productem et aux ardstes-Interprktes Deux

penonnes ou group de personnes se volent

accorder un droit rimuntratIon dlcoulant dune

utillsatlon unique salt lexdcuUon ou la

tClØccmrnunlcauon dun enregistrementsonore

La rØrnunØraUonest toujours versee tine seule

personne et ensuite partagØe par moitie entre

ardstes-LnterprItes producteurs Voila blen Its

caraclstlques essendeies dun
rapport Juridique

lrnpllquant tine scale derte due deux group de

u-tandem solldalrn Cela etant ii devient plus

abe de determinerce quil advient lorsque certains

titulairn du droit remuMntlon legard dun

enrtstrernent donnt ne sont paz reprSnS
directement

par tine societe de gestion ayant

depost tin projet de tarif



CAB argues that users should pay only on account

of performers and makers who have duly

authorized collective society that has filed

proposed ththff As result gere the maker is

duly represented but the perfonrer is not only

half the appropriate royalty would be payable

This approach is incompatible with tie notion that

we are dealing with joint and several creditors It

also creates conundrum in tie application of

subsection 193 of the Ac Wida providesfor

the division of any payment once it has been

made

At the other end of the spectrum one finds the

approach favoured by NRCC According to this

all qualifying sound recordings could be the object

of tariff even those for which afl of the

underlying remuneration rights were outside the

repenoire of collective that has filed tthff

This solution can be discarded became it makes

subsection 67.14 of lie Act and the statutory

imposition
of collective administration of

performing d4tS in ecu-id recordingsnugatory

Only represented recordings are entitled to

remuneration

The correct interpretation is that sound

recordin is properly before tie Board as long

collective society that has filed pmposed tariff

represents at least one person entitled to share in

the remuneration for the performance or

telecommunication of that rexrdirgThis

interpretation is based on the propasition that

joint and several creditor normally enjoys three

complementary rights tie right to seek payment

of the debt in its entirety tie rght to keep his

share of the proceeds and to hold that of his co
creditors if he Obtains payment Of Ut debt and

the right to claim his share of the proceeds where

the debt has been paid to his co-creditors This

interpretation clearly meets all ürrequirenients

set out in the Act Ii also conforms to usual

notions involved withjoint anti several creditors

First it gives meaning to tie statutory lmpldori
of collective admiruse-adon of performing x4its

in sound recordings It recpires that tadff be

filed by one of thejoint aitnrs in order for

recording to be properly before the Board

LACR soutient que lobligation de verser des

redevances ne vise que Its arflstes-nerpc-etts et

productem ayant dCiment autorist une societede

gestion qui depose an projet de tarif Lorsque
seal leproduaeur est dQmenc reprisenti cest Ia

moitie de Ia redevance qui devrait in versØe Or

cene pretention ne peut tenir in nous avorts affaIrs

des crºanciers solidairt En cun-e elle donne

un sens absurde au pangraphe 193 de Ia Lot

qui edge
le partage de lout versement aprbs quil

dtŁ faiL

lopçose on retrouve Iinterpretation que

defend Ia SCCDV ScIon elle tons Its

enregistrementssonores adrnissibles peuvent faire

lobjet du thrif mQm in les droits rmund rati on

afferents ne font pas partie du rpertoire dune

soclØtØ ayant dºpos4 an projet de taiL 11 faut

Øcarter cene solution Elle rend inopirants Ic

paragraphe 67.14 de Ia Lot et lexigence que Its

droits execution sor Its enregistrementssonores

soient getS collectivement Seuls Its

enregi.strernents reprSentØs oat droit

rtnunation

Linterpretation quil faut retenir eat que Ia

Commission est saisie dun enregistrementsonore

lore quum soclCtC de gestion ayant ddpost on

projet de tarifreprØsente am moirts un des uIaIrts

du droit rØmunØnfion pour lexØcuUon ou Ia

tClØcommunlcadon de Ienregiscx-ement en

question Cene interpretation dØcoule des drolcs

complØmentaires que dØtlent tout triancier

1ithiit celui de se faire payer Ia totallW de la

dette celui den gardec la part qui 1W revient tout

en denant celle de sc co-aanciers sil reçu le

paiement celul de rØcaxner en quotepart si

cest tin cute co-cØancfer qni reçu Ic paiernent

Cette Interpretation ripond clafrement aux

exigences de la Lot Elleest aussi contorrne aux

princlpes gØnØralemencappllcablts aux atnces

solidaires

PrernlŁrement elle respecte Pexigence que
its

droits execution sur Its enregistrementssonoms

soient gdrØs coilectivement Le depot dun projet

de cant çerlun cm lauoe desco-crdanclers opŁre

salslne de Ia Ccareission
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Second it allows one of the joint creditors to act

as artof agent of the other Joint and several

creditors commonly act in this way for one

another

Third this interpretation explains in part the

wording of subparagraph 682 Iii of the Act
which imposes the single payment obligation

when Hexamining proposed tariff for the

or communication of performers

performances of musical taics of sound

recordings embodying stth performers

performanoes If one accepts thi society

administeringperforrners ri4ts acquires the right

to collect the makers share of the r%alties the

society that files tariff for tte performers right

also files tariff for te right to collect the

makers sham subject to tThe duty to remit that

share to the maker and vice versa

Consequently sound recording is properly

before the Board in these proceedings as longas

either the maker or the performer is duly

represented by NRCC or SOGEDAN Timely

filing
of proposed tariff on account of either of

thejoint crediton is sufficient to trigger liability

for the whole of the debt itrespective of what the

other creditor did Consequently NRCC can

claim the entire remuneration for the use of

sound recordingwhose maker it represents even if

the performers are not represented either because

of some defect in tie appointment e.g AFM or

simply because agreements with forei societIes

are still being negotiated e.g ADAM The

vety nature of the rights vesting in makers and

performers as result of section 19 of fim Act

rakes it possible that recording be entitled to

remuneration even though some of the persons

entitled to share in tie remuneration may not

themselves have authorized cnlsive to

represent them0

Deuxiemement elle perrnet lun des co
crdanclers dagir en quelque son pour le compte

des autres Il eM courant que des cijanciers

solidaires agi.ssent ainsi pour le Wnefice de leurs

co-crdanciers

Troisiemement elle explique en partie le libellØ

du sous-allnea 6S2aiii de fri qui exige le

versement unique cux fins dexamen des projets

de tarifs dØpostpour IexØcutlon ou la

tØIecommunlcadon de prestations duvres

musicales jj denregistrement.s sonores constituºs

de ces prestadors Si Commission Ic

croit societe gil gere le droit rmun6nUon
dun

artlste.lnterprŁte acqulert celul de percevoir

quote-part do produaeur Ic depot par celle-ci

dun projet de larif pour le compte de lartiste

InterprŒte vaut Egalement pour le compte do

producteur sujet Iobligation de portage et

vice-versa

La Commission est donc saisie dun

enregistrementsonore dana prtente affaire

Ion que SCGDV on SOGED2M reprtente

soft le producteur soitlartisteLnterprete Le

depot en temps voulu dun projet de wit pour le

compte de Pun ou Paufre des co-eanclers vaut

pour latotailtC dela dance sansegardau

comportement tie lauoe cthncier Par

consequent SCGDV peut demander recevoir

toute la rdmuMratlon legard de chaque

enregistrementclout elle reprØsente le producteur

nCne si elle ne reprtente pasles artistes

lnterprŁte qui flgurent soft parce quil ny

pas eu autorisationvalable aux yeux de la to
come cest Ic car par exemple pour

les

membresde lAPM soft tout simplement parce

que
les ententes nØcessaires nont toujours pas

conclues avec les scciCtØs Coangtx-e corrtme cest

le carnotatnanent pour Is membresdo lADAMI
La nature metre des drafts que lardcle l9de Ia

Lot conThre aux productem et aux antstes

tnterprŁtes fait en son quun enregistrement

emporte ledroit rmuntndon theme si certains

co-titulalres nont euxmCmes autorLsº tine

societea les reprSenter



Given the Boards earlier finding that NRCC

brings with it the makers share of virtually all the

eligible recordings it can safely be stated that the

performers share of this repenoire is equally

properly before the Board in ftrm proceedings

Compte tenu que Ia Commission deja conclu

que
in SCGDV gºre In quote-part des productem

de pratiquement taos Its enregistrements

admissibles on peut dire sans crainte de se

tramper que Ia Commission est egalement saisie

de Ia quote-part revenant aux artistes-interpretes

de ces enregistrements

To what extent do commercial radio stations

use the elipible renenoire

Out usage Its stations de radio commerciale

font-dies du repertoire admissible

In order to help the Board establish the

importance of the use made by radio stations of

the eligible rerthim NRCC filed music use

study on which it relies for its conclusion that

eligible sound recordings account for 49.3 per

cent of all use of sound recordings by commercial

radio stations The study involved identifying the

sound recordings used by weighted stratified

sample of radio stations over te4t peried The

music use data provided with the report identifies

with respect to each recording the station on

which it an aired the name of the artists the

title of the song the number of plays and the

source name of label It also indicates whether

according to NRCC the recording is eligible or

not

Producer members of AVLA and SOPROQ
carried out most of the task of Identifying titles

although in moatscases labels ad independent

artists were asked to help In this respect tie

study is not as complete as one might have hoped

It does not indicate the country of origin or the

age of the reeardhx Neither does it allow the

reader to establish whether sound recording ss
determined to be

eligible
because of the

nationality of te maker or because of the country

in which it was made Finally the
eligibility

status of some 4.9 per cent of titles could not be

ascertained se include so-cai led imports

from non-Rome countries but also some

recordings that appeared to have beat made in

Rome countries and were therefore probably

eligible but whose status could not be defIned

These titles were attributed to each category in the

Sameproportion that was thserved among

classified titles 0-a the whole however the

Attn daider In Commission determiner quel

usage les stations de radio font du repertoire

admissible Ia SCGDV dØposd one etude tendant

demontrer que le repertoire admissible

reprØsente 49.3 pour cent de Iensemble des

enrestements sonores utilisds par Its stationsde

radio commemale Pour reailser cette Øtude on

analyse Its enreginements utilisØs durant tine

pØriode tembin par plusieurs stations de radio

choisles selon on Øchantlllonnage ponder6 et

strauuid Les donnŒes dutilisation de musique

identiflent pour chaque enregisu-ement 1a station

qui la diffuse Ic nom du ou des artistes

thlerprtes le de Ia chanson le nombre de

diffusions et Ia matson de disque On indique

egalement si scIon la SCGDV lenregistrement

est on non admissible

Pour Icsentlel ce sontla productem membres

de IAVLA et de la SOPROQ qui ont identifie Its

enregisb-ements Dans certains can lesmalsons de

disque et Its artistes-interprets indtpendants ant

etc mis contribution Sons ce rapport Ietude

nest pas aussi exhaustive quon aurait pa

lespØrer Elle as precise pus Ic pays dorigine ou

la date de ltwegi.strement BIle ne permet par

non plus au leew detablir si ladmlsslbllltd de

lenregisirexnent ddcoule de Ia nadona.IltØ du

produotem oti delendrolt ott LI adtE

confectionM Ertfln dans 4.9 nr cent des car

on ne sait pus silts enregisb-ements soul

adrnisslbles an non Cela comprend non seulement

Its disques ImportS directement de pays non

slgnatalt-es
de in Convention de Rome mais aussl

certalas titres provenant apparerrunent de pays

signatali-es et donc probablement admissibles

irsis quon ns
pas pu

identifier avec certitude

On donc
rØpa.rti ces enregistrementsdans

Its



identification process appears to have been done

seriously and conservatively

CAB did not conduct its own music use study

and opted instead to review arid critique NRCCs

study The critique addressed such issues as the

choice of stratification system and the weighting

of stations in the determination of tie random

sample CAB did not succeed in discrediting

NRCC methodology and findings Furthermore

its own analysis proved to be flawed in several

respects which were wnmUy Identified in

NRCC argument and need not be repeated here

Consequently CABs analysis was of little use

For its part in an attempt to identi the

imponance of tie French repertoire on radio

stations SOGEDAM used number of sets of

data to determine rust the percentage of airtime

dedicated to non-Canadian Franz 1ejms and

then the proportion of those recordings that are

part of its repertoire Fbr rena that s4B

become clear later there is no need to analyse in

detail SOGEDAMs claim Suffice it to say that

SOGEDAN sanalysis is not very reliable and

involves some miscalculations As result it

cannot La used to determine tie percentage of

sound recordings used on Canadian commercial

radio stations that are part of tie Frenit

repenoire

The Board accepts NRCCs conclusion that

qualifying sound recordings account for 49.3 pa
cent of all use of sazxl recardirqs by commercial

radio stations The Board also accepts NRCCs
evidence that it represents tie makers share of at

least 95 per cent of recordings Given

NRCCs tllirgress to accept ruling according

to which NRCCs repertoire accounts for 45 car

cent of all iar of sound recordings by commeraal

radio statin the Board so finds

mØmes proportions que ce qui avait ete coristatØ

Iegard des enregi.suernencs identifles Cela dit

dans Iensemble ii semble que lanalyse ait ete

effecttjØe de facon serieuse et corzservatyice

LACR na pas eftectut dØwde distincte

contentant de reeoir et de u-itlquer celle de Ia

SCGDV critiques ont porte sur des
sujets

tels

le choix de Ia stratification de Ia ponderation

utilisØet Ion de lØchantlllonnage stutias

LACR na pas rdussl dl.scrdditer Ia

mdthodologie et let conclusions de Ia SCGDV
Qi plus est sa propre analyse st avØe ma
fond plusieun Øganis tel que Ia SCGDV l.a

relevØ dans son argumentation Łcrlte et quil ny

pa lieu de reprendre ici Lanayse de FACK
est donc

peti
utile

Quant elle darts le but detablir lutilisation du

repertoire francais stir let ondes canadiennes Ia

SOGEDAN anaiys4 partir de plusieurs

ensembles de donnØet le
pourcentage de temps

dantenne consaat aux enregistrementsetrangers

de langue franczlse pals Ia part qui ltd revient de

ces ertregistx-enienu Pour des motifs qui

deviendront chits par la suite Ii nest pas

nØcessaln de se livrer uric analyse dttaille de

ces pretentions On se contentera de dire
que

lanaiyse semble peu fiable et cornpone ceruines

eneurs de calcul Elle ne
petit

donc servir etablir

Ietendue dii repertoIre de Ia SOGEDN4 uUlisØ

par les sthtiats de mo commerciale canadiennes

La Commission accepte Ia conclusion de Ia

SCGDV selon laquelle le r4erio Ire admissible

reptatte 493 pour cast de Ia
denregistrements sonoret jar stationde radio

comrnerdaie Elle accepte aussi Ia
preuve

de Ia

SCGDVddinontnnt quelle nprtente lea

producteurs dau moms 95 pour cent de ces

enregisirernents Pul.sque la SCGDV se dit prŒte

accepter tin tatif fonda stir un repertoire

reprtentant 45 pour cent Us lutilisation

denregistrements sonores par let stations de radio

comrnertlaie dent ce chlffre qui sera utllls4
pour

etablir le tin-if
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What account should be taken of the

Canxjiars broadcasting pD.icy

Subparagraph 682 ii of the Act requires that

the tariff does not because of linguistic and

content requirementsof Canadasbroadcasting

policy set out in section of the Broadcasting

Act place some users that are subject to that Act

at greater financial disadvantage than others

Based on tie record of these proceedings it

appears that French language radio stations use the

eligible repertoire for more Urn three-quarters of

their airtime while their English counterparts do

so for less than half of the dine Absent this

statutory requirement ca.se could be made for

tariff that is significantly higher for the rt
stations than for the second The issue is how to

apply this requirement in manner that is Fair to

bitt users and r4ts owners

The relevant parts of stini of the

Broadcasting Act read as follows

It is hereby declared as the broadcasting

policy for Canada that

the Canadian broadcasting system operating

primarily in the English arxi French lnguages

provides through its programming public

service essentialto the maintenance and

enhancement of nadortal identity and ailtizal

sovereignty

English and French language broadcasting

while sharing common aspects operate under

different conditions and may have different

requirements

range of broadcasting services in English

and in French shall be extended to all Calias
as resources become available

Comment taut-il tenlr compte cM la

politique canadienne e.n niadŁre de

radiodiffusion

Le sous.allnØa 682a Ii de Ia lol stipule que Ic

larifne peut avoir
ipour effet en raison

dexigences differentes concernant la langue et le

contenu imposØts jar
Ic cadre de Ia politique

canadienne de radiodiffusion etabli larticle de

Ia Lvi surla radicdiffusion de desavantager sue le

plan financier certainsutilisateun assujetus eerie

bib I.e dossier de la prtente affatre revele
que le

repertoire admissible reprºsente environ Its trois

quarts du temps dantenne des statius de langue

françalse par opposition In moitie
pour Its

stations de langue anglaise Neat ete Iexigence

du sous-alinda 68 II on aurait
Pu

soutenir

qua Its premieressthtiawdevraient verser des

redevances pa.ss.ablement plus dbevecs
que Its

secondas Reste dØcerrrdner comment cette

exigence peut Œtre sathfalte dune facon qui soit

equitable tant pour les utilisateun que pour Its

titulaires de hits

Las rnsenper1inents de larticle de la Loisur

la radiodiffvsion prevoient ce qui suit

ll est dEclare que dans be cadre de Ia

politique canadienne de radiodiffusion

Ic systŁme anadlen de radiodiffijsion..

offre par sa prograinmation essentlellement en

franpis
et en anglais un service public essentiel

pour be maintien Ia valorisadon de IldendtØ

.nationale et delasouvenlnetØ cuiturelle

Its radiodiffuslons de langues ti-ançalse et

anglaise maigre certairts pints communs
different quant leun conditions dexploitation

et Eventuellement quant leun basoins

Ii une gvrune de services de radiodiffusion en

fi-ançais et en anglaLs doit ttre progress Ivement

often bus Its Canadiens au fur et mesure

de Ia dispordbilitC des moyens



It is further declared that the Canadian

broadcasting system constitutes single

system..

CAB argued that the only way to address

subparagraph 682 aii of the Act is to discount

any incremental use of the eligible repertoire due

to the different application of Canadian

broadcasting policy to French- and English-

language statirns Put another way CAB would

have the Board letUng sathmsuse lie eligible

repertoire for free when they use more tian other

stations in order to comply with that policy For

this CAB relies on two propositions First

French-language broadcasters cannot suffer

financial disadvantage simply becasse of tie

linguistic requirementsof the Broadcasting Act

Second the solution cannot lie in all statirns

paying at tie same rate based on the whole

industrys use of 0-a eligible repertoire as this

would result in English-language sthtthas paying

tariffwhich reflects level of use higher then

üas

CAB interpretation is itunet The Act does

not require that the Board igine Or discount the

impact of the regulatory environment on use

patterns Instead it mandates that users not be put

at greater financial disadvantage than others

because of requirementsof Canadas broadcasting

policy This is achieved if all in given

group share equally the finandal burden Imposed

as result of lie policy as long as ImposLng that

burden is fair The cost of 0-a equalldon
exercise required by this provision can be Imposed

on the indusuy eatfly where the very policy

that the Board is asked to consider Deata all

memben of that irdustry as part of single

system

CABs interpretationis also dangerous

Subparagraph 682 if of Act speaks not

only of linguistic but also of content

re9 rerents Pushed to its
logical

conclusion

II est declare en outre que le systeme

canadien de radiodiffusion constitue tin systeme

unique..

LACk soutient que Ia seule facon daborder le

sous-aliMa682all de Ia Loi estde ne pas

tenir compte de Ia dutilisation du repertoire

admissibledecoulanc de Japplication ditfCrente de

Ia poitique canadienn en madŁre de

radiodifibsion aux stations de langue françalse et

de langue anglaise Autrement dit IACR
voudnlt

que
in Commission

permette aux sbdais

tenus duciliser tine partie plus gra.nde du

repenoire admissibler se conformer
cette

politique de le faire gatuucement Cene

pretendon se fonde stir deux propositions La

premiereveut que
Its radlodiffuseurs de langue

francaise no puissent ŒUtdSvantag sur Ic plan

financier uniquement cause des exigences de Ia

Lol sur Ia radiodiffuson en matiere de langue La

seconde est que le des redeva.nces ne sauralt

en fonde stir Iutilisation du repertoire admissible

par rensemble de Iindustrie car Its statirns de

laague anglaise se trouveralent payer plus que

leur niveau propre dutilisation

LACK se uompe La mi nexige paz que in

Commission ignore ou ne tienne pas compte de

Fimpact du contexte reglementalre sur le niveau

dutilisation Elle exige plutdt que certains

utilisateurs no soient paz dØsavantages par rapport

daurrn cause des exigences de Ia politique

canadienne en matierede radiodlifuslon Ony
arrive si thus Its utilisateun faisant partie dun

groupe donnØ supportent Øgalernent Ie fardeau

decottlant de cette politique en autant que le

fardesu soft equitable La coOt amibuable cat

exer rice degalisatlon petit ºtre impose

Fensemble de ltndust-ie dautant plus que Ia

politique rnCme dont Ia Commission doit tenir

compte declare que thus ses membresconstituent

tin .systhne unique.

Linterpritation anise de Iavant par IN3
cornpone par ailleurs des risquesØvidents La

sous-allnØa 682ali de la Lot nice non

seulement de langue mais aussi de contenu La



CABs
approach would require that the axd

provide commercial radio stations with rebate on

account of that
part

of the eligible repertoire they

play not maner of choice but to comply with

Canadian content requirements The regime does

not require that rights owners subsidire the radio

industry on account of regulatory requirements in

fact to do so would be unfair sially given

the provisions made in the Act to cushion the

impact of the new wjalties

Consequently the appropriate way to take into

account the Canadian broadcasting policy in this

instance is to charge alt radio stations the same

price irrespective of the mount of
eligible sound

recordings used by each individual station except

for two exceptions which will be outlined later

How much should radio stations pay for

their use of the property represented

eligible repertoire

The Act requires the Board to lx an equitable

remuneration for the use of recorded music by

radio stations for the benefit of makers and

performers If as stated earlier the tariff is to be

fair and equitable to buth rights holden and users

lxi ng the taiff calls for an examination of the

value
rights

holden provide and the benefit users

derive from it

SOGEDAN did rxt offer any partlcuiar rationale

for its proposed rate of five per cent In its final

argument it also supported NRCCs approach and

conclusions Consequently the following analysis

deals only with the arguments put
forward

by

NRCC and by CAB

Theaonrnsch favoured by NRCC

demarche delACR pour-nit mener loctroi de

rabais
pour tenir compte de la part du repertoire

admissible que Its stations utilisent non pas

volontairement mis pour se conformer aux

exigences de contenu canadien Le regime nexige

que lea tititnhcde droiu subventionnenc

Pindustrie de Ia radio au que cette derniere

doit rpondre cenaines exigences de nature

rtglementain Il set-alt plutot injuste dagir ainsi

surtout si Ion tient compte des mesures que Ia Lot

prØvoit deja pour rØduire impact des nouvelles

redevances

Par consequent Ia facon de tenir compte de Ia

politique canadienne en matiere cit radiodiffusion

darts Iespece eat de faire payer le mime prix

routes lea statiande radio sans egard aux niveaux

indMduets dutilisation denregtsoements

admissibles sow rEserve de deux exceptions sur

lesquellea now reviendrons plus toni

Combim In stations de radio devraient

tiles payer pour Fusage queiles font du

rEpertoire admissible ddment reprEsentfl

La La exlge que
la Commission Etablisse une

rØmuMndon Equitabln pour Putilisation de

musique enresisut par lea stattEde radio pox
le benEfice des productem et artistes-interprets

Ibir etablir un tarif qui corn on deja

annoncE soitjute et Equitabte tant pour lea

Htiitah de droits que pour Its utilisateun II faut

sepencher srisvaleurdelapporr desutulalrea

dedroitset surlavancage que lea utilisateun en

Sent

Ia SOGEDAMna rien avanct lappui du bn
tie clnq pair cat quelle propose Bans sr

argirnentadon finale elle soutenu Ia demarche

et Its conclusions de la SCGDV Lanalyse qui

suit porte dent uniquement sur Its prEtentlons

mists de lavant par is SCGDV et par IACR

La dErnarrhe muie nrnnosa is SCGDV

In developing the models thith it offers

support for its proposals NRCC relied at

number of assumptions First the price for

neighbouring rights should be that to which

Pour metwe au point lea modIea queIIe offre an

soutien tie sea propositions Ia SCGDV retenu un

certain nombre de posrulats Premierement le

pit payd pour lea cit-oiLs voisins devrait itre celui



SI

willing seller and willing buyer would agree

Second cornxnerciai stations make little use of

live music or public domain recordings Third

royalties should account for the
rights

of both

makers and performers burth equitable

remuneration should provide fair return to rights

holden for their investment of talent and financial

resources and should reflect the value that

broadcasters as commercial enterprises derive

frQnmaldng use of south recordings to corn

revenue

With respect to rights holden financial

commitments NRCC insisted especially on the

costs incurred in producing and promoting an

album and on the risks involved in developing

recording artist NRCCs wtbtesse also testified

that hr industrys primary business is to earn

revenue from its copyrights not only to generate

record salifi

On the issue of the value radio statirns derive

from theft use of sound recordings NRCC relied

on number of assertions which it says support

the view that advertising revenues of radio stations

are dependent on those This it rays

provides az indication of the essential value of tin

use of sound aecxzdixqs to the industry The

facts NRCC relied upon include tke following

First music fotmat statiais account for tie vast

majority of iio listening in Canada Second

music is the engine that drives mast commercial

radio stntixxn majorityof people give music as

the main reason for listening to radio mast say

they would listen less if radio did not play sound

recordings Third advertisers pay for audiences

and music draws audiences Fourth performers

provide sthUas with more value tIm composers

do stations are star driven and want to he

associated with known artists E5th music

represents 78.4 per cent of total broadcast time

and 88.2 per cçnt of total program time Sixth

the rca1Uas of the Sociey of Composers

qui serait autrement etabli de grd grd
Deuxiemement les statin de radio commerciale

diffusent pen on pas de musique en direct ou

deru-egiscrements faisant partie do dornaine

public Troisiemement les redevances devraient

teS compte tant des droits des producteurs que de

ceux des sLes-tnterprtes Quatriernement one

remuneration equitable demit offrir aux titulaires

de its un rendement equitable pour leur apport

en talent et en ressources financiers et demit

refleter le benefice que les radiodiffuseurs en tant

quendtds comrnerctales tirent de Futilisafion

denregistrementssonores pir gagiter des

revenus

Lorsquelle parle des engagements financiers des

Htan de hits Ia SCGDV Lnslste avant tout

sur les coOts de production et de promotion dun

album et Ins risques quimpliqüe le developpement

des artistes Sc tØrnolns oat aussi soul
lgite que

lindustrie do disque cherche avant tout denver

des bdneflcns de se droits dauteur et non

seulement gØnØrerdes vences dalbums

Quant aux avantages que las sthtiersde radio

tirent de Iutilisation denregistrements sonores la

SCGDVsest fondee sur certaines affinintiais

qui selon elle tendent prouver que les receans

publicitaires des statxs sont directement fonction

de cene utthsatlon Selon elle cela indique quel

point lindustrie besoin de ens enregistrements

lappui elle invoque enire autres Ins faitsi

suivants Premierement Ins Canadiens Øcoutent

avant tout les statiasde format musical

Deuxiemement Ia musique le moteur de Ia

plupart des statiasde radio commerciale is

majoritØ des personnes tntenregees disent Øcoutü

Ia Sin avant tout pour Ia musique et Is plupart

affirment quelles reduiralent leur Øcorne sil

wait moths dertregistrements sonores

TroLslºmernent Its annonceurs achØtent des

auditotres et cest la musique qul Ins attire

Qusuiemement rapport des artIstestnterprŁtns

plus de valeur pow Ins statias que
celui des

ccmpostteurs les sthtias dependent des vedettes

et cherchent Ctre IdentlflØc des artistes



Authors and Music Publishers of Canada

SOCAN represent about 10 per cent of program

expenses

NRCC then examined number of pricing models

to support the assertion that authors perfomen

and makers should receive between 18 and 23 par

cent of commercial radio stations advertising

revenues and that the combined value of rights in

sound recordings is at minimum 12
per cent

NRCC concluded that after adjustments to

account for the use of non eligible sound

recordings and the blanket character of tie

regime radio stations should pay 6.06 per cent of

their advertising revenues for theft use of sound

recordings of musicaltcxks

NRCC looked at number of possible approaches

to determine the appropriate are1Us Congruent

with its startirq proposition on valuation it

offered prodea that all refer to situations where

tie level of payment for the use of sound

recordings is based on mutual agreement between

willing seller and willing buyer Each of them

is commented upon in turn

NRCC first noted that music stations spend 29 per

cent of theft revenues on programming compared

to 49 per cent for low music use stabais Based

on this comparison NRCC argued that suppliers

of sound rexadings should be able to claim 20

per cent of music statias revenues CAB

objected to the of this comparison Scarcity

creates value talk programming is almost always

acquired on an exclusive bests while music is

available to all statims Moreover tie approach

relies on two false assumptions The rust is that

the value of an input can be determined by the

value of possible but more costly substitutes

The second is that all inputs make an equal

interprets cortnus Cinqutmement Ia musique

reprØsente 78.4 pour cent du temps dantenne total

et 86.2 par cent du temps de programmation

SlxiŁmement lea redevances venees Ia Societe

canadiennedes auteurs compositeurs et Øditeurs

de musique SOCAN reprØsenient

approximatlvement 10 row cent des dØpenses de

programmation

La SCGDV ensuite examine un certain nombre

demethodes dØvaluation qui selon die tendent

soutenir Ia proposition voulant quensemble los

auteurs artistes-interprets et producteun

devralent recevoir entre 18 et 23 pour cent des

recenes publlcltalrea des stations de radio

comrnerciale et que Ia valeur cornbinØe des droits

voisins eat dau moins 12 pour cent AprŒs avoft

ajuste cette valeur pur tenft compte des

enregistrementsnon admissible et du caractŁre

gØnCral du rØgime la SCGDV en vient la

conclusion
que

lea statiass devraient verser

6.06 pour cent de leurs recettes publicitaires pair
Futilisation quelles font des enregistrements

sonores duvres musicales

Ia SCGDV examine plusieun açons detablir

un montant approprie de redevances

ConformØment sa position de depart concemant

lCvaluation des droits lea analogies quelle

mlses de ravant portent sur des marches darts

lesquels le prix payC pour lutilisation de

Fenregistrementsonore eat etabli de gre gre
Chacun de ces modŁles era maintenant lobjet tie

contmernalrn

Ia SCGDVsouItgne dabnrd que lea stadaede

format musical dper.enc 29 pour cent de leurs

revenus pour Ia programmation par rapport au 49

pour cent dØpensØ par lea statiass qui utilisent peu
de nncdrn La SCGDV emploie cette

comparal.son pour soutenir que lea ournls.seun

denreglstement.s sonores devraient pouvoir

rØdarnu 20 pour cent des revenus des statiaE de

format musical LMR soppose Iemploi de

cette comparaison La rarecØ dun bien en

augmente Ia valour la programmation verbale

sachete presque toujours star une base exclusive

alors que toutes lea statths cit accØs Ia mØme

musique Qui plus est cecte demarche
repose

stir
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conoibuUon to the generation of revenue The

Board agrees with CAB if only because the

notion that the value of non-exclusive recorded

music would be close to the value of talk and

information programming if negotiated in

market situation is unsustainable Any

comparison with television programming costs

must also be set aside for the same reason

NRCC then offered two approaches which yield

similar results Performersand makers receive

IS per cent or more of the retail price of

compilation Ds or cassettes on account of the use

of pre-recorded performances while those who

supplyrecorded music to discjockeys restaurants

and others pay 15 per cent of their
gross revenues

for blanket licence to reproduce AVLAs

repertoire NRCC believes that these are

particularly relevant comparisons because they

are examples of commercial exploitation of

recorded performances in market where there is

willing seller and wi.Uirq buyer CAB objected

to these approaches for reasons which need not be

repeated here The Board
rejects

these proxies its

task is to value tie
right

to broadcast not the right

to reproduce

Subsidiarily and even though it did not support

using SOCANs ºiff l.A proxy1 NRCC
commented on the relative value of neighbouring

rights and authors ri4tooming to tie

conclusion that all other things being equaL

NRCCs royalties should be hi4ier tim

SOCANs In support of this propasition NRCC

provided evidence teoding to show that making

sound recording costs approximately 4.5 times

what it costs to make song The Boani agrees

with CAB that the cost of making recording

of little help in establishing the value cia
right

to

play it Furthermore the Bcerd is far from

convinced that such cost W2 be established or that

deux premisses Øgalemenc fausses La premiere ed

que Ia valeur dun mu-ant peut lrt etablie
partir

de substitutspessibles mais plus coQteux La

seconde veut que thus Its intnnts contribuent

egalement gEnØrer des revenus La Commission

partage le point de vue de lACK ne seralt-ce que

parce que
lon ne peut prtendre serieusement

que
clans tin rnarcbe libre Ia musique enregisrre

accessible tous it vendnJc plus oo moths an

memeprix que Ia programmation park ou

ltrttormadon Pour Its mØmes motifs il faut

rejeter toute cornparaison avec Its coots de Ia

progranirnation televisuelle

La SCGDV enswte mis de Iavant deux

methodes dormant des rØsultats similairn Les

artistes-interpets et Its productem percoivent 15

pour cent ott plus du prix de vente an detail des

disques CD et cassettes r-tprØsentant des

compilations de chansorts pr-enregisa-Øes Quant

ceux qui fournissent de Ia musique enregisØe

aux disc-Jockeys aux restauntews et dautres

its versent 15 pour cent de Ieurs recertes brutes

pour Ia licence gØn4raie leur permenant de

reproduire le repenoire de IAVLA La SCQDV
croit quil saglt Ia de comparai sons

particuliŁrement pertinentes sagissant

dexemples de lexploltatlon commerciale tie

prestations enregi.suØes clans tin marche ob Its

nsaU.ais se font de gre grd ACR sy

oppose pour des ndi.fr quil ny pas lIeu de

cornmenter Rut s.a part Ia Commission rejene

ces cornpanlsoris au motifquelles concernent le

droit de reproduire et non celui de diffuser

Subsldlairementet bien quelle scwose
Idtabtlss.emuut din lien entre le tarif de d.roits

voisins et celul tie Ia SOCAN SCGDVs
Iivrt tine coenpralson IØgard de Ia valeur

relative des dew drults darts Ic rnarchØ du disque

ixxrconclure que toutes thoses egales la SCGDV
devralt recevoir davantage que la SOCAN clans le

marchØ de Ia radiodiffusion BIle fonde cene

prdteation stir ure preuye tendant etabllr quil en

coCite envIron 4.5 fois plus pour produire tin

enrtgisement sonore que pour Øcrlre une

chanson Tout cornine IACR Ia Commission

croit quon ne peut ttablir la valeur accorder

pour La diffusion dun enregistrement sonore
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the methodology NRCC used in this case was the

right one Finally SOCANs own tariff has never

been based on the cost of creating song

NRCC also filed evidence tending to establish that

wjaJties paid to performers and makers of sound

recordings in free market bttsacUorts are

approximately 2.5 times higher than royalties paid

to authors This issue is discussed later in these

reascns

The anoroach favoured by CAB

partir
de cc quil en cote pour le produire Qui

plus est la Commission nest pas dii tout

convaincue quil soit possible detablir ce coCt on

encore que Ia façon dont Ia SCGDV sy est prise

soit Ia boone Enfin le tarif de In SOCAN na

jamals etc fonction de cc quil en coOte pour

Øcrire tine chanson

La SCGDV aussi cherche etablir
que Its

redevances versØes aux artists-interprets et

productem denregistrements sonores darts des

transactions llbretaient environ 2.5 fois plus

elevØcs quecellsversdesaux auteun Nous

revenoni stir cette question an peu plus loin

Is demarche aue eronose PACR

CAB supports the view that SOCANs tariff

represents the most uanfizl starting point In both

cases royalties are payable on account of the same

rights flowing from the use of tIe same input

Although separate and distinct the fact situations

are as close as tIe Board will ever find Finally

authors rights were also originally decided by this

Board and recently extended as the result of an

agreement

Having said lit CAB would reduce the rate to

0.7 per cent for several reasons.aIl of which

ought to he rejected

The importance of the represented repertoire

CAB claims that not all of tie
eligible repertoire

is properly before the Board in tS proceedings

Ibis has already been addrtssed and rejected

Neighbouring rights are Intrinsically less valuable

than copyright

This argument is based on tsv assuzpticns both

of which the Board rejects

Thus CAB relies on the fact that the Rome

Convention and the Act protect neighbouring

rights less than authxs th4its even though some

eiçerts including its own recognize that there ts

Pour sa part IACR soutient que Ic Carl de Ia

SOCAN reprbente Ic point de depart le plus utile

Darts Its deux cas Its redevances sont versØc

pour les mŒmesdroits suite Iutilisation du

Sine prodult Mtme sils4t de situations

differentes In Commission ne pent espØrer

trouv.er rneilleure comparaison Enfin cest Ia

Qminissfrn qui tvaiuE Its drafts dauteur

Forigine et demlers ont etc itemment

recondults suite tine entente

Cela dit IACR rØdutrait le taux 0.7 pour cent

invoquant divers motifs que Ia Commission

rejette

utilisadon di repenoire reprŒsenrE

LACR pitend quune partie du repertoire

admissible nest pas drnent reprØsentde dans is

prØsente affaire Cet ap.nrt deja ØtØ ca.mlnd

et rejeie

Depar lear nature Its drafts volsins valent mains

que
In droits auteur

Largurnent so fonde sur dews prØrnlsses que Ia

Commission rejette

Ainsi FACR s.c fonde sur In fait
que

Ia

Convention de Rome et la Lot accordent moths do

drafts aux diulaires des droits voisins quaux

titulaires des droits dauteur Pourt.ant certairts
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no formal hierarchy between them The argument

ignores number of realities First the Act does

not prioritize traditional copyright rights over

neighbouring rights To the
contrary the Act

includes in its definition of copyright all exclusive

rights granted to performers makers of sound

recordings aix broadcasters Second section 19

rights do not differ substantially from Uiose

enjoyedbySOCAN in both cases there isno

right to prohibit use and the price for is set

by the Board Third the fact that authors enjoy

more rights Uni performers makers and

broadcasters does not mean that their thts are

more valuable each
right

should be valued on its

own merits using proper valuation

methodologies Fourth the fact that performer

retains the right to prevent certain uses of his or

her performance even where the author consents

to tie use of the work is incompatiblewith the

prioritization of authors rights over those of

performen

CAB also argues that quite apart finn any rorrnal

hierarchy neighbouring rights are generally

valued at lower level than authors rights th
CAB and NRCC presented expert evidence on the

relative rates being paid in other countries CABs

expert concluded that commercial and public

broadcasters paid in aggregate less for

neighbouring rights tlnn for authors rights

although the picture is slgnitIcantiy altered in

favour of neighbouring rirjts if one only looks at

commercial staths NRCCs epert witness for

his part tended to conclude that commercial radio

stations pay more for the neighbouring rights

The evidence in this respect disappointing

The Bath ven unable to determine the relative

extent of the eligible rqtrtnim or the relative

level of tin covered by these tariffs Given the

great difficulty of making meaningful

comparisons with tie Canadian situation it would

be inappropriate to rely on finn in
setting

the

Canadian rate Ibe importantly ay such

comparisons are necessarily influenced by local

market considerations and mEt be treated with

great caution

experts dont le sien admettent quil nexiste pas

de hierarchic formelle entre lea deux categories de

droits LCR mconnait top facilement tin

certain nombre de real ItS Premierement Ia Lot

netablic pas dordre de priorite entre le droit

dauteur et Its droits voisins Au connire Is

definition de droit dauteur inclut tons lea drolcs

exclusifs des artistes-interpretes producteun

denregistrementssonores radiodifluseurs

Deuxiemement Its droics CnumCrt Iarticle 19

de Ia La ressembknt lortement ceux dontjouit

1aSOCAN dansun cuscomedans lautre on

se peut interdire ts et le pit eat etabli par Is

Commission Troisiemement ce nest pas.paree

que
Its auteurs ont plus de droits que Its artistes-

incerprŁtes producteun as radiodiffliseurs
que Ia

valeur des tins est supØrleure la valeur des

autres cham demit etc ØvaluC sjute valeur

et selon une rnCthode devaluatlon approprlØe

Quatriemement le fait que artlste-inte.rprŁte

puisse interdire quon utilise sa prestation lonque

Iauteur consent lutilisation de son auvre eat

incompatibleavec Ia notion mØme de hierarchic

LACR soutient par alueurs que mis pit touts

hierarchic formeUe lee droits voisins valent

generalement moms que lea drolts dauteur Tent

IACR que Ia SCGDV ont offert le temoignage

dexperts surlesprixpayes AJetranger pources

droits Lexpert deFACR aftirrne queles

radiodiffuseurs comrnerciaux et publics confondus

patent moths pour Its droits voisins bien que le

rapport soil plutot en faveur de ces dernlers ci lon

tient compte uniquement des statias

commerciales Pour sa part lexpert de Is

SCGDV soutient
que Its stations de radio

conterciale paient davantage pour Its droits

voisins Cela dit Ia preuve sue cene question

decevvste Alxsl II na pas etc possible detablir

ltmporianee relative des tipertotrts admissible ni

de Iusage qui en est fait Compte tenu quil est

pratiquement impossible detablir des

comparalsons valables avec le marche canadien il

ny pas Baa dutiliser ces doSes dans

Ietablissement du bn canadien De toute facon

lee compara.Isons de cc genre doivent Ctre traitS

avec beaucoup de precaution car dIes soot

nØceesalrement affectØes par lea conditions locales

des ma.rch en cause
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Performenand makers derive reater value than

copyight ownersfrom air play

CAB argued at length that fair and equitable

tariffshould take into account the numerous

benefits performers and makers derive frau the

air play their sound recordings receive This is not

novel argument

Radio does contribute to the sale of records It has

been and remains very important vehicle for the

promotion records sales This being said radio

does not play records to promote theft sale but to

support its business which is to atuact listeners

and sell advertising spots As the Board stated in

the past with respect to performing rights for

msicn works this is but one case of symbiotic

relationship between different industries with no

direct bearing on the price

Radio stations concriboie to the record indusuyin

several other ways

As in the
past

with respect to performing rights

for musicalworks CAI3 also asked the Board to

take into account the various contributions hEii

direct and indirect made by radio stations to iS

record industry These include oriair promotion

of performers monetary concibudons to local

talent development as well as CRTCs imposed

talent development requirementsand significant

benefit payments required in connection with

station ownership trans ten

These arguments remain unconvincing If

anything Pariiaments decision to introduce

neighbouring rights nit be reason for

reassessing those practices As for CRTC policies

they serve different purpose Copyright

protection is granted as means ensuring

remuneration for the of all quaJiiing

recordings while CRTC policies are in response

to objectives of the Broadcasting Act and concern

the creation of new material by Canadians To

discount the remuneration of rights holders

because of then would be both improper and

unfair

Artistes.inierpries erproducteurs hØnØiicient

davantage do temps dantenne que Its dtulaires de

droits dauceur

LACR asoutenu avec insistance quun tarifjute

et equitable doit tenir compte des nombreux

avantages que les artistes-interprets et

productem tirent du temps dantenne consacrt

leun enregistrements sonores Cettepretention na

den de nouveau

Certes Ia radio contribue la vente de disques

BIle etc et demeure un vChlcuie promotionnel

important Cela dit lindustrie ne diffuse pas
les

disques dans ce but mats afin dexplolter son

entreprise qui consistea vendre des auditoires aux

artnonceurs Comme Ia Commission Pa dit par le

passe dais Ic contexte de Iexecutlon pubiique

dceuvres musicales ii sagit Ia dua caspairni

dautres de rapport symbiotique entre deux

industries sans lien direct avec le prix

La stations de radio conhbuent Ii.ndusrrie do

disque deplusieun autres facets

Commeelle la fait par It passØ lCgard des

droits dexecution publiqueduvres musicales

IACR aussi demande Ia Commission de tenir

compte des diverses contributions directes et

indirecces des staticnsde radio lLndusule du

disque Cela comprend Ia promotion en ondes des

artistes-interpretes las contributions rmancier au

developpement do talent local ainsi que celles

dØcoulant des exigences ImpS par It CRTC en

matiere de developpement des talents canadiens et

du .crftŁre rebUt aux avantages lorsquiI

translert de propridrC

argircntsdemeurtnt peu convaincants On

pourralt naØme prØtendre que ltntroductlon des

droits voisins den it motiver on rØexamen de ces

pratiques Quant aux politiques du CRTC lair

objet est different La protection do droit dauteur

vise Ia remuneration pair lutilisation de tous les

enregistrements admissibles Its politiques do

CRTC reçcndent aux objets de Ia Loi surla

radiodilfizsion et visent avant tout Ia adation

uvres et denregistrements canadiens Redulre

in remuneration des titulaires de droits en raison

de celles-ci strait La fois Inopportun et injuste



The
apnrnrh

frnsntirerl by the Bnird

Several reascms lead the Board to conclude that the

best starting point is SOCANs
present tariff

First SOCANs ff applies more often than

not to the use of recorded musical tctks while

neighbouring r4s thriffr apply to the tee of

recorded performances of the same works

Therefore they involve similar use and similar

right in similar market

Second SOCANs tariff Is been in place for

long time even though it constitutes regulated

price
it is one that the Board simply cannot

ignore As the Board stated in another similar

context

there is less need to use proxy when an

existing price even an administered price can

be used as staffing point This is especially

nut where information is available to determine

whether or not the existing price is appropriate

and whether or not any adjustments ought to be

made to account for changes in drcuxnstances

Third even though 50CM still maintains that

the current rate is too low while CAB still argues

that it is too high they have agreed to maintain

the status goo for five years For whatever the

s3is the 3.2 per cent rate remains the going

rate and we need not speculate as to its

correctness for our purposes

Ftzxth all other proxies offered by NRCC are

deficient in sat ways and certainly much

weaker than SOCANs tariff

Fifth SOCANS licence is blanket licence

Therefore tsizq SOCANs rate as starting point

avoids the
difficuity

of having to determine which

value if any ought to be attributed to tIe blanket

character of tie regime

Ia demarche aue retient Ia Commission

Pour plusieurs motifs Ia Commission croit que le

tarif de la SOCAN constitue Ic meilleuj point de

dØpasi

Premierement le tarif de la 50CM vise

principaiement lutilisation dcauvres musicales

ertregl.strees
et les droiu voisins portent sur

lutilisation de prestations enregisue.es de ens

mØrnesuvres On nifle doncthm usage
sirrdlaire dans wi marchØ similaire

Deuxiemement ce tarif est en place depuis en bent

moment II sagit dun prtx rØglementØ mais que
la Commission ne

peuc
tout de mØme pas ignorer

Comme elle la deja dit dats wi contexte

different mais slrnllalre

...lebesoinderecoui-traunprixanaiogueae

fait moins sentir sil existe un prix rnØme

reglementØ pouvant servir de point de depart

Cccl est dautant plus vrui si Ion disxee de

renseignements pennectaiit de determinersi en

prix convient
touj ours et sil doit tnt rajustØ

pour tenir compte de evolution de Ia

situation

Troisiemement le tarif acruel vaut pour cinq arts

suite une entente malgrØ le fait que Ia SOCAN
continue de soutenir quil est top et que
lACR pretende Ia contraire Peu importe leurs

motifs le taux de 3.2 pour cent est le zen
vigueur et II nest pan nØcessaire pour ncs fins de

mettre en douteson bien.fondC

Quabitmement les comparalsors effectuØes par Ia

SCGDVccrnp3rtent touts certaines aiblesses et

sent de toute maniere beaucoup moles valables

que Ia comparalson aveo le tarif de Ia SOCAN

CinquiLrnement Ia licence de Ia SOCAN une

licence gØnØrale En utilisant Ic bn de Ia

SOCAN carnme point de depart on evite davoir

attribuer uric valeur distincte in valeur II au

caractkre general du rØgime
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The only issue remaining therefore is whether

3.2 per cent is too much enough or not enough to

compensate fairly and equitably performen and

makers of sound reourdings As stated earlier tie

case put forward by CAB in favour of reduced

rate is not sustainable Consequently the only

options left are to maintain one-on-one

relationship between the neighbouring rights and

the authors r4Its or to adjust the rate upwards

NRCC filed evidence tending to establish that

royalties paid to performen and makeis of sound

recordings in tree market transactions are

approximately 2.5 times higher ti-an royalties paid

to authors.13 Establishing this son of comparison

requires making the assumption that if rfo en

do better tt-ai composers in free market they

should be able to do as well in tie otter regulated

market That assumption is not supported by the

record of these proceedings The evidence that

perforners may provide radio stations with more

value than authors is far from conclusive What

the Board offered in this respect ves series

of anecdotal impressionistic statements that often

pulled either way

For example Ms Smith and Ms Kondruk who

are experienced advertising executives tatifiad to

the effect that music is very personal to people

that radio is niche medium that advertisers pay

for audiences who in turn are drawn by music

format Such statements in so far as ttej establith

anything useful are hardly helpful to NRCC
who wishes to show the Importance of individual

perfomen by connst to Ueoverail music

format In tie same vein their assation that

stations advertise themselves usixq the music

format and the artists ta does not mean that

the artists image bas higher promotional value

than the music format Its image is but tool to

help identify tie format

Cela etant reste determiner si le taw de

3.2 pour cent suffit compenser de faconjute ot

equitable lea anistes-thterprŁces et lea producteun

ou sil faut
ajuster cc taux Ia hausse ou Ia

baisse Comme on deja conclu que Ia
preuve et

largumencation mines de tavant par FACR ne

sauraient justifier une reduction Its seules

pcsslbllitØ.s qui soffrent sont de maintenir Ia

parltC cnn lea deux tarifs ou dajusier le taux Ia

haunt

Par preuve la SCGDV cherche etablir que
lea redevancesversees de grE grE aux artistes

InterprŁtes et producteun dans le mastS de la

production des ertregisu-ements sonores sortt

environ 2.5 splus ElevEts que celles vemsEes

aux auteurs Ce
genre

de comparzlson sE fonde

stir Ia prEmisse que lea artlstesinterprtas gagnant

davantage que les composlteurs dare tin rnarche

libre devralent pouvoir faire aussi bien dana an

ma.rche reglementd le dossier de Ia prEsente

attain ne permet pea
de timer tine telle conclusion

L.a preuve voulant que lapport des artistes

InterprEtes aux sbtiaede radio est plus important

que celui des auteurs est loin En concluante

Las tEmoiguagas offerts ce sujet constituent tout

au plus anecdotes ou des impressionset

pourralent dana certalns cosservtr tout aussi bien

Etabtir le conwalre

Ainsi selon mesdames Smith et Kondruk deux

agents de pubIIcIt dexpErience Ia musique est

quelque chose de personnel et Ia radio est tin

organe de diffusion spEcialisE lea annonceurs

paient pour tin audltoire attirE
par

le format

musicaL Dc telles affirmations pour autant

quelles prouvent quoi que ce soit naident en

den La SCGDVqui tente de demnonnr

lI.mportance des artistea-tnterprEtes et non du

format musical Dana le mEme ordre dIdees

laffirmadort selon laquelle Its stations utilisent Ic

format musical et Fimage des art1stes1nterprŁtes

pour faire leur
propre promotion ne signifie pas

gut lea ardstn1nterprŁtas ont tine valeur

promotiorinelle plus grande que Ic format musical

de fait limage set-s Egalemerit identifier Ic

format
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For their parr Messrs Lefebvre and Stein-Sack

who have long worked in the area of records sates

and distribution offered the view that while

record starts with song the magic in the Form

of symbiosisbetween the song the performance

and the production mnt be there for the record

to sell adding that the songwriter is the most

fragile least visible and least compensated

contributor in the whole process of production

and sales of rrdsAgain such impressionist

statements which in any event go ro the rplative

contributions of participants in the roub
market are of little help in determining the

relative value of recordings to radio statias

In the end it was probably Mr Reynolds

president of Universal Music Canada who best

stated the conundrum when he expressed tIE view

that establishing the relative value uf the authors

and performen contribution in successful

recording is the classic chicken and
egg

situation

dont think you mo exticaie tie two and say
this is more important than that

The Board prefers deciding on the lasis that there

is no reason to believe that tie use of sound

recordings on radio stations has any greater value

than the use the underlying works Several

reasons point to this solution Fint nothing

requires the Board to look to tie market and

especially different market for guidance it is

within its discretion to decide that this approach is

reasonable Second tie are similar uses of the

same rurxdirgsby the same broadcasters Third

it can be readily argued that pre-recorded

performance is sath no more to broadcasters

than pre-recorded work in CBS one is

dealing with srethizg that has already been

fiS b.rrth it nuttn not that one party was

paid note than lIe other for making tie flntiori

in the first place se are dealing With two

different markets and two different rights the

right to make the recnzdirq and the right to

communicate it

Pour leur part rnesstews Lefebvre et Stein-Sack

qui travaillent depuis longtemps dais le doinaine

de Ia vente ci de Ia distribution denregistrements

sonores arnrrnent que sil est vral de dire que
sans chanscns ii ny psi denregistrement qui

vaille Ia magic cene symbiose entre in chanson

Ia
prest.ation ci Ia production doit Ia pox que

le disque at vende Et ll.s ajoutent que le

composlteur est de tous Its collaborateurs dans le

proceasus de pruductiun et de vente dtm

enregtstrernent le plus fragile le moins visible et

le ndis bien rtmunâ-t Encore ici ce geme

daffirinations qui portent en outre sur Ia

contribution relative des participants dana le

marche du disque no sont guŁre uWes pour etablir

Ia valeur relative des enreglstremeras sonores dans

le rnarcM de Ia radiodifftsion

En definitive cest ss doute Reynolds

pridenc Urtivenaj Msic Canada qui le

miew forrnule le dl.lernme son avis tenter de

determiner lLmportance relative des compositeurs

et des artist-lnterprttes au succS den

enregistrementm.wucrtouI cest sengager

dana is debat classique de Ia poule et do loeuf Je

no crols quon puusse lea Isoler et pouvoir dire

celu i-cl est plus Important que eelul-lI.1

La Commission estlrne quil ny pas de raison

de a-olre qua in india es enregistrements sonores

ont tine valeur supdrieure aux mines enregiszrØes

et ce pour plusieurs motifs Dabord rien

noblige Ia Commission se guider sur Its pit du

marchØ suriout sagit dm marchi different

son pouvoir dapprØciadon ltd permet dadopter

toute autre dØmarche raisorinable

Dcwmerrtt LI sagit des rnŒrnes iilicnHne

des rntmes enregistrements et dis mØmes

radiodlffusews TroLsitmernent on peat
facilernent s.outenlr quune prestation pr4-

enregistr napporte nI plus iii artist au

radlodiffuseur quune ute prt-enreglstre

dana tin c.as comme dans Iautre 11 sagit de

quelque chose qui deja ete rtxe QuatriŁmement

II Importe peu quun des participants ait reçu

davaniage qtfun autre pour Ia fixation de

Ienregistrement nous sommes en prtence de

marches distincti et de droits dtfferents savoir

le draft de liiire Jenregistrementet celui de Ic

communiquer
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The tariff rate Leraux

For the foregoing reasons the Board concludes

that most commercial radio staticns should pay

45 per cent of what they pay to SO CAN or

1.44 per cent of their advertising revenues for

the neighbouring rights

Alt participants agree that stations that qualify as

low music use stations for the purposes of the

SOCAN tariff should pay 43.75
per cent of the

royalties payable by other stations Consequently

the rate for low music use stations as defied by

the participants is set at 0.63 per cent

On the other hand participants disagree on the

need for an even lower rate for all-talk stations

NRCC opposes the concept on tie basis that

SOCANs tariff does not allow for it that CAB
has offered no evidence as to tie number of

stations that might be in this category and that the

concept lacks sufficient clarity to be workable

For the following reasons the Board grants

CABs request First the Board is satisfied that

stations which do not tim any eligible sound

recordings other than production music should

pay little neighbouring right wjalties if any
Second this approach makes wise in this context

while it may not in SOCANs tariff given the

nature of the respective repertoires Third the

number of stations that will fril in that category is

probably very smalL Consequently there is little

risk involved in trying the formula Having said

this the rate Is set on nrnthly rather than

yearly basis so as to better barnonire with the

suiicture of the tariff as will be outlined later

The ability of the Industn to nay the tariff

The tariff as certified by the Board would yield

royalties of 11.29 million dollars
per year over

thepe.rith ofthe tariff 1996to2002 ifthe

1997 fipures on advertisiqg revenues the only

La Commission en vient donc Ia conclusion que
le taux payable par Ia plupart des stations de radio

cornrnerciale pour ks droits voisins devrajt the

re 1.44 pour cent de leurs recettes

publicitaires soit 45 pour cent du taw de Ia

SOCAN

Tous sentendent pour dire que Its stations ayant

droit as statut de
petit

utlhlsateur
pour Its Lbs do

tarilde Ia SOCAN dement payer 43.75 pour
cent de ce que versent lee auues stations I.e taw

pour ces stations tel que les parties Font defini

estdoncfixØ 0.G3pour cent

Par contre Its participants ne sentendent pa ear

le besoin daccorder tin taw encore plus

avantageux pour Its stattis de radio parke La

SCGDV sy oppose pour plusieurs motifs I.e

fde Ia SOCAN ne prevoit pas
de mesure

semblable IACR na pas etabli le nombre de

sbtias qui pourraient bdntflder de Ia rnesure
enfii le concept est trop vague pour tire

fonctionneL La Commission fait droit hi

demande de FACR pour les motifs suivants

PremlŁrement Ia Commission est convaincue que
hes stations nutllisant pa denregisoements

sonores admissibles part Ia musique de

production devraient verser peu ou pa de

redevances DeuxiŁmement vu Ia compositiondes

xbi.concernt hi mesure sejustifie en

matiere de droits voisins mime si elle nest pea

nØcessairement tndlquØe darn Ic ensde hi SOCAN
Trolsitmement comae iris peu de stations

pourront vraisemblablemeni sen prevaloir Ic ihit

dexpØrlneater laformulecomporte peu do

risques Cela dit afindharrnonlser davantage hi

awe Ia structure tarifaire dont Ii sen

questionplus loin ces stations seront assujettles

tine redevance rnensuelle et non annuelle

1aoadt dellndustrie deoaver letarif

Le tarifque hi Commission homologue
enti-alnerait le versement de 11.29 millions de

dollars par annØe pendant hi duree du tarif

1998 2002 en utilisant et tenant consurstes lee
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figures available at the time of the hearing were

used and remained constant over that perth Yet

the application of subparagraph 68.11 of

the Act stipulating that commercial radio statiam

shall only pay $100 on their first 1.25 million

dollars of annual advertising revenues would

reduce that amount to 5.68 million dollars In

addition the phasing in of the regime over three

years would further reduce that amount to 1.89

million dollars in 1998 and to 3.78 million dollars

in 1999

The evidence provided by NRCC and especially

Exhibit NRCC-29 clearly established that the

industry could have absorbed the full tariff

absent any special statutory provisions Indeed

neither CAB nor its wthesses took issue with tIe

validity or quality of NRCCs evidence on this

point Instead CAB awed that NRCCs tariff

filed would deprive the irrIvtry of its recent hard-

won profit margins and would thereby deny it the

invesment capita needed to convert to
digital

technology and rntie competitive challenge

posed by other majormedia

The industry as who1 has come out of difficult

years Profit margins have grown and would have

allowed the indusuy to absorb all of tie tariff

Only small stations would have been put in

difficulty since Parliamenthas already addressed

the issue there is need for lie Board to do so

In the end the fact that all statirns will pay only

$100 on account of their first 1.25 adilim dollars

in advertising revenues the level of tie rate

by the Board and the fact that there will not be

graduated tariff all combine to cuifi.nn that

commercial radio staUa5 will be able to afford

the price they an have to pay for

neighbouring r4th

recettee publicitaires
rØalisees

par linduscrie en
1997 scales donnØcs disponibles lore de

Paudience Toutefois Iapplication du sous
alinØa 68.llaQ qui prevoit le paiement de

seulement 100$ par les stations de radio

commerciale stir Ia partie de leun recenes

publicitaires ne dØpassant pas 1.25 million de

dollars rØdult ces redevances 5.68 millions de

dollars et les mesuree transitotree prdvues Ia fri

Ies ramenent 1.89 million de dollars en 1998 et

3.78 rthiliats de dollars en 1999

La preuve dØposee par Ia SCGDV et tout

particuliŁrernent la piece NRCC-29 demontre

clairement que lIndustrie auralt eu lee moyens

daquitter le plein tarif sans egard an

dispositions specialee de in Lot Dailleurs ni

ni ses temoins nont remis en question Ia

validite on Ia
qtiaiite

de la preuve de Ia SCCIDV

cet Egard LACR plutot soutenu que le projet

tel quil etedØposØannuiera.lt les rØcentes

marges bdndfletalres de lindustrie gagnØcs de

haute lutte Ia privant ainsi du capital de

placement dont elle besoizi pour passer la

techno logic numerique et pour faire face aux dtfls

concurrendels post par les autree rnedlas

dirnportance

Llndusthe connu röcerwnent des annØn

dtfflcllee Toutefois see m.arges bendflclaires ont

augmente et Jul auraient perrni.s dacquitter le

plein tarif Seules lee petites statiaa auraient

connu des difflcult or comme le Parlement

dØjà prdvu des mearesa cetØgard in

Cczuaission na pas sen prØcccuper En bout

de piste Ic fait que touts lee statias ne versent

que 100 sur Ia partie de leun recenes

publldtairts tie dØpassant pas 1.25 millionde

dollars at que Ic tarif homologiiØne soft pas en

tarifgraduØnefontqueconflrmerquelee sthtiazs

de iocommerciale auronc bel et bien lee

moyens dacquicter lee redevances quelle devront

payer Iavenir pour lee droits voisins
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Vi ISSUES RELATEDTO THE
COLLECTION AND STRUCTURE OF
THE TARIFF

Who should collect the royalties

NRCC wishes to collect all royalties payable
under the tariff SOGEDAN asks to receive the

share attributable to its repertoire LIirg with

the issue of allocation raises two issues What is

the meaning of tIE single payment requirement set

out in subparagraph 682 ill of the Act Can

the Boaitl direct users to pay SOGEDM4 Its share

of the remuneration right

VI QUESTIONS LrEES

PERCEPTiON DES REDEVANCES fl
ia STRUCTURE TARIFAIRE

Quidevralt percevoir lea redevances

La SCGDVdue percevoir toutes les redevances

edgibles en vertu du tarifi La SOGEDAM
demande de percevoir Ia part qui revient ses

inembres Pour decider de Ia repanition il flit

trancher deux questions Quentend-on par

versement unique an sous.allnta 682 aXiii de

Ia Lo11 La Commission peut-ell ordonner aux

utilisateun de verser la SOGEDAM sa pan du

droit rØmunation

The s1ne payment requirement Lexlcence du vemment ufflotj

In the Boards view the arguments in favour of

interpreting the single payment requirement as

directing the Board to identi single entity
that

will collect xojaltias on account of all the

repenoire entitled to remuneration are

overwhelming

Thusthe requirement exists Lust and foremost

for the benefit of uses interpreting the single

payment requirementin this way is congruent
with this benefit

Second this interpretation gives meaning to

subparagraph 682alil of the Act lithe single

payment requirementwere to ni anything ss
then subsection 192 of the Act which already

limits to one the payment to be made on account

of any given recording would have been

sufficient

Requiring that trs make only one payment for

the whole repertoire does not contradict the right

of collectives to each file tariffproposals The

abilityto ask fora tmiffcanrdilybe

distinguished from the ability to act as collecting

agent as the home taping reçfrne clarly

demonstrates Neither is it incompatiblewith

tariff that creates different structures for different

parts of the repertoire The Board could easily

certify tariff which has say different price

La Commission a-oil que Iexigence du versement

unique lobllge deigner one seute entite

responsable de la perception des redevances pow
Iensemble du repertoire ayant droit

rØmunØradon et trnuve lea arguments au soutien

de cette interpretation particuliŁrernent

convaincants

Ainsi si cette odgence exl.ste cestdabord et

avant tout pxur le benefice des utilisateurs

Linterpretation retenue par Ia Commission

confiie cet avantage

Deuxiemement cette interpretation donne tin seas

au sous-allaS 682 Ill de Ia Irii Le

pangraphe 192 de la Lot en limitant un seul

Ie versement devant Lu-e effectuØ legard de

toutttutLsadon donnØe on enregistrement

donnØ auraitsuffi sllobllgadon du versement

unique devait sigifiermoms

Permewe aux utlilsateurs detfectuer un seul

paiement pour tout le rØperto Ire ne prive pas

chaque societe dii droit de deposer tin projet de

tarif Cominele rØgime de la cople privØe le

demontre clairernent on peut facilement etablir

tine distinction entre le droit de proposer tin tarif

et celul dagir thm de societe de perception

Cettetriterprftatlon ndcarte ins non plus Ia

potstbWt dablir des sthicthres tarifaires

differentes pour differences parties du rØpenoire
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formula for SOGEDAMs repertoire than for

NRCCs and still require that radio stations only

pay at one designated place

Consequently the Board concludes that the single

payment requiremententitles urs to cay to

single collecting agent Given that NRCC bthqs
with it through the makers it represents all of the

eligible repertoire that is properly before this

Board it is only logical
to have it act as that

collecting agent

There are also
practical reasons for selecting

NRCC as the sole collecting agent for all

zwa1U Fint NRCC controls all of the makers

riçhts in the repertoire entitled to remuneration

Second this is the most efficient and practical

way of dealing with the situation NRCC is better

placed than SOGEDAM to distribute
royalties

to

all interested rits holden Third even in far

as French ri4ts holden are concerned

SOGEDAM wthrepresents aily some of the

performers has less at stake than NRCC who

represents all maken Fourth is
likely

to

be better orpnized to manage the tariff for all

concerned including the monitoring of sbtiam

across the country aix the creation of appropriate

databases for distributionpurpos

The Board is conscious that NRCC may be in

position to use its status as tie only authorized

collective in an attempt to force SOC EDAM to

accept certain distribution practir which are the

very reason why SOGEDM created in the

flrst place Unfortunately tie Board is thom first

and foremost to regulate the balance of market

power between users and
thgIItZ owners and not

unless the Act says otherwise between rights

owners SOGEDAM should direc ay complaints

it may have in this respect to tie Conunissionerof

Competition

Ainsi Ia Commission pourrait fort bien

homologuer une formule taritaire pour Ic

repertoire de Ia SOGEDAM et une autre pour
celui de la SCGDV tout en ordonnajg aux stations

de radio de verser La totalite des redevances uric

seule personae

La Commission en vient done Ia conclusion
que

lvdgence du versement unique dorue aux

utilbateurs le droit de versej les redevances un

seW agent de perception Compte tenu que Ia

SCGDV grce aux productem quelle

reprSente fait
appon de tout Ic repenoire

admissible dora Commission eat saisie II est

tout fail logique de la dSigner pour agir cc

titit

motifs pratiques amenent aural Ia Commission

digner Ia SCGDV comme agent de perception

unique Premikrement elle fait apport des droits

de tons La prc4ucleurs ayant droit la

rØmundration Deu4Łmement II sagit de Ia façon

Ia plus efficace et Ia plus pratique de rtgier Ia

situation La SCGDV est plus en mesure que Ia

SOGEDAM de rØpartir Ia redevances parini tous

les intØressS Troisiemement mOrn IØgard des

titulaires francais lenjeu pour la SOGEDAJyI

qui ne reptente quune partie des arUszes

lnterprŒtes est motndre que pour Ia SCGDV qui

reprtente tous Ia producteurs Quatriemement

Ia SCGDV
paralt

mieux Øçilp4e pour gerer Ic

tarif pour le benfice de bus les intØresst qutl

sagissede la verification des statiais travail le

ou de Ia misc srpied de bases de donnees

pour fins de distribution

L.a Ccsmtissionest cornclente du fail que La

SCGDV pctnlt utilizer son statut dunlque agent
de perception pour teriter damener Ia SOGEDAN

accept at czrtalnes rgIa de distribution qui sont

lorlglne rnme de Ia crtation de cette dernitre

IA Commission eaiste dabord et avant tout pour

maintenir lØquilibre Øconomlque entre utilisateurs

et Utulaires de droits moms
que

Ia La ne

prtvoie lecontraire ellene se mŒiepaz des

diffdrtnds entre titulaires Si Ia SOGEDAM devait

se sentir lsØe cat egard elle dcvii sadresserau

Comrnlssalrede Ia concurrence
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Can the Poand direct users in or SOGEflAN

its share of the remuneration riht

La Commission oeut-elle ordonner atix

utilisateurs de verser Ia SOCEDAN sa nan
du droit rrnunØrattnn

Given the interpretation the Board makes of the

single payment requirement it is obviously

impossible for it to direct users to pay
SOGEDAM its share of the remuneration right in

the recordings onto which its members

performances are embedded

This interpretation is supported by subsection

193 according to which the division of royalties

between performers and makers takes place once

the royalties have been paid The need for such

division and the fact that it occurs after

collection applies to all equitable remuneration

whether or not it is subject to the SOCAN regime

and whether or not the Board is involved in

setting tariff If the division of royalties must

occur after the payment is made that division

cannot occur befrire

is interpretation means that SOGEDAMs
memberscannot collect their remuneration right

directly from the umrs through their society of

choice This is merely facet of tiE economy of

the statute and is no worse than requiring the

maker of sound recording of dramatic work to

claim his share of tte royalties from the performer

if they were paid to the perfonTer or vice versa

Can the Board determine the share

SOGEDAN should receive

SOGEDM4 also would like that the Board set its

share of the royallies The Board of the view

that it Carrot decide how co-a-editors are to

apportion the alamong themselves

Generally speaking when the Act requires that tfe

Board apportion raelUes between collectives

representing different
groups of right owners fit

is done expresslyThis is not the case here

LirnerprØtaUon que la Commission retient du

principe du versement unique rend impossible

exlger que Its utilisateun versent Ia

SOGEDAM quote-part du droit

remuneration

Cetteconclusion est soutenue par Ia version

anglaise do pangraphe 193 qui prevoit Ia

repanition des redevances entre anistes-interprŁtes

et productem aprºs quelles aient ete versØes

Le.dgence de partage et le fait quil intenienne

apit Ia perception sont des conditions

sappliquant toute rdmuriØration equitable

a.ssujeffle non an rØgime de Ia SOCAN et sans

gwd an flit que Ia Commission soit appetØe

etablir Ic tariL Si le partage sunient apS Ia

perception II ne petit Intervenir avant

Par consequent les membresde is SOGEDM ne

peuvent percevoir leur droit thnundndon

directementdes utilisateurs par le truchement de la

societe quils ont choisie sagit Ia tout

siinplement dme consequence logique de

leconornle du rØgime qui nest en rien plus

choquante que lexigence lmposØe au producteur

de lenregisu-ementsonore dune uvre

drarnatique de rØclamersa part des redevances

auprb de Iartlste-tnterprŁte lorsque ce dernier Its

perçues vice-versa

La Commlssm petit-die Ctabilr Ia quote-

part de Ia SOGEDAM

La SOCEDAM dernande aussi Ia Qrmtissicn

d6tabllr quote-part des redevances La

Commission erolt quelle ne peut dØcider Ia

place des co-crdanders Ia façon dont Its entendent

rØpartir le prodult des redevances entre eux

RŁgle genØnle lonque la Lot exige que
la

Cornmlrsion rØpartisse lee redevances entre

soclØtt reprtentant diffCrents group ayants

droit dIe le prØvoic de façon express.e Elle ne
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Furthermore in regimes such as private copying
where such an apportionmentls required the Act

does not establish in advance the shares

aruibutable to the various colleges of rights

owners each
group is entitled to claim the lull

value of Its contribution however established By
contrast the neighbouring ri4t regime expressly

provides for single remuneration to be shared

equally between performersand makers

Moreover nothing in the Act would allow the

reader to infer
power of tha Board to determine

SOGEDAM share of royalties as necessary
incident to setting Un neighbouring rights tariff

As the regime is structured tiE Board sets the

royalties to be paid for the use of all sound

recordings that are entitled to remuneration Once

this is done the Act mandates equal sharing of the

arjalties between performers and maken It is

only once that
split has occurred that the Board

would come in if it were to determine

SOGEDM sshare that is to determine how as

between those sharing in the performers share

the entitlement to half the royalties should be

divided This is cr step too far removed

Finally the Federal Court of Appeal has already

ruled that the iard should not get involved in the

allocation of
liability between codebtors

the apportionment of tIE sums payable

between those nho are by law .. thliçedto

pay them does not involve the deterrrdnation of

royalty or of term a- condition relating to

royalty The auras that the rious participants

may owe to eash other are not wplties even

though they are payable ma consequence of lit

payment of the neles by one of them The

Board therefore right in deciding that it

lacked thejurisdiction to mthce that

apportionment

One need only to substitute the word litre for

pay to make this statement applicable to the

issue at hand That decision precludes the Board

From getting into
any division exercise that is not

essential to the cperatim of the regime

la
pas

fait dans cc cas-ci Par ailleun

regimes tel celui de Ia copie privet qui prevoient

ce genre de repartition ne rent Iavance

les parts ariribuables aux divers colleges dayants
droit cham etantiutorisC rØclamerlapleine

valeur de son appon peu impede la facon dont

cettevaleur estdØterminØe Parcontre Ic regime
des droiu voisins prC volt express ernent in

repartition par moitie de Ia remuneration unique

entre artistes-interprets et producteun

Quiplus est rien dana Ia to ne permet de

conclure
que

Ia Commission Ic pouvoir de fixer

la quotep art de in SOCEDM4 en tant

quaccessolre nØcessaire letablissement du tarif

des it voisins Tel que structure le regime

exige que Ia Commissiondetermine les redevances

qui semnt verses paur lutilisation de tons les

enregistrementssonores ayarrt
droit

remuneration t.kre fois cette Ctape franchie in to
stipule le partage par moltie des redevances Cest

donc apr ce partage que
la Commission

inierviendrait si dIe Cult appelee etablir in

quotepart de Ia SOGEDAM autrernent dit pour

rØpartlr entre les artistes-interprets la moitie des

redevances qui .eur revisit cc stade le mandat

de in Commission est deja tpulst

Enfin Cour dappel fØdCnie deja exhorte in

Commission de ne ças se mCler de in rpartltion

de in responsablllte entre co-dCbiteurs tI

Ia repartition des sornmes paya bier. cnn les

personnes qu son en droit soildafrernenr

tenues de Jes payer no compone pas in

dCterthjna don dm droit ou dune rnoda.lltC

afferente Lea sonvnes quo lea dlffdrentes

jcznea inttressºes peuvent .se devoir

mutuelleraenc ne sent pas desdrolts mtme si

tiles sent payables en raison du paiement des

drafts
par

lune deiles La Commission done

en raison de statues queUe navalt

cornpCtence pour faire cette rŒparti don

lIt.allque eat de nous

Quon pane de repartition de crC.ances ou de

r4ardtion de dettes le principe reste Ic mØme
Cene decision empØche Ia Catanissionde

sengager dans tout exertice de rqtrtitias non

essentiel au fonctionnement du regime
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Consequently it will be for SOGEDAM to claim

its members share from NRCC as co-creditors

of the royalties collected by NRCC

Tariff Structure

The following cormnents may help in

understanding the taiffwording

Par consequent II faudra
que Ia SOGEDAN

sadresse Ia SCGDV pour reclamer Ia pan qui

revient se.s membres titre de co-ancien des

redevances que cene derniere aura percues

La structure tarifaire

Les commentaires qui suivent permectront cis

rnieux cornprendre le libelle du tarif

Phasinin DurØe de Ia nØriodede transition

Given the nature of the tariff approved by the

Board there is no need to examine NRCCs

proposal that the tariff be phased-in over five

years instead of three

Ajraduated tariff

NRCC put
forward several arguments in favour of

gradua ted tariff Profit margins tend to increase

rapidly with advertising revenues so the structure

is more sensitive to the financial circumstances of

stations at various levels of revenue Convenely

flat rate would create an unnecessary burden to

smaller less profitable stations Ability to pay is

reflected in the entire tariff all statirns pay at the

same rate for the same level of revenues

CAB is opposed to the proposal on number of

grounds First iC as NRCC seems to accept tie

value of sound reozdins as percentage of

revenue is constant for all stations regardless of

size graduated tariff imposes on certain stations

tariff obligations which exceed the value of the

repenoire Second flat rate tariff is the only

way that equity can te assured to all participants

and is consistent with SOCANs Tariff l.A

Third all CAB stations support flat rate tariff

The Board agrees with CABs reasais for

rejecting graduated tariff and adds the

following

La nature du tarif que Ia Commission homologue

fait en sone quil nest jns nŒcessaire de debame

de Ia proposition visant prolonger Ia periode de

transition cinqans

lJn tsrifgnduel

La SCGDV mis de Favant plusieun arguments

au soutien dun tarif graduel GØnalement

parlant Its marges bdnØflciairts des staths

augmentent npldernent en fonction de leun

recertes publicitaires cene structure repondn.lt

donc davantageaux besatnstmanders des stations

selon leur taille RØciproquement tin taux tie

imposeruic aux stations plus pethes et moms

profitables un fardeau excessif Un tnrif graduel

tient compte de la capacite de payer chaque

station pale le mOre pow tine tranche donnØe

de revenus

LACR scçpose cetle proposition pour

plusieun motifs Premierement th cc Ia

SCGDV semble convenlr Ia valew de

leni-eglszrement sonore mesurØe enpourcentage

des recettes cortstante sans Øgard Ia tallie de

Ia station tin taifgraduel injxise certalats

dentre tIles des obligations tarifaires dØpassant Ia

valeur du rØpertotre pour celles-ci

DSdŁrnement art rtxe est leseul qui salt

equitable pour tous Its participants et sharmonls.e

avec Ia tart .A de Ia SOCAN Troisiemement

toutts Its stations membresde lACR demandent

unt.arttà bnfixe

La Commission est daccord avec Its motifs mis

de Iavant par IACR pour rejeter tine structure

tarifaire graduelle Elle ajoute ce qui suit
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SI
First cross-subsidization may be justified to avoid

the predictable negative response to tarifiby

those wbo have to pay it and the undesirable

impact that this may have on well established

public policies Such was the case with the

retransmission of distant radio and television

signals
wbere the risk of signal dropping and the

need to ensure tie provision of similar television

services in all regions of the country were

significant factors in requiring all systems to pay
the same price irrespective of the number of

distant signals carried It is not the case here

Second cross-subsidization may also bejusti.fiei

to ease the financial burden of less profitable

entities However if smaller stations truly require

break it need not be at the expense of larger

stations More importantly in tin present

instance Parliament has already taken care of the

problem for sthUas with revenues below

1.25 million dollars

Third NRCCs proposed cross-subsidization is

justifithonly because of the high price demanded

for its repertoire With the lower tariff that the

Board certifies the need to find ways to reduce

the burden on smaller statiais is simply not there

Etsnth adopting similar taciffstructuras for

musical saks and sound recordingssi facilitate

comparisons between the two tariffs

CAB Ls also correct in saying that NRCCs
proposal as filed runs contrary to Parliaments

intent that all staticrs pay only $100 on tteir first

1.25 million dollars of advertising revenues

NRCC applied its proposed average rate to all

revenues including these covered ly Ut special

rate and then devised grid that would
generate

the same total royalties As result tie ithastty

ends up paying more than the
average rate on

revenues not covered by the special rate which

Premierement later-rinancemen sejustifie

lorsquil sen prØvenlr las reactions negatives

prdvislbles de Ia part cia cew qui sont appe1

payer tin tarifw encore eviter las consequences

nefastas quil peut avoir sur des politiques

publiques existantes Cest pourquoi Ia

Commission agi dIe Ia fait en matiere

de retransmission de signaw eloignes de radio et

de television le risque dabandon de certatns

signaw et le hinde sassurer
que touts las

regions du pays bØnØuiclent dun service tØlØvtsuel

similaire out ete des facteurs lmportants darts Ia

decision ci vdger que tous les systemes paient le

metric prix .sr egard au nombre de signaw

Cloign offerts Ces risques nexistent dans Ia

prØsente affaire

DeuxiCmemertt linterflnancement
petit

aussi

servir ailtger Ie fardeau financier incombant

des entreprisas moms profitables Cela dii si las

statirns plus petites
out veritablement ain dun

nbais cela ne veut pas dire que las stations de

plus grande envergure devraient en faire las frais

Et surtout dans lespºce le Parlement dsJà

rØgle le probleme pour
las stations dont las

recenes nexcŁdent pas 125 million de dollars

Troisiemement mnter.rm.ancernent que propose
Ia SCGDVest rendu nØcessalz-e uniquement par le

prix quelle demande rum lutilisation de Son

repertoire Le thf que la Commission homologue

Øllrnlne tout besoin de rØduire le fardeau des

statirns plus geds

QuatiØmement ladoption de structures sirnitaires

pow las tarils appllblas aux uvres musicales

enreglstemeics sonores rendra plus fadlas las

comparalsons entre las deux uxlfs

LA aussi raison de pritendre que Ia

proposition de Ia SCGDV telle quelle eat

formulee va lencontre de Ia mesure legislative

pennettant touts las statiuts de verser

uniquement 100 sur Ia partie de leurs recettes

publiataires ne depassarit pas 1.25 million de

dollars ttxz dØdver sa grille
tarifaire la SCV

sest servie du taux moyen quelle propose pour

ensuite lappliquer Iensemble des recettes de

Iindustrie plutot qua is panic excØdant las 1.25
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alone ought to be used in estab1ishin the return

offered by the tariff irrespectIve of the formula

used

Duration of the tariff

For many reasons the Board concludes that the

tariff should be set for five years instead of thr
First given the relationship the Board establisbes

with SOCANs rate of 3.2
per cent and the fact

that CAB and SOCAN have agreed to maintain

that rate for the next five years tIne would be no

point in reopening the neighbouring x4ts tariffs

before then Second five-year tariff keeps open
the possibility of joint hearing when the two

tariffs expire in 2002 Third five years should

allow the market to adjust to the new reality it

would also allow the Board to make more useful

observations on its real impact before embaxking

on revision better databases could also be put in

place during that time No eras interest would be

served by putting this tariff back on the front

burner after only few neaths of its approval

million de dollars par station Cela fair en sone

que lindusuie darts son ensemble se trouve

verser davantage que le taux moyen sur les

retenes non visees par le tarif special Seules cis

dernieresdevralent servir etablir le rendernent

du tarif et cela quil sagisse dun tarif bw Axe

ou dun tarifgraduel

Is durØe du tarif

Ibar plusieun motifs Ia Commission croit que Ic

tarif devralt ºtre homologue pour cizq annØes

plutot que trois Premierementvu It rapport que
Ia Commission etablit entre le brIde Ia SOCAN
et celui des droits voisins II ny pas lieu de

rouvrir ce demier avant lexpiration do premier

Or I1Q et 12 SOCAN ont convenu dune

pet-lode
de cLnq arts Deuxiemement tin tarifde

cette dorØe permet si Ia Commission lejuge

nØcessaln dentendre en mŒme temps les deux

bæfrlorsquLis viendront Øcbeance enlan

2002 Troisiemement cette pØriode de temps

devrait penneixre au rrtarthd de saju.ster Ia

mesure tout en permettant Ia Commission de se

liner des daezvatimsplus uffles sur son ça
reel avant de procØder on rØexamen elle pourra

aussi servir mettre au point de meilleures bases

de donMes fl1 personne na thWrŒt rØ.actlver

le ddbat stir ce tarif quelques mob peine apS
son homologation

La sulueture eØnØralp do tarif

The proposed statement NRCC flial largely

based on the Retransmission tariff The Board

preferred following the model set out in

SOCANs Thiriffl7 TransrnLsslon of Pay

Specialty and Other Cable rvi In some

oases however provisions are doser to Oe
Retransmission taiff s.s 12 and 13 or are added

to deal with needs that are specific to Ite

neighbouring rights regime

OualiMn for lower rate

The definitions used are tbese proçed by

participants Thus qualifying for the low-use rate

Le projet de tar-ti de la SCGDV retlØtalt dans une

largemesurelasuiicture dutarlfde Ia

retransmission La Commission prexe

sinspiru du tat-if 17 de Ia SOCAN Transmission

de servi ces par cable coniprisles servicesde

tdlØvision payante et les services spØciallses

Toutefois quelques dispositions rapprochent

dasantage do premier tarifaa 12 et 13 ai

Stent de questions se soulevant uniquement darts

le cadre du rØgime des dr-oiLs voisins

Qxmet etablir si on se aualifie pour un

tauxolus bas

Les derrduons retenues sont cells mises de

Iavant par les participants Par consequent Ic

General strurthr of th tariff
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is entirely function of so quaiifying for the

purposes of SOCAI4s tariff and ail-taik stations

are defined using language proposed by CAB

As in SOCANs tariff station must an

condition of the tariff keep and make available

complete recordings of its last 90 broadcast days

in order to quali for lower rate The

imponance of the benefit stations derive from

these measures justify making it such

requirement

mnnrhlv tariff

As indicated in section and other provisions of

the tadffwjal6 are to be calculated and paid

monthly This presents several advantages First

ft means that all calculations can be made on the

basis of the reference month the definition of

which reflects SOCANs tariff structure Second

it avoids the need to estimate rrl6and make

corrections Third this allows station to move

from one format to another without having to take

into account considerations that may be linked to

the fact that the tariff is pariJy on monthly basis

and partly on yearly one

For the same reasons the rate Br alt-talk stations

is set atSlOO per month

Takine into account the special prectnns of

subsectinn 68.111 of the Act

statut tie station faible utilisation est rellØ

directement celui qui prØvaut au.x fit di tarif de

Ia SOC/IN et Ia definition de station de radio

parlØe reprend in formulation misc de iavanc par
IACR

Comecestle cnspourlaSOCAN.lastatimse
rØclarnant dun plus bas est tenue comine

condition du tarjf de conserver et de menre Ia

disposition de In SCGDV Ienregistrement

complet de ses 90 dernieresjournees de

radiodiffiision Lavantage que tirent lea stations

qui se prevalent de cc tarifjustifie cene mesure

Un tarif mensuel

Larticle et certaines autres dispositions du tarif

etabllssent
que Its redevances sont CaICUIeCS et

vers4es chaque seAs egard au

applicable Cene fawn de procŒder coinporte

plusieun avantages Thus lea calculs peuvent Œut

effecru en uulisanc Ic rnŁme mois de rdfØrence

quisenau1fdein SOCAN.Onna pasairisla

estimer Its redevances ou prodder

ajustements Enfln Ia station qui changeralt sa

formule de progranimationen cours anruØe

nauca pas tenir compte des incidences ddcoulanc

dun tarif fond partlellerneru sur une base

mensuelle et partlellement sur une base annuelle

Ftur cea Smes motifs Ic taw pour Its stations

de radio parlØt est etabli 100 par môls

La priseep compt dec dtsposfrforis sriales

du oaneravhe 68.111 de Ia 1.c

The tariff structure takes no account of the spouial

provisions contained in subsection 68.11 of the

Ac Instead reference is made to it in sectim

of the tariff flem provisions apply

notwithstanding fr muffs approved by the

Board It is tttretkre appropriate that the tariff

reflect what the Board would have considered fair

and equitable absent thprovisions

It is also not necessary to specify how tie statics

are to take advantage of subparagraph

68.1 lHal of the Acr Stations pay $100 on

Ia structure tarifaire ne tient aucun compte des

dispositions speciales du paragraphe 68.1 de la

LeA On contentt dy rtfdrer thn larticle

di tadf Ces dispositions sappliquent cpat

derogation aux tarilk homoIogu par Ia

Comminion II convient donc que le tadfreflŁte

ca que la Commission aurait consldCrØ tire juste

equitable neOt ttt de ces dispositions

nest non plus n6cea.salre de specifier In

façon dont Its stations peuvent se prCvaloir du

sous-allnØa 68.1l4i delaLoi Ietcxte
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their rt 1.25 million dollars of advertising

revenues In the Boards view this means that the

payment obligations imposed in the tariff only

come into operation once stations revenues

exceed that sum Moreover crying to build in the

exception into the talE would have made it

unduly complicated By contrast if the exception

is applied the way tie Board thinks it ought to be

the structure is simple am the rules Stations

will simply have to take note the point in the

year where they cross tie revenue threshold and

conduct themselves accordingly The fact that this

will mean that NRCC will receive little during the

few months of the year is direct result of

clearly expressed parliamentary intent

Reoortln reouirements

stipule que les stations ne versent
qua 100 stir Ia

panic de leurs recettes publicitaires nexcedanc pas

1.25 million de dollars La Commission est davis

que lobllgation de paiement imposØe par le tarif

entre enjeti uniquement lorsque les recenea dune

station dØpassent ce scull Par ailleun tenter cia

prØvolr tin mØcanisrne qui prenne en compte cene

disposition await rendu le tarif inutilement

compllqut Si lexcepclon opŁre ainsi
que Ia

Commission le c-alt Ia structure tarifaire est

simple tout sea regles dappllcaUon
stations nont qua survelller le moment

pariir

duquel ella dØpassent in seuil et gouvemer en

consequence La fait que Its revenus cia Ia

SCGDV seront consØquemment t-Łs faibles durant

las premiers mois de lannØe decoule directement

decholx clairementexprtm par le lØgislateur

Lesexiencsderaovon

The reporting requirementsare more or less on

line with what the participants agreed to The

following issues are worth mentioning

The requirement to provide play lists is

included in the tariff even bough this is done

voluntarily in the case of SOCAN The

dirnculuea NRCC experienced in getting

information from some stations who may not be

members CAB amply justify making this

compulsory aspect of the regime

The number of days for which statkris must

provide tl information is set at 14 as is

customary with SOCAN rather than the 21 asked

by NRCC The provision is drafted so to allow

NRCC to select individual days rather dart one

ormoreblocksofdays ifitsowishes.Thebard

strongly expects that NRCC will ccepente with

SOCAN so as to minimize tie reporting burden of

radio stations and s4 entertain request for

more formal form of ccoperaUon if needed

Les exigences de rapport refletent pour
Iessentiel Iaccord des parties Il lieu de

miter des points suivants

Lobligation de fournir lea listes de diffusion

eat incorporØt an taifbien que la meaure soit

voloritaire dans Ia ma de Ia SOCAN Lea

difflcuJc awquelles Ia SCGDV as faire face

dans sa cuelllette dinforrnauon aupS de

certalnes stations qui ne sont pas nØcessairement

membresde JACR jusU lent amplement Ia

decision de rendre cet aspect du rØgime

obligatoire

La SCGDVpourra Sger dechaque statimdes

renseignements lØgard do l4jours me cest

Ia pratique Ia 50CM plutdt que las 21

demandis La libelle pesmeti In SCGDV si tIle

le dire dopter pour desjournØes individuelles

plutdt que pour un cii plusieun bloas dejournØts

La Commission sanend fortement ce que Ia

SCGDV collabore avec Ia SOCAN afin de

fadilter In tiche des stationet prendra en

cons IdØtlon toute demande visant rendre plus

forrnelle cene exigence de collaboration Si Ia

besoin sen faisait sentir
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There is no need to deal with CABs request that

the tariff reflect the value to NRCC of being

provided with play lists Given the blanket nature

of the regime collecting this sit information

is necessary
As statiins derive benefits from such

regime it is only nonnal that they should carry

parr of the burden of its efficient operation

The tariff does not speci the number of

audits NRCC can conduct in given year Such

limit has never been imposed on SOCAI4 who

appears not to have abused of this right The

Board is confident that NRCC will behave in the

same fashion

Stadais will be required to pay fnr an audit if

royalties are under-reportedby 10 per cent of any

audited month NRCC was proposing five per

cent and CAB 20
per cent Ten per cent seems

reasonable compromise

The Board was surprised by the amount of

controversy surrounding tIe confidentiality

provisions
CAB expressed tnIsgIvth about

allowing access to station financial information to

persons other than NRCC such as royalty

claimants or other collectives for tie purposes of

establishing entitlements to payment- It asked that

as much as possible aggregate figures as opposed

to station specific data be used for t1t

purposes The wxi trusts that the provision

included in the tariff will address the reasonable

concerns of CAB in this respect

CAB also stated that play list information was

sensitive competitive information for

broadcasters NRCC ended up conceding that

point The provision included in the tariff draws

no distinction between Ut two types of

information

II nest pas nØcessaire de trailer de Ia demande de

PACK voulant que le tarif tienne compte de Ia

valeur tnondtaire que Ia fourniture des listes de

diffusion repr.ente pour Ia SCGDV Ce genre de

renseignements est essentlel au bon

fonctionnement dun rglme qui appa.rente une

licence gØnØrale Is stations tirent des bØne flees

dun tel regime ii est donc normal quefle.s

supportent tine panic du fardeau nØcess.aire son

bon fonctionnement

Le tarifnirnpose pas de limite au nombre de

verifications awquelles Ia SCGDV
petit se livrer

dans tane annee donnØe La Commissionna

jainals impose de lirnite de ce genre
Ia SOCAN

qui ne semblepas avoir abuse de ce droll La

Commission est conflante que Ia SCGDVagIn de

mØrne

Let stations devront payer
let coüts de

verification si let redevances ont ete sous-ctlrnØes

de plus de 10 pair cent pour un mois quelconque

La SCGDVdemandait cinq pour cent et lACK
20 Dlx pour cent nous semble un compromis

ralsonnable

La Commission setonne que les dispositions

portant sur le tralternent confidentlel aient soulevd

autant de controverse LACR sest dice inquiete

de devoir permettre lacth aw donnees

rinancieres des stations des penonnes aunts que
Ia SCGDV notarninent aux Uthlai de droits et

aux aunts socittØs de gestion collective pour

effectuer Ia distribution BIle demandØ que

seules donnØes coneernant ertsernble des

statiais soient fourniet ces fins La Commission

est convaincue quo Ia disposition thcorporØe an

carlfsuffit rØ$ondre aux prdoccupatlons

nisonnables do IACR cet Øgard

aussi demandØ que let ndlodtffuseurs

traitent let llstet do difThsion in

renseignements concurrentiels de nature delicate

La SCGDV firsalement conc6dØ ce point Le

tarifne fait
pas

de distinction entre let deux types

de renseignements
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All staticris including those whose
royalty

payment will only be SI 00 per year will be

required to comply with the tariffs reporting

requirement Only in this way can NRCC and

through it the Board keep abreast of the use being

made of the eligible repenoire by all of the

industry

Interest on late Davments

The Board used the simpler formulation found

in SOCAIVs läiff 17 Stead of the one used in

the reutnsrnission tariff Given that the tariff as

struciured does not require interim
payments

and

adjustments there is no need to be more specific

Toutes les stations compris celles qui it

versent que
100

par annØt sonttenus aux

exigences de rapport du tarif Cecce mesure est

nØcessaire afin de renseignerla SCGDV et

Øventuelleme.nt Ia Commission sur Jutilisation

que lensemble de lIndusuie fait du repertoire

admissible

Interie sur calements tardifs

Ia Commission retenu Ia formule slmpliflØe

quon retrouve dans le tarif 17 de is SOCAN

plucôt quecelle utlltsØt dana Ic tarif de In

retransmission II nest pas nØcessaire dŒtreplus

prØcis compte tenu que la structure tarifaire evite

Its versemenis IntØrimaires et les ajustements

10 Tnncitinnil provisions

The tariff contains as did the 1990-1992

Retransmission tariff and SOCANs kiff 17 for

1990 to 1995 certain transitional provisions made

necessai-y because the tariff takes effect on

January 1992 even though theywere approved

much later table sets out interest factors or

multipliers to be used on stmis owed in given

month These were derived by using the Bank of

Canada rates Interest is not compounded The

amount owed for any given month is the amount

calculated in accordance with the tariff multiplied

by the factor set out for that month The Board

hopes that this will greatly simpli the staticrs

caiculations and NRCCs verifications

10 Disnosltlprtc rrncjtohes

Tout co le tarif pour Ia retransmission de

1990-1992 le tarif 17 de Ia SOCAN de 1990

1995 le present tadf comporte des dispositions

transitoires sont ndcessalres parce quil prend

effetle 1janvler 1998 et cc mtmesil aete

homologue bçaucoup plus card Un tableau Iournlt

Its tacteurs dlntdrtts qui seront appliquØs au.x

sommes dues ns Its wages effectuØs durant tin

mois donnØ Ces facteurs ont ete dcablLs en

utilisant le taux descompte de Ia Banque du

Canada L.intCrec na pas CtØ compose Le

montant dli
par rapport aux usages effectues dans

tin mois donnØ eat le rnontant des redevances

etabli conformenient au tarif muiciplie par le

facteur found pr le unis en question Ia

Wmd.m est davis que ces mesures

simplifieront tie beaucoup Its calculs et

vØrifloadomauxquels Its staticreet Ia SCGDV
devront at

Le secrØtaire de Ia Commission

Claude Majeau

Secretary to the Board
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ENDNOTES

Paragraph 682a.Paragraph 682b
which provides that the Board may also take

into account any factor that it considers

appropriate adds nothing to the Boards

already wide discretionary powers See for

example SOC.4Nv CanadianAssociation of

Sroadcasen C.A 19991 F.C.J 389

Rieaa Premier Choir Inc Canadian

Cable TelevisionA.ssn I997j 80C.P.R

3d 208 F.C.A FWS Joint Sports

Clairnantv Canada Copyright 13 oard

C.A F.C 487

Subsection 68.13 See Regulations Defining

AdvertisingRevenuef SOR/98-441

Canada Gazette Part II Vol 132 No.19

2589

Subsection 68.15 Only the last expression

has been defined DeCmition of Wireless

Transmission System Regulations SOR/98-

307 Canada Gazette Part II Vol 132 No
12 1817

Section 202 Limitation dtheRight to

Remuneration otCertai.n Rome Convention

Countries Statement SOR/99 143 Canada

Ga.zene Part 11 Vol 133 No 1020

1ra performers are represented in

France by kDAMI with which NRCC

negotiating reciprocal agreement at the the

of the hearing

Mention should be made here of three issues

which are of great Importance to the

participants but of little relevance if any to

these proceedings First maken have agreed

not to claw back royalties paid to performerr

through contract terms or otherwise Second

AFM Artisd and APRS have agreed that

nonmembers will be allowed to use the

services of one of the societies by signing an

agency agreement in te case of MN or

NOTES

AtinØa 682a.Lalinea 682b qui

stipule que Ia Commission peut aussi .tentr

compte de tout facteur quelle estime indique

najoute rien au pouvoir dappreciation deja

fort large dont Ia Commission dispose Voir

par exemple Its ants SOCANc Association

canadienne des radlodtTUseun C.A.
1999j A.C.F 389 Rdseaux Premier Choir

Inc Association canadienne television

par cable 11997 A.C.F 78 PWS Joint

Sports Claimarn Canada Commissiondu

chvitdiuteurC.A. 1992j C.F 487

Paragraphe 68.13 \bix Ic Reglementsur Ia

definition retenespublicitaires DORS/98

447 GazenediCanadaPanie II voL 132

l9.p 2589

Paragraphe 68.15 Seule Ia derniere

expression ete derinie \bir le Reglement

sir Ia definition de systŁme tie transmission

per ondesradiotlecrriques DORS/98-307

Gozenedu CanadaPartie vol 132 12

1817

Article 202 Voir Ia Declaration limitantle

divit rEnt wEratJon Equitablepour certal.rzs

pays parties la Convention de Rome

DORSI99-143 Gazenedu Canada Partie II

vol 133 1020

Cest FADAMI qui agit en France par le

comptedes autres arUstes.lnterprttes

lØpeque cxi so sonttenusles audiences Ia

SCGDV Ctait nØgoder un accord de

rØdprodtØ avec certe societe

II faudrait mentionner en pa.ssant iris

quesdoes qui sort dune importance capitale

pour Its participants mals sans grand rapport

avec Ia prtente aThire Premierernent ks

producteurs ont accepte de ne pas
chercher

sapproprier Its redevances versØtsaux

artistes-interprets.que cc soit coant ott

autrement Deuxiemement AFM.ArtistI et

IAPRS ont convenu que dautres personnes

que leun membrespourront avoir recours
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APRS or an assignment agreement in the

case of Artistl without having to become

members of the parent union Third

members of AFN and ACTRA can be

represented by another of the perfbrntrs

collectives that are membersof NRCC
thereby allowing them to be represented by

entity for the purposes of collective

bargaining while asking another to administer

their performing r4ts The relationship

between Ariistl and UDA is such that fia

issue does not arise for membersof UDA

On issues of agency see generally GEL
Fridman The Law cAgency ed 1996

Burterworths

The rules applicable in Quebec may be

different since article 2186 of the CM Code

of Quebec provides that contract of

association contract by which the parties

agree to pursue common goal other than the

making of pecuniary profits to be shared

between the members of tie association

See J.-LBaudouin Las thligntfrrzs ed
paragraph 864 GHL Frichnan The Law of

Contracts 2d ed pp 168-170

10 Persons whose rights are represented here

thrcx4i ajoint creditor are not orphans
this word is sometimes used in tie context of

section 76 of the Act since liEu rights are

ird represented The only true orphans are

persons having rights in sound recordings for

which neither the maker nor the performer is

represented and In that case no myalties are

payable

11 SOGEDAMs claim was limited to tie fladi

repertoire it did not attempt to LkL.zzskalE

tie use made of sound recordings embedding

performances of its 31 or so Canadian

members

leurs services de gestion de droits soit par

mandat pour I.AEMou PAPRS soit par
cession pourArusd sans quil soit nØcessajre

dadher an syndicat affilie

Troisiemement les membres de lAF4 et de

IACTRA pourront demander tine autre

societe membre de Ia SCGDV qui gere les

droits dansta.interpretes de
gerer leur droit

rtmunØration de Ia sane tin membre

pourra appartenir une societe pr les firs

de nØzoclatlons collectives et tine autre pour

Ia gestion de ses droits voisins La nature des

liens exiscant entre Artist et IUDA fait en

sonic que Ia questionne se souleve çes par

rapport cene dernlŁre

mles rgles du mandat en common law on

peut cons ulter GHL Fridman lie Law of

Agency ed 1996 Butterworths

Le droit quØbecois pournlt ewe different cet

Øgard Larticle 2186du Code civil du

QuØbec prØvolt en effet que Le contrat

dassodadon eat celui par lequel les parties

conviennent de pursuivre tin but commun

autre que la rtallsation de bØnØflees

pØcuniaires partager entre les membresde

lasscclation

Stir J.-L Baudouin Las Obligations

ed paragraphe 864 GHL Fridman The

LawofConrracrs 2d 168-170

10 La Utulaire repitentd par un co-criancier

nest tin sorphelln an sens oU on lentend

habituellement lorsqu on se rWere lardcle

76 tie Ia to puisque ses drafts sont en fait

representS Lea seWs vØzitables orphelins scot

lea Utidaires de droit dana tin enregiswement

nore pour lequel nile produaeur ni

lattste-lnterprete nest reprØsentd et pur

lequel aucune redevance nest exigible

11 Ia SOGEDAM sest lirnitØe reclamertine

apote-part lCgard du repertoire francal.s

ellena pas tente detablir lusage fait des

enregistrements sonores constituØs de

prestatior de ses quelque 31 membres

canstilens
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The Digital Millennium CopyrightAct of 1998 DMCA was the foundation of an effort

by Congress to implement United States treaty obligations and to move the nations copyright

law into the digital age But as Congress recognized the only thing that remains constant is

change The enactment of the DMCA was only the beginning of an ongoing evaluation by

Congress on the relationship between technological change and U.S .copyright law This Report

of the Register of Copyrights mandated in the DMCA to assist Congress in that continuing

process

Our mandate was to evaluate the effects of the amendments made by of the

DMCA and the development of electronic commerce and associated technology on the operation

of sections 109 and 117 of title 17United States Code and the relationshipbetween existingand

emergent technology and the operation of sections 109 and 117 Specifically this Report

focuses on three proposals that were put forward during air consultations with the public

creation of digital first sale doctrine creation of an exemption for the making of certain

temporaly incidental copies and the expansion of the archival copying exemption for computer

programs in section l7of the Act

Part of thisReport describes the circumstances leading up to the enactment of the

DMCA and the genesis of this study Thrt also examines the historical basis of sections 109 and
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117 of the Act Part II discusses the wide range of views expressedin the public comments and

testimony This input from the public academia libraries copyright organizations and copyright

owners formed the core infonnation consideredby the Office in its evaluation and

recommendations Part evaluates the effect of title of the DMCA and the development of

elecironic commerce and associated technology on the operations of sections 109 and 117 in light

of the informationreceived and states our conclusions and recommendations regarding the

advisability of statutory change

BACKGROUND

ThE DIGInLMunrmqruinWPYIUCRFACr

The World Intellectual Property Organization WIPO treaties were the impetus for the

Th
U.S legislation In order to facilitate the development of electronic commerce in the digital age

Congress implemented the WIPO treaties by enacting legislation In addressthose treaty

obligations
that were not adequatelyaddressedunder existing U.S.law Legal prohibitions

against circumvention of technological protection measures employed by copyright owners to

protect
their works and against the removal or alteration of copyright management information

were required in orderto implement U.S.treaty obligations

The congressional determination to promote electronic commerce and the distribution of

digital works by providing copyright owners with legal tools to prevent widespread piracy was

tempered with concern for maintaining the integrityof the statutory limitations on the exclusive
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rights of copyright owners In addition to the provisions adoptedby Congress in 1998 there were

otherproposals including amendments to sections 109 and 117 that were not adopted but were

the subjects ofa number of studies mandated by the DMCA Section 104 of the DMCA requires

the Register of Copyrights and the Assistant Secretary for Communications and Informationto

report on the effects of the DMCA on the operation of sections 109 and 117 and the relationship

between existing and emergent technology on the operation of sections 109 and 117 of title 17 of

the United States Code

The inclusion of section 109 in the study has clear relationship to the digital first sale

proposal contained in bill introduced in 1997 by Congressmen Rick Boucher and Tom

Campbell The reasonsfor including section 117 in the study are less obvious While there is no

legislative history exptaithng why section 117 is included in the study it appears that the

reference was intended to include within the scope of the stady proposed exemption for

incidental copies found in the Boucher-Campbell bill which would have been codified in section

117 of the Copyright Act

SECTION 109a AND THE FiRST SALE DOCTRINE

The common-law roots of the first sale doctrine allowed the owner of particular copy of

work to dispose of that copy Thisjudicial doctrine was grounded in the common-law principle

.that restraints on the alienation of tangible property are to be avoided in the absence of clear

congressional intent to abrogate this principle This doctrine appears in section 109 of the

Copyright Act of 1976 Section 109a specified that this notwithstanding copyright owners
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exclusive distribution rightunder section 106 the owner of particular copy or phonorecord that

was lawfiully made under title 17 is entitled to sell or further dispose of the possession of that

copy or phonoreconL

SECTION 117 COMPUTER PROGRAM EXEMPTIONS

Section 117 of the Copyright Act of 1976 was enacted in the Computer Software

Copyright Amendments of 1980in response to the recommendations of the National

Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works CONTU Section 117 permits

the owner of copy of computerprogram to make an additional copy of the program for purely

archival purposes if all archival copies are destroyed in the event that continued possession of the

computer program should cease to be rightful or where the making of such copy is an essential

step in the utilization of the computerprogram in conjunction with machine and that it is used

in no other manner

VIEWS OF THE PUBLIC

Section II of the report summarizes the views received fiom the public through

comments reply comments and hearing testimony The summaries are grouped into three

categories views concerning section 109 views concerning section 117 and views on other

misceLlaneous issues
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VIEWS CONCERNING SECTION 109

Most of the comments dealt with section 109 whether of not they addressed section 117

While there was broad nnge of views on the effect of the DMCA on the first sale doctrine

most of the commentersbelieved that the anticircumventionprosrisions of 17 U.S.C.section

1201 allowed copyright owners to restrict the operation of section 109 Ofparticular concern to

many commenters was the Content Scrambling System CSS and the region coding used to

protect motion pictures on Digital Versatile Disks DVDs They argued that use of CSS forces

consumer to make two purchases in orderto view motion picture on DVD the DVD and the

authorized decryption device In the view ofthese commenters this system reduces or eliminates

the value of and market for DVDs by interfering with their flee alienability on the market

similar argument was advanced for the region coding on DVDs in that the geographic market for

resale is restricted by this technological protection measure

Another concern expressedby number of commenters was the growing use of non

negotiable licenses accompanying copyrighted works that are written to restrictor eliminate

statutorilypermitted uses includinguses permittedunder section 109 In some cases these

license restrictions are enforced through technological measures It was argued that these

licensingpractices and the prohibition on circumvention frustrate the goals of the fit sale

doctrine by allowingcopyrightowners to maintain control on works beyond the first sale of

particular copy These comrnenters stated that this interference with the operation of the first sale
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doctrine has the capacity to inhibit the functionof traditional library operations such as

interlibrary loan preservation and use of donated copies of works

Other commenters rebutted these claims arguing that overrestrictive technological

protection measures or licenses would not survive in the marketplace since competition would

be limiting principle It was also argued that the effect of licensing terms on the first sale

doctrine is beyond the scope of this study

Commenters generally viewed section 1202 of the DMCA which prohibits the alteration

or removal of copyrightmanagement information having no impact of the operation of the

first sale doctrine

The greatest area of contention in the comments was the question of whether to expand

the first sale doctrine to permit digithi transmissionof lawfully made copies of works Although

some proponents argued that such transmissions are already permittedby the current language of

section 109 most thought that clarification of this conclusion by Congress would be advisable

since the absence of express statutory language could lead to uncertainty

The proponents of revising section 109 argued that the transmissionofa work that was

subsequently deleted from the senders computer is the digital equivalent of giving lending or

selling book Allowing consumers to transfer the copy of the work efficiently by means of
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online transmissionwould foster the principles of the first sale doctrine These principles have

promoted economic growth and creativity in the analog world and should be extended to the

digital environment Proponents of this argument sought amendment to section 109 to allow

person to forward work over the Internet and then delete that work from his computer

Others opposed such an amendment for number of reasons Opponents pointed out that

the first sale doctrine is limitation on the distribution right of copyright owners and has never

implicated the reproduction right which is in their view comerstone of copyrightprotection

In addition the impact of the doctrine on copyright owners was also limited in the off-line world

by number of factors including geography and the gradual degradation of books and analog

works The absence of such limitations would have an adverse effect on the market for digital

works Opponents also believed that proposals that depend on the user deleting his copy would

be unveriflable leading to virtually undetectable cheating Given the expanding market for

digital works without digital first sale doctrine opponents questioned the consumer demand for

such change in the law

VIEWS CONCERNING SECTION 117

The comments related to section 117 fell into two main categories those addressing the

status of temporary copies in RAM and those concerning the scope of the archival exemption
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Many commenters advocated blanket exemption for temporary copies that are

incidental to the operation of device in the course of use of work when that use is lawful

under title 17 Such an exemption originally proposed in the Boucher-Campbell bill as wz

amendment to section 117

Other commenters vigorously opposed any exemption for incidental copies at this time

They argued that such an exemption would dramatically expand the scope of section 117 in

contrast to the carefully calibrated adjustmentmade to section 117 in the DMCA to address the

problems experiencedby independent computer service organizations at issue in MAI Systems

Coip Peak Computer Inc These comrnenters stated that Congress narrow adjustment to

section 117 in the DMCA reaffinned the conclusion that temporary copies in random access

memory RAM are copies that are subject to the copyright owners exclusive reproduction right

Further change would undercut the reproduction right in all works and endanger international

treaty obligations

There was disagreement on the economic value of temporary copies Proponents of an

amendment argued that temporary buffer copies are necessary to carry out streaming of

performances of works on the Internet and have no value apart
from that performance They

argued that the limitations under other sections of the Copyright Act including sections 107 and

512 were insufficient to sustain the operation of businessesthat stream audio performances to

the public
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Opponents on the other hand argued that these copies are withm the scope of the

copyright owners exclusive righisand do possess value Particular emphasis was placed on the

value of temporary copies of computer programs It was also argued that as streaming

performances become more common these temporary copies will increase in value because of

the adverse effect of the perfonnances on the market for purchases of copies of these works

Opponents believed it would be premature to change the law because of the absence of specific

evidence of hania and the high potential for adverse unintended consequences Itt noted that

when Congress was presentedwith concrete evidence of harm to independent service

organizations after the MA Peak decision Congress took steps to remedy the situation

Similarlysection 512 of the DMCA created limitations on the remedies available against

Internet service providers for incidental copying that is essential to the operation of the Intemet

The othermajor concern involving section 117 concerned the scope of the archival

exemption Proponents of amending section 117 raised two primarypoints Firstthey argued that

the policy behind the archival exemption needs to be updated to encompass all digital works

rather thanjust computer programs Since computers a..vulncmblc to crashes viruses and other

failures downloaded music electronic books and other works face the same risks that

precipitated the exemption for computer programs Some argued that all digital media is

susceptible to accidental deletion or corruption Consumers should be permittedto protect their

investments in cæs
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Proponents of expansion of the archival exemption offered another argument section

17 does not comport with reality Systematic backup practices do not fit the structure of section

Ill which is limited to making copy of an individual program at the timethe consumer obtains

it it was argued that such discrepancy between the law and commonly accepted practices

undermines the integrityof the law Such fundamental mismatch creates the perception that the

law need not be literally followed thereby creating slippery slope

Opponents of an expansion of the archival exemption countered that thejustifi cation

behind section 117 no longer exists Most softhare is distributed on CD-ROM which is far more

robust than floppydisks Consumers need merely retain the original CD as backup since it is

simple operation to reinstall software that is compromised In addition these opponents argued

that there is currently an inaccurate public perception of the scope of the backup copy exception

These commenters argue that many invoke the archival exception as shield to commercial

piracy

Opponents of an amendment to section 117 asserted that even if there is mismatch

between actual backup practices and the current exception no one has been banned by it

Commenters noted that no one has been sued as result of backing up material outside the scope

of section 117 and no one has stopped performing backups It was also argued that if particular

activity does not fall within the terms of section 117 it may nevertheless be privileged under the

fair use doctrine
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.r.j
CL Vwws CONCERNING Onn MISCELLAJWOUS ISSUES

There were assorted other comments and testimony on range of issues There were

concerns raised about the potential adverse effects of sections 1201 and 1202 on the traditional

concepts of first sale fair use and the archival and preservation exemptions It was argued that

these prohibitions are likely to diminish if not eliminate otherwise lawful uses It was asserted

that copyright management information may also have the capacity to reveal user information in

manner that would chill legitimate uses of copyrighted works

Another prevalent concem was that licenses are being used increasinglyby copyright

owners to undermine the first sale doctrine and restrictother user privileges under the copyright

law These commenters argue that this trend is displacing the uniformity of federal copyright law

with wide variation of contract terms that must be evaluated and interpreted This poses

particular challenge to large institutions such as universities and libraries in determining legal

and acceptable use in any given work number of commenters argued that federal copyright

law should preempt such license terms

Other commenters argued that Congress did not intend copyright law broadly to preempt

contract provisions They argue that the freedom to contract serves the interests on both copyright

owners and the public by allowinggreater flexibilityin determining pricing terms and conditions

of use and other options
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ViEws CONCERNING OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

There were assorted other comments and testimony ona range of issues There were

concerns raised about the potential adverse effects of sections 1201 and 1202 on the traditional

concepts of first sale fair use and the archival and preservation exemptions It was argued that

these prohibitions are likely to diminish if not eliminate otherwise lawflul uses It was asserted

that copyright management information may also have the capacity to reveal user informationin

manner that would chill legitimate uses of copyrighted works

Another prevalent concern was that licenses are being used increasinglyby copyright

owners to undermine the first sale doctrine and restrict other user privileges under the copyright

law These commenters argue that this trend is displacing the uniformity of federal copyright law

with wide variation of contract terms that must be evaluated and interpreted This poses

particular challenge to large institutions such as universities and libraries in determining legal

and acceptable use in any given work number of commenters argued that federal copyright

law should preempt such license tenns

Other commenters argued that Congress did not intend copyright law broadly to preempt

contract provisions They argue that the freedom to contract serves the interests on both copyright

owners and the
public by allowinggreater flexibilityin determining pricing terms and conditions

of use and other options
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III EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We are not persuaded that title of the DMCA has had significant effect on the

operation ofctions 109 and 117 of title 17 The adverse effects that section 1201 for example

is alleged to have had on these sections cannot accurately be ascribed to section 1201 The causal

relationship between the problems identified and section 1201 are cunently either minimal or

easily attributable to other factors such as the increasing use of license terms Accordingly none

of ar legislative recommendations are based on the effects of section 1201 on the operation of

sections 109 and 117

THE nna OF TITLE OF THE DMCA ON THE OPERAMONOF SECFIONS 109 A1i

U7

The arguments raised concerning the adverse effects of the CSS technological protection

measure on the operation of section 109 are flawecL The first sale doctrine is primarily

limitation on copyrightowners distribution right Section 109 does not guarantee the existence

of secondary markets for works There are many factors which could affect the resale market for

works none of which could be said to interfere with the operation of section 109 The need for

particular device on which to view the work is not novel concept and does not constitute an

effect on section 109 WAS videocassettes for example must be played on VHS VCRs

plausible argument can be made that section 1201 may have negative effect on the

operation of the first sale doctrine in the context of works tethered to particular device In the

case of tethered works even if the work is on removable media the content cannot be accessed
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on any device other than the one on which it was originallymade This process effectively

prevents dispositionof the work However the practice of tethering copy of work to

particular hardware device does not appear to be widespread at this time at least outside the

context of electronic books Given the relative infancy of digithi rights management it is

premature to consider any legislative change at this lime Should this practice become

widespread it could have serious consequences for the operation of the first sale doctrine

although the ultimate effect on consumers is unclear

We also find that the use of technological measures that prevent the copying of work

potentially could have negative effect on the operation of section 117 To the extent that

technological measure prohibits access to copyrighted work the prohibitionon the

circumvention of measures that protect access in section 1201al may have an adverse impact

on the operation of the archival exception in section 117 Again however the current impact of

such concern appears to be riinaZ since licenses generally defme the scope of permissible

archiving of software and the use of CD-ROM reduces the need to make backup copies

Given the minimal adverse impact at the present time we conclude that no legislative

change is warranted to mitigate any effect of section 1201 on section 117
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.rJ
Tnt EFFECT OF ELECTROMCCLX\IMFWE AND flcm4OLoclcAL IIANZ ON

SECTIONs 109 AND 117

There is no dispute that section 109 applies to works in digital form Physical copies of

works in digital format such as CDs or DVDs are subject to section 109 in the same way as

physical copies in analog form Similarly lawfiullymade tangible copy of digitally

downloaded work such as work downloaded to floppy disk Zip disk orCD-RW is clearly

subject to section 109 The question we address here is whether the transmissionof work to

another person falls within or should fall within the scope of section 109

The First Sale Doctrine in the Digital World

Evaluation of Arguments Concerning First Sale

The first sale doctrine is primarily limitation on the copyright owners exclusive right of

distribution It does not limit the exclusive right of reproduction While disposition of work

downloaded to floppy disk would only implicate the distribution right the transmissionof

work from one person to another over the intemet results in reproduction on the recipients

mputer even if the sender subsequently deletes the original copy of the work This activity

therefore entails an exercise of an exclusiverigbt that is not covered by section 109

Proponents of expansion of the scope ofsection 109 to include the transmissionand

deletion of digita file argue that this activity is essentially identical to the transfer of physical

copy and that the similaritiesoutweigh the differences While it is true that there are similarities

we find the analogy to the physical world to be flawed and unconvincing
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Physical copies degrade with timeand use digital information does not Works in digital

format can be reproduced flawlessly and disseminated to nearly any point on the globe instantly

and at negligible cost Digital transmissions can adversely effect the market for the original to

much
greater degree than transfers of physical copies Additionally unless forward-and

delete technology is employed to automaticallydelete the senders copy the deletion of work

requires an additional affinnative act on the part of the sender subsequent to the transmission

lhis act is difficult to prove or disprove as is persons claim to have transmitted only single

copy thereby raising complex evidentiary concerns There were conflicting views on whether

effective forward and delete technologies exist today Even if they do it is not clear that the

market will bear the cost of an expensive technological measure

The underlying policy of the first sale doctrine as adopted by the courts was to give effect

to the common law rule against rtraints on the alienation of tangible property The tangible

nature of copy is defming element of the first sale doctrine and critical to its rationale The

digital transmission of work does not implicate the alienabilityofa physical artifact When

work is transmitted the senderis exercising control over the intangible work through its

reproduction rather than common law dominion over an itemof tangible personal property

Unlike the physical distribution of digital works on tangible medium such as floppy disk the

transmission of works interferes with the copyright owners control over the intangible work and

the exclusive right of reproduction The benefits to further expansion simply do not outweigh the

likelihood of increased harm
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CD
Digital communications technology enables authors and publishers to develop new

business models with more flexible
array

of products that can be tailored and priced to meet

the needs of different consumers We are concerned that these proposals for digifal first sale

doctrine endeavor to fit the exploitation of works online into disiribution model th sale of

copies that was developed within the confines of pre-digital technology If the sale model is to

continue as the dominant method of disiribution it should be the choice of the market not due to

legislative flat

We also examined how other countries are addressing the applicability of the first sale

orexhaustion doctrine to digital transmissions We found that other countries are addressing

digital transmissions under the communication to the public right and are not applying the

principle of exhaustion or any other analogthereof to digital transiiissicos

ii Recommendation Concerning the Digital First Sale Doctrine

We recommend no change to section 109 at this time Although speculative concerns

have been raised there was no convincing evidence of prcsent-day problems In orderto

recommend change in the law there should be demonstrated need for the change that

outweighs the negative aspects of the proposal The Copyright Office does not believe that this is

the case with the proposal to expand the scope of section 109 to include digital transmissions

The timemay come when Congress nay wish address these concerns should they materialize
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The fact that we do not recommend adopting digital first sale provision at this time

does not mean that the issues raised by libraries are not potentially valid concerns Similarlyour

conclusion that certain issues are beyond the scope of the present study does not reflect our

judgment on the merits of those issues

The librarycommunity has raised concerns about how the current marketing of works in

digital form affects libraries with regard to five specifically enumerated categories interlibrary

loans off-siteaccessibility rch.ivingfpreservation availabilityof works and use of donated

copies Most of these issues arise from terms and conditions of use and costs of license

agreements One arises because when the libraryhas only online access to the work it lacks

physical copy of the copyrighted work that can be transferred These issues arise from existing

business models and are therefore subject to market forces We are in the early stages of

electronic commerce We hope and expect that the marketplace will respond to the various

concerns of customersin the library community However these issues mayrequire flurther

consideration at some point in the ftnure Libraries serve vital function in society and we will

continue to work with the library and publishing communities on ways to ensure the continuation

of libraryfunctions that are critical to our national interest

TheLegal Status of Temporary Copies

RAM Reproductions as Copies under th Copyright Act

All of the familiaractivities that one performs on computer from the execution of

computer program to browsing the World Wide Web necessarily involve copies stored in
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integrated circuits known as RAN This information can remain in memory until the power is

switched off or the informationis overwrittenThese reproductions generally persist only for as

long as the particular activity takes place

The legal status of RAM reproductions has arisen in this study almost exclusively in the

context of streaming audio delivery including webcasting In orderto render the packets of audio

information in an audio stream smoothly in spite of inconsistencies in the rate of delivery

packets of audio informationare saved in portion of RAM called buffer until they are ready to

be rendered

Based on an the text of the Copyright Act including the definition of copies in section

101 and its legislative history we conclude that the making of temporary copies of work in

RAM implicates the reproduction right so long as the reproduction persists long enough to be

perceived copied or communicated

Every court that has addressed the issue of reproductions in RAM has expresslyor

impliedly found such reproductions to be copies within the scope of the reproduction right The

seminal case on this subject MAt Sys Corp Peak Computer Inc found that the loading of

copyrighted software into RAM creates copy of that aftiem At least nine other courts have

followed MAE Peak in holding RAN reproductions to be copies and several other cases have
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held that loading computer prominto computer entails copy thout mentioning

RAM specifically

Evaluation of Arguments Concerning Temporary Incidental Copy

Exceptions

In the course of this study arguments were advanced in support of blanket exemption

for incidental copies similar to that proposed in the Boucher-Campbellbill Most of the

arguments advanced on such proposal focused exclusively on the specific issue of buffer copies

marie in the course of audio streaming rather than the broader issue of incidental copying

generally This focus suggests that legislation tailored to addressthe specific problems raised in

the context of audio streaming should be examined This focus is particularly appropriate since

there was no compelling evidence presented in
support

of blanket exemption for incidental

copies and there was evidence that such an exemption could lead to unintended adverse

consequences for copyrightowners

There was compelling evidence presented however on the uncertainty surrounding

temporary buffer copies made in RAM in the come of rendering digital musical stream

Specifically webcasters asserted that the unknown legal status of buffer copies exposes

webcasters to demands for additional royalty payments from the owner of the sound recording as

well as potential infringementliability
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The buffer copies identified by the webcasting industry exist for only short period of

time and consist of small portions of the work Webcasters argue that these reproductions are

incidental to the licensed performance of the work and should not be subjectto an additional

license for reproduction that is only means to an authorized end Buffer copies implicate the

reproduction right thus potentially resulting in liability There is therefore legitimate concern

on the part of webcasters and other streamingmusic services as to their potential liability

We believe that there is strong case that the making of buffer copy in the course of

streaming is fair use Fair use is defense that may limit any of the copyright owners exclusive

rights including the reproduction right implicated in temporary copies In orderto assess whether

particular use of the works at issue is fair use section 107 requires the consideration and

balancing of four mandatory but nonexclusive factors on case-by-casebasis

In examining the first factor the purpose and character of the use it appears that the

making of buffer copies is commercial and not transformative However the use does not

supersede or supplant the market for the original works Buffer copies are means to

noninflinging and socially beneficial end the licensed performance of these works There is no

commercial exploitation intended or made of the buffer copy in itself The first factor weighs in

favor of fair use

The second factor the nature of the copyrighted work weighs against finding of fair

use because musical works are generally creative The third factor the amount and
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substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as whole would also be

likely to weigh against fair use since in aggregate an entire musical work is copied in the RAM

buffer Since this is necessary in order to carry out licensed performance of the work however

the ihctor should be of little weight

In analyzing the fourth factor the effect of the use on the actual or potential market for

the work the effect appears to be minimal or nonexistent This factor strongly weighs in favor

of fair use

Two of the four statutory factors weigh in favor of fair use but fair use is also an

equitable rule of reason In the case of temporarybuffer copies we believe that the equities

unquestionably favor the user The sole purpose for making the buffer copies is to permit an

activity that is licensed by the copyright owner and for which the copyright owner receives

performance royalty In essence copyright owners appearto be seeking to be paid twice for the

same activity Additionally it is technologically necessary to make buffer copies in order to carry

out digital performance of music over the Internet Finally the buffer copies exist for too short

period of time to be exploited inanyway other than as narrowly tailored means to enable the

authorized performance of the work On balance therefore the equities weigh heavily in favor of

fair use
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c. Recommendation Concerning Temporary Incidental Copies

Representatives of the webcasting industry expressedconcern that the case-by-case fair

use defense is too uncertain basis for making rational business decisions We agree While we

recommend against the adoption of general exemption from the reproduction right to render

rioninliinging all temporary copies that are incidentalto lawful uses more carefi.illy tailored

approach is desirable

We recommend that Congress enact legislation amending the Copyright Act to preclude

any liability arising from the assertion of copyright owners reproduction right with respect to

temporary buffer copies that are incidental to licensed digital transmission of public

performance of sound recording and any underlyingmusical work

The economicvalue of licensed streaming is in the public performances of the musical

work and the sound recording both of which are paid for The buffer copies have no independent

economic significance They are made solely to enable the performance of these works The

uncertainty of the present law potentially allows those who administerthereproduction right in

musical works to prevent webcasting from taking place to the detrimentof other copyright

owners webcasters and consumers alike or to extract an additional payment that is notjustified

by the economic value of the copies at issue Congressional action is desirable to remove the

uncertainty and to allow the activity that Congress sought to encourage through the adoption of

the section 114 webcasting compulsory license to take place
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Although we believe that the fair use defense probably does applyto temporary buffer

copies this approach is fraught with uncertain application in the courts thisuncertainty coupled

with the apparent willingness of some copyright ownersto assert claims based on the making of

buffer copies argues for statutory change We believe that the narrowly tailored scope of air

recommendation will minimize if not eliminate concerns expressedby copyright owners about

potential unanticipated consequences

Given air recommendations concerning temporary copies that are incidental to digital

performances of sound recordings and musical works fairness requires that we acknowledgethe

symmetrical difficulty that is faced in the online music indusiry digital performances that are

incidental to digital music downloads Just as webcasters appear to be facing demands for ixja1ty

payments for incidental exercise of the reproduction right in the course of licensedpublic

performances it appears that companies that sell licensed digital downloads of music are facing

demands for public performance royalties for technical performance of the underlying

musical work that allegedly occurs in the course of transmitting it from the vendors server to the

consumers computer

Although we recognize that it is an unsettled point of law that is subject to debate we do

not endorse the proposition that digital download constitutes public performance even when

no contemporaneousperformance takes place If court were to fiuid that such download can be

considered public performance within the language of the Copyright Act we believe the that

argwnents concerning fair use and the making of buffer co pies are applicable to this performance
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issue as well It-is our view that no liability should result from technical performance that

takes place in the come of dowuloat

ArcitivalExemption

Evaluation of Arguments Concerning the Scope of Section 117aZ

Currentlythe archival exemption under section 17a2 is limited to computer

programs This section allows the owner of copy of computer program to make or authorize

the making of an additional copy of the program for archival purposes provided that all

archival copies are destroyed in the event that continued possession of the computer program

should cease to be rightful number of arguments were advanced in the course of this study

for an expansion of thisarchival exemption in orderto cover the kind of routine backups that are

performed on computers and to allow consumers to archive material in digital format other than

computerprograms

Commenters asserted that consumers peed to backup works in digital form because they

are vulnerabe That was CONTIJs rationale for recommending that Congress create an

exemption to permit archival copies ofcomputer programs In both cases the vulnerability stems

from the digital nature of the works It would be perfectly consistent with the rationale of

CONTIJs recommendations and Congressenactinentof section 117 to extend the archival

exemption to protect against the vulnerabilities that may afflict all works in digital format
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Evidence was presented to us noting that the archival exemption under section 117 does

not permit the prevailing practices and proceduresmost people and businesses follow for backing

up data on computer hard drive There is fundamental mismatch between accepted prudent

practices among most systemadministrators and other users on the one hand and section 117 on

the other As consequence few adhere to the law

While there is no question that this mismatch exists nobody was able to identify any

actual harm to consumers as result of the limited scope of the archival exemption Additionally

it was argued that the need to make archival copies ofcomputer programs has diminished

because almost all sóftsce sold in the United States is distributed on CD-ROM7 which itself

serves as an archival copy in the event of hard drive problems or upgrades

Recommendations Concerning the Archival Exemption

Although there has been complete absence of any demonstrated harm to the prospective

beneficiaries of an expanded archival exemption and although we believe that strong case

could be made that most common archival activities by computer users would qualify as fair use

we have identified potential concem the interplay between sections 107 and 109 It appears

that the language of the Copyright Act could lead court to conclude that copies lawfully made

under the fair use doctrine may be freely distributedundersection 109

Section O9permits the owner of particular copy or phonorecord lawfullymade under

title 17 to distribute that copy without the copyright owners permission To the extent that
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section lo7permits user to make backup copy of work stored on hard drive that copy is

lawfully
made and the user owns it Section 109 on its face appears to permit the user to sell or

otherwise dispose of the possession of that backup copy The legislative history can be read to

support either view

We conclude that statutory change is desirable and recommend that Congress amend the

copyright law in one of two ways

Given the uncertain state of authority on the issuewe cannot conclude with satisfactory

level of certainty that court will not in the fUture find backup copy made by virtue of section

107 to be eligible for distribution under section 109 We believe that such result is contrary to

the intent of Congress and would have the capacityto do serious damageto the copyright

owners market We therefore recommend that Congress either amend section 109 to ensure

that fair use copies are not subject to the first sale doctrine or create new archival exemption

that provides expressly that backup copies may not be distributed We express no preference as

between the two options and note that they are not mutuallyexclusive

The first option would entail amending section 109a to state that onlycopies lawfully

made and lawfully distributed are subject to the first sale doctrine This proposed change would

not preclude the distribution of copies made pursuant to the fair use doctrine since the exclusive

right of distribution is equally subject to the fair use doctrine It would however require that

separate
fair use analysis be applied to the distribution of that copy
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The second option entails creating new exemption for making backups of lawful copies

of material in digital form and amending section 117 to delete references to archival copies The

new exemption should follow the general contours of section 11 7a2 and and include the

following elements it should pennit the making of one or more backup copies of work The

copy fiom which the backup copies are made must be in digital form on medium that is subject

to accidental erasure damage or destruction in the ordinary course of its use It should stipulate

that the copies may be made and used solely for archival purposes or for use in lieu of the

original copy It should also specify that notwithstanding the provisions of section 109 the

archival copy may not be transferred except as part ofa lawful transfer of all rights in the work

Finally it should specify that the archival copies may not be used in any manner in the event that

continued possession of the work ceases to be rightful

Contraci Preemption

The question of contract preemption was raised by number commenters who argued that

the Copyright Act should be amended to insure that contract provisions that ovemde consumer

privileges in the copyright law or are otherwise unreasonable are not enforceable Although the

general issue of contract preemption is outside the scope of this Report we do note that this issue

is complex and of increasing practical importance and thus legislative action appears to be

premature On the one hand copyrightlaw has long coexisted with contract law On the other

hand the movement at the state level toward resolving questions as to the enforceability of non-

negotiated contracts coupled with legally-protected technological measures that give right

holders the technological capability of imposing contractualprovisions unilaterally increases the
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possibifity that right hold en rather than Congress will determine the landscape of consumer

privileges in the future Although market forces may well prevent nght holders from

unreasonably limiting consumerprivieges it is possible that at some point the future case

could be made for statutorychange
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INTRODUCTION

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 DMCA was the most substantial

revision of the nations copyrightlaw since the general revision enacted in 1976 What began as

more modest though critically important effort to implement two new treaties that addressed

issues of copyright in the digital age became far more comprehensive legislative project to

address range of issues digital and non-digital The debates both inside and outside the

Congress that were generatedby this legislation led to myriad proposals some of which were

enacted and some of which were not As RepresentativeHoward Coble Chairman of the house

Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property and one of the bills chief sponsors

in the House stated when he brought the measure to the floor the DMCA is only the beginning

of Congress evaluation of the impact of the digital age on copyrighted works

The DMCA directed the Register of Copyrights to prepare this Report as part of

Congress continuing evaluation of the impact of the digital age on copyrighted works It is the

fourth such undertaking mandated by Congress in the DMCA In 1999 the Copyright Office

released report on digitaldistance education which included recommendations that are

embodied in 487 in this Congress In 2000 the Copyright Office and the National

Telecommunications and InformationAdministrationof the Department of Commerce NTIA

released ajoint report on the effect ofthe prohibition on circumventing access control

144 Cong Rec H7092 daily ed Pug .1998 statementof1 Coble

CopyrightOflic Copyright Office Report on Copyright and Digital Distance Education The

results of this study were presented to Congress on May 251999 and are available at

wwwioc.govkopyright/docsd.rprtpdf The text of 5.487 is available at

thomas.loc.govcgi-binlquerYlzlcl 07SAS7
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technologies in section 1201 lAof titlei and wi exception to that prohibition in section

1201g on encryption reseaith Also in 2000 the Office completed rulemaking required

under section 1201 concerning an exemption from the section 201aI prohibition

for noninfringing uses with
respect to certain classes of works

The focus of this Report is an evaluation of the effects of the amendments made by

of the DMCA and the development of electronic commerce and associated technology on the

operation of sections 109 and 117 of title 17 United States Code and the relationship between

existing and emergent technology and the operation of sections 109 and 117 It is an

outgrowth of proposals that were made contemporaneouslywith the consideration of the DMCA

but were not adopted in the law Specificallythis Report focuses on two proposals that were

characterized as vital to the continuedgrowth of electronic commerce by their proponents

creation of digital first sale doctrine to permit certain retransmiss ions of downloaded copies of

works in digital form and an exemption for certain digital reproductions that are incidental to the

use of copyrighted work in conjunction with machine One additional issue that was raised

during the preparation of the Report and appears to fall within the scope set forth by Congress in

section 104 of the DMCA is the appropriate breadth and formulationof the exception for

making archival copies of computer programs in section 117

The results ofihat joint CopyrightClfce axJ N11A staiy were presented to Congress in May2000 and

arc available at www.loc.gov/copyrightfreports/studidmcajcporthtznl

DMCA Pub No 105-304 104a 112 Stat 2860.2876 1998
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The DMCA contemplated that like the report on encryption researth the present effort

would be ajoint report
of the Copyright Office and NTLA In March 2001 however NTIA

released its own report This Report consequently is exclusively the work of the Copyright

Office All of the views expressed and the recommendations made are necessarily solely those

bf the Register of Copyrights
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BACKGROUND

THE DIGITAL MILLENNIUM COPYRIGHTACr

The DMCA was designed to facilitate the robust development and world-wide

expansion of electronic commerce communications research development and education in the

digital age5 The DMCA grew out of legislation introduced to implement the provisions of two

treaties concluded in Geneva Switzerland in December 1996 These two treaties which are

sometimes referred to as the Internet Treaties updated international copyright norms to

account for the advent of digital networks Title of the DMCA implements the treaties

thereby bringing the U.S copyright law squarely into the digital age and setting marker for

other nations who must also implement these treaties Congress crafted title Ito protect

propertyrights in the digitalworld

The WIPO Trealies

On December 20 1996 at the conclusion of Three-week Diplomatic Conference held in

Geneva Switzerland headquarters of the World Intellectual Property Organization WItO

delegations from 127 countries and the European Coimnission agreed on the text of two new

treaties oil copyright and neighboring rights the WItO Copyright Treaty WC1 and the WIO

S.Rep.No 105-190 at 1-21998

kLat2

Staff of lbna Committee on the Judiciary ICC Cong Section-by-SectionAnalysisof H.R.228 as

Passed by the United States House of Representatives on August 41998 at Comm Print 1998Serial It

hereinafierHouse Managers Statement As the Senate Judiciary Committee noted to the ease with which

digital works can be copied and distributed worldwide virtually instantaneously copyrightowners will hesitate to

make their works readily available on the Internet without reasonable assurance that theywill be protected against

massive piracy Legislation implernentingthe treaties providesthis protection and creates the legal platform for

launching the global digital on-line marketplace for copyrightedwoxics S.Rep it 105-190 at 81998



Performancesand Phonograms Treaty WPPD The Diplomatic Conference was the

culmination of process that began formally in 1991 when Committee of Experts was

convened at Wilt to discuss possible protocol to the Beme Convention for the Protection of

Literary and Artistic Works Beme

Beme is the
principal multilateral agreement for protecting copyrights internationally

Berne establishes minimum levels of protection that all member countries must grant to authors

and requires member countries to grant national treatment to authors from other member

countries The last general revision of Beme took place in 1971 Technological and legal

developments during the intervening two decades made updating Beme an imperative in the

international copyrightcommunity

In addition the United States sought to introduce the subject of improved protection for

sound recordings into the early Beme Protocol discussions Rather than incorporating the subject

of protection for sound recordings in the Benie Protocol it was placed on parallel track that had

as its goal the creation of separate new instrument for the protection of performers and

producers reflecting the civil law tradition ofprotecting performers and producers of sound

recordings under the
separate rubric of neighboring rights or related rights as they are

sometimes called rather than copyright

Benie Convention for the Proteclionof Literary and Artistic Wxlcs Paris Act 1971
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In 1993 at the urging of the United States the Committees of Experts on the Berne

Protocol and the New Instrument began considering the possible need for new international

norms to addressthe effects on copyright owners of digital technologies and the rapid growth of

digital networks The emergence and widespread use ofthese technologies exposed copyright

owners to substantialrisks of massive global piracy while at the same thne holding out the

promise of new markets new distribution channels and new means of licensing copyrighted

works In addition digital technology created greater possibilitiesto use technological means to

foil would-be infringers

central component of the digital agenda in the Beme Protocol and New Instrument

discussions was to include in any new treaty measure against the circumvention of

technological measures employed by right holders to protect their rights By 1993 it was widely

recognized that while use of technological measures to protect works was likely to become

critical element in digital network environment those measures were vulnerable to tampering

Widespread availabilityand use of devices or software for circumventing technological measures

would imperil the right holders reproduction right and ultimately could serve to dissuaderight

holders from making their works available in digital form

Proposals up to and including the documents preparedfor the 1996 Diplomatic

Conference focused on prohibiting the making and selling of devices or provision of services

wipo Questions Concerning Possible Protocol to the Berne Convention Part ill New Items

WIPO Dec No BCP/CEIIII/2411 atT74-75 Mardi 12.1993
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for the purpose of circumvention The obligation adopted by the Diplomatic Conference and set

forth in Article 11 of the WC1 and Article 18 of the WPPT is somewhat less precise Rather

than specifying the particular means of achieving the desired result the prevention of

circumvention of technological protection measures the treaties require Contracting Parties to

put in place adequate and effective legal measures for achieving that result Contracting Parties

are afforded degree of flexibility in determining precisely how to implement this obligation

within their respective legal systems provided that the implementation is adequate and effective

against circumvention

implementation of the WIPO Treatiesin the DMCA

The Administration proposed and Congress adopted minimalist approach in

implementingthe WCT and the WPPT in U.S.law In this context minimalist was

understoodto mean that any provision of the treaty that was already implemented in U.S .law

would not be addressed in new legislation As to treaty obligations that were not adequately

Article II of the WCT states

Contracting Parties shall provideadequate legal protection and effective legal remedies against the

circumventionofeffective technological measures that axe used by authors in connectionwith the

exercise of their rights r.rt this Treatyor the Berne Convention and that restrict acts in respect

of their works1 which arc not authorized by the authors concerned or permitted by law

Article IS of the WPPT states

ContractingThetishaU provideadequate legal protection and effective legal remedies against the

circumventionof effective technologicalneasurea that are used by performersor producers of

phonograrns in connection with fte exercise of their tuft under this Treaty and that restrict acts

in respect of their perforrnancesorphonograrns wttith are not authorized by the performers or the

producers of phonograms concerned or permitted by law

The U.S took the same approach in implementing the Beme Convention in 1988 See RR Rep lb
100-609 at 20 198K
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addressed in existing U.S new measures would have to be adopted in implementing

legislation in orderto satis these obligations

Protection against circumventidn was determined not to be adequately covered by U.S

law Certain specific instances of circumvention were prohibited by federal law such as

unauthorized decryption of encrypted satellite signals and trafficking in the means to do so2 but

coverage was not comprehensive To the extent that circumvention requires reproduction of the

work that is protected by technological measure an act of circumvention can constitute

copyright infringement In addition some instances ofproviding devices that circumvent

technological measures could constitute contributory copyright infringementbut those

circumstances would be extremely narrow confined essentially to those instances where the

device used to circumvenl has no substantial noninfringing uses Consequently new legislation

was deemed necessaryto implement the anticircumvention obligation in Article 11 of the WCT

and Article l8of the WEPT

Section 1201 Anticircumvention

principal means of addressing the risk of infringementin the digital age was to

encourage copyrightowners to help themselvesby using technological measures to protect works

47 U.S.C 605

See Sony Cop Universal CityStudios Inc 464 U.S.4 17442 1984 manufacture of staple article

of commerce such as copying device is not contributory infringement if it is merely. .capable of substantial

noninfringing ttse4

H.R 2281 105th Cong Sess 1997 1146.105 Cong Sess 1997
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in digital form Section 1201 of the DMCA reinforces those technological measures through

legal sanctions against those who circumvent them Not only does section 1201 prohibit the

manufacture and distribution of devices and the rendering of services for the purpose of

circumventing technological measures that protect against unauthorized access to works or

unauthorized exercise of the rights of the copyright owner it also addressesthe conduct of

circumventing technological measure that protects access

It was determined early in the legislative drafting process that prohibition on the devices

and services that enable circumvention the original focus of the treaty proposals would be

critical element in
treaty irnplementation notwithstanding the fact that the treaty obligation was

formulated broadly enough to include potentially national laws directed at the act of

circumventing technological protection measures Since the act of circumvention frequently

entails copyrightinflingement or is immediately followed by an act of infringement legal

prohibition focusing exclusivelyon the act of circumvention would add little to existing

protections under copyright and would suffer from the same practical difficulties in

enforcement Whether under copyright or under specific prohibition on circumvention

copyright owners only recourse would be to detect individual violations by users of copyrighted

works and bring multitude of actions against the violators unfortunate enough to get caught

From practical standpoint thisoutcome was viewed as an expensive inefficient and ultimately

ineffective means of combating on-line infringement By contrast prohibition on the

Cf Rep No 105-190 12 1998 The copyrightiaw has longforbidden copyright infringements

so no new prohibition Ion circumventionof copy control technologies was necessary.
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manufacture import or sale of devices or rendering of services for the cireumventionof

technological measures can prevent in.fringementby keeping the tools that enable circumvention

out of the hands of individual users

In addition to ensuring that protection against circumvention would be adequate and

effective as required by the treaties the drafters of the implementing legislation soughtto protect

the countervailing interest of users in their continuing ability to engage in noninfringing uses of

copyrighted works The principal means of accomplishing this goal was to divide technological

protection measures into two categories measures that control access to work and measures

that control the exercise of exclusive rights with respect to wodc and to treat these categories

differently

Fair use and other exceptions and limitations to copyrightowners exclusive rights are

defenses to copyright infringementthat is the unauthorized exercise of the copyrightowners

exclusive rights Technological measures that control orprevent the exercise of those exclusive

rights often referred to by the shorthandphrase copy control measures thus have direct

relationship to fair use and other copyright exceptions Activity that.may be permittedunder

these exceptions could nonetheless result in liability under prohibition on circumventionthat

included copy control measures For this reason the implementing legis lation proposed by the

Administration did not and the DMCA does not prohibit the conduct of circumventingof copy

control measures
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By contrast fair use andother
copyright exceptions are not defenses to gaining

unauthorized access to copyrighted work Quoting manuscript may be fair use breaking

into desk drawer and stealing it is not Circumventing access control measures was therefore

prohibited in the Administrations proposed implementing legislation

As to both types of technological measures trafficking in circumvention tools devices

and services that enable circumvention was prohibited under the Administrationproposal if

those tools meet at least one of three statutory criteria relating to the purpose for which the tool is

designed the predominant commcrciallysignificant use of the tool and the purpose for which the

tool is marketed This basic structure was retained throughout the legislative process and has

been enacted into law as part of the DMCA

Section 1202- Copyright Management Inform ation

In addition to the anticircumventionprovisions oftitle Congress also found that U.S

law did not adequatelymeet the requirements of the WhO treaties that require contracting states

to prohibit the removal or alteration of copyright management information CM.1 As

See H.R.Rep.Th 105-55 Pt at t7l998The actofcircumventingatechnologicalprotection

meastn-e put in place by copyright owner to control access to copyrightedwork is the electronic equivalent of

breaking into locked room in order to obtain copy of book IbiseJudiciaryCommittee

17U2.ciç 1201

Article 12 of the CT providesin relevant part

Contracting Parties shall provide adequate and effective legal remedies aainst any person

knowingly perfonning any of the following acts knowing or with respect to civil remedies having

reasonable grounds to know that it will induce enable facilitate or conceal an infringement of any

right covered by this Treaty or the Berne Conventiort

to romove or alter any electronic rights management information without



consequence Congress enacted new section as part of title of the DMCA implementing the

obligation to protect the integrityof CML9 The scope of protection for this section is set out in

two separate paragraphs the first addressing falseCMP and the second prohibiting the removal

or alteration of Mt Subsection prohibits the knowing provision or distributionof false

Civil if done with the intent to induce enable facilitate or conceal infringement Subsection

bars the intentional removal or alterationof CMI without the authority of the copyrightowner as

well as the dissemination of CMI or copies of works knowing that the CMI has been removed or

altered without authority These provisions of the DMCA differ from other copyrightprovisions

in title 17 in that they require that the act be done with knowledge or with
respect to civil

remedies with reasonable grounds to know that it will induce enable facilitate or conceal at

infringement

The implementation of these provisions to protect the integrity ofCMl in U.S.law go

beyond the minimum requirements in the two WIlt treaties The law does not however

authority

ii to distribute import for distribution broadcast or eornmunicateto the public

without authority works or copies of works knowing that electronic
rights management

information has been removed cr altered without authority

Article 19 of the WEPT contains nearly identical language

17U.S.C 1202

Provision of false CMI is not prohibited underthe WIPO treaties prohibitionon falseCMl was

however proposed in an Adrninisation white paper in 1995ad introducedin Congressthat sameyeai
Information Infrastructure lark force1 Intellectual Propertyand the National nforrnalionlnfrastnicture The Report

of the Working Group on Intellectual PropertyRi4s 235-361995 ILK 2441 104 Cong Sess 41995
1284 l04Cong. Sess 41995 It appears these proposalscarried over into the Administrationproposal for

treaty implementationandulthnately into the DMCA as enacted

See supra note 20
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address the liability of personswho manufacture devices or provide services and it does not

mandate the use of CMI or any particular type of CMI It merelyprotects the integrityof CMI if

party chooses to use it in connection with copyrighted work

on gin ofthe Present Report

During the legislative process leading to the enactment of the DMCA there were

concerns raised about the adverse effects of these new protections on traditional nonin.fririging

uses of copyrighted works that were privileged under limitations of the exclusive rights in the

Copyright Act In particular concerns about the future viability of inter aim fair use and the

first sale doctrine and about liability for temporary incidental copies were raised by segments of

the public and Members of Congress

One remedial method of addressing these concerns was the incorporation of triennial

rulemaking proceeding to be conducted by the Copyright OffIce3 This rulemaking process

created to examine whether section 1201 has had or is likely to have any adverse effect on

noninflingingusesof copyrighted works It was intended to operate as recurring means of

monitoringthe effect of section 1201 alon the market Congress provided the Librarian of

Congress with the regulatory authority to exempt particularclasses of works for which users of

copyrighted works were adversely affected in their ability to make noninfi-inging uses On

House Managers Statement supra note at 20

1t5 12OIaXIXC
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October 72000 the results of the first rulemaking proceeding were published in the Federal

Register1

Another response to the concerns about the continued applicability of the first sale

doctrine in section 109 of the Copyright Act and the temporary reproductions that are incidental

to lawibi uses of works on digital equipment was bill proposed by Representative Rick Boucher

and Representative Tom Campbell the Boucher-Campbellbilfl One of the changes

suggested in this bill was modification of section 109 to make the first sale privilege apply

expressly to digital transmissions of copyrighted works Another section of the bill proposed

amending section 117 of the Copyright Act to allowreproductions of digital works that were

incidental to the operation of device and that did not affect the normal exploitation of the

work.27 At that time based on the evidence availableto it Congress did not adopt this proposal

65 Fed Reg 64.556 October272000 Exemption to Prohibition on CircuinveritionofCopyright

Protection Systems for Access Control Technologies Final rule

H.R.3048 105 Cong Sess 1997

z6

SEC FIRST SALE

Section 109 oftitle 17 United States Code is amended by adding the following new subsection

at the end thereof

The authorization foruse set forth in subsectiona applies where the owner of particular

copy orphonorecord in digital format lawfully made under this
title or any person authorizedby

such owner performs displays or distributes the work by means of transmissionto single

recipient if that person erases or desimys his cc her copy or phonorecord at substantially the same

time The reproductionof the oic tothe extent necessary for such performance display

distribtition is not an infringement

SEC LIMITATIONS ON EXCLUSIVE BIQUS

11TLE-The title of section 117 of title 17 United States Code is amended to read as

follows
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Instead Congress chose to have the Copyright Office and NrlAjointly conduct study In

setting the parameters of this Report however the legislative histoiy demonstrates that the scope

the Report was not intended to comprehend the full sweep of the proposals made in the

Boucher-Campbellbill.2

Sec Limitations on exclusive rights Computer programs and digital copies

DIGITAL COPIESSection l7oftitle 17United States Code is amended by inserting

abeforNotwithstanding and insertingthe followingas new subsectionb

bNotwithstanding the provisions of section 106w it is not an infringement to make copy of

work in
digital

format if such copying

is incidental to the operation of device in the course of the use of work otherwise

lawful under this title and

does not conflict with the normal exploitationof the work and does not unreasonably

prejudice the legitimate interests of the author

The Boucher-Campbeli bill also included proposals on the following

expanding fair use to include uses by analog or digital transmission in connectionwith teaching research

and other specified activities The proposal was not acted on

expanding the rights of libraries and archives to reproduce and distribute copies orpbonorecords to

authorize three copies or phonorccords to be reproduced or distributed for preservation security or

replacement purposes and to permit such copies to be in digital form This proposal with some
modifications was enacted as section 404 of the DMCk

revising limitations on exclusive
tights to providefor certain distance education activities The DMCA

directed the Register of Copyrightsto studi the issue ofpromoting distance education through digital

technologies and provide recornmendationsto Congress Copyright Office Report on Copyright and

Digital Distance Education 1999 Based in large part on recommendations made in the Copyright

Offices Study this proposal has now been taken up in 487 which passed the Senate and is currently

pending in the

preemption of tenns in non-negotiated licensesthatabrogateorrestrict the limitationson exclusiverights in

chapter of the CopyrightAct Thisproposal was not acted on Sec discussionsinfra at 69-71 and 162-

164

copyright protection and management systems These provisions were proposed as an altemative to the

anticircumvcntionand CMI provisions of the DMCA The DMCA version prevailed and was enacted
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In an amendment to Hit 2281 offered by Representative Rick White and adopted by the

House Commerce Committee what was to become thejoint study by the Copyright Office and

NTIA was introduced into the DMCA Section 205 of the House Commerce Committee proposal

called for broad evaluation of the copyright law and electronic commerce to ensurethat

neither the copyrightlaw nor electronic commerce inhibitsthe development of the other.2

By the timethe bill reached the House floor on August 1998 the language regarding

thejoint study by the Copyright Office and NTIA had been pared back to focus on an evaluation

of the impact of this title and the developmentofeleclronic commerce on the operation of

sections 109 and 117 of title 17 and the relationship between existing and emerging technology

Id 6H.R Rep.No l05551 p12 at 1998 at 18

SEC 205 EVALUATION OF IMPACT OF COPYRIGHTLW ARD AMENDMENTE ON
ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

FINDINGSIn order to maintain strong protection for intellectual propertyand

promote the development of electronic commerce and the technologies to support that commerce
the Congress must have accurate and current information on the effects of intellectualproperty

protection on electronic commerce and technology The emergence ofdigital technology and the

prohŁration of copyrighted works in digital media along with the amendments to copyright law

contained in this Act make it appropriate for the Congress to review these issues to ensure that

neither copyright law nor electronic comnrerce inhibitsthe development of the other

EVALUATION BY SECRETARY OF COMMERCE-The Secretary of Conunerce

in consultation with the Assistant SecretaiyofComrnerce for Communications and Information

and the Register ofCopyrights shall evaluate

the effects of tibia Act and the amendments made by this Act on the developmentof

electronic commerce and associated technology and

the relationship between existthg and emergent technology and existing copyright law

REPORT TO CONGRESS-The Secretary of Commerce shall not later tlar year alter the

date of the enactment of this Act submit to the Congress rpxton the evaluation conducted

under subsection including any legislative
recommendations the Secretamyaray have
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on the operation of those provisions.30 This change makes irclear that Congress was not

seeking broad review of copyright and electronic commerce issues but focused instead on two

particular sections of the Copyright Act

In explainingthe reasons for examining section 109 the House Managers Statement

stated that

first sale doctrine does not readily apply in the digital networked

environment because the owner of particular digital copy usuallydoes not sell or

otherwise dispose of the possession of that copy Rather disposition of digital

copy by its owner normallyentails reproduction and transmissionof that

reproduction to another person The original copy may then be retained or

destrOyed The appropriate application of this doctrine to the digital environment

merits further evaluation and this section therefore calls for such an evaluation

and report

The reference to section 109 in the bill plainly refers back to the digital first sale proposal in the

Boucher-Campbell bill Although there is no similarlegislative history explaining why section

117 is included in the Report the most likely explanation is that it is an oblique reference to the

proposed exception for incidental copies in section of the Boucher-Carnpbell bill particularly

given the absence ofany contemporaneous discussions concerning the scope ofthe computer

program exemptions in section 117 apart from title Hi of the DMCA The Boucher-Camphell

proposal on incidental copies would have been codified section 117 of the Copyright Act

House Managers Statementsupra note at 24 The conference committee made no substantive

changes to the language of this section which was ultimatelyenacted as tirn 104 of the DMCA
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As ultimately enacted section 104 of the DMCA requires the Copyright Office and NTIA

jointly to evaluate

the effects of the amendments made by this title and the development of

electronic conmierce and associated technology on the operation of sections 109

and 117 of title 17United States Code and

the relationship between existing and emergent technology and the operation

of sections IO9and l7oftitle l7United States Code

SECTION 109 AND THE FIRST SALE DOCTRINE

Section 109 of the Copyright Act restates the principle commonly referred to as the first

sale doctrine Under the first sale doctrine copyrightowner does not retain the legal right to

control the resale or other distribution of copies or phonorecords of work that have already been

lawfully sold The first sentence of section 109a of the CopyrightAct provides

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1063 the owner of particular copy

or phonorecord lawfully made under this title or any person authorized by such

owner is entitled without the authority of the copyright owner to sell or

otherwise dispose of the possession of that copy orphonorecord

It is this provision ofthe copyright law that permits sales of used books and CDs lending of

books and other copyrighted materials by libraries and rentals of videocassettes among other

activities without the need to obtain the permission of copyright owners or make royalty

payments
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History of the First Sale Doctrine

The first sale doctrine was initially ajudicial doctrine In Bobbs-Merriil Co Straus

the U.S Supreme Court held that copyright owners exclusive right to vend did not permit it

to impose price limitationon the retail sale of books in the absence of any agreement as to the

future sale price hits interpretationof the reach of the vending right the Court expressed doubt

that Congress intended to abrogate the common-law principle that restraints on the alienation of

tangible property are to be avoided It posed and answered series of rhetorical questions

What does the statute mean in granting the sole right of vending the same its
it intended to create right which would permit the holder of the copyright to

fasten by notice in book orupon one of the articles mentioned within the

statute restriction upon the subsequent alienation of the subject-matterof

copyright after the owner had parted with the title to one who had acquired full

dominion over it and had given satisfactory price for it It is not denied that one

who has sold copyrighted article without restriction has parted with all rightto

control the sale of it The purchaserof book once sold by authority of the

owner of the copyrightmay sell it again although he could not publish new

edition of it

The Court drew sharp distinction between the reproduction right and the right to vend

It noted as matter of statutory construction that the reproduction right was the main purpose

of the copyright law and the right to vend existed to give effect to the reproduction right Since

grant of control to the copyright owner over resales would not further this main purpose of

210 U.S.339 1908

Id at 349-50

IcLat350-I
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protecting the reproduction right the Qxirt was unwilling to read the statute as providing such

grands

In our view The copyright statutes whileprotecting the owner of the copyright in

his right to multiplyand sell his production do not create the right to impose

limitation at which the book shall be sold at retail by future purchasers with

whom there is no privily of contract This conclusion is reached in view of the

language of the statute read in the light of its main purpose to securethe right of

multiplyingcopies of the work .. True the statute also secures to make this

right of multiplication effectual the sole right to vend copies of the book To

add to the right of exclusive sale the authority to control all future retail sales

would give right not included in the terms of the statute and in our view
extend its operation by construction beyond its meaning when interpreted with

view to ascertaining the legislative intent in its enactment.TM

The parties inBobbs -Merrill also raised and the Court of Appeals addressed antitrust

concems Although the Supreme tat did not addressthese concerns it was undoubtedly aware

of them7 and competition policy is viewed as one of the underlyingbases for the firstsale

doctrine

MIS

This conclusion readers it wmecessazy to disoiss otherqLsstirzls noticed in the opinion in the Circuit

Court ofAppeals to examine into the validity
of the publishers agreements alleged to be in violation ofthe acts

to restrain combinations creating monopoly or directly tending to the restraint of tnh It

See MELVILLE NIMMER DAVID NINMER NrMMEIt ON COPYRJGHT8.12
NIMMER
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Legislative History of Section 109

The year following the Bobbs-Merrilldecision Congress codified the first sale doctrine

in the Copyright Act of 9Q939 Section 109a of the Copyright Act of 1976 carried forward the

existing federal policy of tenninating copyright owners distribution right as to particular

lawfi.xllyma.de copy or phonorecord of work after the flit sale of that copy The House Report

explains

Section 109a restates and confirms the principle that where the copyrightowner

has transferred ownership of particular copy or phonorecord of work the

person to whom the copy or phonorecord is transferred is entitled to dispose of it

by sale rental or any other means Under this principle which has been

established by the court decisions and section 27 of the present law the copyright

owners exclusive right of public distribution would have no effect upon anyone

who owns particular copy or phonorecord lawfully made under this title and

who wishes to transfer it to someone else or to destroy it

Section 109 creates two-prong test for eligibility for the privileges4 under section 109

First the person must be the owner of the copy42 at issue This applies to ownership of the

Section 27 of the 1909 Copyright Act provided

The copyright is distinct from the property in the material object copyrighted and the sale or

conveyance by gift or otherwise of the material object shall not of itself constitute transfer of the

copyright nor shall the assignment of the copyright constitute transfer ofthe title to the material

object but nothing this title shall be deeinedtoforbhtpreven4 or restrict/he transfer ci any

copy cia copyrightedwork tlzepassessicc ctwhich has been lawfully obtainet

17 U.S.C 27 1977 emphasis added

H.R Rep 94.1476 at 79 1976 1976 House Report

Many of the comrnenters referred to the first sale doctrine as right This is an inartful term to

describethe doctrine Rights are guaranteed to individuals and an generallyenforceablein court The first sale

doctrine is not an enforceable right fthm the standpointof the owner of copythat is there is no independent

remedy if person is effectively denied the benefits of section 109 through technological or contractual means The

first sale doctrine is limitation to the scope of copyright specificallyit is limitation to the distributionright of

copyright owners

12

flrconvenience the termcopf will be used with the understanding that it incorporates phonorecords

as well
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tangible item e.g book photograph videocassette CD floppy disc etc in which

copyrighted work is fixed While ownership may be obtained by virtue of sale this prong is

also satisfied ifownership is obtained by virtue of gift bequest or other transfer of title It does

not apply to mere possession regardless of whether that possession is legitimate such as by

rental or illegitimate such as by theft.45 Nor does it refer to ownership of the copyright or of any

of the exclusive rights

Second that copy must have been lawfully made Ownership of copy that is not

authorized by either the copyrightowner or the law even if the owner is i.raof the piratical

nature of the copy does not permit the owner to avail himseLf of section lO9 Nothing in the

statute limits the manner in which the making of the copy may be accomplished so long as the

resulting copy is lawfuL

The statute does not distinguish between analogand digital copies Consequently it does

not matter whether the work is embodied in an analog videocassette or digital DVI the

copyright owners distribution right with respect to that particular copy is extinguished once

Nimmcrsupra aote3S at 8.2

ía

Jut

Nimmer .tupra note 38 at 8.12
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ownership of the copy has been transfened and the new owner is entitled to dispose of that copy

as he desires

Subsequent Amendments to Section 109

Congress has seen fit on three occasions to limit the effect of the first sale doctrine In the

Record Rental Amendment of 984 Congress amended section 109 to allow copyright owners

of sound recordings and the musical works embodied therein to retain the exclusive right to

dispose of particular phonorecordby rental lease or lending for purposes of direct or indirect

commercial advantage even after lawful fist sale of that phonorecord The purpose ofthe

amendment was to prevent the displacement of record sales by rentals that were in fact thixdy

disguised opportunities for consumers to make personal copies of records without buying themY

In essence the so-calledrental right serves to guard against infringementof the reproduction

right Congress extended the same concept to computerprograms in the Computer Software

Rental Amendments Act of 990 Both provisions have been incorporated into multi lateral

agreements and are now widely accepted international standards.5

pub No.98-45098 Stat 17271984

H.P. Rep No 98-987 at 1983

Title VII ofthe Judicial lmprovementsAd of 1990 Rb No 101-650 104 Stat 5089.5134 1990
Both the Record Rental Amendment and the bpitrrSoftwazt Rental Amendments Act arc codified at 17 U.S.C

109b

Agreement on Trade-RelatedAspects of Thtn11cr4in1 Pmperty R4ts TRIPS Articles II and 14.4

1994 WItO CopyrightTreaty Article 71996 WIR Perfonnances and PhonogramsTreaty Articles and 13

1996
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Congress also limited the effect of the first sale doctrine when in the course of

implementing U.S obligations under the iRIPS agreement in 1994 it extended copyright

protection to certain preexisting works of foreign origin that had previously fallen into the public

domain in the United States Under section 109a as amended by the Uruguay Round

Agreements Act52 copies embodying certain restored copyrights may not be soldor otherwise

disposed of without the authorization of the copyright owner more than twelve months after the

person in possessionof the copies receives actual or constructive notice that the copyrightowner

intends to enforce his rights in the restored work

By the same token Congress has on one occasion expanded the first sale doctrineto

cover not only the distribution right but the public performance and public display rights as

well Although legislatively sunsetted on October 1995section 109e permittedthe public

performance or display of an electronic videogame intended for use in coin-operated

equipment

Pub.Lb.103-465 lOt Sta14809498l 1994

Section 109c also permits public display in limited circumstances Notwithstanding the provisions of

seclion 1065 the owner of particular copy lawfully made under this title or any person authorizedby such

owner is entitled without the authority ofthe copyright owner to display th copy publicly either directlyor by the

projection ofno than one image at time to viewers present at the place where the copy is located This

provision permits among other ltigs the display of painting in museum or public art gallery by the purchaser of

the painting

Pub lb 101450 804c 104 Stat 508951361990 was enacted as part of tie Computer
Software Rental Amendments of 990 in order to overtumthe result in Red Boron-Franklin Pork Inc Taito

Corp. 883 F.2d 2754 Cit 989xert denie4 493 U.S 10581990 case which held that copyright owner

could prevent the purchaser of graymarket circuit boards containing copyrightedvideogame from performing the

videogame in video arcade
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SECI1ON 117 COMPUTER PRoCILAM ExEMPTIoNS

Section 117 of the Copyright Act limits the exclusive rights of copyrightowners by

allowingthe lawful owner of copy of computer program to make or authorize the making of

another copy or adaptation of that program only for archival purposes or if it is necessaryas an

essential step in the utilization of the program in conjunction with machine

In its entirety section ll7reads as follows

117 Limitations on exclusive
iights Computer programs

Making of Additional CopyorAdaptationby Owner ofCopy.-Notwithstandingthe

provisions of section 106 it is not an infringement forthe ownerofa copyofa computerprograrn

to make or authorize the making of another copyor adaptation of that computerprogramprovided

that such new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in the utilization of the computer

program in conjunctionwith machine and that it is used in no other manner or

that such new copy or adaptation is for archival purposes only and that all archival copies are

destroyed in the event that continued possession of the computerprogram should cease to be

Lease Sale or Other Transferof Additional Copy or Adaptation.-Any exact copies

prepared in accordancewith the provisions of this section may be leased sold or otherwise

transferred along with the copy from which such copies were prepared only as part of the lease

sale or other transfer of all rights in the program Adaptalionsso prepared may be transferred only

with the authorization of the copyrightownert

Machine Maintenance or Repair.-Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106 it is not

an infringement for the owner or lessee of machine to make or authorize the maldng of copy of

cornputerprogram if such copy is made solelyby virtue of the activation of machine that

lawfully contains an authorized copy of the computerprogram for purposes only of maintenance

cr repair of that machine if

such new copy is used in no other maimer and is destroyed immediately after the maintenance or

repair is completed and

with respect to any computer program or part thereof that is not necessary for that machine to be

activated such program or part thereof is not accessed or used other than to make such new copy

by virtue of the activation of the machine

Definitions.-Forpurposes of this tection

the maintenanceof machine is the servicingofthe machine in order to make it work in

accordance with its original specificationsand any changes to those specificationsauthorized for

that machine and
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In addition pursuant to an amendment contained in title LU of the DMCAIIM section 117

permitsthe owner or lessee of machine to make or authorize the making of temporary copy of

computer program if such copy is made solelyby virtue of the activation of machine that

lawfully contains an authorized copy of the computer program forpurposes of maintenance or

repair of that machine The exemption only permits copy that is made automatically when

computer is activated and only ifthe computer aheady lawfully contains an authorized copy of

the progrant The new copy cannot be used in any other manner and must be destroyed

immediately after the maintenance or repair is completed

Legislative History of Section 117

Recommendations of CONTU

The transformation of section 117 into its current form dealing with computerprograms

began in the 1970s When the 1976 Act took effect on January 1978 Congress approach to

problems relating to computer uses of copyrightworks still not sufficiently developed for

definitive legislative solution Congress enacted what was commonly referred to as

moratorium provision in section 117 which preserved the status quo on December 11977

i.e the day before the 1976 Copyright Act became effective as to use of copyrighted works in

conjunction with computers and similar information systems.5

the repairof machine is the restoring of the machine to the state of worldng in accordance

with its original specificationsand any changes to those specifications authorizedfor that machine

Computei-MaintenanceCompetitionAssurance Act Pub No 105-304 112 St 28602886 1998
codiliedat 17U.S.C 117

1976 Ibm Reportsupra note4O at 116

Id at 19 Former section 117 provided

NDt4thstardinj the provisions of sections 106 through 116 and 118 this title does not afford to
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Congress stated at that lime that it would look to the National Commission on New

Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works CONTEJ to ecommend definitive copyright

provisions to deal with the situatioC39 CONTU was created in 197440 to assist the President and

Congress in developing national policy for both protecting the rights of copyright owners and

ensuringpublic access to copyrighted works when they are used in computer and machine

duplication systems bearing in mind the public and consumer interest

Between CONTIYs inception in 1974 and the issuance of its final report on July31

1978 the 1976 CopyrightAct was enacted and became efllive The final
report

recommended that section 117 as enacted in 1976 be repealed in its entirety to ensure that the

generally applicable copyrightrules set forth in the 1976 CopyrightAct applyto all computer

uses ofcopyrightedworks.2 In addition CONTU proposed that the Act be amended to

define computer program to ensure that rightful possessors
of copies of computer

programs may use or adapt these copies for their use because placement of work into

the owner of copyright in work any greater or lesser rights with respect to the use of the work in

conjunction with automatic systems capable of storing processing retrieving or transferring

information or in conjunction with any similardevice machine or process than those affordedto

works under the law whethertitic 17 or the common law or statutesofa State in effecton

Decernber3 1977 as held applicable and constniedby court in actionbroughtunderthis title

1976 House Rsxt supru note 40 at 116

Pub Na.93-573 88 Stat 18731974

Final lxxt of the National ceinnissionon New Technologicalt of CopyrightedWorks 3-4 1979
hereinafierCONTU Rcpo4 Although the report was issued in 1978 it was published in 1979

Id at 12-13

Ccngress tei alreadymade it clear in legislativehistoty fit computerprograrns to the extent that they

embody programrriers original expressionwere protectedunder copyright within the category of literary works

1976 House Report supra note 40 at 54
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computer is thcpreparation of copy and to permit rightful possessors
of computer

programs to make archival backup copies ofprogramsto guard against destruction or damage

by mechanical or electrical failure

The 1980 ComputerSoftware CopyfightAmendments

Congress adopted CONTs recommendations in the Computer Software Copyright

Amendments of 1980 with few changes The House Report accompanying the 1980

amendments did not explain the intent of the legislation other than to implement the

recommendations of the Comrnissionwith respect to clarifingthe law of copyrightof

computer software In the absence of substantivediscussion in the committee report some

courts have treated the CONTU Report as the legislativehistory of the 1980 amendments to the

CopyrightAct Other courts have expressed scepticism regarding the use of
report by wi

independent commission as evidence of congressional intentf

CONTU Repoz supra note 61 13

Is

Pub No 96-517 94 Stat 30 15.3028 1980 Congress changed righiful possessor to owner

l1.R RepNo.96-1307 ptl 1980

See e.g.Apple Computer.Inc FormillaIsui Inc 725 F.2d 521.525 9Cir 1984 employing

CONFU Report as legislative hisbxy of the 1980 amendmentAppk Computer Inc Franklin Computer Cop
714 F.2d 1240124748 1252 3Cir 1983same

See e.g Lotus Dev Cop Borland Intl Inc 788 Supp 78.93 1992 revd on other

grounds 49 F.3d 8071 Cit 1995 affd Jy an equally divided Court 116 Ct 804 1996
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As enacted in 980section 117 permits the owner of copy of computer program to

make an additional copy of the program for archival purposes or where the making of such

copy is an essential step in the utilizationof the computer program in conjunction with

machine and is used inno other manner

The ComputerMaintenance CoinpetitionAssuranceAct of 1998

Section 117 was further amended by title III of the DMCA the Computer Maintenance

Competition Assurance Act of 1998 The amendment was intended to provide minor yet

important clarification in section 117 of the Copyright Act to ensure that the lawful owner or

lessee of computer machine may authorize an independent set-vice provider person

unaffiliated with either the owner or lessee of the machine to activate the machine for the sole

purpose of servicing its hardware components.2 Title LU was prompted by the outcome in MA

Systems Corp Peak ComputerInc and other cases that had held an independent service

organization liable for copyright infringementby virtue of loading operating system software into

computers RAM when technician switched the computer on in order to repair or maintain it

Rather than addressing the general question of temporary copies as proposed in some

contemporaneous bills4 title ill of the DMCA narrowly overturned the outcome ofMAJ Peak

Archival purposes in this context was intended to nest the backing up of copies by users not for the

purposes of lbr example expanding librarys archival collection

17tLS.C 1l7aXI

144 Cong Ret SI 1890 daily ed Oct 1998 statement by Sen Leahy

991 F.2d 511 ten dismissed 114 Ct 671 1994

See discussion of the Boucher-Campbdll bill supra at IS
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with respect to independent service organizations leaving the underlying holding with
respect to

temporaiy copies intact

Judicial Interpretation of Section 117

Courts have interpreted the section 117exceptions narrowly For example in Sega

Enterprises LuL v.Accolade 1nc the Ninth Circuitheld that copying computer program into

memory in order to disassemble it was use that went far beyond that contemplatedby CONTU

and authorized by section 117 Regarding the archival exemption one court has held that

section 117 does not excuse the making ofpurported backup copies of videogarne embodied in

RONbecause that particular storage medium is not vulnerable to damage by mechanical or

electrical failure

977 F.2d 15109s Cir 1992

IiLatIS2O

Atart Inc v.JS Group Inc 597 Supp 59-10 RD III 1983
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IL VIEWS OF THE PUBLIC

SOLICITATION OF PUBLIC COMMENTS

In orderto focus the issues involved in this Report and to provide informationand

assistance to the Copyright Office and NTIA the two agencies soughtboth written comments

and oral testimony fanithe public This process of public consultation commenced with the

publication of Notice of Inqyiry in the Federal Register on June 52000

The Notice of Inquiry soughtcomments and reply comments in connection with the

effects of the amendments made by title of the DMCA and the developmentof electronic

commerce on the operation of sections 109 and 117 oftitle 17 United States Code and the

relationship between existing and emerging technology and the operation aEsuch sections.9

In response to the Notice of Inquiry we received thirty initial comments and sixteen reply

comments.0 Of those thiy initial comments twenty-one dealt with section 109 and twelve

dealt with section 117 Ofthe sixteen replies to the initial comments thirteen dealt with

section 109 and eight dealt with section 117

65 Fed Reg 35.673 June 2000

lit For more complete statement of the background and purpose of the inquiry see the Notice of

Inquiry which is available on the CopyrightOffices website at wwwioc.gov/copyrightlfcdregf6535673.html

The comments and replica have bccn posted on the OtIiceswebsite see

www.loc.gov/cupyiighUrcportslstudicsFdmca/comsnents/ and wwwiocgov/copydghilrcports/studidmrcply/

respectively
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On October 242000 the two agencies published notice of public hearing in the Federal

Register At this public hearing held at the Copyright Office on November 292000 the two

agencies inquired into points made in the written comments and focused on series of specific

questions The informationreceived fiomthe written comments as well as fiom the testimony

of witnesses at the November 2000 public hearing is summarized here.12

ViEws CONCERNING SECHON lO9

The Effect of Section 1201 Prohibitions on the Operation of the First Sale

Doctrine

There was dramatic range of opinions in the many comments addressingthis question

Most commenters believed that the anticircumventionprovisions of 17 U.S.C 1201 provided

copyright owners with the ability to restrict the operation of the first sale doctrine few of

these commenters did not elaborate on this assertion Those who did expressed many different

views on precisely how the nile against the circumvention of tecbnologicalprotection measures

restricts the operation of the stsale doctrine and how severe that effect is

65 Fed Reg 63626 October 24 2000

Sununariesoftestimonyare available on the CopyrightOffice website at

wwwiocgov/copyzigd/rcporsfstudidmcaftestimooy/hearinp.html full transcript of the public hearing is

available at wwioc.gov/copyrigtit/repocts/studidxnca/tcstiznony/txanscriptpdt

In referring to the coniroents and hearingaatarias we will use the following abbreviations C-Comment

R-Reply Commenç WST-Written Suninary nf TestinionyT speaker-Hearing Transcript Citations to page

numbers in the hearingtranscript are to the PDF version of the transcript on the Copyright ae website

www.loc.gov/copyrightfrcporlsfstudidmcaftestirnony/transcziptpdf
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Among those who believed that section 1201 limits first sale the majority of comments

focused on one of two practical concerns surrounding the market for DVDs The first addressed

the proprietary encryption scheme known as the Content Scrambling System CSS that is-used

on commercial DVDs and the requirement that manufacturers be licensed produce DVD

players The second addressed the practice known as region coding

Most commercially released motion pictures on DVI as noted by many commenters are

encrypted using CSS Some commenters noted further that the onlydevices that are authorized

to decrypt DVDs are D\D players that have been manufactured under license from the

consortium which includes the major motion picture studios that owns the rights to CSS Xis

result the commenters complained they are required to make two purchases in order to view

single DVD i.e the DVD and the pktya Certaincommenters suggested that the practice of

requiring licensed player in order to view DVI amounts to violation of antitrust law

But for the anticircurnvention law it would be permissible for person to use an

unauthorized decryptionprogram to view DVDs on devices other tim authorized players such

CSS is the technological protection incasure adopted by the motion picture indusisy and consumer

electronicsmanufacturtn to provide security to copyrightedcontent of DYDs and to prevent unauthorized copying

of that content Motion Picturc Association of America website wwwinpaorgPrcss visited on May 12001

See discussion infraat 36

C-Arrorndee at

C-Taylor at

C-National Association of Recording Merchandisers Inc NARM and the Video SDftware Dealers

Association Inc VSDA429-30
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as personal computers if necessary Such program was found in violation of section 1201 in

highly publicized court case.9 Some conitnenters discussed the case in great detail in their

comments.9

The implication of the complaint about the CSS encryption code is that by enabling

copyright owners to compel users to purchase licensed END player the value of DVD is

reduced It is argued some commcnters requirementthat each subsequent owner of DVD

obtain new authorization to view the contents of that work That in turn means that the

value of the first sale doctrine as applied to DVDs is reduced or eliminated Thus as applied to

the market forDVDs these commenters argued that the operation of the first sale doctrine has

been obstructed by the rules against circumvention of technological protection measures.2

The concerns about region coding of DVDs are similar in nature Region coding is

technological means ofpreventing DVDs manufactured for sale in one region of the world from

playing on DVD player that is manufactured for sale in different region of the world The

result is that DVD purchased in Asia cannot be viewed on licensed DVD player purchased in

the United States Were unauthorized circumvention permissibleregion coding could be

See UniversalCityStudios c/aL Reimerdes82 Supp 2d 211 S.D.N.Y2000 The case is

presently on appal to the Second Circuit UniversalCity Studios c/aL Corley docketOO-9 185

C-Than and Taylor at ci seq

E.g. C-Taylor at

E.g C-Arromdce at

Some Dvi players be switched fiom one region setting to amfier but the usermay only switch

few times before being pennanently locked into raicn
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defeated These cornenters argued that region coding reduces the value of the first sale doctrine

by limiting the market for resale of DVI And because the anticircumvention rules prevent

users from defeating region coding these coinmentersargued that those rules are interferingwith

the operation of the first sale doctrine4

Others who believe that prohibitions on circumvention of technological protection

measures have restricted the operation of the first sale doctrine were more general in their

comments One representative sample is comment which noted that access controls that permit

access on only single device are likely to interfere with the exercise of the first sale doctrine

This comment also addressed other situations noting that access controls sometimes limitthe

amount of work that is viewable at any time While acknowledging that this serves

reasonable anti-piracypurposethe comment also noted that such practice makes it less likely

that the user will exercise the first sale privilege This is because in orderto obtain complete

tangible copy of the work the user will have to separatelyprint out numerous smallportions.%

This comment also observed that while files that require password to gain access may not be

limited to one device iransfer of the password or key may be restricted in way that
prevents

transfer of file in usable tbrm

E.g C-LXNY at

C-Computcr Professionals for Social Responsibility CPSR ML

Id.at3.5

Ld.at4
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ci
That final point sc echoed by number of commertters Their concern was that the non-

negotiable licenses which are offered to users of copyrighted works are written to reduce or

eliminate the availabilityof statutorilypermitted uses including uses permittedunder section

iO9 These terms may be enforced through technological protection measures Thusthey

argued the mies against circumvention of such measures hamper the operation of the first sale

doctrine This concern was particularly evident among users of computer software who

decried so-called shrinkwrap and click-wrap licensest0 few commenters delved into

discussion of the relative merits of the Uniform Computer InformationTransactions Act

UC1TA legislation that is
currently being considered innumerous state legislatures that

would validate the enforceabilityofshrinkwrapand click-wraplicenses02

E.g.1 C-American Library Association American Association of Law Libraries Associationof Research

Libraries Medical Library Association and Special Libraries Association Library Assns at 5-7

It

Shrinkwrap arid click-wrap licenses are termsused to describe the non-negotiable licensing termsthat

are sometimes placed on consumer packaging of copyrightedworks particularly software in lieu of simple sale of

that copy of the wzk The names derive fiom the practice of demonstrating users assent It the tenns by virtue of

their tearing open the
plastic shrinkwrap packaging or clicking an agree button with mouse

The Uniform Ccnprtar InformationTransactionsAct tErm according to the National Conference

of Commissioners on Uniform 9am Tac represents the fiScomprehensiveuniforni computer informalion

licensing law This act uses the accepted and familiar principles of contract law setting the rules for creating

electronic contracts and the use of electronic signatures for contract adoption thereby making computer

information transactions as well-grounded in the law as traditionaltransactions National Conference of

Commissionerson Uniform State Laws website www nccusIor/unifonnact facmshettthmiformacts-fs.ircitahtm

visited on May 2001

E.g C-Lyons at 3-5 R-Software and Information Industry AssociationSITA at 10-11
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Similar concerns were also raised in the submission of the libraryassociations.03 They

expressedconcern that rules against circumvention give copyrightowners the ability to maintain

running control on access to and copying of theirworks.4 this they argued frustrates the

goal of the first sale doctrine by extending the rights of the copyright owner beyond the first sale

of particular copy.5 As tangible examples of how this interference in the operation of the first

sale doctrine might inhibit the functioning of library they gave several examples including

interlibraryloan programs preservation and accepting donations ofworks6 All of these they

argued have become difficult or impossibleas result of the intersection of licensing terms

technological measures and restrictions on circumvention.07

Other commenters had varying explanations for their belief that anticircumvention rules

have hampered the first sale doctrine For example one comntenter argued that

anticircumvention rules limit the users ability to make copies which effectively precludes users

from benefitting from the first sale doctrine.01

few commenters stated that the rules against ciicmnventionhave little or no effect on

the firstsale doctrine One commenter for example opined that such rules are irrelevant

C-LibrwyAssnsat4-7

101

Id

1% Id at 10-19

id

C-YanDe Walker at
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because they are essentiallyunenforceable.09 Others argued that it is simplytoo soon in the

evolutionof this field to know They noted however that with timethat conditionmay

change

significant number of commenters expressedthe view that prohibitions on

circumvention of technological protection measures particularly in the online environment have

had no effect on the operation of the first sale doctrine because the first sale doctrine is

inapplicableto digital iransmissions Several of these comments soughtto respond to the

concerns previously mentioned For example one commenter argued that concerns about

copyright owners locking up works behind technological protection measures are without merit

because doing would be doomed business stratgy That commenter also argued that the

licensing ofDVD players in no way disadvantaged consumers.3 Further that commenter

asserted that analysis of the effect of licensing terms is beyond the scope of thisReport

C-Stanford Accelerator Ccntcr SLAC at

C-Digital Media AssociationDiMA at 7-9 C-Anthony at

E.g R-Reed Elsevier Inc at 5-8

12
K-Time Warner Inc. at 1-2

It at2

Itat4
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The Effect of Section 1202 Prohibitions on the Operation of the First Sale

Doctrine

The overwhebningnuxnber of conimenters that expressed view on this issue stated that

there has not been any effect on the operation of the first sale doctrine as result of the

protections for copyrightmanagement information.5 However the library associations argued

that when combined with technologicaiprotection measures and licensing limitations copyright

management informationcan give the copyright owner the ability to monitor and prohibit uses

that are permissible under the law They were also concerned that such technology can give

the copyright owner access to personal informationabout users such as cookie that chills

use of the work.hI One commenterargued that protections for copyrightmanagement

information limit the utility of the first sale doctrine because they prevent the owner of the copy

from removing what he referred to as the packaging of the work.9

See e.g C-SLACat C-McGown at

C-LibraryAssns at 7-10

Cookie is information that is stored by Intensd browsing software on users basil drive in response

to an automated request by web server subscqutht automated request by web server can instruct the browsing

sofbere transmit that information back to the sewer

C-Libnuyksrs at 7-10

C-Thomason at
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The Effect of the evelopment of Elecfrothc Commerce and Associated

Technology on the Operation of the First Sale Doctrine

One commenter simply found that the development of electroniccommerce and

associated technology has had no effect on the first sale doctrine0 Another believed that it was

too soon to tell what the effect will be

The library associations argued that with the increase in disributionofcopyrightedworks

online it is less likely that user will purchase copy Rather they foresee that the user will be

licensed to access work online One result of this change they argued is that the first sale

doctrine will not apply to online access They also argued that it permitscopyright owners to

create price structure wherein entities that cannot afford the best version of the work must settle

for less expensive and less desirable version.124

Other cominenters took that sentiment ftirtherarguing that particularly in the

commerce sphere technology can now be used by copyrightowners to circumvent constitutional

and legislative limitations on the distribution right to the point of copyrightmisuse and/or

antitrustviolatious

C-McGown at

C-DIMA at 9-11

C-LibraryAssns at 10-19

it

Ill

125

See C-NARMNSDA at 29-30 37
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One copyright owner commented that new technology has made infringement of

copyrighteasier and that change in the existing level of protection for copyrighted works such

as expanded first sale privilege could be disastrous for copyright
owners

The Relationship Between Existing and Emergent Technology on One Hand
and the First Sale Doctrine on the Other

Relatively few commenters addressed this issue directly Of those did most

commenters believed that there is no relationship between existing and emergent technology and

the first sale doctrine Some argued that technology is being used to defeat the first sale

doctrine as discussed above2 Another conimenter noted that the first sale doctrine applies to

tangible copies not to thestreainingor downloading of worksY9

The Extent to Which the First Sale Doctrine Is Related To or Premised On
Particular Media or Methods of Distribntion

Ity comments indicated that the first sale doctrine is not premised on any particular

media or methods of distribution.0 Some noted that the first sale doctrine is premised on older

Ili

It-Time Warner Inc. at

Lg.C-McGo at C-Library Assns at 19

2I
C-LibrazyAssnsat 10-19

1$
C-lime Warner Inc at 2-3

no E.g C-McGown at C-Taylor at5
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technology which provided greater impediments to the transfer of works than modem

technoloy3 Others observed that the first sale doctrine is based on tangible copies

The Extent if Any to Which the Emergence of New TechnologiesAlters the

Technological Premises upon Which the First SaleDoctrine Is Established

As with the previous issues many of the comrnenters indicated that new technology does

not alter the technological premisesupon which the first sale doctrine is estahlishetL One

commenter stated that new technology has made copyright laws obsolete and ineffectivebecause

of the impossibility of cnforceineaL33 Several cornenters noted that while new technology has

not altered the premises of the first sale doctrine the legislative codification of that doctrine may

need to be periodically updated to continue the proper application of the first sale doctrine to new

technology

The Need ifAny to Expand the First Sale Doctrine to Apply to Digital

Transmissions

The comments on this issue were both voluminous and passionate They can he divided

into two starkly contrasting groups those arguing that section 109 should be amended to permit

the digital transmission of works that were lawfully acqed including the reproduction of the

work as part of the transmission process and those opposing modification of section 109

C.SI1A at C-SLAG at

C-TimeWamertnc at3 C-Anthony at2-3

C-SLAC at 2-3
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ci
Some of the commenters argued that digital transmissions are already permittedby the

existing language of section 109 This is because in obtaining the source copy user

receives transmission and upon completion of that transmissionthere exists copy of the work

in tangible form They dismissed concerns about additional copies being made when the first

purchaser transmits the work to second as being incidental to the transmissionprocess

legislative change that they seek is to amend section 1201 to allow circumvention of

technological protection measures which prevent the operation of the first sale doctrineM

Other commenters argued that the current language of section 109 could be read to apply

to digital transmissions although some conceded that formalistic reading of section 109 does

not but sought legislative clarification to codify this conclusion.L36 Many commenters referred

to the Boucher-Campbell biIP37 as model for the changes they would like to see made to section

109.0K

The comrnenters supporting changes to section 109 argued that copyright law has always

been interpreted to be technology neutral and that in orderto be faithful to that tradition the first

sale doctrine should be updated to apply to digital transmissions.39 They noted that the policy

C-NARMNSDAat36-37

hi
liL

R-IibrazyAssnsat 1-2

H.R.3048 105 Cng Sess 1997

E.g C-Digital Future Coalition DFC 43

39 It
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behind the first sale doctrine was to prevent restraints on the alienabilityofproperty in order to

promote the continual flow of property in society They argued further that the first sale

doctrine has for nearly century promoted economic growth and creativity and should be

extended into he digital environment In anticipation of counter-argumentsthat such an

extension would be an invitation to infringement they argued that technological protection

measures and copyrightmanagement informationcan be used in concert to guarantee that when

user transmits the work the source copy is deleted.0 They also asserted that this technology

exists now Additionally some argued that without clear application of the first sale doctrine to

digital transmissionscircumvention technology will gain in popularity.43

The library associations sought specific amendments to section 109 to addressthe

concerns unique to librariesrelating to interlibraryloans preservation/archiving accepting

donated works and other activities

There were few other views supporting such change as well One cornrnenter argued

that while the copyright law is no longer relevant and the expansion of section 109 is not

technologically necessary the principles of copyrightlaw should apply evenIyY Another

C-NARM IVSDA at

C-Home Recording Ri4ts Coalition ILRRC at 2-3

Idi at

R-DIMA at 6-7

C-LibrayAssns at 11-19

C-SLAC.at3
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commented that first sale principles should also apply to the transmissionof encryption keys so

as to prevent technological protection measures from inhibiting exercise of the first sale right

while still providing protection against infringement

Those who opposed the amendment of section 109 argued that the requestedchanges do

not merely update the long-standing first sale docirine to accoinmodatenew technology but

expand the first sale doctrine well beyond its previous scope.4 To date the first sale doctrine

has with limited exceptions4 always been limitationon only the distribution right

Commenters from the copyright industries noted that in orderto transfer copy of work finn

one person to another by digital transmission it is necessaryfor copies to be made thus

implicating the reproduction right49 They asserted too that the transfer may also involve

performance of the work implicating the public performance right or for sound recordings the

digital audio transmission right

Those opposed to amending section 109 also argued that change along the lines

proposed in the BoucherCampbell bill would open the door to widespread unauthorized copying

C-Than and Taylor at

C-SIIAat3

See 109c limitingthe public display rightand 109c limitingthe public performance and public

display rights These provisions are discussedsupru at 25

R-Arnerican Film Marketing Association Association of American Publishers Business Software

Alliance Motion Picture AssociationofAmerica National Music Publishers Association and Recording Industry

Association of America Copyright Industry Orgs at

ItLatS
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of works which in tern would destroy the market for those work They argued that this result

could occur because the technology to require simultaneousdestructionofthe sourcecopy

remains ineffective and
prohibitively expensive.t Moreover at least one copyrightowner

representative questioned the existence of any demand in the marketplace for the simultaneous

destruction also called forward and delete technology Opponents also argued that in the

context of traditional technology the effect of the first sale doctrine on the marketplace for

unused copies was limited by geography and the gradual degradation of books and analog

tapesY The absence of such limitations in the context of digital technology would cause an

expanded first sale doctrine to have far greater effect on the market They also noted that

copyright ownersconcerns raised in the context of this Report were precisely the same concerns

that persuaded the Congress not to enact the Boucher-Campbell bill in the lOSe Congress and

that nothing has changed that should alterCongressjudgment.5

The Effect of the Absence of Digital First Sale Doctrine on the Marketplace for

Works in Digital Form

For those who seek an amendmentto section 109 to include digital transmissions

explicitly in the first sale doctrine the absence of express statutory language is source of

E.g. R-Tkne WarnerInc at

R.Copyright IthistryOrgs at34

T-Nationat Music Publishers AssociationNMPA Mann at 157-58

R-SHAat6

IL

t% R-NMPAat2-3
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uncertainty reduced utility audor chilling effect on users in the marketplace which is reducing

the demand for copyrighted works

To those who oppose such an amendment the current law provides an environment in

which copyrightowners are willing to offer their works in digitalfonnY This they argued

enhances the market for such works by providingthem to consumers in the media they desire

most To counter claims that the absence of clear application of the first sale doctrine to digital

transmissionsis harming the marketplace one commenter quoted 1997 U.S Department of

Commerce study asserting that electronic shopping and mail order houses sold $22.9 billion in

computer hardware software and supplies more than any other types of retail businesscs

Another noted that according to Jupiter Communications digital downloads will be $1.5 billion

commercial market by 2006

VIEWS CONCERNING SECTION 117

The public comments related to section 117 fell broadly into two categories comments

concerning the status of temporary copies in RAM and comments concerning the scope of the

archival exemption

C-LibrazyMsns at 25-26 C-DIMA at 13

E.g C-Tune Warner Inc at3

R-SIIA at

HO
R-BroadcastMusic Inc 5141 at 6.7
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Exemption for Temporary Buffer Copies in Random Access Memory RAN

Legal Status of Temporary Copiesand Needfor an Exception

Most of the comments received on section 117 related not to the computer program

exemptions provided in that section but to the question whether an exemption for temporary

incidental copies should be enacted One group of coinmenters requestedan exemption from the

exclusive right of reproduction for certain kinds of temporary copics Another group of

commenters mostly comprised of copyright owners did not believe there is any need or basis for

an exemption for these temporary copies.2

bzy of the commenters who support an amendment to create general exception from

the reproduction right for temporary incidental copies supported the exemption proposed in the

Boucber-CampbellbilL3 fræsbill included an exemption for digital copies that are incidental to

the operation of device in the courseof use of work when that use is lawfi.tl under title 17

U.S Code Because this exemption was originallyproposedas an amendment to section 117 we

discuss it in the context of section

See generally commentsby Computer Communications Industry AssociationCCIADFC HRRC
DIMA suggesting similar but different wordinA Blue Spike Launclgseeao R4JbnuyAssns at 15-16

See generally comments by NAITtM and YSDA Digital Commeste Coalition DCCBsiness Sofbaxe

Affiance BSA BMI Copyright Industry Orgs. It1 Elsevier Inc REI

H.R3048 105 Cong 1991 discussion supra at 15

See discussion of the nexus between the temporary incidental copy issue and section 117 supra at 18
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The proponents of temporary incidental copy exception argueS that court decisions like

MA Systems Corp Peak ComputerInc and its progeny have had the effect of invalidating

the usefulness of the exemptions under section 117 MA.Iv Peak held that the loading of

software into computers random access memory RAM in violation of license agreement

was an infringementbecause it entailed making copy7 The exemption in section 117 applies

to the owner of copy of computerprogt-am The court in MAR Peak concluded that

since the software was licensed by the copyright owner the defendant third-party independent

service oganization was not an owner of the software and did not qualif for the exemptions

under section 17 The commenters argued that because most software today is acquired by

license rather than purchase few users of computer software would quali1y for the exemption

under section 117 Therefore they contended it is of little use.7

Other commenters generally opposed any exemption for temporary incidental copies at

this time Many of them opposed the Boucher-Campbell bill arguing that the proposed

991 F.2d 511 9Cir 1993 cert dismisse4 114S Ct 6711994

IM
The DFC argues for instance that the practical force of the section 117 exemptions has been deprived

by recent case law
citing MA Peak and subsequent decisions that hold that every temporary RAM copying of

computer program incidental to its use on hardware platform constitutes fonn ofreproduction C-DFCat

CCIA said that the existing 117 has in essence .been repealed by MA Peak and decisions like it C-CCIA at

See discussionofMAv Peakinfra at 118

17U.S.C 117a1

sa
991 F.2d 511518 59th Cit 1993

This argument appears to be less relevant to the proposal for generalexemption for temporary

incidental copies than to the questionwhether the existing exemptions under section 117 should applyonly to

owners of copiescr to rightfulpossessors including licensees

See generally comments by the Copyrightlndustry Orgs NMPA and SIIA T-BMI Berenson at 167
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exemption is notjustified by technological developmentswould dramaticallyexpand the scope

of section 117 and would drastically cut back on the exclusive reproduction right for all

works2 In their view the MA Peak decision stands for two propositions relevant to section

11 7both of which buttress rather than weaken or repeal that statutory provision and the

objectives for which it was enacted First the Ninth Circuitsholding in MAT Peak has been

followed in number of other federal court decisions The copyrightowners also argued that

if the Ninth Circuit had reached the opposite conclusion that such copying of computer

piogram into memory was not reproduction falling within the scope of the reproduction right

enactment of what is now section 11 7a 1would not have been necessary.75 Second the

copyright owners argued that proponentsof the Boucher-Canipbell bill called on Congress in

1998 to overturn MA Peak by adopting an exception for incidental copies but that Congress

did the opposite by passing title 111 of the DMCA endorsing and reaffirming the conclusions of

CONTIJ and the Ninth Circuit regarding temporary copies.7 The copyright ownersjoined by

othercommenters argued that the DMCA embraced the general principle that temporary copies

in RAM are copies that are subject to the copyrightowners exclusive reproduction right and

made only those careflilly calibrated adjustments to the principle necessary to addressthe

problems experiencedby independent providers of computer maintenance and repair services

R.Copyright lndustryQgs.at9

In It

Seeinfraatll9

RCopyrightlndusfryQ.at9 atl 13

It

in RCopyright Indusbyk. at 10
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The copyrightowners were also concerned that an exception for incidental copies would

undercut the reproduction right in all works and would raise significant questions about U.S

compliance with its international obligations.tm

TheEconomic Volue of Temporary Copies

Commenters were divided on the question whether temporary copies have economic

value The point ofview of the commenters appeared to be strongly influenced by the context in

which the particular temporary copy is made Some commenters who discussed temporary

copies that are incidental to an authorized transmission placed little or no economic value on the

copies The small temporary buffer memory copies that are used in todays webcasting

technology argued one cornmenter have no intrinsicor economic value
apart

from the

performance This commenter representing an alliance of companies that develop and deploy

technologies to perform promote and market music and video content on the web and through

other digital networks noted that this webcasting technology demonstrates why section 117

needs to be updated for the digital age He said that it should provide that the temporary buffers

necessaryto enable an authorized performance of copyrighted material are exempt from any

claim of copyright infringemcnt8

WST-Copyright Industry Otys

C-DiMA at 19

itt
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Other commenters argued that the temporary copy has significant economic .JalueU

These commenters referred to the holding in MA Peak and its subsequent confirmation by

Congress in title Ill of the DMCA as an implicit recognition that the copies have economic value

since Congress deemed them worthy of protection.tm Indeed one commenter from trade

association that represents software zn-id electronic commerce developers asserted that in the

digital world it is possible that the full commercial value of the work is contained in that

temporary copy For examplecustomersare becoming less interested in possessing permanent

copy of software and more interested in having that copy availableto them they need it

Promotion ofElectronic Commerce

Some commenters asserted that the promotion and growth of electronic commerce

requires general exception for temporary incidental copies to cover all forms of digital content

notjust computer software

Opposing that view was one commenter who noted that there is every indication from the

marketplace to suggest that electronic commerce and the Intemet continue to grow vigorously

and that in the two years since the enactment of the DMCA that growth has accelerated.5 The

commenter concluded that the evidence is simplynot there to support the thesis that exemptions

See generally commentsby Copyright Industry Orgs BSA

RCupyright 1ndusft-yQr.t9 Simon at 105

T-BSA Simon at 138

C.DIMA at IS WST..HRRC R-IibraryAssns at 14

T-BSA Simon at 105
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must be expanded to meet the demands of electronic commerce.15 Copyright industries did not

believe any changes to section 117 were necessary at this time in order to facilitate the continued

growth of electronic commerce and the advance of technology for conducting electronic

transactions in copyrighted materials They professed to be unaware of any significant

impediments to electronic commerce which have arisen as result of section 117 in its current

fomi

Changed Circumstancessince Enactment of the DMCA

representative of the copyright industry associations observed that when Congress has

dealt with the question of temporary copies it has done so in response to real problems He

noted that Congress responded in 1998 to real problems that were presentedto it by independent

service organizations that had been sued and were being held liable for creating temporary copies

in RAN in the course of maintaining or repairing computea Congress he also noted took the

same approach when it was presented with evidence that there was at least credible threat of

liability for online service providers for making temporary copies in the course of carrying out

functions that are at the core of the Internet

Several commenters spoke directly to this issue by addressing what has changed in the

past two years that would require an exemption from the reproduction right for certain temporary

In ia

T-Copyright Industiy Qi MetaWz at 249

Id see supraat3O

T-Copyright Indusfry Metalitz at 249 see infranote 201
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topies and what additional experience has been gainedover the past two years that may persuade

Congress to rethink these issues One commenter remarked that the test that should be

considered is wbether something has happened to the marketplace that would justify further

changes in Iawi9 He noted that Congress found no compelling evidence in 1998 that changes

were merited and having reviewed the submissions and marketplace developments he found

that there is no justification to come to different conclusion today.9

Still another commenter argued that an amendmeat to section l7to exempt temporary

copies of works that are made as part of the operation of the machine or device is not necessary

and would be inappropriate because no one can provide any evidence ofbarnt This

commenter asserted that no concrete examples had been proffered of situations where copyright

owners have filed suitor otherwise made inappropriate claims based on such temporary copies or

where webcasters have been hampered by any alleged threats He was not aware of any record

company that has claimed infringement or threatened litigation based on the making of temporary

copies To the contrary he provided examples of webcasters and other internet music services

being licensed by copyright owners with all the permissions they need to operate their business

Need for legislative action on this point he said has not been demonstrated and none should be

taken where the likelihood of unintended consequences is high

110

T-BSA Simon at 105

In It

T-mAA Shcrman at 305
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Other commenters however argued the problem was not theoretical One webcaster

noted that there are music publishers that are seekingmechanical royalties for temporary copies

made in RAM buffers when music is streamed on the Internet even though the performance to

which the copy is incidental is fully licensed He noted that his company had not been sued

but certainly had been threatened and the threat of suit had been used against it in negotiations

over license agreements The commenter said the threat of litigation particularly to growing

company like his is enough to cause problems and is enough to make such company agree to

licenses that are perhaps unthir He also noted that it is not in anyones interestto resolve

perceived ambiguity through litigation this is clear example of an instance in which legislative

action could effectivelyresolve any uncertainty

Applicability of the Fair UseDoctrine to Temporary Copies

Suggestionswere made in the comments that the fair use doctrine rather than separate

exemption for temporary incidental copies could address some of the concerns that were raised

about such copies Since certain comnmenters proposed that language be added to section 117

that would permitthe making of temporary copies when such copies are incidental to the

operation of device and do not conflict with the normal exploitation of the work and do

not unreasonablyprejudice the legitimate interests of the author one cominenter suggested

instead that the fair use doctrine be used rather than expanding section 117 with such broad

IN
T-LaunchGoldberg at3Il

$V5

Launch has since been sued but over issues unrelated to buffer copies

T-Launch Goldberg at 311

WST-Launch
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language This commenter argued thai this language iwtoo broad and use of it may be dangerous

by allowing acts well above and beyond any reasonable fair use

One of the conimenters advocating an exemption for temporary incidental copies also

recognized that fair use may address some of the concerns that were expressed Mis commenter

took the position that between the archival exemption set out in section 117 and the fair use

doctrine certain types of copies should already be determined not to be infringing under the law

including temporary copies of recorded content made in the course of playback through

buffering caching or other means Library associations said that while they believe that the

copying ri9hts at issue already exist under fair use making them explicit could help to eliminate

some of the uncertainty that is currently preventing these tights finn being fully and consistently

exercised20

R-SIIAat3.4 ws-snT-suKfethmid at 132

wsT-HRR.c The copies that HRRC asserts should already be determined not to be hdiinging under

the law because the copies fall under the archival exemption set out in section 117 or the fair use doctrine are back

up or archival copies of bcas or phonorecords of content lawfully acquired through digital downloading temporary

copies of recorded content made in the course of playback through buffering caching or other means and

temporary copies that are stored through the technical process of Internet wcbcasting

R-Libraiy Assns at 14
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Liability farMaking Temporary Copies under Sectirn 512201

The copyright industries questioned why the limitations on liability set out in section 512

cannot be used by the webcasters to addresstheir problems regarding threats of litigation and

noted that there have not been significant legal conflicts over incidental copying2 The

copyrightindustries asserted that Congress in enacting the DMCA addressed and resolved some

of the potential flash points For instance they asserted tat in what is now section 512

Congress carefully fashioned limitations on remedies that apply to infringements including

notably incidental copying that may occur in the course of activities that are essential to the

smooth functioning of the Internet such as linking storing caching or providing conduit services

rather than creating broad exemptions to exclusive rights3

Other conurienters disagreed One noted that the section 512 provisions are helpful to

those who qualify as Internet service providers within the meaning of section 512 but that many

webcasters are not Intemet service providers and do not qualify for relief from liabilityundcr

17 U.S.C 512 Under section 512 party that qualifies as service providermay be eligible for

one or more of feet limitations on monetary liability for copyright infringement deriving finn specified activities

br purposes of the first limitation relating to traruitory communications service provider is defined in section

Si 2k lA as an
entity ofththxxj the transmission routing or providing of connections for digital online

comniunicationsbetweenor among points specified bya user of material of the users choosing without

modification to the content of the material as sent or received For purposes of the other three limitations relating to

system caching hosting and information location tools service provider is more broadly defined in section

l2klB as provider of online services or network access or the cçeta of facilities therefor

In addition to be eligible for any of the limitations service provider must meet two overall conditions

it must adopt and reasonably implement policy of tenninating in appropriate circumstances the accounts of

subscribers who are repeat infringers and it must accommodate and not interfere with standard technical

measures as defined in section 512i

T.Copytight Industry Qj Metalitz at 247

R-CoptghtIndustiy..atlO-l
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section 51 2.24 Another commenter agreed that section 512 can be extremely helpM for

intermediaries but asserted that it does not solve the particularproblemfor Internet webcasters

and Internet broadcasters who are the originators of the ansmissions.5

Scope of the Archival Exemption

Expansion of theArchivol Exemption to Works Other than ComputerPrograms

Although most comments received on section 117 related to an exemption for temporary

copies number of commenters discussed the scope of section 117s archival exemption One

commented that it supports amending section 117 to allow owners of any digitally-acquired

content i.e not just computer programs the right to make an archival or backup copyf that

consumers may wish to make removable archive copies of downloaded music and video to

protect their downloads against losses and that despite the convenience of digital downloading

media collections on hard drives are vulnerable07 This commenter noted for example that

when consumer wants to upgrade to new computer or more capacious hard disk drive there

is no lawful means to transfer the consumers media collection onto new equipment

This point was echoed by other commenters who said that section 117 is too narrow and

in addition to computer programs should apply to other works due to the fact that CDs can erode

T-DFC.Jasri at 273-74

203 T-DIMA Greenstein at 274

206 The copyright industry orgaxdzathxlspIIBJ out in reply commentsthat DiMA believes this narrow

exception to section 17aX2 should be expanded to cover any content that Lconsumersl lawfully acquire through

digital downloading R-Copyright Industry Orgs at 12

207 T-DiMA Gmnin at 238-39
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and DVDs can also develop similarproblems Another commenter representing the library

associations said that more categories of works are now being published in digital formats and

that section 117 should be updated to clarify that the rights apply to all rightfully possessed

digital media9 The libraryassociations went on to saythat all digital content is prone to

deletion corruption and loss due to systemcrashes and that consumers must be permitted to

protect their investments thus it is critical to recognize that archival copying rights are as

importanttoday to the growth of digital publishing as they were to the growth of the computer

software industry in the 19805.210

On the other side was trade association for the software and information industries

This association suggested that an expansion of section 117 to other copyrighted works is

SaIfr

senseless because it is being used so sparingly today for computer software and thejustification

for the provisionno longer exists

This same trade association expressedthe view that the public perception of the scope of

the section 117 backup copy exception may be distorted and that persons engaged in piracy of

software and other content assert they canjustify their actions by relying on section 117 That

commenter contended for example that personsattempting to auction offtheir so-called backup

C-Antony at 4-5

R-Libraiylstt at 11 Many types of works that were fonnerty distiibutediu print and analog

formatsare now being distributtd only in
digital

format Id at 14

It at IS

Zfl R-SILat9
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copies of computer software or who make pirated software available on websites ftp sites or chat

rooms do so under the guise of the section 117 backup copy exception.2t

trade
associationrepresentingpublishers of video arid computer games stated that

section 117 is used not as legitimate defense to infringementbut as an enticement to engage in

piracy It asserted that despite the diminishingneed for an archival copy exception to protect

any legitimate interest of users of computer programs and the lack of anyjudicial precedent for

expanding the scope of section 11 7a2 the Internet is replete with sites purportingto offer

backup copies of videogames containing computer programs or the means for making them

It contended that many of these sites specifically refer to section 117 as providing legal basis

for theiroperations for example one website offering such backup copies reassures users that

under the copyright laws of the U.S you are entitled to own backup of any software you have

paid for while anotherproclaims All the games music cds and computer software that you

will find on this page for sale are copied because it is perfectly legal by Section 117 of the US

Copyright Law to own these cds and use them as long as you have the original program game

or music cd In fact according to this commenter these sites are not actually offering

backup copies or even copies that they rightfully own and in any event they offer works other

than computerprograms The commenter asserted that such sites refer to section 11 7a2 only

22 C-SUAat34

C-Interactive Digital SoftwanMsociatioa IISA at

214

23
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to provide patina of legitimacy to theiroperations and to foster false sense among users that

patently illicit transaction downioad of pirate product might in fact somehow be lawful

The same commenterreconunended that the language of section ti 7a2 be narrowed to

make it clear that the provision does not allow free-standing market in so-called backup

copies and that it only covers the copying ofcomputerprograms to the extent required to

prevent loss ofuse of the program when the original is damaged or destroyed due to electrical or

mechanical failures It asserted that such statutory adjustment would not only accurately reflect

the changes wrought by two decades of technological advancement but would also promote

legitimate electronic commerce Perhaps most importantlysuch an adjustment would eliminate

much of the conflis ion created in the minds of some users by those who justify their piratical

activities by reference to supposed tight to make back up copies of entertainment software

products.21

Clarjflcation cC the Archival Copy Exemption fir ComputerPrograins

One commenter noted that section 117 does not comport with normal practices and

proceduresthat people use for archiving information on computers He asserted that while

most businesses and many individuals perform periodic backups of everything on theirhard

Id at

WST-Hollaar
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drive section 117 prescribes different style of archiving making copy of an inilividual

program at the timethe consumerobtains it.21

In this case the commenter advised the archival copy will not only contain copied data

but also copied commercial software that happened to be installed on the hard drive Not only is

the program copied but also data that came along with the program even though section 117

does not give permission to copy that data3t9

if the use of particularprogram ceases to be rightthl prirnarilybecause the user has

obtained new version of the program perhaps an upgraded version the user no longer has the

right to use it but rather has the right to use the new program The user most likely will not go

back find the CD-ROM that includes the archived thta and programs and Ixy to attempt in some

way to delete the programs from the CD Section 117 noted the cominenter does not match the

realityof how file archives are made today.22

Another commenter agreed and said multiple backup copies are needed programs that

perform backups have no knowledge of the license status of the computer files being backed up

and there is no commonly used file system that stores such status with the files so that there is no

way within common practice for backup programs to ascertain that statusY He also explained

Itt at 93-95

c-LXNY at
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that periodic backups are made accordingto schedules and to enable recovery For example

backups may be made daily weekly monthly yearly Each tape of the full backup type

would contain copy Although tapes axe generally recycled there are often legitimate reasons

to preserve

In response to the question whether there is any evidence of actual harm resulting from

this mismatch between section 117 and the way systemadministrators or others actually backup

network systems most commenters were not aware of any harm that had resulted in this

rnisrnatch.m One commenter expressedconcem that when the law is so far out of step with

reality that it is seldom if ever observed respect for the legal system diminishesand the rule of

law suffers

However one commenter did not agree that archivingbackup copies necessarily

amounted to violation of section 117 He pointed out that it would be necessary to look at

section 107 statingthat ifthe activitydoes not fall within the specificterrns of section 117 then

it may be permissible under the fair me doctrine.m Another commenter agreed that there was

mismatch but questioned what the practical effect of flf7 mismatch is No one has been sued for

backing up material that may fall outside the scope of Section 117 The commenter noted that

the mission of the 1xxt is to respond to real problems He referred to the comment submitted

In It

JeL at 129

jj EJ95
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by the Interactive Digital Software Association which reported that one of the easiest ways to

find pirated videogames online is to search for the term section 117 since many websites

offering pirated products refer incorrectly to that provision as legitimizing their conductY

VIEWS ON MISCELLANEOUSTOPICS

number of public comments that we received addressed issues that are not directly

related to section 109 or section 117 These miscellaneous views are summarized below

Effect of Technological Protection Measu res and Rights Management

Information on Access to Works Fair Use and Other Noninfringing Uses

There were many comments relating to the effects on noninfringing uses of works of

technological protection measures used by copyright owners to protect their works from

unauthorized access or copying The libraryassociations argued that it is not in the public

interest to introduce legal and technological measures that diminish if not eliminate otherwise

lawful uses.W The public they asserted now must face licensing barriers contractual

restrictions and legal barriers criminal penalties for circumvention to both private and public

lending and use They fear that it will remain illegal for libraryor user to circumvent

technical protection measures in order to use the underlying works in ways that have traditionally

been permiued under the first sale doctrine fair use and exemptions for prescrvation32

12
T-CopyrightlndustryOrgs Mctalitz at 249

121

PLiFnryAssns Petersen at 23

C-Library Assns at
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The DMCA was criticized by another cominenter because he said it prohibits

circumvention of access control devices without requiring that the devices serve only their

primarypurpose3 This commenterbelieves the DMCA should not allow access control devices

to act as single entry point to technology thereby creating an artificially privileged group of

technology providers in the maxket

Another commenter reached the opposite conclusion based on the premise that

technological protection measures are largely ineffective This commenternoted that despite the

current illegality of circumventing technological protection measures these measures are

routinely defeated concluding that inpractice the law has not had significant effect on

controlling copying and distribution of digitalwotksP2

Some commenters expressedconcern with the effects on users ability to use

copyrighted material under the fair use provisions when anticircumventiondevices are employed

More broadly one conunenter opined that the pendulum has swung too far in the interest of

copyright owners and has begun to trample the needs and rights of the copyrightusers3 The

library associations noted that many librarians are reluctant to make fair use judgment calls due

to accountability imposed by CMI technologies and criminal sanctions where uncertainty about

C-Fischer at 1-2

231

C-SLACat 1-5

C-Beard at 1-3
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permissible use exists liability concerns may lead librarians to forego uses that are actually

permittedunder license and law4

Another comment regarding the anticircumvention provisions of the DMCA related to

the implementation of the Secure Digital Music Initiative SDMI and similar technologies that

could deprive educators and researchers of access to music The commenter noted that access

to music under traditional notions of fair use has always been part of our nations cultural and

legal history6

Privacy

The library associations expressedconcem for privacy rights and noted that with

copyrightmanagement information content owners have the ability to track ongoing use of

works in digital form and to monitor who is looking at work and exactly what the users are

doing with it despite Congress efforts to protect privacy in the DMCA They went on to say

that althoughthe DMCAS definition of CMI specificallyexcludes any personally identifying

informationabout user of work or copy the way CMI technologies are actually

implemented may result in the compilation and tracking of usage information

134

C-LibniyAssns atS

C-Futurcof Music Coalitionat3
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SI
Another commenter noted threat to the right to privacy since copyright holders may

invade the privacy of citizens attempting to communicate privately with one another on the

grounds that violations or infringement may be occurring.240 This may lead government

said the commenter to routine monitoringof its own citizens communications in order to

prevent the transmission of unlicensed information

Contract Preemption and Licensing

Many comments raised in both written and oral testimony related to contract preemption

and licensing issues The libraryassociations argued that the first-sale doctrine is being

undermined by contract and restrictive licensing which results in uncertainty aboutthe

application of the first sale doctrine for copies of works in digital form.2C They noted the trend

towards the displacementofprovisions ofthe uniform federal law the CopyrightAct with

licenses or contracts for digital information The library associations asserted that college and

university administratorsfaculty and students who previously turned to single sourceof law

and experience for determining legal and acceptable use must now evaluate and interpret

thousands of licenses.243

C-Dart at

241

24
Neal at 16

24 Id T-Libraq Assns Petersen at 23
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Mother commenter ared that the case law is in disay concerning the effectiveness of

contractual terms contained in so-called shrink-wrap and click-through licenses that

ovemde consumer privileges codified in the Copyright Act This commenter proposed that

section 301 of the Copyright Ace45 be amended to provide clear statement of the supremacyof

federal copyright law provisions providing for consumer privileges over state contract rules.24

The libraryassociations agreed with this view Publishers responded in this line of

argumentationl characterizing it as licensing issue not first-sale issue.4 The publishers

noted that Congress did not intend copyright law broadly to preempt contract provisions citing

the example of section 10804 which provides that despite the privileges otherwise provided to

libraries and archives under section 108nothing in the section is to affect any contractual

obligations assumed at any time by library or archives when it obtained copy ofa work in its

collections These privileges for libraries according to the publishers were wrirten to take

account of the fact that contractual licensing was going to be the primary way in which copyright

owners were going exploit the rights provided to them under the law Another commenter

pointed out that it is long accepted principle ofAmericanjurisprudence that parties should be

free to form contracts as they see fit9

See nipra note 100

241

17 U.S.C 301 ticn 301 establishesthe scope olfederalpreemption under the CopyrightAct See

infra at 162

244 C-DFC at T-DFC Jasti at 228

T-AAP Adler at 31.32
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Some commenters discussed UC1TA in this context and note tint as with the Uniform

Commercial Cede and other uniform state laws UC1TA is intended to help facilitate electronic

conunerce5 Concern was expressed that 1EITA ignores the supremacy of federal law and

again recommendationswere made to amend section 301 The library associations believe that

ambiguity in the law harms librariesand has stifling impact on library activities As an

example they stated that it is unclear whether librarian on behalf ofa patron can secure and

provide interlibrary loan copies or interlibraryloan delivery of works in this cnvironmeut3

Open Source Software

One commenter was concerned that amendments to section 109 mayjeopardize the

ability of open source and free software licensors to ensurethat third-party transferees receive the

entire product whose distribution was authorized by the licensor including the software license

rights Open source or free software licenses grant users the right to have the source code

freely copy the software modify and make derivativeworks of the software and

transfer or distribute the software in its original form or as derivative work without paying

copyright license fees.2 The entire open sourcemodel is premised on the enforceability of those

license provisions

R-DCC at seesupra note 38 andaccornpanying text

234 LiharyAssns Neal at 55

T-Red Xunze at 256257
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Other DMCA Concerns

Several commeriters expressedopposition to the DMCA for variety of reasons One

commented that his right to communicate freely under the First Amendment was threatened by

the DMCA because it broadened the definition and scope of copyright This in turn resulted in

frivolous cease and desist letters being sent to those attempting to exercise fair use and other

exceptions.254

Another commenter expressedconcern that the DMCA shifted the balance of power away

from consumers and gave undue leverage to corporations This commenter believes that the

DMCA has hampered progress
and the rits of citizens by for example taking down websites

without due process and condoning corporate behavior that does not support Ilik use

Concern was expressedover the distribution of monies relating to the digital performance

right in sound recordings This commenter noted that the royalties should not be distributed in

the same unfair and inaccurate way as monies axe distributedunder the current formula of the

Audio Home Recording Act

C-Dart at

225 C-Jonesatl

254

257
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ilL EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Tim EFFECTOF TITLE OF THE DMCA ON THE OPERATIoN OF SECTIONS 109 jw 117

We are not persuaded that title of the DMCA has had significant effect on the

operation of sections 109 and 117 of title 17 apart fransome isolated factual contexts that are

discussed below Many of the public comments received by us alleged that 17 U.S.C 1201 as

enacted in title of the DMCA is affecting the operation of sections 109 and 11 while

significant number of others argued that it is noe However either the concerns raised cannot

be accurately described being effects on the operation ofone of those sections or if there is

an effect on the operation of one of those sections that effect can just as easily be ascribed to

other factors such as the existence of license terms as to section 1201 Consequently none of

the legislative recommendations made in this1xxt are based on effects of section 1201 on the

operation of sections lO9and 117

The Effect of Section 1201 on the Operation of the FirstSale Doctrine

DVDEnctyption

Several commenters argued that section 1201s protection of CSS for DVDs against

circumvention affects consumers exercise of the first sale doctrine by enforcing technological

limitations on the way DVDs can be used.26 These commenters asserted that because CSS is

No commentem indicated that any other provision of title of the DMCA affected the operation of

sections 109 and 117 and we are not aware of any issues relating te whetherother provisions have an effect on those

sections of the CopyrightAct

See C-Fischer C-DFCC-NARMNSDA

260 See C-Copyrightlndustq Orgs C-Time Wann Inc

See C-Arromdce C-Thaiand Taylor
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proprietary technology that is licensed to device manufacturers under restrictive terms the use of

CSS limits the potential playback devices for DVDs which in tni limits the potential market

for resale of DVDs Second they argued that because licensed playback devices enforce region

codes262 DVDs purchased in one region of the world cannot be as easily resold in otherregions

again limiting the potential resale market

This argument is without merit The first sale doctrine codified in section 109 limits an

authors distribution right so that subsequent dispositi on of particular copy by its owner is not

an infringement of copyright The first sale doctrine does not guarantee the existence of

secondary market or certain price for copies of copyrighted works If fewer people may wish to

purchase used DVD or if they would pay less for it due to CSSthat would not equate to

interference with the operation of section 109 Many circumstances in the marketplace may

affect the resale market for copies of works improvements in technology introduction of new

formats and the quality and cultural durability of the content of the work None of these factors

can properly be said to interfere with the operation of section 109 even though they could reduce

the resale market for work oreven render it nonexistent

Each DVD bears an embedded region code corresponding to the region ofthe world where the

particular DVD is authorized to be sold Licensed DVD players will only play DVDs that arc coded for the region

where the player is sold Region coding is used to prevent ay market importation ofOYDs from one region to

anothet

23 To the extent that there is concern that region coding may limit the numberof purchasers cutsith

Nxth America who are willir.g to buy region DVDs Ic DVDs coded for sale within North America that

concern has nothing to do with section 1201 Sttixn1201 of title l7United States Code lno effect outside the

United States Consequently purchaser in Hong Kong could modifr region player so that it could play region

DVD withoot fear of any repercussionsunder section 1201 although there may or may not be consequencesunder

Hong Kong law Morcovcr rcaalc outside the 1.LS. has nothing to do with section 109 which only soveros rcsalc

within the United Slates
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Equally without merit is the argument essentially corollary to the guaranteed resale

market argument that the first sale doctrine gives consumers right to use DVD on any

electronic device In fact virtuallyall devices capable of playing DVD that are sold in the U.S

are compliant with CSS so there is no real effpct on the resale market as result of the

applicationofCSS technology Further this argument has nothing whatever bdo with the

privilege under section 109 to dispose of copy of work Moreover taken one step further

that argument would lead to the absurd result of requiring that consumers be ahle to play Beta

videocassettes on VHS players or VHS videocassettes on personal computers

Tethering Works to Device

plausible argument can be made that section 1201 may have negative effect on the

operation of the first sale doctrine in the context of tethered copies copies that are encrypted

with key that uses unique feature of particular device such as CPU identification number

to ensure that they cannot be used on any other device Even if tethered copy is downioaded

directly on to removable medium such as Zip disk or CD-RW the content cannot be

accessed on any device other than the device on which it was made Dispositionofthe copy

becomes useless exercise since the recipient will always receive nothing more than useless

piece of plastic The only way of accessing the content on another device would be to

circumvent the tethering technology which would violate section 1201

2M
See C-CPSR at4-5
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The practice of using technological measures to tether copy of work to particular

hardware device does not appear to be widespread at the present time at least outside the context

of electronic books We understandthrough informal discussions with industry that this

technique is or at least can be employed in some cases with electronic books using digital

tights management DBMtechnology Given that DRM is in its relative infancy and the use of

DPN to tether works is not widespread it is prematureto consider any legislative change to

mitigate the effect of tethered works on the first sale doctrine Nevertheless we recognize that if

the practice of tethering were to become widespread it could have serious consequences for the

operation of the first sale doctrine although the ultimate effect on consumers of such

development remains unclear

The Effect of Section 1201 on the Operation of Section 117

The use of technological measures that prevent copying of work could have negative

effecton users ability to make archival copies that are permitted under section 117 ii and to

the extent that such anti-copying measures can also be considered to be access control measures

that are protected against circumventionby section 201 section 1201 could be said to have an

adverse impact on the operation of section 117 in this context For several reasons however the

actual impact on consumers appears to be minimal

Section 1201 does not prohibit the circuinventionof technological protection measures that only prevent

copying Thus user could lawfuilycircumvent the measures to create an archival copy However to the extent

that copy controls also function as access controls the circumvention of which is prohibited by section 12011 the

circumvention of those measures is prohibited Moreover because section 1201 also prohibits the creation and

distribution of circumvention tools those consumerswho lack the abilityto circumvent technologicalprotection

measures would be unable to circumvent those measures even then such circumventionwould not be unlawful
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First since the overwhehningmajority of computerprograms sold in the United States

are sold pursuant to license and section 117 applies only to owners the terms of the license

agreement generally determine whether user has the right to make an archival copy.2 In eases

where the license does not pennit the creation of an archival copy even absent technological

protection measures the copying is prohibited Thus in such cases it is the license that is

impairing the operation of section 117

Second at the present timemost software is sold without copy protection Where the

license permits or does not preclude the creation of an archival copy or in the relatively few

cases where the transaction was an outright sale the user may make an archival copy as

contemplated in section 117

Third as of last year approximately ninety-eight percent of computer software sold in the

United States was sold on CD-ROM This that even where consumers are prevented

from making an archival copy they are still able to reinstallthe work in the event of computer

malfunction In essence the CD-ROM itselfacts as the archival copy In that case even if

consumers are prevented from making archival copies as contemplated in section 17their

software investment is protected fiom system malfunctions thus fulfilling the purpose of the

Ouradininedly unscientifiereview of sixteen license agreements for sftware used by the Copyright

Office found that fourteen of them permittedthe user make backup copy and one was silent Only one ofthe

sixteen licenses prohibited the is fiom making backt copy requiring the user either to use the original media as

the backup copy or to replace the original media for twenty-five dollarfee

R-SIIAat9
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archival exemption as articulated by CONTLJ Accordingly we conclude that the evidence at

this timeof an effect of title of the DMCA on the operation of section 117 is not substantial

and no legislative change is warranted

TIrE EFFECT OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND TECJINOLOGICALCIIANCE ON SECTIONS

1O9AND 117

We have made no attempt in preparing this study to separate out the impact of electronic

commerce on sections 109 and 117 from the impact of technological change Such an effort

would probably have been fhtile since as the language of section 104 suggests by grouping the

two issues together the issues are inextricably intertwined In its essence electronic commerce

is commerce carried out thrcngh new technologies This study is an outgrowth of the intersection

between new technology and the new business models that it makes possible Cur evaluation is

of the impact of that intersection on the specified provisions of the Copyright Act

The First Sale Doctrine in the Digital World

Application of Existing Law to Digital Content

The application of section lO9tc digital content is not question of whether the provision

applies to works indigital form it does Physical copies of works in digital format such as

CDs or DYDs are subject In section 109 in the same way as physical copies of works in analog

form Likewise lawfully made tangible copy of digitally downloaded work such as an image

file downloaded directly to floppy disk is subject to section 109 The question we addresshere

Seesupra at 29
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is whether the conduct of transmitting the work digitally that another person receives

copy of the work falls within the scope of the defense0

Section 109 limits copyright owners exclusive right of distribution It does not by its

terms serve as defense to claimof infringement of any of the other exclusive rights The

transmissions that are the focus of proposals for digital first sale doctrinem result in

reproductions of the works involved The ultimate product of one of these digital transmissions

is new copy in the possession of new person Unlike the traditional circumstances of first

sale transfer the recipient obtains new copy not the same one with which the senderbegan

Indeed absent human or technological intervention the sendS zSairs the source copy This

copying implicates the copyright owners reproduction right as well as the distribution right

The transmissions discussed in this section are not broadcasts but transmissions lit like point-to-point

transmissionsinvolve the selection of specific recipients by the sender

170 Some commenters were confused between the proposalto apply the first sale doctrine to otherwise

unauthorized digital transmissionsofcopyrightedwarks by lawfiul owners of copies of such works and the mttcm

that lawful copy created as result of an authorized digitaltransmi.uion is lawful copy forpurposes of section

109 The formerwould expand the scope of section 109 and will be discussed below The latter is at within the

current language of the statute Regardless of whether copy created as result of the nearly instantaneous

transmission of digital information through broadband computer connections or as result of months ofpainstaking

labor of cloistered monk working tæth quill by candlelight se long as that copy is lawfully made it satisfies the

second prong ofeligibilityfor the section 109 defenses

17 U.S.C 109a In limited circumstances the public displayright is covered as well 17 u.s.c.ç

109c See sqlrunote 53

The termdigital first sale doctrine is used here to denote proposed copyright exception that would

permit the transmission of work from one person to another generally via liE Internet provided the senders copy

is destroyed or disabled whether voluntarilyor automatically by virtue of technological measure We use the

term because it has been used frequently in discourse about the subject It is however misnomer since the

proposalrelates not to worts in
digital

torte generallywmth axe or course aLready subject to section 109 bur to

t-nnrthQthzsof such works
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Section 109 provides no defense to infringements of the reproduction right Therefore

when the owner of lawfttl copy of copyrighted work digitally transmits that work in way

that exercises the
reproduction right without authorization section 109 does not provide

defense to infringement

Some commenters suggested that this reading of section 109 is unduly formalistic The

language of the statute however must be given effect Section 109 is quite specific about the

rights that are covered and does not support reading that would find additional rights to be

covered by implication Where Congress intended to immunize an activity such as fair use fran

infi-ingementof any of the exclusive rights it did so expressly.273 It simply cannot he presumed

that where Congress did enumerate specific rights it somehow intended other rights to be

included as well In addition airreading of section 109 is entirely consistent with thejudicial

origin of the first sale doctrine in the Bobbs -Merrill decision The Supreme Court drew sharp

distinction between the two rights creating an exception to the vending i.e distribution right

only to the extent that it didnt interfere with the reproduction right274 We therefore conclude

that section 109 does not apply to digital transmission of works

Evaluation ofArguments ConcerningExpansion ofSection 109

number of commenters proposed that section 109 be expanded to apply expressly to the

reproduction public performance and public display rights to the extent necessary to permit the

E.g. 11U.S.C 107 Notwithstanding the provisionsofsections 106 and 106A the fairuse of

copyrightcthswk is not an infringement of copyright

Bobbs-Men-ilI 210 US at 350-51 See discussion supra at 20-21
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digital transmissionof work 1ev the owner of lawfulcopy of that tcrk so long as that copy is

destroyed This section will review the arguments for and against such digital first sale

doctrine

Analogy to the physical world

Arguments in support of digitth first sale doctrine generallyproceed from an analogy to

the circulation of physical goods Whether couched as means of achieving technological

neutrality273 meeting consumer expectations that were formed in the off-line worldor

eliminating barriers to competition between e-commerce and traditional commerce an

underlying basis for the argument in favor of digital first sale doctrine is that the transmission

and deletion of digital file is essentially the same as the transfer of physical copy

To be sure there is an important similatitybetween physical transfer on one hand and

transmission and deletion on the other At the completion of each process the transferor no

longer has the copy at least in usable form and the transferee does Some of the proposals

would enhance this similarityby requiring the use of technological measures in some cases

tg C-Anthony at

Lg. R-DIMA arguing fit without digital first sale doctrine consumers are being short-changed

when they purchase copyrightedworks online because they dont get what they expect and consequentlywill

become disenchanted with the medium decreasing legitimate demand and increasing online infringement

The opponents of digital first sale doctrine counter that the proposalwould sharply reduce the supplyof

works available online because copyright owners would lack confidence that their works will be protectedfrom

piracy In addition they point out that there is utroendous demand for copyrightedworks online even though

section 109 has not been expanded R-SHA R-BMI They view this as evidence that revision of section 109 is not

prerequisite to having robust growth in c-commerce in copyrightedworks

C-I-at 5-6
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referred to as move or forwarcl.-and-deletetechnology that vfll disable access to or delete

entirely the source file upon transfer of copy of that file Assuming the technology is effective

these proposals would ensurethat the single act of sending the work to recipient results in

copy of the work being retained by the recipient alone They differ from the Boucher.-Campbell

bill which required an additional affirmative act The subsequent deletion of the work by the

sender

Implicit in any argument by analogy is the assertion that the similarities outweigh the

differences Whether or not the inalogy outlined above is compelling from policy perspective

depends upon whether the differences between the circulation of physical copies and electronic

transfers are more significant than the similarities

Physical copies of works degrade wLth time and use making used copies less desirable

than new ones Digital informationdoes not degrade and can be reproduced perfectly on

recipients computer The used27 copy isjust as desirable as in fact is indistinguishable

from new copy of the same work Time space effort and cost no longer act as barriers to the

movement of copies since digital copies can be transmitted nearly instantaneously anywhere in

the world with minimal effort and negligible cost The need to transport physicalcopies of

works which acts as natural brake on the effect of resales on tbe copyright owners market no

21 The used copy refers to the copy on the recipients computer In fact it is not used in any sense of

the word since it was initially aeatnion the recipients computer as the cad resultof the transmissionprocess
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longer exists in the realm of digital iransmissions The ability of such used copies to compete

for market share with new copies is thus far greater in the digital worldY

Even the lending of fairly smallnumber of copies of work by digital transmission

could substitute for large number of purchases For example one could devise an aggregation

site on the Internet that stores or in peer-to-peermodel points to multiple copies of art

electronic book user can borrow copy of the book for as long as he is actually reading it

Once the book is closed it is returned into circulation Unlike typical lending library

where the book once lent to patron is out of circulation for days or weeks at time the

electronic book in this scenario is available to other readers at any moment that it is not actually

being read Since at any given time only limited number of readers will actuallybereading

the book smallnumber of copies can supply the demand of much larger audience The effect

of this activity on the copyright owners market for the work is far greater than the effect of the

analogous activity in the non-digital world

In addition unless forward-and-deletetechnology is employed transfer of copy by

transmission requires an additional affirmative act by the sender In applying digital first sale

doctrine as defense to infringementit would be difficult to prove or disprove whether that act

had taken place thereby complicating enforce ment.25 This carries with it greatly increased riSc

T-SflAKupfcrschmid at 85

These differences have ahtady been noted by the Register on prior occasion Maz-ybcth Peters The

Spring 1996 Horace Manges Lecture The National Injbrmasion njtasinacncre Copyright Office Fenpecuve
2OCoIua V.L.A Jounial 341 355 Spring 1996
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of infringement in medium where piracy risks are already orders of magnitude greater than in

the physical world Removing even in limited circumstances the legal limitations on

retransmission of works coupled with the lack of inherentteclmological limitations on rapid

duplication and dissemination will make it too easy for unauthorized copies to be made and

distributed seriouslyharming the market for those works.2

Even the use of forward-and-deletctechnology as advocated by some commcnters is

not silverbullet Technological measures can be hacked they are expensive and they often

encounter resistence in the marketplace In order to achieve result that occurs automatically in

the physical world publisher would have to pay for an expensive and less than 100 percent

reliable technology and pass that cost along to the consumer while at the same time potentially

making the product less desirable in the marketplace The ability of the market to correct this

imbalance would be inhibited because copyright owners would need to apply these measures or

face the risk of unauthorized copying under the guise of the first sale doctrine In addition

technological measures may inadvertently impede legitimate uses of the work harming

consumers Further no one has offered evidence that this technology is viable at thistime

One copyright industry representative observed in oral testimony that there had been no

hue and cry not even much as suggestion that consumers are looking for products that will

Accord R-TimeWarnertnc.at2-3

R-DiMA at
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nction under the foard-andeletemodel To the confra the Napster phenomenon

cited as evidence that consumers wish to retain not destroy the digital copy from which the

work is transmitted We encountered nothing in the courseof preparing this Report that would

refute this observation

Each of these differences between circulation of tangible and intangible copies is directly

relevant to the balance between copyright owners and users in section 109 In weighing the

detrimental effect of digital first sale doctrine on copyrightowners markets against the

fhrtherance of the policies behind the first sale doctrine it must be acknowledged that the

detrimental effect increases significantly in the online environment The ultimate question is

whether an equivalent to the first sale doctrine should be crafted to apply in the digital

environment The answer must tim on determination that such new exception is needed to

thither the policies behind the first sale doctrine and that it can be implemented without greater

detriment to the copyrightowners market.ZM We turn now to an evaluation of the policies

behind the first sale doctrine

T-NMPA Mann at 157

It at 157-58

23
Peterssupra note 28D at 355-56 emphasis in original
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ii Policies behind the firstsale doctrine

The first sale doctrine was originallyadopted by the courts to give effect to the early

common law rule against restraints on the alienation oftangible property8 discussed

above it appears to have been motivated as well by competition concerns specifically the

ability of publishers to use their vending or distributionright to control not only the initial sales

of books but the afiermarket for resales

The tangible nature of the copy is not mere relic of bygone technology It is defining

element of the first sale doctrine and critical to its rationale This is because the first sale

doctrine is an outgrowth of the distinctionbetweea ownership of intangible intellectual property

the copyright and ownership of tangible personal property the CAp.22

The distribution right can be conceptualized as an extension of the copyrightowners

exclusive rights to include an interest in the tangible copies Under common-law principles the

owner of the physical artifact the copy has complete dominion over it and may dispose of

possession or ownership of it as he sees fit The distributionright nonetheless enablesthe

Rep lb 162.98 Cong ISess 41983 The
legislative histrq of section O9and ofsection 27

of the 1909 law the first codification ofthe first sale doctrine is quite brief Despite its brevity it focuses on one

important and relevant concept Repeatedly the congressional reports refer to the ability ofthe owner of material

ccçy to dispose ofihat copy as he sets fit ILR Rep lb 2222.60 Cong Sess 191909 H.R28 192.60

Cong 261909 FLIt Rep lb94.147694 Cong Sess 791976

21 Seesupiaat2l

Ownership of copyright or of any ofthe exclusiverights under copyright is distinct from

ownership of any material object in which the tcrk is embodied Transfer ofownership ofany material object

including the copy or phonorecord in which the work is first fixed does not of itself convey any rights in the

copyrighted work embodied in the object nor in the absence of an agreemenldoes transferofownership da
copyright or of any exclusive

rights under copynght conveyproperty rights in any rnatenal object 17 U.S.C

202
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copyright owner to prevent alienation of the copy up to point That point is when ownership

of lawfiullymade copy is transferred to another person i.e first sale The first sale doctrine

upholds the distinction between ownership of the copyright and ownership of the material object

by confining the effect of the distribution rights encroachmenton that distinction

The underlyingconnection between the two concepts is apparent in the 1909 Copyright

Act ftth the first sale doctrine and the doctrine that ownership of copyright is distinct firm

ownership of material object aru found in section27 Notwithstandingtheir codification in

separate sections afthe l976Act theirorigin as part ofthe same provision of the 1909 Act

demonstrates that the concepts are two sides of the same coin

Digital transmission of work does not implicate the alienabilityofa physical artifact

When work is transmittedthe sender is not exercising common-law dominion over an item of

personal property he is exercising the central copyright right of reproductionwith respect to the

intangible worlc Converselythe copyright owners reproduction right does not interfere at all

with the ability of the owner of the physical copy to dispose of ownership or possession of that

copy since the first sale doctrine applies Idly with respect to the tangible object e.g the users

hard drive inwhich the work is embodied

Because the underlyingpurpose of the first sale doctrine is to ensure the free circulation

of tangible copies it simply cannot be said that transformationof section 109 to cover digital

Thetext of section 27 is quoted supra note 39
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transmissions fttrthers that purpose The concerns that animate the fist sale doctrine do not

apply to the transmission of works in digital form29

number of the comments we received express the view that digital first sale doctrine

would further the purposes of section 109 We note that none of those comments are supported

by historicallysound formulation of what those purposes are For example one commenter

argued that the first sale doctrine is based on calculation of incentives to create This view is

not supportedby the legislative history of section 109 Moreover as is discussed below the

potential harm to the market and increased risk of infringementthat would result finn an

expansion of section 109 could substantially reduce the incentive to create Thus this

argument is both historically unsound and unpersuasiveas practical matter

Another commenter suggested that the original purpose of the first sale doctrine was to

Promote the Progress of science and Useffil Arts This observation does not advance the

argument It is given that the Progress of Science and useful Artsis the policy

The first sale doctrine was developed to avoid restraints on the alienation of physical property and to

prevent publishers from controlling not only initial sales of books but the after-market for resales These concerns

do not apply to transmissions of works on the Rntemetj Peters supra note 280 at 355-56 emphasis in original

C-DiMA at 5-6 Copyright law securesto the copyright owner the exclusive rights of first distribution

to provide an incentive for the creation and disserninationof copyrightedwxlcs Once the copyright holderhas been

compensated for the initial distribution of the work no further incentive required no the copyright owner should

not be able to extract flasher profits from that particular copy of the work

See infra at 97-99

C-DFC at Historically the first sale doctrine has contributed to the achievement of that goal by

providing means for the broad secondary disseminationofworks ofimaginationand information quoting

without citation U.S Const Aft sec

U.S.Const Art Sec
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undergirding the entire Copyright Act However particular provisions of the law may have more

precise purposes as is the case here

The library associations mthe the claim that the first sale doctrine is based on right of

access2 right not found in the legislative history of section 109 hi support of this argument

they cited to sectioa 09d as demonstrationthat section 109 applies according to the scope

of the interest that has been transferred rather ttai according to the object of that interest.2

We understand this argument to suggest that because the lease of tangible object is not activity

to which section 109 applies the fact that work is embodied in tangible object must not be the

test for the application of section 109 Instead thisargument appears to suggest the scope of the

interest conveyed ownership versus rental is the determinative factor for the application of

section 109 This interpretation is fundamentally flawed Section 109 is conditioned on both

ownership as opposed to mere possession and the requirement that such ownership be of

particular physical copy The failureto satisfSr either requirement will preclude the distribution

of the copy pursuant to section 109

The library associations supported their conclusion regarding the first sale doctrine being

proxy for right of access by proceeding from the premise that the requirement of particular

physical copy should bejettisoned nun the doctrine To support that premise the library

R-LibraiyAssns at 3-7

17 U.S.C 109d stipulatingthat the privileges of this section apply only to ownership of copies not

mere possession

Iii at3
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associations claim that the requirement of particular physical copy was an efficient proxy for

distinguishing the copyright owners exclusive rights in his work from the right to access and use

that work The argument is circular

There is nothing to support the thesis that the first sale doctrine is stand-in for right of

access to copyrighted works Apart from the reference to section 109d discussed above no

authority was marshaled in support of this proposition Neither the statutorytext nor the

legislative history of section 109 or section 27 of the 1909 law support the proposition To the

contrary however the Supreme Courts decision in Bobbs-Merril and the legislative history of

the 1909 Act do refer directly to alienabilityof tangible property9

number of the comments alsomade reference to sociallydesirable activities such as

library lending that are flirthered by the existing first sale doctrine and argue that similarly

desirable activities would be furthered by digital first sale doctrine Assertingthat digital first

sale doctrine would have beneficial effects is not the same as arguing that it would flu-ther the

purposes of the existing first sale doctrine since there is no sound basis for asserting that those

effects are related to the purpose of the first sale doctrine This argument relates not to

underlyingpurpose but to balancing of the impact of copyrightrights and exceptions Even

assuming the accuracy of the assertion that digital fIrst sale doctrine would result in socially

desirable activities the fact that particular limitation on copyright owners exclusive rights

in hLat3-4

See supra at 20-2k
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will promote public good is not in itself sufficient basis for curtailing copyrightprotection

The social benefit must be balanced against the Inn to the copyright owners legitimate

interests and thus to the incentive to create As discussedove the extension by analogy of

the first sale doctrine to the online environment has significantly greater negative impact on

copyright owners legitimate interests than does the traditional first sale doctrine in the realm of

tangible copies

ffl Development of new business models

Reasoning by analogy always carrieswith it the risk of becoming captive to the analogy

Assumptions that are implicit in one situation can carry over to the analogous situation even

though those assumptions no longer apply This appears to be the case with the analogy between

distribution of tangible copies and online transmissions of works

Proposals for digital first sale doctrine endeavor to fit the exploitation of works online

within distribution model that was developed within the confines ofpredigital technology

Digital communications technology enables authors and publishersto develop new business

models with more flexible array of products that can be tailored and priced to meet the needs

of different consumers.3 Requiring that transmissions of digital files be treatedjust the same as

the sale of tangible copies artificially forces authors and publishers into distribution model

based on outright sale of copies of the crk The sale model was dictated by the technological

necessity of manufacturing and parting company with physical copies in orderto exploit work

Jaac fl .n. Us rns C0 Cpc icn.b flb La 11c Dcrclup.ncnt .zfw 4t..w Riu iv

U.S CopyrightLow 10 2000 available onjine at ppDcrsssrn.comfppncr.tafabsrract id222493I
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neither of which apply to online distribution Ifthe sale model continues to be the dominant

method of distribution it should be the choice of the market not due to legislative fiat

iv International considerations

In evaluating the arguments put forward to support digital first sale doctrine it is

instructive to inquire how the international community is addressingthe application of

exhaustion of righ to the online transmissions of works The 1996 WIPO treaties set

international norms for the treatment of copyright and related righis in the internet environment

The treaties addressed both the circulation of physical goods and the transmissionof works

Exhaustionis the teem that is often used in international agreements to rcfcr to the termination of

copyright owners distribution right with respect to particular copy after that copy been sold with the copyright

owners authorization i-c the first sale doctrine The distribution right is said to exhaust after the first sale

Seesupraat5
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The WCT and the WPPT provide an exclusive distribution right303 with respect to

tangible copies of works while with respect to intangible copies that is transmissions

providing separate exclusive right of making available to the public that conceived as

WCT.It6
Authors of literazy and artistic works shall enjoythe exclusive nght of authorizingthe making

available to the public of the original and copies of their works through the sale or othertransfer of

ownership

Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the freedom of ContractingPanics todeterminethe

conditions if any under which the exhaustion of the right in paragraph applies after the first

sale or other transfer of ownership of the original era copy of the work with the authorization of

the owner

AgrcedStatement concerning Articles and As used in these Articles the cxprtssiorts

copies and original and copies being subject to the right ofdisiribution and the right of rental

under the said Articles refer exclusively to fixed copies that can be put into circulation as tangible

objects

WPPtartE
Performersshall enjoythe exclusiveright ofauthorizingthe making availableto the public of

the original and copies of their perfonnances fixed in phonograms through the sale or other

transfer of ownership

Nothing in this Treaty shall affect the freedom of ContractingParties to determine the

conditions if any under which the exhaustion of the right in paragraph applies after the first

sale or other transfer of ownership of the original or copy
of the fixed performance with the

authorizationof the perforrner

Agreed statementconcerningArticles2e 12 and 13 As used in these Articles the

expressions copies and original and copies being subject to the right of distribution and the

right of rental under the said Articles refer exclusively tcxed copies that can be put into

circulation as tangible objects

WPPT ott 12

Producersofphonograrns shall enjoy the exclusivesight ofauthorizingthe making available

to the public of the original and copies of their performances fixed in phonognms through the sale

cx other transfer of ownership

Nothing in this Treaty shall affect tin freedom of Contracting Parties to determine the

conditions if any under which the exhaustion of the right in paragraph applies after the first

sale or other transfer of ownership of the original or copy of the phonogram with the

authorization of the producer of the phonogrant

Agreed statementconcerningArticles2e 89 12 and 13 As used in these Articles the

expressions copies and original and copies being subject to the right of distribution and the

nght ot rcntat uricer the saia nudes reter exclusively to rixeo copies mat can be put Into

circulation as tangible objects
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subset of general right of communication to the public.304 The treaties permit traters to limit

the distribution right With an exhaustion principlc but there is no requirement to do so There

is no provision in either treaty regarding exhaustion of the making available or communication

rights This is hardly surprising since exhaustion is concept that has heretofore only applied to

the right to distribute tangible copies

Those countries that have implemented protection for online transmissionshave largely

done so through the right of communication to the public and thus provide no equivalent of the

first sale limitation to such rights We are not aware of any country other than the United States

that has implemented the making available right through application of combination of the

distribution reproduction public perfomiance and public display r4its In sense the only

reason the issue of first sale arises in the U.S.is because we chose to implement the making

WCT art

Without prejudice to the provisions of Articles 11 lxii II bisl and ii II tetl ii and

l4bis of the Beme Convention authors of literaiy and artistic works shall enjoythe exclusive

right
of authorizing any communication to the public of their works by wire or wireless means

including the making available to the public of their works in such way that membersof the

public may access these works from place and at time individually chosen by them

WPPP.act Ift

Pcrforrntrs shall enjoy the exclusive
right

of authorizing the making available to the public of their

performances fixed in phonograms by wire or wireless means in such way that membersof the

public may access them fioma place and at time individuallychosen by them

WPPT at 14

Producers of phonograins shall enjoy the exclusiveright of authorizing the making availableto the

public of their phonogramsby wise crwimlass means in such way that membersof the public

may access them from place and at time individually chosen by thorn

WCT art 62 WPPTan 82 art 122
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available right through inter alia the distribution right Elsewhere online transmissions are

considered communications to the public and the first sale doctrine simply does not apply

An importantexample of this is the European Unions Information Society Directive.30

This directive which among other things implements the WIPO treaties provides for

disiribution right that is limited by the exhaustion principle and separate making available

right that is not The exhaustion principle in the Directive is expresslylimited to circulation of

tangible copies

Copyright protection under this Directive includes the exclusive right to control

distribution of the work incorporated in tangible article The first sale in the

Community of the original of work or copies thereofby the rightholder or with

his consent exhausts the right to control resale of that object in the Community

The Directive goes further stating in clear terms that exhaustion does not apply to online

transmissions

The question of exhaustion does not arise in the case of services and on-line

services in particular This also applies with regard to material copy of work

or other subject-matter made by user of such service with the consent of the

rightholder Therefore the same applies to rental and lending of the original and

copies of works or other subject-matterwbich are services by nature Unlike CD

Directive 200 l29/EC of the Eumpean Parliamentand of the Council of 22 May 2001 on the

harmonisationof certain aspects ofcopyrightaud related rights in the informationsocietyOJ 167/10 2001

InfomiationSociety Directive

InforinationSocietyDirective art

Member States shall provide for autlrirs in respect of the original of their wn.ics or of

copies thereof the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit any foam of distribution to the public by

salecr otherwise

The disiributionright shall not be exhausted within the Community in respect of the

original cc copies of the work except where the th sale cc other transfer of ownership in the

Communityof ifat object is made by the rightholder or with his consent

Information Society Directiveart 28
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ROM or CD-I where the intellectual property is incorporated in material

medium namely an itemof goods every on-line service is in fact an act which

should be subject to authorisation where the copyright or related right so

pmvides9

The decision of the EU not to create an exception to the nghtof communication to the

public that is similar to the doctrine of exhaustion of the right of distribution represents an

informed policy decision that such an expansion is not appropriate We are not aware of public

outcry in any of the EU countries in opposition to this decision

The analogy that some in the U.S have made between the downstream distribution of

tangible copy of work and an online transmission is attractivebecause of the broad application

of the right of distribution in U.S copyright law As both activities implicate the distribution

right the distinction between the distribution of physical objects and intangible transmissions

may at first blush seem small They are however distinct acts with distinct characteristics that

ought not necessarily be treated similarly When viewed through an international lens this

distinction becomes clearer

Recommendations

Based on the foregoing discussion and for the reasonsset forth below we recommend no

change to section 109 at this time Although there is great deal of speculation about what may

happen in the future we heard no convincing evidence ofpresent-day problems However

legitimate concerns have been raised about what may develop as the market and technology

evolve These concerns are particularly acute in the context of the potential impact on library

Information Society Direc6vear1 29
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operations The time may come when Coness may wish to consider fiier how to address

these concerns

No change to section 109

In orderto recommend change in the law there should be demonstrated need for the

change that outweighs any negative aspects of the proposal We do not believe that this is the

case with the proposal to expand the scope of section lO9to include digital first sale doctrine

Much ofthe rhetorical force behind the digital first sale proposal stems from the analogy

to circulation of goods in the physical realm On examiningthe nature of digital transmissions

compared to the nature of transfers of material objects we do not fmd this analogy compelling

for several reasons

The analogy ultimately rests on the fictionthat transmission of work is the same as

transfer of physical copy In order to get around the fact that transmission results in two

copies the analogy requires one of two things to happen either voluntary deletion of the

senders copy or its automatic deletion by technological means Both are unworkable at this

time

Relying on voluntary deletion is an open invitation to virtually undetectable cheating and

there is no reason to believe there would be general compliance with such requirement If the

burden were placed on the copyright owner to demonstrate that there was no simultaneous
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deletion of the copy from which the lransmissibn was made it would erect what would probably

be an impossibleevidentiary burden If the burden of establishing the defense were placed on the

defendant and had to be met by demonstrating simultaneous deletion the defendant would have

similarly impossibleevidentiaiy burden Tithe defendantwere merely required to demonstrate

the absence of copy of the work on his hard drive then the simultaneous deletion principle

would as practical matter disappear and section 109 would become defense that could be

asserted whenever copy was deleted at any timeafter it bad been transmitted one ormore times

or copied for retention on another medium The recent phenomenon of the popularity of using

Napster to obtain unauthorized copies of works strongly suggests that some members of the

public will infringe copyrightwhen the likelihood of detection and punishment is low

Relying on forward-and-deletetechnology is not workable either At present such

technology does not appear to be available Even assuming that it is developed in the future the

technology would have to be robust persistent and fairly easy to use As such it would likely be

expensive an eApense that would have to be bome by the copyright owner or passed on to the

consumer Even so the technology would probably not be 100 percent effective Conditioning

curtailment of the copyrightowners rights on the employment of an expensive technology would

give the copyright owner every incentive not to use it In the alternative it would be damaging to

the market to expand section 109 in anticipation of the application of technological protection

measures thus giving the copyrightowner choice between significantly increased expenses

significantlyincreased exposure In online infringementor not offering works online
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Asserting by analogy that an online digital transmission is the same as transfer of

material object ignores the many differences between the two events Digital transmission has

much greater effect on the market for copies provided by the copyrightowners It is also

accompanied by greatly increased riskof piracy

The risk that expansionof section 109 will lead to increased digital infringementweighs

heavily against such an expansioa Copyrightpiracyin the online world is not matter of

speculation it is unfortunately an established fact of life It appears likely that expanding

section 109 would encourage infringement of the reproduction right either in the mistaken belief

that the provision allows user to retain copy of work after it has been transmitted one or

more times or in the belief that the defense can be asserted in bad faith to defeat or at least

complicate an infringement lawsuit And unlike Napster the activity would not rely on central

server so both the infringing activity and the evidence of infringementwould be decentralized

and therefore difficult to detect and

Twice since the enactment of the current Copyright Act Congress has stepped in to

narrow the scope of the first sale doctrine to safeguardthe reproduction dglt In both cases

there anecdotal evidence of abuses in the marketplace combined with conditions that

created the opportunityfor widespread abuse The same conditionsapply to the proposals to

See Thtta Th4T Project Looking Forward Sketching the Future of Copyright in Networked

World 262-63 Copyright Office 1998analyzing the difficulties involved in preventing identifyingand

remedying decentralized inflingement availableonline at www.locgov/copyrighrldocs/thardy.pdf

See discussion supra at 2425
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create digital first sale doctrine Again the striking popularity of Napster is strong indication

that many people will infringe copyright ifthe means to do so is at their disposal And the more

convenient the means the greater the likelihood of infringements The risk to the copyright

owners reproduction right is simplytoo great

We do not ignore the claim that an expansion of section 109 would further the pro-

competitive goals of the first sale doctrine To the extent that section 109 does not permit the

transmission of copyrighted works the right holders retain the exclusive right to restrictor

prohibit such activity thereby barring resales that compete with sales of new copies Of come

lawflullymade and owned copy of work on floppydisk Ziptm disk CD-ROM or similar

removable storage medium can easilybe transferred by physical transfer of the item and that

activity is within the current reach of section 109 Tn the final analysis the concerns about

expanding first sale to limit the reproduction right harm to the market as result of the ease of

distribution and the lessened deterrent effect of the law that could promote piracy outweigh the

pro-competitive gains that might be realized from the creation of digital fast sale doctrine In

addition there does not appear to be any evidence that the kind of price-fixing behavior that

prompted the Supreme Court to establish the first sale doctrine is occurring Should such

behavior become widespread and should antitrust law fiuil to afford an appropriate remedy this

conclusion may have to be revisited

Implicit in several of the submissions that addressed the first sale issue is belief that the

analogy of transmissions to physical transfer is so compelling that consumer expectations about
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transferability of downloaded material have become deeply-rooted It is said that failureof the

law to live up to this expectation will damage commerce in such material We are aware of no

empiricalor even anecdotal evidence for this proposition so any assessment of claims

concerning consumer expectations and their effect on c-commerce is necessarily conjecturaL

However it can be said with confidence that c-commerce and the market for works online has

grown quite substantially despite the absence of an expanded section 109 In additionjudging

from consumer trends today there
appears to be little or no evidence of desire on the part of

consumers to engage in the kind of conduct transmission and simultaneous deletion that

would be covered in digital first sale doctrine

in any event these issues of consumer expectations and the growth of electronic

commerce are precisely what should be left to the marketplace to determine Straight-jacketing

copyright owners into distribution model that developed around different technology at

different time is formula for stifling innovative market-driven approaches to meeting consumer

demand for digital content If as has been asserted the cun ent tenns by which copyrightowners

offer theirproducts are unacceptable to consumers consumers will stop buying them under those

terms and competitors will step into the breach Such self-correcting market forces should be

given an opportunity to address these types of concerns before Congress alters the balance of

rights and exceptions in the Copyright Act
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ii.. Further consideration of ways to address library issues related to the first

sale doctrine

The fact that we did not recommend adopting digital first sale provision at this time

does not mean that the issues raised by libraries are not potentially valid concerns Similarlyair

conclusion that certain issues are beyond the scope of the present study does not reflect air

judgment on the merits of those issues

The library communityhas raised concerns about how the current marketing of works in

digital form affects libraries with regard to five specifically enumerated categories interlibrary

loans off-site accessibility archiving/preservation availability of works and use of donated

copies.3t2 In each case the concern is that licensing tenns for use of the works will effectively

prohibit the desired activity13

Concerning interlibraxy lending library associations suggest that the Copyright Act

should reaffirm and strengthen rules on interlibraiy loan especially for acquired digital works

They state that licenses often prohibit the loaning of works in digital form As mentioned

elsewhere the issue of licenses is beyond the scope of thi.s study

It should be noted that many interlibraiy loans are not in fact loans the temporary

lending of particular copy of work but deliveryof copies The lending institution

311
C-Library Assns at 11-19

33
lii

31
lii at 11-13 23
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reproduces the copyrighted work and sends the reproduction to the borrowing library This

copy is given by the borrowing libraiyto its patron who becomes the owner of that copy

Clearly this activity of libraries is outside of the scope of section 109 As to the library patron to

the extent that such reproduction and distribution is authorized by section iO8the copy

becomes his propertyand is therefore subject to section 109

Library concerns about offsiteaccessibility relate chiefly to licenses that limit access to

particular work to specific location e.g single building or computer This means that such

works are not available for use offite including in classroom Libraries seek the abilityto

make all works in theft collections available for classroomuse These are contract issues that

are not within the mandate for this study

Library associations raised related concem about licensing terms which limit the

number of users of work at any given time the hours of the day during which works may be

used or other similar tirnitations.37 Less restrictive licenses are often available but at higher

price As with restrictions on offsiteavailability of works these ind-tatkns have the effect of

reducing the general availabilityofthose works that are subjectto the inttatiazs The library

associations believe that these restrictions create substantial burdens to research.31 This is also

Section 108 was updated In the Digital Millennium CopyrightAct of 1998 as updated section lOB

makes it dear that digital copies may not be given to rntrcns Copies given to patrons in.th be in analog fotm -eg
photocopies

C-LilxaryAssns ad 11-1323

lit at 17
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contract issue that is not within the mandate of the study However we do note that the difficulty

identified by the library associations is not new and is not unique to the digital world Libraries

have always had make difficult trade-offs between greater availability Of particular works

through the purchase of more copies and other priorities

Concern was also raised about works that librariescan only offer by means of online

access The terms of use of work that is accessed in this wpy ate typically set forth in

subscription agreement Online access is achieved by loading the work into the RAM of

computer while it is being accessed it does not involve the making of permanent copy Here

there is no section 109 issue at the end of the online session the library owns no physical copy

that can be transferred

Preservation and archivingare identified as potential problems because many licenses

prohibit copying for such purposes or for any purpose and because prohibitions on copying are

enforced by technological means.319 The library associations propose creating national system

of digital repositories where specific librariesor institutions would be designated as custodians

of specific parts of air nations digital history and assisted in their efforts to preserve these

works While these issues are beyond the scope of this study ie acknowledge that they are

legitimate concerns that have been recognized as such In fact they are being addressed For

C-Library Assns at 14

Itt at23

Committee on Intellectual PxtrertyRi4ftsand the Emei-gjng Infornaticn Infrastnjctnre The Digital

Dilenuna 209-10 2000
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example the Librarian of Congress James IL Billingtonbaa appointed national advisory

committee to assist the Library of Congress in the development of National Digital Information

Infrastructure arid Preservation Program to ensure the long-termavailability of digital materials

That committee held its first meeting on May 2001

The focus of libraryconcerns regarding donated copies is their ability to use donated CD

ROMs Libraries are not able to use CD-ROMs donated to them because the donors are not

owners of the CD-ROMs only licensees and thus lack the legal authority to transfer the copy of

the work they possess.3 Since the license agreement prevents the transfer the issue is beyond

the scope of this study

Most of these issues arise from terms and conditions of use and costs of license

agreements One arises because when the library has only online access to the work it lacks

physical copy of the copyrighted work that can be transferred These issues arise from existing

business models and are therefore subject to market forces We are in the early stages of

electronic commerce We hope and expect that the marketplace will respond to the various

concerns of customers in the library community However these issues mayrequire further

consideration at somepoint in the future Libraries serve vital function in society and we will

continue to work with the library and publishingcommunities on ways to ensure the continuation

of libraryftmctions that are critical to am national interest

C-UbraryAssns at 18-19

See Ginsburgsqzunote300 at 10
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The Legal Status of Temporary Copies

Relevance to thisReport

As was discussedabove this Report is direct outgrowth of Congressional concern at the

time of the enactinentof the DMCA about the copyright treatment of digital reproduction and

transmission24 Specifically the scope of the study and Report mandated by Congress in section

104 of the DMCA can be Inced to some of the proposed amendments to sections 109 and 117 of

title 17 made in the Boucher-Campbel1bi11 One of these proposals was an amendment to

section 117 that would allow teniporaxy copies to be made if these copies were incidental to the

operation of device in the course of the use of work otherwise lawful under this dtIC

While this proposal was not adopted by Congress section 17was one of the provisions of title

17 that we were instructed to examine in this Report The only context in which section 117

arose in the Boucher-Campbell bill was with respect to incidental copying

This Report necessarily requires consideration and evaluation of temporary incidental

copies made in the course of use on computer or computer network such as the Internet In

addition to the congressional concerns leading to the creation ofthis Report the comments and

testimony received in the courseof wr study illustrate the importance of clarifying the lawful

scope of temporary copies in the current market In orderto understand the issues raised by the

transmission of digital works overthe Internet it is appropriate to clarify the current state of the

See discussion supra at 18

H.R3048 IO5 Congress çp veath 13.1997 See discussionsupra at 15 if

ItatStC.6bxl
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law on this issue This section will discuss the origins of the section 117 exemption for

temporary copies and examine its purpose in relation to new developments related to temporary

buffer copies

RAM Reproductions as Copies under the CopyriglrtAct

Technical background

All instructions and data that are operated on by computer are stored in integrated

circuits known as RAM Unlike flash memory read-onlymemory ROM3 and magnetic

storage devices such as disk and tape drives RAM is volatile when power is switched all

informationstored in RAM is erased Conversely as long as the power remains on information

stored in RAM can be retrieved and reproduced unless it is overwritten by other information

All of the familiaractivities that one performs on computere.g execution of

computer program retrieval and display of information browsing the World-Wide Web

necessarily entail making reproductions in RAM These reproductions generally are made

automatically and transparentlyto the useri.e without the user being aware that copies are

being made The copies usually persist for as long as the activitytakes place For example

the instructions that comprise computer program generally remain in RAM for as long as the

This term includes all variants of 11CM such as programmable read-only memory fltfl erasable

programmable read-onlymemory EPRO4 electrically erasable programmable read-onlymemory EEPROMand
so cii

In many instances as tecluical matter the informationwillremain in RAM even after it is no longer in

use Forexample when computerprogram terminates the operatingsystem takes note of the fact that the memory

occupied by the program is now available for other ra The content of that memory however is unchanged until it

is overwritten with new information or the power is turned off
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program is running Likewise the data that
express text and images remain in RAM for as long

as the text and images are displayed As the packets of binary information comprising works

traverse computer networks temporary copies in RAM and on disk are made as they move

fnnçoint to point along the way from sourceto destination

Although it is theoretically possible that information could be stored in RAM for such

short period of time that it could not be retrieved displayed copied or communicated this is

unlikely to happen in practice device that is capable of storing but not retrieving displaying

copying or communicating infonnation would have no practical purpose and there would be no

engineeringjustification for making such device

The issue of the legal status of RAM reproductions has arisen in this study almost

exclusively in the particular factual context of streaming audio In orderto render33 the

packets of audio informationin an audio stream smoothly the rendering software maintains

buffer portion of memory set aside to store audio infonnationuntil it has been rendered

Inconsistencies in the rate at which audio packets are delivered over the Internet are thus evened

out so that the software can render the information at constant rate As information is

rendered it is discarded and new information is put into the buffer as it is received

Streaming audio is the
digital

transmission of sound often sound recordingsof musical compositions

as series of packets olaudio information that are reassembled and rendered on the recipients computer as they

are received

In this context render means the process by which the digital rcpreacntation of sounds and/or images is

converted back into those soundsand/or images
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Statutory analysis

Section 1061 of the Copyright Act grants copyright owner the exciusiveright to

reproduce the copyrighted work in copies and to authorize others to do so Reproducing work

in RAM therefore falls within the scope of copyright owners exclusive reproduction right if it

results in copy

The starting point for determining whether reproductions in PAM are copies for

copyright purposes is the text of the statute Copies are defined in the Copyright Act

material objects other than phonorecords in which work is fixed by any method

now known or later developed and from which the work can be perceived

reproduced or otherwise conununicated either directLy orwith the aid of

machine or device.33

There is no question that RAM chips are material objects They are electronic

integrated circuits etched and deposited on wafer of semiconducting material such as silicon

which are capable of storing binary information in the form of electrical impulses work stored

in RAM can be perceived reproduced or otherwise communicated with the aid of computer

The key issue therefore is whether reproduction in RAM is fixed

The Copyright Act defuses fixed as follows

work is the in tangible medium of expression when its embodiment in

copy or phonorecord is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be

perceived reproduced or otherwise communicated for period of more th3n

transitoiyduration32

17U.S.C 101

Ed
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As to the element of duration the defmition of fixed does not require that copy be

permanent or that it last for any specified period of time3 For work to be fixed is must only

be sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived reproduced for period

of more than transitory durafion.hI3B Although the embodiment of work in RAM is not

permanent since loss of power results in erasure of the work typically it is sufficiently

stable to be perceived reproduced for an indefiniteperiod of time i.e for as long as

the power remains on and the memory locations storing the work are not overwritten with other

information As one court has observed the conclusionthat RAM copies are fixed

is actually confirmed rather than refuted by argument that the RAM
representation of the program is not fixed because it disappears from RAM the

instant the computer is turned off Thus one need only imagine scenario where

the computer with the program loadedinto PAM is left on for extended periods

of time saymonths or years or indeedleft on for the life of the computer In this

event the RAM version of the program is surely not ephemeral or transient it is

instead essentially permanent and thus plainly sufficiently fixed to constitute

copy under the Act5

Based on the definitional language in the Copyright Act RAM reproductions are

generally fixed and thus constitute copies that are within the scope of the copyrightowners

reproduction right The defmition of fixed leaves open the possibility however that certain

RAM reproductions that exist foronly period of transitory duration are not copies The

statute does not define transitory duration directly Since permanence is not required for

133
SeeAdvanced ComputoiSewices of Michigan Inc MAISys Cap 845 Supp 356 362-63 E.D

Va 1994

17U.S.C 101 emphasisadded

Advanced Coniputerservices 845 Supp at 363
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fixation transitory must denote something shorter than temporary Transitory must also

denote something less than ephemeral as that term is used in the Copyright Act since the Act

confirms that ephemeral recordings are fixed by providing specific exemption for ephemeral

recordings lasting up to sixmonths.336 Courts have not attempted to Formulate general rule

deflninghow long reproduction must endure to be fixed deciding instead on case-by-case

basis whether the particular reproduction at issue sufficed

Nonetheless general rule can be drawn finu the language of the statute In establishing

the dividing line between those reproductions that are subject to the reproduction right and those

that are not we believe that Congress intended the copyright owners exclusive right to extend to

all reproductions fxcmwhich economic value can be derived The economic value derived from

reproduction lies in the ability to copy perceive or communicate it Unless reproduction

manifests itselfso fleetingly that it cannot be copied perceived or communicated the making of

that copy should fall within the scope of the copyright owners exclusive rights The dividing

line then can be drawn between reproductions that exist for sufficient period of time to be

capable of being perceived reproduced or otherwise communicated and those that do not33

17U.S.C 112

in See e.g. MI5F Corp Peak Computer Inn 991 F.2d 511.518 9th Cit 1993 Advunced

ComputerSews 84SF Suçp.at363

This view is consiste with the discussion of fixation in the legislative history of the Copyright Act

The legislative history is examinedinfru at 114117

It is also consistent with quite well-established position at the international level that fixation means

sulficientslabilityoffonn so that wiiat is fixed may be perceived reproduced otherwisecommunicated

MIhaly Ficsor Copyrighifor the Digital Erw The WiPO Internet Treaties21 Co1umJVLA and the Arts 197

1997Dig$tald
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As practical matter as discussed above this would cover the temporary copies that are made in

RAM in the course of using works on computers and computer networks

Drawing the line with reference to the ability to perceive reproduce or otherwise

communicate work makes particular sense when one considers the manner in which one

important category of digital workscomputer programs are utilized Computer programs are

exploited chiefly through exercise of the rights of reproduction and distributioa In order to

utilize program it must be copied into RAM To exercise the right to make that temporary

copy in RAM is to realize the economic value of the prograrm That RAM copy need only exist

long enough to communicate the instructions to the computers processing unit in the proper

sequence

Exploitation of works on digital networks illustratesthe same point Digital networks

permit single disk copy of work to meet the demands of many users by creating multiple

RAM copies These copies need exist only long enough to be perceived e.g displayed on the

screen or played through speakers reproduced or otherwise communicated e.g to computers

processing unit in order for their economic value to be realized If the network is sufficiently

reliable users have no need to retain copies of the material Commercial exploitation in

network environment can be said to be based on selling right to perceive temporary

reproductions of works.339

Other exclusive rights maybe involved as well di.sctssiai of these additional rights is beyond the

scope olthisRepozt
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Apart from these policy considerations attempting to draw linebased on duration may

be impossible The language of the Copyright Act rules out drawing the line between temporary

and permanent copies as discussed above Even if this distinction were possible under the

statute the concept of permanence is not helpful in this context Magnetic disks and tapes can be

erased printed works decompose overtime or can be destroyed deliberately or accidentally

Separating some temporary copies from others based on their duration poses similar difficulties

How temporary is temporary birsMinutes Seconds Nanoseconds The line would be

difficult to draw both in theory and as matter of proof in litigation

The conclusion that reproductions in RAM are copies is reinforced by the existence of

anotherprovision of the Copyright Act section 117 The currentversionof section 117 was

added in 1980 at the recommendation of CONTU In relevant part it provides

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106 it is not an infringement for

the owner of copy of computer program to make or authorize the nddnj of

another copy or adaptation of that computer program provided

thit such new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in the

utilization of the computer program in conjunction with machine and that it is

used inno other manner

The new copy that is created as an essential step in the utilization of the computer program in

conjunction with machine is the copy made in RAM when the program is executed No such

exemption would have been necessaryif reproductions in RAM could not be copies It would be

17U.S.C 117
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unreasonable to interpret the definitions in section 101 in such way that it would render section

117 superfluous

ill
Legislative history

The legislative history of the CopyrightAct confirms that certaintemporaryreproductions

implicate the reproduction right but is ambiguous as to the precise dividing line between

temporaryreproductions that are considered fixed and those that are not In discussing the

definition of fixed the House Report that accompanied the Copyright Act of 1976 states that

copies that exist only momentarily in RAM may not satisfy the fixation requirement.42

According to the 1976 House Report the definition of fixation would exclude from the

concept purely evanescent or transient reproductions such as those projected briefly on screen

shown electronically on television or other cathode ray tube or captured momentarily in the

memory of computer

One interpretation of that statement is that Congress viewed all reproductions in the

memoryof computer to exist only momentarily and thus as incapable of meeting the fixation

requirement If so then the legislative history was based on an imperfectgrasp of the relevant

technology As discussed above reproductions inRAM can exist for long periods of time i.e

See e.g Pennsylvania Dept of Public Welfare Davenport 495 U.S 552562 1990 Our cases

express deep reluctance In interpret statutory provision so as to rendersuperfluousother provisions in the same

enactment

1976 Reportsupra note 40 t53

343
lot

See discussion infra at 120-123
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for as long as the power remains on and no other information is stored in the memory locations

occupied by the reproduction In addition RAM reproductions are qualitatively different from

the other examples cited projection on screen or display on television or cathode
ray ti

RAM reproductions are stored or embodied in the RAM chip projection on screenor

display on television or cathode ray tube is not stored or embodied in the screen or TV or

display mbe In any event the premise that all RAM reproductions exist only momentarily is

incorrect and cannot support conclusion that all RAM reproductions are unfixed

Another possible interpretation of the statement in the House Report concerning

computer memory is that it applies not to all RAM reproductions but only to those

reproductions captured momentarily in computer memory This interpretation implies

that any reproduction in computer memory that exists more than momentarily is fixed This

interpretation adheres more closely to the statutory text since as discussedabove the statute on

its face contemplates that at least some temporary copies satisfy the fixation requirement

Consequently it appears to be the better interpretation of the language in the 1916 House Report

See infra note 369

Accord CONTU Report supra note 61 at 22 n.l 11 Insofar as contrary conclusion Ithat works in

computer storage arc not fizedi is suggested in one report accompanying the new law this should be regarded as

incon-ect and should notbe followed since legislative lislxxy need notbe perused in the construction of an

unambiguous statute

1976 House Report supra note 22 at 53 emphasis added

see discussion .rupra at 109I 14
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Stating that copies which exist only momentarilyare not fixed and copies that exist

longer are fixed still begs the question of precisely which RAM copies exist for too short time

to satisfy the fixation requirement and which do not The best guide in the legislative history for

determining where Congress intended to draw the linebetween fixed and unfixed reproductions

is elsewherein the 1976 House Report where it is stated that fixation is sufficient if the work

can be perceived reproduced or otherwise communicated either directly or with the aid of

machine or deviee.1M9 This statement supports the distinction drawn above between RAN

copies that exist long enough to be perceived reproduced or otherwise communicated and those

that do not

The legislative history of subsequent amendment to the Copyright Act also supports the

conclusion that temporary copies in RAM may satisfy the fixation requirement The current text

of sections 117a and was added in 1980 as part of package of amendments recommended

by CONTIJ The House report accompanying the 1980 amendments did not explainthe intent of

the legislation other th3rrto implement CONTIJs recommendations.35 The CONTU Report

sets forth its reasons for recommending the
statutory additions which Congress enacted with few

changes

I976flouseReportsupranote35 at 52 quoting 17U.S.C 102a

BO
Refeningto the portion of the bill that added the section 101 defmition of computer program and

section 17the 1b committee report
stated only that it embodiedl the recommendationsof the Commission on

New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works with respect to clarifying the law of copyright of computer

programs FLR Rep No 1307 Part 96a Cong. 2d Sess 23 1980

The status of the CONTIJ Report as legislative ltistay is discussed supma at 29
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CONTU clearly viewed reproductions in computer memory as copies implicating

copyrightowners exclusive rights under section 106 Tn 1976 Congress consideredihe

problems associated with computeruses of copyrighted works not to be sufficiently developed

for definitive legislative so1ution Congress enacted what was commonly referred to as

moratorium provision in sectioa 117 which preserved the status quo on Deceniber 31 1977 as

to use ofcopyrightedworks in conjunction with computers and similar information systems.3

In recommending the repeal of that provision CONTU state

The 1976 Act without change makes it clear that the placement of any

copyrighted work into computer is the preparation of copy ast therefore

potential infringementof copyright

Because the placement of work into computer is the preparation of

copy the law should provide that persons in rightful possessionof copies of

programs be able to use them freely without fear of exposure to copyright liability

One who rightfully possesses copy of program therefore should be

provided with legal right to copy it to that extent which will permit its use by

that possessor This would include the right to load it into computer

Reportsupru note 61 at 13 It is reasonable to assume that in 1978 when the CONTU Report

was published reference to placement of work into computer was understood to include reproduction in

volatile memory Although early generations of computers used non-volatile feni te core memory volatile solid-state

memory in wide use fry the early l970s

1976 House Report supru note 35 at 116

Pub th.94-553 90 Stat 2541 1976 19761-1 ow Reportsupru note 35 at 116 Former section

117 read as follows

Notwithstanding the provisionsof sections 106 through 6and 118 this title does not afford to

the owner of copyright in work any greater cr lesser rights with respect to the use of thework in

conjunction with automatic systems capable of storing processing retrieving or trathferring

information or in conjunctionwith any similar device machine or process than those afforded to

works under the law whether title 17 or the common law statutes of State in effect on

December 31 1977 as held applicable and construed by court in action brought under this title

CONTU Repon supra uote 61 13
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iv Judicial interpretation

Every courtthat has addressed the issue of reproductions in volatile RAM has expressly

or impliedly found such reproductions to be copies within the scope of the reproduction right

We are aware of no cases that have reached the contrar conclusion

The seminal case on the subject is MAISy Corp Peak Computer Inc.56 in which the

defendants loading of operating system and diagnostic software into computer memory in

violation of license agreement was held to be an infringement In reaching that conclusion

the Ninth Circuit examined the definitions in section 101 and found that loading of copyrighted

software into RAM creates copy of that software The court noted that although it was

aware of no prior cases holding that reproductions in RAM were copies it is generally accepted

that the loading of software into computer constitutes the creation of copy under the

CopyrightACt59 After making note of evidence in the record that once the software was

loaded into RAM the defendant was able to view the system error log in orderto diagnose

problem with the computer the court reasoned that this evidence demonstrated that the

representation created in the RAM is sufficientlypermanent or stable to permit it to be

perceived reproduced or otherwise communicated for period of more than transitory

991 F.2d 511 Cit 1993 cen dismisse4 114 Ct 671 1994

MA Peak has generated controversyon two fronts As discussed infra at 120 the holding regarding

RAi copyinghas been consistentlyuphcld by latercourts but criticized by numberof academic commentators In

addition the implications of the case for competition in the computer repair industry led in 1998 in specific

legislative exemption for certain temporaiy copies in RAM See discussioninfra at 30

id aUlS

sSt

Itt at 519
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duration.36 Consequentlythe court affirmedthe district courts conclusion that copying

for purposes of copyright law occurs when computer program is transferred from permanent

storage device to computers RAIL

At least nine other courts have followed AU Peak in holding RAM reproductions to be

copies although not all have ultimately found the defendant to be liable for infringement

Even before MA Pea/c the Fifth Circuit had stated that the act of loading program from

medium of storage into computers memoiy creates copy of the prograxn The factual

context suggests that the court was referring to RAM Several othercases have also held that

Mo It

It

See Stenograph LI..C v.BossardAssocs 144F.3d 96 101-02 D.C Cir 1998holdingtbata RAM
reproduction constitutes copy DX Communications Corp DGI Technologiesjnc 81 F3d 597600 5tb Cit

1996 citing MA Peak holding that copy is nae when software is loaded into computers RAM defendant is

not enjoined from making such copies however because it is likely to prevail on its defense of copyright misuse

TriadSys Corp Southeastern Express Co. 64 F3d 1330 13359 Cii cert deniet 1165 Ct 1015 1995
loadingof software into RAM is copying for purposes of the Copyright Act IntellectualResenz Inc Utah

LightlwuseMinistryInc 75 Supp 2d 12901294 Uth 1999 Wilcom flyLtd Endless Visions 1998

U.S.Dist LEXIS 20583 LD.Mich Dec 1998a ternporarycopy ofthe programsobject code in RAM
is sufficiently fixed in tangible medium of expression to constitute an infringing copy under the Copyright

Act In re IndependentSew Orys.Antitrust Litigation 23 Supp 2d 3242 1245 Kan 1998use and

hence reproduction into randomaccess memoiy RAM of diagnostic software was not authorized by

plaintiff and hence constituted infringementInc NationajAssoc of Fire Equip Diszr 983

Supp 1167 3176-78 N.D IlL 1997 citing MM Peak fmding RAM copies to be fixed as long as they axe

capableofbeing perceived Religious Tech Centerv Netcom On-line Comm. 907 Supp 1361 1368N.D Cal

1995 In the present case there is noquestionafter MAithat copies were created preliminaryinjunction

denied however because plaintiff did not demonstrate substantial likelihood ofruccess on the xalt$ re

Independent Serv Orgs Litigation 910F Supp 1537 1541 Kan 1995CWe agree with thecourt in

Peak that transferring computerprogram firma storagedevice to computefs RAM nistithtaa copy for

purposes of copyright law Advanced Camp uterSews of Mich. Inc MAlSystem Corp 84SF Supp 356.363

E.DYa 1994where copyrighted program is loaded into RAM and maintained there for minutes or longer the

RAM representation of the program is sufficiently fi.xed to constitute copy under the Act Set also Ohio

Peny 41 U.S.P.Q.2d BNA 1989 PtioApp 1997following MA Peak in concluding that state chargeof

unauthorized use of property stemming firm the unauthorizedpstiuj ofsoftware on computer bulletin board

servicewas preempted by the Copyright Act because the defendants acts constituted copyright infringement

Vault Corp Quaid Software Ltd 847 F.2d 255260 Cm 1988
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loading computer program into computer entails making copy Without mentioning RAM

specifically

Commentary

In contrast to the apparent unanimity among courts that have considered the issue of

RAM copying legal scholars are divided on the question which mayaccount for the

characterization of MA Peak by at least one commenter as controversial.3 Although some

academics have expressedsupport for the conclusion that the reproduction right can embrace

RAM copics3 much commcntaiyon the subjecthas criticized the holding of MA Peak7

See e.g Sega Enterprises Ltd MAPhIA 948 Supp 923 93 1-32 N.D Cal 1996followingMll

Peak Inc Devcom Mid-America Inc 45 F.3d 231235 7k Cir 1995 Neither party disputes that

loading software into computer constitutes the creation of copy under the Copyright Act nonetheless court

affirms suzoxaaryjudgment for defendant because of plaintiffs failure to establish copying as factual matter

Roeslin District ci Columbia 921 Supp 793.800 D.D.C 1995CThe placementofa copyrightedprogram

into computer or the loading of copyrighted program into computer which occurs every time uses the

program constitutes copying the program for purposes of the Copyright Act Tricom Inc Electronic Data

Sys Corp. 902 Supp 741745 ED Mich 1995loading software onto mainframe computer constitutes

copying under the copyright law Hubco Data Prods Corp ManagnnentAssistance Inc 219 U.S.P.Q BNA
450 456 Idaho 1983statutorydefmition ofcopy makes clear that the input of work into computer

results in the making of copy and hence that such unauthotized input infringes the copyright owners reproduction

right

C-DFC at3

See e.g William Patty Copyright Iar and Practice 1711994 David Nirnmer Brains and Other

Paraphernalia oft he DigitalAge lOI6rv of Law Tech 10-111996 Jane GinsburgPutting Cars on

the lnfonna lion Superhighway Authors Exploiters and Copyrightin Cyberspace 95 Colum Rev 1466

1475-771995 Trotter Hardy Symposium Copyright Owners Rights and UsersPrivileges on the Internet

ComputerP13M CopiesA Hit ora Myth Historical Perspectives on Caching as Microcosm ciCurrent

Copyright Concerns 22DaytonL Rev 423 427-28 456.601997

See e.g Mask Lemley Symposium Copyright Owners Rights and Users Privileges on the

Internet Dealing with OverlappingCopyrightson thelnternet 22 Dayton Rev 547 50-5 11997 James

Boyle Intellectual ProperiyPolicy OnlineA YoungPerson Guide 01-lan Law and Tech 47.88-94 1996
Fred Cue The TechnologicalTron.sformotionciCopyrighttaw 81 Iowa Rev 1395 1452-53 Niva Elkin

Koren Cybeulaw and Social ChangeA DemocraticApproach to CopyrightLaw in Cyberspace 14 Cardozo Arts

Ent LI 215269-74 1996 PamelaSasnnelson Legally Speaking The 72ff Intellectual PropertyReport

Communications of the ACM Dec 1994 at 21.22 Legally Speakingk Jessica Litman The Herbert Tenser

Menoricii Conference Copyright in the Twenay.Firsi Century The Exclusive Right to Read 13 Cardozo Pits Fat

LI 2942-431994
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Just as webcasters appear to be facing demands for royalty payments for incidental

exercise of the reproduction right in the courseof licensed public performances it appears that

companies that sell digital downloads of music under either voluntary licenses from music

publishers or the section 115 compulsory license and voluntary licenses from record companies

are facing demands for public performance royalties for technical performance of the

underlying musical work that allegedly occurs in the course of transmitting it from the vendors

sewer to the consumers PC

As with the issue of buffer copies made in the course of streaming this appears to be an

issue driven as much by the stmcture of the administration of copyright rights in the music

industry as by technology The issue simplywould not seem to arise in other industries where

the public performance and reproduction rights are exercised by the same entity

We view this issue as the mirror image of the question regarding buffer copies We

recognize that the proposition that digital download constitutes public performance even

when no contemporaneous performance takes place is an unsettled point of law that is subject to

debate However to the extent that such download can be considered public performance the

performance is merely technical by-product of the transmission process that has no value

separate finn the value of the download If it is public performance then we believe that

arguments concerning fair use and the making of buffer copies apply to that performance In

T-BML Berenson at 163-65

Cli

See discussion of she application of fair use to buffer copiessupra at 133-141
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any case for the reaws articulated above it is our view that no liability should result wider U.S

law from technical erforrnance that takes place in the course of download

Scope of Archival Exemption

Currently the archival exemption under section 17a2 is limited to computer

programs This section allows the owner of copy of computerprogram to make or authorize

the making of an additional copy of the program for archival purposes provided that all

archival copies are destroyed in the event that continued possession of the computer program

should cease to be righthzL number of arguments were advanced in the course of the study

for an expansion ofthis archival exception in order to cover the kind ofroutine backups that are

performed on computers and to allowconsumers to archive material in digitni format other than

computer programs The arguments for and against such an expansion are discussed below

ArgumentsiiFavor ofExpanding the Archival Exemption

General vulnerability of content in digital form

Conimenters asserted that consumers need to back up works in digital form because they

are vulnerable CONTU recommended that Congress create an exemption to permit archival

backup copies of computerprograms because they are vulnerable to destruction or damage by

mechanical or electrical fiilure.3 This vulnerability stems not fiom the fact that they are

computer programs but because they are stored in digita form. The rationale given by CONTU

17 U.s.c 17aX2

CONTU Repoiszqra note 61 at 11
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for adopting an archival exemption for computer programs would apply equallyto any work

stored in digital
format

It would be perfectly consistentwith CONTUs recommendations and Congress

enactment of section 117th extend the archival exemption to protect against technical

vulnerabilities that afflict the present thy use of digital files The digital media collection on

bard drive is also vulnerable to teehnical failuresuch as hard disk crashes vims infection or file

corruption

ii Mismatch between section 117 and current archival practices

Evidence has been presented noting that the archival exemption under section 117 does

not permit the practices and proceduresmost people follow for backing up data on computer

hard drive The comrnenters stated that an amendment to section 117 would be necessaryfor it

to reflect the realityof how many computer users and most business users actually back up

information

Section 117 appears to have been written to address particular style of archiving the

making of copy of an individual program at the time the consumer obtains it However we

were told that most businesses and many individuals perform periodic backups of everything on

it would have been well within CONTUs mandate to make recommendations concerning fr
reproduclionand use ofcopyrightedworks ofauthorship .in conjunclion with automatic systemscapable of

storingprocessing retrieving and transferring information to have proposed an archival exemption applicableto

all works in
digital

form CONTIJ Report supru note 61 at4 It did not do so for reasons that were not aiticuiated

in the Report
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theirdisk and notjust one backup copy upon purchase ofthe computer program This backup

copy includes all installed computer programs together with any related data files various

configuration files and all of the users own data including any copyrighted works that have

been downloaded Section 17 does not permit the copying of anything other than the computer

programs

Section 117 requires the destruction of any archived copy once possession of the program

ceases to be rightful Possession or at leastuse of program typically ceases to be rightifil

once the user acquires an upgraded vcrsion literal reading of section 117 would require the

user to go through all of the backup tapes CD-P.s and other archival media identi each of the

files that constitute the earlierversion of the computer program and attempt to delete them This

is neither practical nor reasonable

Based on the evidence presented during the course of preparing this Report there is

fUndamental mismatch between accepted prudent practice among most system administrators

and other u.sers on one hand and section 117 on the other As consequence few adhere to the

letter of the law

It was suggested by one conunenter that even data files associatedwith cornputerpmgram could not be

archived under section 117 WST-llollazr

T-1-Iollaar at 94 150 Forexample the Symantec License and Warranty for Not-ton SystcmWorksT

provides that YOU MAY NOT use previous version or copy of the Software after you have received disk

replacement set or an upgadedversion as replacement of he prior version
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Arguments Against Expanding the Archival Exemption

Lack of demonstrated harm

While the mismatch between section 117 and sound backup practices is indisputable

nobody was able to identify any instance where consumer has suffered any harm as result of

the limited scope of the archival exemption There are two principal ways that consumers could

be harmed by refraining to their detriment from activities because they do not fall within the

scope of the exemption and by being subject to legal claims from copyright owners for conduct

that falls outside the scope of the exemption Neither appears to be occurring

It was pointed out several times during the course of ihis study that the backup copies that

consumers make from their hard drives generally embody all files including digital downloads

If this activity is so commonplace it does not appear that consumers are risking their investment

in digital media to conform theft conduct to section 117 Nor has anyone provided any evidence

that any consumer has ever faced litigation or even the threat of litigation for making backup

copy of hard drive containing material that fell outside the scope of the archival exception

under section 117 To the contrary evidence was presented that consumers who back up their

hard drives generally do so outside the parametersof section 117 with no repercussions

whatsoever

IL Justification for section 117a2 has diminished

The need to make backup copies of computerprograms has diminished It ca pointed

out in the comments that today section Il7a2 has little if any utility Almost all the software
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sold in the United States is sold on CD-ROM The CD-ROM serves as the backup copy once

computer program is loaded from the CD-ROM to ones computer CD-ROMs have an estimated

failurerate of significantlyless than 1%

It has been argued that there would seem to be little point to expanding section Il 7a2

to other copyrighted works when current law does not appear to be causing any real-world

problems and thejustification for the provision may no longer exit While this maybe the case

today we acknowledge that the sale of computer software as digital downloads is on the rise and

that may increase the need for an archival exemption

iii Bad faith use of the section 117 defense

It was brought to oiw attention during the course of this study that section 117 is being

used by some members of the public tojusti conduct that it does not permit because of the

publics misunderstanding of the purpose of the section We were told that persons engaged in

software and content piracy are also using section 117 tojustify theft activities For example

one of the cómmenters noted that people auction aEftheir so-called backup copies of their

computer software or make pirate software available on websites ftp sites or chat rooms under

the guise of the section 117back-up copy exception

Acconllng to PC Data in 1999nincty-seven percent of all the softwaresold the United Stateswas

sold on CD-ROM and in 2000 nincty-cight percent of all software was sold on CD-ROM K-Silk at

A011b1
UI C-Silk at4
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ltecommendadons

We recommend that Congress amend the copyright law in one of the two ways that we

outline below We acknowledge that persuasive arguments were presented on both sides of the

question whether to expand the archival copy exemption that is currently in section II 7a2

On balance afier examining those arguments and taking into consideration the additional

concerns that we discuss below we conclude that statutory change is desirable

In support of recommendationto revise the archival exemption it has been

demonstratedto our satisfaction that there is fundamental mismatch between section 117 and

current archival practices Those practices to which copyright owners have not objected do

not harm right holders are necessary for consumers to protect
theft investment in digital

materialsand should be permitted to continue

In
support of making no change to the scope of the exemption there has been complete

absence of any demonstratedhann to the prospective beneficiaries of an expanded archival

exemption.9 Any dramatic expansionof fairly modest copyright exemption carries with it the

risk of causingunintended consequences Moreover we believe that strong case can be made

that most common archival activities by computer users5 would quali as fairuse

TIth factor is an element that dislinguishes the archival exemption issue from the buffer copy issue

discussedsupra

We ast asstaiing for purposes of this use analysis that the activity cwaists ofbacking up all or

portion of the contents of hard drive on Ietnovable mediumfor retention against the possibilityofacddental

destruclionof that material andfor no other purpose Of course this analysis would not apply to any infringing

material on haiti drive
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The purpose of the use backing up the material on computers hard drive is merely

to safeguard lawfiullyobtained copies against accidental destruction Although the use is not

transformativeit probably would not be consideredcommercial dft The use does not

supplant the original because it does not entail separate exploitation of the work or any

exploitationunless that original copy is damaged or destroyed As with timeshifting backing up

is legitimate essentially non-exploitativepurpose This factor appears to favor the user

The second factor nature of the work would appear to favor copyright owners since

many of the works being copied are clearly very creative in nature and are this subject to more

limited scope of fair use than informationalworks.4 But this by no means precludes the

conclusion that making backup copies is fair useY

The third factor the amount and substantialityof the portion used might also appear to

weigh against finding of fair use since the entire work is copied.45 However this too does not

preclude fmding of fair use.455 Here since the purpose of the activity being engaged in is to

protect ones legally obtained copy through archiving copying the entire work is necessary

See Camp belI5 10 U.S at 579 discussing translormativeiw iiL at 584-85 discussing commercial

hL at 586745 F.2d 142 at 148 2d Cir 1984

Forexamplecopying of entire motion pictures for time-shifting purposes was considered fair use in

Sony Motion pictures generally fall at the creative end of the spectrum

infinity
Broadcast Corp 150 F.ld 104 at 109 2d Cir 1998

Sony 464 U.S.417449-5O 1984
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The fourth factor effect of the use on the market weighs strongly in favor of fair use

The effect on the market for the copyrighted work will be nonexistent The copies being made

under this fair use analysis are being made for the sole purpose of safeguarding ones investment

vulnerable investment due to susceptibility of digital media to accidental damage or

destruction The archival copies do not enter the market at any point and since they are copies of

works for which the copyright owner has already been compensated there is no harm to the

owner in lostrevenue It is our conclusion that strong case can be made that the use being

made is fair

If the analysis ended there recommending no statutory change could be viable option

Another element to consider however is the interplay between sections 107 and 109 It appears

that the language of the Copyright Act could lead court to conclude that by operation of section

109 copies of works made lawfully under the fair use doctrine may be freely distributed

Section 109 permits the owner of particular copy or phonorecord lawfully made under

title 17 to distribute that copy without the copyright owners permission.43 To the extent that

section 107 permits user to make backup copies of works stored on hard drive those backup

copies are lawfully made and the user owns them Section 109 on its face appears to permit the

17U.S.C 109a
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user as the owner of lawfully made backup copy to sell or otherwise disposeof the

possession of that backup copy

Authority is unclear over the application of the first sale doctrine to lawfully made copies

that have not been distributed with the copyright owners consent Section 109 is commonly

understood to codif the first sale doctrine which implies that an actual sal or at least an

authorized distribution must occur before the doctrine applies However the statutory text only

requires
that the copy be lawfully made and makes no reference to priorauthorized sale or

other distribution.43

The legislativehistory of section 109 can be read to supportboth views In one sentence

the 1976 House Report suggests that an actual first sale is required to trigger section 109 which

it asserts restates and confirms the principle that where the copyright owner has transferred

ownership of particular copy or phonorecord of work the person to whom the copy or

phonorecord is transferred is entitled to dispose of it by salerentai or any other means

But this position is undercut by passage on the same page which asserts that the disposition of

phonorecord legally made under the compulsory licensing provisions of Section 115 would not

liL Backup copies made pursuant to 17aX7 though lawfully made arc subject to the limitations

on distribution contained in 117b and the requirementin 17a2 that they be destroyed once possession of

the original
is no longer rightful Since 117 is both the nae specific and the later enacted provision these

limitations would prevail over the general language of 109a under basic canons of statutory interpretation

17 U.LC 109a

1976 Report supra note 40 at 791976
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outside the scpe of Section 109ta leading copyright
trettlise conºludes g1iJ on

balance it would seem thW the literal text of Section 109a should be followed so that its

immunity ray be claimed any oczrtr oft particular copy or phonorecord lawfully made and

not just by those who acquired such owncchiid via rorior transfer from the copyright owner.t4ot

Given our view that in the typical situation46t the making of backup copies is pmbably

fair use we see aD copyright owners under current law that those backup copies could then

be distributed without legal consequence We believe that outcome would be fundamentally

unfluir4 and notwithstanding the ambiguity of the 1976 Xuse Report on this point contrary to

congressional intent Nonetheless rat cannot overlook the possibilitythat court rzpuld hold

this tzay When added into the balance this element tips the scale in favor of statutory change

We therefore recommend that Congress either Cl amend section 109a ensurethat fair

use OO3es are not subject to the fist sale doctrine oo C2 create new archival exemption thW

provides expressly thW backup cOes ma not be distributed We express no preference as

between the tw ptions and note that they are not mutuallyexclusive

Id

Nimmcrsvpra note 21 at 832
442 See supra note 450

Apart from the obvious detrimental effect this outcome would have on the copyright owners market we

note that the initial determination of fair use that permitted the making of the copy may have been premised on the

fact that the copy was not made for distribution See infra note 468
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The first option would entail amending section 109a to state that only copies that have

been lawfully made and lafiiUydistributed are subject to the first sale doctrine We believe that

this change would be consistent with what Congress intended in section 109

As noted above the text of section lO9does not referto anyprevious transfer of

lawfully owned copy although the condition that the person be an owner could be argued to

presuppose sale or other transfer of ownership from the copyright owner and the 1976 House

Report is ambiguous on the question whether first sale must occur to trigger the application of

section lO9to aparticularcopy Section lO9was intendedby Congress to restate and

confirm principle that had been established by the court decisions and section 27 of the

1909 law Section 27 refers not to lawful copies but to copies the possession of which has

been lawfully obtained This language arguably requires lawful sale or other distribution

otherwise the copy would be lawfullymade not lawffi1lyobtainedq The seminal court

decision on first sale Bobbs-MerrillCo Strata465 went even further holding that the

copyright owner parted with all right to control sale of copy after it had parted with the title to

one who had acquired full dominion over it and had given satisfactory price Given this

chronology of the development of the first sale doctrine it seems very unlikely that Congress

intended radical departure finn the requirement of first sale or otherauthorized distribution

by the copyright owner likelier explanation for the particular wording in the statute is that it

See Phi Mud Co Republic Graphics Inc 513 F.2d 84726 Cir 1963

10 U.S 3391908 The case is discussedsupru at 20

210 U.S at 350
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was drafted to avoid any potential conflict with the ability of compulsory licensees or

subsequent purchasers ability to sell phonorecords made under the section 115 compulsory

license to make and distribute phonorecords of nondramatic musical works

We note that this proposed change to section 109 would not preclude the distribution of

copies made pursuant to section 107 in all cases since like all of the exclusive rights in section

106 the distribution right is subject to the fair use doctrine It would however require that

separate fair use analysis be applied to the distribution of that particular copy The fair use copy

could be transferred only in those cases where the distribution itself qualified as fair use.4

The second option entails creating new exemption for making backups of lawful copies

of material in digital form and amending section 117 to delete references to archival

The new exemption should follow the general contours of section 117a2 and and include

the following elements It should permit the making of one or more backup copies of work

1916 House Report supra note 40 at 79 Any resale of an illegally pirated phonorecord would be

an infringement but the disposition of phonorecord legally made under the compulsory licensing provisions of

section 115 would not Our proposal would also meet this concernsinee phonorecord that is manufacturedand

sold under the section 115 license would be both lawibily made and lawfiullydistibuted

In some cases the making ofa copy may be fair use in large part because the copy is not disseminated

to third parties For example in Sony the Supreme Courtheld that it war fair use for private citizen to record

television program off-the-airforpurposesoftime-shifttngwhich the Courtdescribedas The practice of

recording program to icw it onen at later time and thereafter
erasiixj

464 U.S at423 The personalnatat

of that use was critical bthe Courfs wiysis See e.g 464 US.at 449 the ri4riCourts findings plainly

establish that time-shifling for private home use mbecharacterizedas noncommercial nonprofit activity The

fact that the making of personal copy for purposes of time-shifting aixI with the anticipation ofsubsequent

destruction of the copy is fair use should not make it lawifil subsequently to sell rent or give that lawfully made

copy to third party

We recommend this approach in orderto preserve section 117s present characteras computer

program exemption and at the same time ensure that computer programs and other materials in
digital form art

subject to the same rules conceming the making of backup copies
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The copy from which the backup copies are made must be in digital form on medium that is

subject to accidental erasure damage or destruction in the ordinary course of its use It should

stipulate that the copies may be made and used solely for archival purposes or for use in lieu of

the original copy It should also specify ant notwithstanding the provisions of section 109 the

archival copy maynot be transferred
except as part of lawful transfer of all rights in the work

Finally it should specify that the archival copies may not be used in any manner in the event that

continued possession of the work ceases to be rightful

Permitting the making of multiple copies is necessarybecause prudent backup practice

requires it For example typical approach to backing up would entail making both on-site and

off-site copies of the entire contents of hard drive on regular basis in addition to making

incremental backups ofjust those files on the hard drive that have changed

The requirement that the work be stored in digital form on medium that is subject to

accidental erasure damage or destruction in the ordinary course of its use is intended to avoid

claims likethat faced by the court in tart Inc Group Inc.410 without unduly limiting

the exemption to current technology.41 The exemption would also not be limited as theAfari

court suggested to damage ordestruction by electrical or mechanical failure Media that are

subject to accidental erasure by human error would qualify as well Digital media that are subject

597 Supp 5.9-10 ltD 10 1983 rejectingassertion that making of backup copies of videogasne

embodied in ROM is permitted under section Illbecause ROM is notvulnerable to damage by mechanical or

electrical failure court holds device for copying videogames it ROM nut have substantial noninfringing uses

under Sony analysis of contributory infringement

Currently the exception would be limited prirnarllyto backups made from copies on hard drive

floppy disk or other magnetic medium
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to accidental destruction outside the ordinary course of use e.g by fire or other catastrophe

however would not qualify since there would no longer be basis for treating them any

differently from traditional hard-copy media for purposes of archiving

The proposal that archival copies may be made and used solely for archival purposes or

for use in lieu of the original copy is derived from section 17a2 It has been modified in

recognition of the fact that in certain instances the-original copy is used as the backup and the

backup becomes the use copy.4

The requirementthat archival copies not be transferable except as part of lawful

transfer of all of the transferors rights in the work is derived fiom section 117b this takes

care of the concern addressed above regarding the intersection of sections 107 and 109 in the

context of backup copies

The requirement that archival copies not be used in any manner in the event that

continued possessionof the work ceases to be rightfbl is substitute for the requirement in

section 11 7a2 that any such backup copies be destroyed Sincebackup copies frequently

include many works on single medium and since erasure or destruction of individual files on

such medium is often impossiblethe proposal would not require destruction It would instead

require that the archival copies not be used in any manner

See CopyrightOffice The Computer software Renbl Amendments Act of 1990 TheNonprofitLibrary

Lending Exemption to the Rental Right 77-78 1994
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Contract Preemption

Several cornenters proposed that the Copyright Act should be amended to ensure that

contractual provisions that override consumer privileges in the copyrightlaw or are otherwise

unreasonable are not mfcztSble In essence this is request to amend section 301 of the

Copyright Act which governs the scope of federal preemption of state law including state

contract law Section 301 states that

all legal or equitable rights that are equivalent to any of the exclusive rights within

the general scope of copyrightas specified by section 106 in works of authorship

that are fixed in tangible medium of expression and come within the subject

matter of copyright as specified by sections 102 and 103 whether published or

unpublished are governed exclusively by this title person is entitled to

any such right or equivalent right in any such work under the common law or

statutes of any State

There appears to be consensus among courts that enforcement of contracts is not

prohibited as general matter.4 However there is disagreement among courts respecting the

degree to which the Copyright Act may preclude the enforcement of specific contractual

provisions that would otherwise be enforceable under state law At least one court has taken

nearly categorical approach to contract preemption holding that rights created by contract are not

rights equivalent to any of the exclusive rights within the general scope of copyright

Rights equivalent to copyright are rights established by law rights that restrict

the options of persons who are strangers to the author copyright is right

against the world Contracts by contrast generally affect only their parties

strangers may do as they please so contracts do not create exclusive rights

Sea e.g C-DFCat T-Libraxy Assus 11 at 16 Greenstein at 239

Architectronics Inc Control Systemslnc 93SF Supp 425.441 S.D.N.Y1996 Selby

New Line Cinema corp 96 Supp 2d 1053.1059 C.D Cal 2000 majority of courts have found that breach of

contract claims generally are not preempted

ProCD Inc Zeidenbeg 86 F.3d 1447 1454 Cit 1996
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Consequently simple two-party contract .maybe enforcecL4

Other courts have found contract rights preempted to the extent that they essentially

restate one or more of the exclusive I4itS under section 106 of the CopyrightAct e.g

reproduction with no extra clemenCm No case however has applied preemption broadly

enough to nullify contractual provisions that vary or ovemde exceptions and limitation in the

Copyright Act

Section of the Boucher-Campbell bill would have amended section 301 to apply the

broad scope of preemption of contract rights advocated by some of the commenters.4 thille

the proposals concerning the first sale doctrine and temporary copies however section 104 of the

DMCA does not include any statutory reference that arguablybrings this proposal within the

scope of the Report Consequently we conclude that the issue of preemption of contractual

provisions is outside the scope of the Report

d7t

National CarRentojSys ComputerAssocs.JntI 991 F.2d 426433 8Cir 1993 Test

Equip Ireenleaf Software. Inc 10 Supp 2d 583.593 W.DYa 1998

45

SEC. PREEMPTION

Section 30 1a of title 17 UiaI States Code is amended by inserting the following at the end thereof

When work is distributed to the public subject to non-negotiablelicense termb such terms shall

not be enforceable under the common law qr statutes of any state to the extent that they

limit the reproduction adaptation distribution performance or display by nws of

transmission or otherwise of material that is uncopyrightableunder section 102b or otherwise or

abrogate cr restrict the limitations on exclusive sights specified in sections 107 through 114

and sections 117 and 118 of this title.

3048 105 Cong Sass 71997
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We do note however that the issue is complex and of increasing practical importance

and as such may be worthy of further consideration at some point in the future On one hand

copyright has long coexisted with contract law providing background of default provisions

against which parties are generally free to order their own commercial dealings to suit their needs

and the realities of the marketplace On the other hand movement at the state level toward

resolving uncertainties that have existed about the enforceability of non-negotiated license

agreements coupled with legally-protectedtechnological measures that give right holders the

technical capability of imposing contractual provisions unilaterally increases the likelihood that

right holders and not the copyrightpolicies established by Conress will determine the

landscape of consumerprivileges in the future Although market forces may well prevent right

holders from unreasonably limiting consumer privileges it is possible that at some point in the

future case could be made for statutory change

Miscellaneous Additional Issues Beyond the Scope of the Report

Jinpad ofSection 1201 on Fair Use and other Copyright Exceptions

Several cornenters expressedgeneral opposition to the prohibitions on circumventionof

technological protection measures contained in 17 U.S.C l201and noted their concerns about

We note that in AusU-4lia the CLRC publhhed an issues paper in June 2001 seeking infonnation

regarding the prevalence effects and desirability ofc otracts that purport to override copyright exceptions granted

wider the CopyrightAct 1968 In particular the CI.JC is investigating the extent to which such agreements occur in

the online and offline environments and whether these agreements arc and should be valid and enforceable In all

the CLRC seeks views on nine issues Details can be found on the CLIC website atwww awrnv au/clrc
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the adverse impact that section 120 may have on fair use and other copyright ecceptiors

Given the express language of section 104 which requires an evaluation of the impact of inter

alia section 1201 on the operation of two specific provisions of the copyright law sections 109

and 117 it seems unlikely that Congress intended this Report to delve into the general

relationship between section 1201 and all of the other copyright exceptions and limitations

Moreover the fact that Congress expressly directed us to evaluate this precise issue every three

years as part of the rulemaking under section 201al tends to support the conclusion that

the impact of section 1201 on fair use and other copyright exceptions is outside the scope of this

Report

Impact of Section 1201 on UsersofDVfls

Several sets of comments were focused on the litigation4 concerning software tools for

circumventingthe CSS that is used to encrypt motion pictures distributed on DVD.4 Some of

these comments offered point-by-point rebuttal of the plaintiffs case others expressed concern

that section 1201 had an adverse effect on users of DVDs by limiting the playback otiVD

movies to devices that arc licensed by the consortium holding the rights to the CSS technology

Only the courts have the authority to determine the outcome ofthe Rehnerdes case our

mandate is to evaluate the impact of section 1201 on the operation of sections 109 and 117

See ct C-NARMNSDA at 37 Sec generally C-Fischct C-Dart c-Jones C-Kosowski C-Love

411

See supra note 89

Se e.g C-Arromdcc C-Thanand Taylor
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Although some of the comments fried to recast the DeCSS confroversy as first sale issue483 this

effort reflected misconception of the nature of the first sale doctrine

Apart from the foregoing issue the general questions concerning the relationship between

section 1201 and users of DVDs are outside the scope of this Report

Sea ag. C-LXNY at

See supra at 14
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Background On October28 1998 the

DMCA was enacted into law Pub Is

No 105304.112 Stat 2860 Section

104 of the DMCA directs the Register of

Copyrights and the Assistant Secretary

for Communicationsand Information of

the Department of Commerce to submit

to the Congress no later than 24 months
after the date of enactments report

evaluating the effects of the

amendmentsmade by title of the Act

and the developmentof electronic

commerce and associated technology on
the operation of sectionslo9 and 117 of

title 17 United States Code and the

relationship between existing and

emerging technology and the operation
of those sections

The objective of title of the DMCA
was to revise U.S law to comply with

two World Intellectual Property

OrganizationWIPO Treaties that were

concluded in 1996 and to strengthen

protection for copyrightedworks in

electronic formats.TheDKCA
establishes

prohibitions on the act of

circumventing technological measures

that effectively control access to work

protected under the U.S Copyright Act
and the manufacture importation

offering to the public providing or

otherwise trafficking in any technology

product service device component or

part thereof which is primarilydesigned

or produced to circumvent

technological measure that effectively

controls access to orunauthorized

copying of work protected by

copyzigbt has only limited

commercially significantpurpose or use

other than circumvention of such

measures or is marketed for use in

circumventing such measures The
DMCA also makes it

illegal
for person

to manufacture import offer to the

public provide or otherwise traffic in

any technology product service

device component or part thereof

which is primarilydesigned or

produced to circumvent technological

measure that effectively protects right

of copyright owner in work

protectedby copyrighthas only
limited commercially significant

purpose or use other than

circumvention of such measures or is

marketed for use in circumventingsuch

measures In addition the TMCA
prohibits among other actions

intentional removal or alteration of

copyright management information and

knowing addition of false copyright

management information if these acts

are done with intent to induce enable
facilitate or conceal copyright

infringement Each prohibitionis

subject to numberof statutory

exceptions
Section 109 of the CopyrigrAct 17

U.S.C i09 pennits the owner ofa

particular copy or phonorecord lawfully
made under title 17 to sell or otherwise

dispose ofpossession of that copy or

phonorecord without the authority of

the copyright owner notwithstanding
the copyright ownefs exclusivenght of

distribution under 17 U.S.C 1063
Commonlyreferred to as the mtsale

doctrine this provision permits auth

activities the saie ofusedlxr2 The

flitsale doctrt.ne is subject to

Ilmitatiocs that permit copyright
ownerto prevent the unauthorized

commercial rental of computer

programs and sound recordings
Section 117 of the Copyright Act 17

U.S.C 117 permits the owner of copy
of computer program to make copy
or adaptation of the program for archival

purposes or as an essential step in the

utilization of the program in

conjunction with machine In

addition pursuant to an amendment
contained in title lB of the DMCA
section 117 permits the owner or lessee

of machine to make temporary copy
ofa computer program if such copy is

made solely by virtue of the activation

of machine that lawfully contains an

authorized copy of the computer

program for purposes ofmaintenance or

repair of that machine

Specific bestiaisThe principal

purpose of the hearing is to inquire into

points made in the written comments
submitted in this proceeding and not to

raise new issues for the first time

Specifically the public hearing will

and therefore the one page summary of

intended testimony must focus on the

following questions
What are the policyjustifications

for or against an amendment to Section

109 to include digital transmissions
and what specific facts can you provide
to support your position What

problems would an amendment to

tiai 109 address What problems
would an amendment to Sairn 109 not

addressWhat problems would an
amendment to Secticm 109 create What

problems would be averted by leaving
this section unchanged What would be

the likely impact on authors and other

copyright owners of an amendment to

SsSini 109 modeled on Section of

HR3048 105th Cong. lstSess 1991
and what is the basis foryour
assessment

Please explain in detail the impact
an amendment to Section 109 to include

digital transmissions would have on the

following activities of libraries with

respect to works in digital fomi

Interlibrary lending use of works

outside the physical confines of

library 3preservation and 4receipt
and use of donated materials To what

extent would an amendment to section

109 fail to have an impact on these

activities Please explain whether and
how these activities should and can be

accommodated by means other than

amendment of Sactri 1097
What are the policy justifications

for or against an exemption to permit
the making of temporary digital copies
of works that are incidental to the

operation of device in the course of

lawful use of work and what specific

tscan you provide to support how
such an exemption could further or
hinder electronic commerce and
Internet growth What problems would
it address and what problems would
broad exemption not address What

problems would such an exemption
create How would your assessment
differ if an exemption were limited to
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temporary digital copies of works that

are jncidental to the operation ofa
device in the course ot an authorized

use of the work
What are the policy justifications

for or against an expansion to the

archival copy exception in section 117

to cover wotks other than computer

programs and what specific facts can

you provide to support foryour view

Would such an expansion of section 117

further or hinder electronic commerce

and Internet growth What problems

would such statutory change address

and not address What problems would

such an expansion create

What axe the policy 4ustifications

for or against expressly hnuting the

archival copy exception in section 117

to cover only those copies that are

susceptible todestruction or damageby
mechanical or electrical failureWhat

problems would such statutory change

address and not addressWhat

problems would such change create
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suMMARY 0FPP is developing new

initiative to fundamentally examine the

mannerby which the Government
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contractual vehicles and is seeking
information and advice that would

advancethis effoit

cormIEtrrs DUE DAlE Comments and

information regarding the proposed

initiative must be received on or before

December 26.2000
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Background

Procurementreform initiatives such

as the FederalAcquisition Streamlining

Act of 1994 the FederalAcquisition
Reform Act of 1996 tEe Information

Technology Management ReformAct of

1996 and Performance-BasedService
Contracting are signilicandy changing
the way the Government acquires

supplies and
services moving flirn

process-oriented rules-based risk

avoidance culture to one emphactaing

performance outcomes business

judgment streamlined procedures and

risk management
The rules-basedculture constrained

contracting officials flexibility to serve

as business advisors focusing on the

overall business arrangements While

the cited acquisition refonus provided

contracting officers increased

flexibilitiesin negotiations and

communication with contractors
research by the Aimv and studies by
OFPPand industry found that

innovative contracting methods are

being used insufficiently and effective

incentivetexist which am not being
considered

Cqpsiflertion of incenti.ves typically

was limiteU the fee portion 01

contractsto the detriment of other

incentives that contractors would find

more appropriate and meaningful such

as consistent revenue flow and the

promise of future business In addition
mcentivestoo often focused on the

process of the work to be performed vs
the outcomes thereby rewarding

unnecessary and/or even

counterproductivebehavior
Furthermore profit is not an effective

incentive for non-profitentities such as

universities and research laboratories

As result contractors often did not

provide their best solutions and
Government requirements were not

fulfilled in as timely quality-related
and cost-effective manner as possible

IL The Thxt
OFF is looking to develop new

contracting paradigm that will

encourage acquisition officials to

devel op joint objectives with contractors

and effectively incentivize both parties

to create win/win business

arrangements
In pursuing this project OFPP would

like to pull togetherany experiences
and literature regarding non-feetype
incentives Consultation with the

private non-profit and public sectors is

hereby scujit review of current

policy regulatory and statutory

guidance will be conducted to

determine any barriers to achieving the

projects objective and the need for any
additional guidance to facilitate

compliance

Accordingly OFPP is seeking ideas

reconunendations practices lessons

learned etc on what works in industry

the non-profit environment and state

and local governments Such
information tailored to specific

industries e.g manufacturing services

construction subsets of industries e.g
information technology advisory and

assistance services environmental

remediation types of contractors e.g

universitiessmall businesses and types

ci endeavors e.g research and

development would bewelcomet We
also would welcome any studies or

literature that analyzes assesses or

validates these practices as well as

information on relevant training courses

and materials

In examining this information and

developing any policy initiative we will

consider approaches that would

fundamentally restructure our

contractual relationships to

accommodate improving our business

arrangements and so would welcome

any appropriate recommendations as

well as the identification of any

impediments legal regulatory or

policy IV welcomes written

comments and materials and is willing

to meet with individual companies
associations and other organizations to

hear their views and recommendations

OFF is concurrentlysurveyiog Federal

agencies to ascertain any ongoing
innovative practices that could be used

in this initiative

We are also considering public

meeting to facilitate the exchange of

information between the Government

and general public to explore this issue

if sufficient interest existsTopics could

include developing alternative

incentive strategies providing

recommendations sharing best practices

and lessons leamed reviewing existing

literature and identifying barriers and

potential benefits and disadvantages for

both agencies and contractors

Expressions of interest in such

meeting would be appreciated

Kanath IL Oscar

Acting DeputyAdzninietrorot

IFE floe 0027117 Filed 102300845 anal

attac cODE sue-at-f
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Appendix

Joint Studyon 17U.S.C Sections lO9and 117

Required Pursuant to DMCA Section 104

Public Hearing

November 292000

Schedule of Witnesses

930-945 Introduction

Hon Marybeth Peters Register of Copyrights

Hon Gregory Rohde Assistant Secretary of Commerce for

Communications and Information

945-1100 Panel

James Neal and Rodney Peterson

American Associationof Law Libraries American library Association

Association of Rescarch LibrariesMedical libraryAssociation and Special

Libraries Association

Allan Adler

Association of American Publishers

Bernard Sorkin

Time Warner Inc

EXt Attaway

Motion Picture Associationof America

1100-1230 Panel2

Keith Kupferschmidt

Software and Infonnation Industry Association

Lee Hollaar

Scott Moskowitz

Blue Spike Inc

Emery Simon

Business Software Alliance

Nic Garnett

Intcrtrust Technologies Corporation

1230-145 LunchBreak

145-3 10 Panel3

Susan Mann

National Music Publishers AssociationInC

Marvin Berenson

1rntntMusjc Inc

City Klein

Home Recording Rights Coalition

Pamela Horovitz

National Associationof Recording Merchandisers
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John Mitchell for Crossan Andersen

Video Softre Dealers Association

310-435 Panel4

Professor Peter Jaszi

Digital Futurt Coalition

Seth ireenstein

Digital Media Association

Steven Metalitz

Arnesican Film Marketing Association Association of American Publishers

Business S3ftlexeAllianceInteractiveDigitaJ SofbreAssociation Motion

Association of Aniejica National Music Publishers Association and Recording

Industry Associationof America

Daniel Duncan

Digital Commerce Coalition

CarolKunzc

Red 114 Inc

435-600 Panel

Cary Shennan

Recording Industry Associationof America Inc

David Goldberg

Launch Media Inc

David Deal

Sputnikl.com

David Pakman

myPlay Inc

Bob Ohweiler

MusicMatch Inc

Alex Alben

RealNetworks Inc

Robert Nelson for Charles Jennings

Supertracks Inc
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CCPyRIT ROYALTY TRIBTJUAL

A3fl4CYt Copyright Royalty Tribunal

37 CFR Part 306

isoc Adjustment of the Royalty sue for COtfl-Opeted
Phcnorecord Players

Docket No CR 80-1

46 FR 894

January 1981

TIo1 Final rule

flLRRY The Copyright Royalty Tribunal adopts ifs rule establfchtng the rate of

yaley payments for the public performance of nondramatic muncsl works by
in.opsreted phonorecord players

FECIVE bATE February 1981

Sopted December 10 1980

F1TRThER XUFORMATZQN CoNTACT

tance James Ji Chairman Copyright Royalty Tribunal 2021 653-5175

EXT SUPPLEHINTART INFORMATION

17 U.S.C 804a1 provides that the Copyright Royalty Tribunal Tribunal
hail publish notice in the Federal Register on January 1980 of the

ommencament of proceedings concerning the adjustment of royalty rates for

sin-operated phonorecord players a6 provided in section 116 It further

roySded hat the Tribuna shall render its final decisions in this proceeding
ichin one year from the date of such publication

acxgtound and Chronology

he Amusement and Music Operacore AMOA sod the three principal mussc

erformirg rights societies -- American Society of Authors Composers and

ublishers ASCAP Broadcast Music Inc 8HZ and SESAC Inc responded to

he Trttuna1a notice af January 1980

Cn February 13 in the officer of the Tribunal meeting was held with all

ntcrestid parties to discus the economic eurvey to be conducted by AMOA and to

ae recommendations on the informetion to be solicited The Tribunal and the

ertoming rights societies offered suggestions to be included the survey
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ut wett informed by NIOA that the quectjnnajre for the UUey had already been
ailcd

The Tribunal conducted public hearings to receive testimony on the

itments of royalty rates provided in section 116 on April 21
22 Rebuttal wag heard on May 16 and 19 1980 .addiuon to the materia

resented at these harngs the Tribunal also received wrsten statements and

ocumentery enaer.ct submitted in accordance with the rules the Tribunal

roposed findings of fact and conclueions of law were submitted on September 16
980 at the direction of the Tribunal

At public session on December 10 1980 1e Tribunal eade its final

eterminstion concerning the royalty rate adjustment for coin-operated

honorecotd players

ummary of Evidentiary positions of the Parties

The JlTterican Society of composers Authors and Publishers ASCAP and SESAC

-onsidered thac by applcatton of the standards an 17 U.S.C Set 001b
easoneble compulsory licens fee for the public performance of all copyrighted
usica1 compositions by jukebox is $0 n% They also contended that because

.he royalty rate is to appJy for at Isaac ten year period the 570 fee should
it subject to annual adjustments reflecting the increase in the cost of living

determined by the Consumer Price Index nS Moreover they contend that the

innual adjustments should commence for the 3982 calendar year

nl Proposed Findings of flcc and Conclusions of Law Submitted by ASCAP and

September 16 1980

n2 Ibid

n3 Ibid.

lthough ASCAP and SESAC contend that the record in thie proceeding eupports

.ompulsory license rate expressed in dollars or percentage of the revenue

it each jukebox they conclude that at this tame and on thas record practicalon and the stated preference of the jukebox operators convince

is that he more appropriate fee for all jukeboxes is fee expressed in

.ollars n4

n4 Ibid.p

These two performing rights societies stated that in order to apply the

standards in Section 3011b they felt compelled to determine compulsory
license fee similar to the fee whcch would be reached on the open marketplace if

ertorming rights societies and jukebox operators were free to negotiate for

Licenses absent compulsory license US

nS Ibid.

With that as benchmark they concluded that tb-s most useful approach in

ceaciu.ng marketplace value wa to use close marketplace analogies n6
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nE bid

Three analogies were used general estahlishzents such as bare srilleta and taverns using mechanical music i.e music provided by non-live

hi background music services and Cc foreign jukebox operators n7

Ibid.

ASCAPs direct cisc was presented through testimony of Robert Nathan

airntan of Robert Nathan Associate Inc and tr Paul Pagan RECAP Chief

GDQmSt and Otrectar of Special Programs

Mr Nathan cestifitd that in our economy value is usually determined xn the

irkerplace and when regulatory agency eust set race it should do so based

the most likely paraflel or simile economic circumstances relating tc the

lcd or services in question nB

n3 Ibid.p 20

Mr Nathan discussed the four objectiveS in Sec 801 which in his opinion the

nbunal must apply in determining reaeonable compulsory license fae He said

hat the fIrst objective maximizing the availability of Creative works to the

ublic means that the rate must be sufficient to maintain the Creators
neantjve to create the work and to encourage its exploitation He added chat

he fee should not be so high as to reduce the demand for music n9

nP Ibid 26

The second cbective providing fair return to the copyright owner and

ar income to the copyright user is one whach would be met by free negotiation

etween the patties Mr Nathan urged the tribunal to conaidar market experience

parallel arias pointing out that fair return to owners and fair income to

nra does not guarantee every owner maximum return or every uset profit

$10 IbId pp 20-21

The third objective Mr Nathan testified required the balancing of the

dative ccntributions of the cnpyright owner and the copyright user He pointed
ut that marketplace value is the only effective measure of the relative

reatne contributions capital investments costs and risks of the copyright

.ser and owner nll

nil Ibidp 21

Mr Nathan testified that the fourth objective was to seek to minimize the

tisruptive impact on both the jukebox industry and the established license

itructure of music performing righta n12

nfl Ibid 21

Dr Paul Fagan detailed the three marketplace analogIes ASCAP proposed to the

ribunat The firet analogy is to the license tees paid by eatablishmenca like

estsurants taverna bar6 and grills which use tape recorders record players

Wceboaes not subject to compulsory license lIe teatified the lowest such
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for ASCAP alone is $70 When the fees for EtC and SESAC are added the total

.rjntm fee paid by such establishments is $190 n13 Dr Fagae stressed that

ere could be an administrative sevings if all three repertories were licensed

cr.e estimating the resulting total minimum license fee at $140 r.14

b.d 24

n14 ibid 24

The second analogy addreeeed by Br Pagan was to license fees paid by

tckground music services Be said that ASCAP licensee about 700 background

ate operators The annual rate charged by ASCAP alone for locations similar to

ion In which jukeboxes may be found is 327 This rate however was described
an interim fee subject to retroactive adjustment to 1971 a15 Assuming that

be rates were aduatec only for ir.flatior he said that it would be $52.06
980 nl

nfl Ibid 25

n16 mid 25

The thIrd analogy testified to by Dr Fagan was for license fee6 paid for

ukeboxes abroad Ho noted that the foreign analogy wae particularly

ppropriate One the licenses granted by foreign performing right societies are

dentical in ecope to the American compulsory license Two the fees are exther

egotiated with industry groups or are subject to governmental approval Three

oreagn jukebex operators operate .n the same way as their American

ounterparts Four the rates here should be higher than abroad because income
cveia in foreign Countries are generally lower than those in the United States
27

nIT Ibid 26

She average fee paid by jukeboxes in the nineteen countries ASCAP surveyed ii

33 and the mean is $70.92 nil

r.l$ Ibid 26

Dr Pagan further testified that the prcpoŁed $70 fee is one that

toinmachina operators can afford amounting to only 19 cents per day nil

n19 Ibid 28

Broadcast Music Inc 5141 through testimony by Edward Chapin vice

resident and general counsel underscored its agreement with ASCAP and SESAC in

he adoption of royalty rate which would vary annually in accordance with the

onewner Price Index n20

P.20 Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law submitted by SKI
16 1990 10

aM based on prior congressional findings has proposed royalty rate of

ipproxinataly $30 adjusted annually in accordance with the CPI n21
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DM1 proposed royalty rate follows dtrectly from the legislative history and

statutory mandate requtflng balancing of economic considerations Therefore

ppiies historical char.ges in the CPI to the $19.10 baee specifically

.ignized by Congress in 1975 reasonable fee n22

n22 bid. pp 12-13

ApplIcaticA of the CI from 1975 to the $19.73 base results in royalty rate

approx.mataly $30 adjusted annually nn

r.23 Ibid 13

It EMIs view 1s proposal represents compromise between zax.niflt.9 the

sturr to copyright owners whose works presents the means by which the users

ar tetr profits and any economic considerations applicable to the copyright

curs n24

n24 Thad 13

DM1 believes the Sb fee although considerably smaller than many applicable

tate local or foreign license fees can be considered a6 providing fair
eturn to the copyright owner Moreover the $30 fee would amount to

pproximately cents per day per jukebox equal to or lees than the con of

ne play per day thus it would not deny fair income for the copyright

ser n25

n25 Ibid 14

As consequence adoption of the proposed rate is likely to maximize the

vailability of creative works reflect the relative roles of the copyright

wner and the copyrtght user and minimize any disruptive impact on the

scriea involved nfl

Pr
n26 Ibid 14

The Amusement and Music Operators Aseociation AMOZ presented its case

hrough the testimony of eleven witnesses and the submission of thirty exhibits
he princpa one being Exhibit 10 the Peat t4arwick Mitchell and Company

PIIM6C0 survey of the economic condition of the jukebox operators bumineas

i2

n21 Proposed findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law submitted by AMOA
16 1980

AMOA contends that there has been marked increaee in recent years in the

tumbers of aausement gaines that are Sn operation eepecially
in concraet to the

incline an number of jukeboxes that arc in operation and that many operators do

ot eegregate their operating expenses fer jukeboxes and games n28

r.28 Ibid

AMO estimated that there are between 3000 and 5000 operators who operate
aetween 251000 end 308000 jukeboxes the country n29
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nfl Ibid 15

They introduced testimony Which indicated that during the years 1975 through
Rcckola Rows and Seaburg produced between 35.000 and 42000 jukeboxes

fly about one-half of which were for the U.S market rUG

r.30 Ibid 16

The PMMCo survey indicates that on the average typical operator cpera ted

jukeboxes and 225 amusement games ar.d that ukeboxes and games were both

erated in EEl of all locations with 65% of alt 3ukeboxes operatrng in cities

40.030 or less nfl

n31 Ibid. 16

The NbA produced tcstimcny that new jukeboxes coat up to $2500 eah and

Icessories nay add another $500 nfl they further indicated that the useful

tfe of jukebox at .Fe operators preferred locations is about five years n33

n32 Ibid. 17

n33 Ibid 17

They alao indicated that jukebox operators purchase phonorecords at en

Verage rate of i/2 to records per box per week or about 130 to 150 record6

er box per year r.34

n34 Ibid. 17

Although prices per play differ between operetore and between different areas

opular pnc.ng generally is two for quarter or five for 50 cents which

veragea about 10 cents per pley n3S

35 Ibid 21

Several of AMOAs witnesses stressed that their boxes arc limited to an

ncome baeed upon time ns6

n36 Ibid 22

The P04Co survey indicates that for the industry at large 18% of the boxes

.n Operation earned for the operators lea than $300 per year and that 475

arnad less than $700 per year For smaller operators of fewer than 40 machines
3% of the boxes earned leeS than $300 per year and 571 earned 1e66 than $600

er year n37

n37 Ibid 24

report by professors Sequin and Malone of Notre Dame University indicates

hat over the 40 year period 1940 to l9eo while the Coneumtr Price Index

Increased 452% the average price per play on jukeboxes increased 150% n30

n38 Ibid 25
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oA reported Statistics from the U.S DtP8rtmemt of Commerce 00 the 3ukebOX
tnufactorin business Which show drop in tta shipments and sales from

.gk of about 75000 Qfljts in 1973 to about 3800o jn 1915 and

ntinuatjon at about that level through 1978 r.3

j9 ibid. 26

Jukebox cperator wtnesses offered testimony reflecting contmuir.g decline
the numbers of jukeboxes that are in operation citing two basic causes for
decline the opcratcrr inability increase pricts per play so as to

iep up with de rate of ir.flacion and the loss of jukebox locations due to

cio-economit chane$ such as urban redevelcpment and replacement of jukeboxes
other neane ot entertatnment such as background music radio television

scos ard live .ntertatr.ment nlO

n40 Ibtd 27

me M4DA citing evidence of the decline in the jukebox operating business

ecreasing revenues and margins of profit and industrywide reduction in numbers

locations and of jukeboxes in operation argued strongly that the $2 royalty
cc should be left unchanged Ml

n41 Ibid 31

eg Considerations

he Issue of Burden of Proof

PJ4OA has asserted that the performing rights organizations have the burden of

roof in this proceeding They cite aS authority Mccornuck On The Law Of

vidence n42 and certain provision Of the Administrative Procedure Act n43

Pre-hearing Brief AMOA

n43 Memorandum Support of AMOA Propoeed Finding of racts and Conclusions

Law pp 7-8

Ve find the Mccormick rule is inapplicable in the circumstances of this

roceedin3 The copyright Act of 1976 esndttes review of the interim rate

iurauir.t to Section 864a In Section 804 Congrees clearly dtstingulehea

etween procedures appiicable to the 1980 royalty determination and the

ubsequent 10-year review proceedings Section 804 statee

CoIn January 1980 the Chairman of the Tribunal shall Cause to be

ubliahed in the Federal Register notice of commencement of proceedings under

.his chapter

t7 U.S.C Section aoea Section 804a atatssz

buring tnt calendar years specified in the following schedgle i.e every
rnbtcqe.1t tenth year br jukebox any o.mar or user of copyrighted work whose

royalty rates arc specified by this title or by rate established by the
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ibunai 51Iy tile petit%Ofl declaring that ths petitioner requests an

tju5tnent of the rete ntal2.cs added

This ProCecdtn comatnctd Without any petition by an owner or uier according
u.s.c ao4tac1 he Senets Report recognized the mandatory nature of

proceedtnge mis subsection requires that there be review in 1980 of

cn royalty rates and it is mandatory br the cr to commence such

ocrsdin9s n44 We conclude that none ot the parties has the burden of showing

iat the Tribunal should examine the fee We find the statute requires the

ibvnai to do so

n44 Rep No 94-473 94th Cong 1st Seas 1575 156

Further thfp proceeding differs from others which sy occur in future years

oceedngs 1990 and each subsequent tenth calendar year will cccur only if

pyrlght owner or 7uebox operator petitions the Tribunal for an adjustment of

no rate n45

n45 U.S.C 804 La

vie therefore conclude that while subsequent review proceedings may be

nitiated only by petition of an interested party the 1980 review ie mandatory
inc none of the partiee herein has inrtiated this royalty rate proceeding
ech party carries an equal burden of proof

he Issue of the Annul Cost of Living

wios position is that the Copyright Act does not permit an annual

djustnient for inflation under Section 116 They argue that the approach used by

be in Section 118 public broadcasting proceeding is not provided for under

ectior 116 They further argue that Section lIes reference to urates and

eras for public broadcasting royalty provides the CRT with authority to adopt
annual cost of living approach .whUe Section 114s reference only th ratr

the Tribunals flexibility n46

niG AHOA Reply Brief to Preheating Brief of 9HZ pp 5-6

Both BMI and ASCAP/StSAC advocate the adoption of royalty rate which would

ary annually in accordance with the consumer Price Index n47 As both BMI and

iscflSCSAC point out the Tribunal adopted this approach in its Section 118

ubic broadcasting proceeding

n47 Proposed Findings of Facte and Conclusions of Law of SM 13 and

roposed Findings of Facts and conclusions of Law submitted by 5CM and 8HZ

11

We find that the legislative history of Section 118 shows clearly that the

ise ot the word terms has nothing to do with cost of living adjustments It

tea

The cosatties anticipates that the terar established by the Commieston
include provisions as to acceptable methods of payment of royalties by

ubuic broadcasting entities to copyright owners For example rhere the

4hereabouts of the copyright owner may not be readily known the terms should
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fl
ecify the nature of the obligatjn of the pubUC broadcasting ent.t/ to tocte

ic c.ijr or to set aside or Otherwise assure payment ot apprcprtatc royalties
ould tie or she make claim n4B

4$ sep No 94-147S 94th Cong 2nd $ess 118 lsc
MOA further claims that the Tribunal is restricted in its application of the

nsumer Price Index to the jukebox rate by rtterla Specified in Section 801b
ij-D and that it is not so restricted tnt SeCt.on 11$

49 Memorandum in Support of AMOA Proposed Findings of Fact6 and Conclusions

Law 11

We fine that PJtQAa position is at odds with tht egislative history of the
ttior. It states

similar considerations to jukebox royalty standards are noted in connection

jib coirmiscion review of rates and terms for public broadcasting in the

iscustion .t Section 118 above nSO

50 Rep No 94-1476 94th tong 2nd Seas 110 1971

conclude that there are no essential differences in the tribunals

uthority with reepect to Sections 116 and its which would permit the Tribunal

provide annual cost of living adjustments in one case and not the other We

md that there Is nothing in the statute or legislative history which could be

onstruea to limit the application of annual cost of living adjustments

In conclusicn we find that the adoption of adjusted jukebox royalty rate

hich varies annually with the Consumer Price Index is proper exercise of

ribvr.al authority

ssua of the Performing Rights Societies Financial Data

4ioA sought to bring into issue in this proceeding the manner of how the

erforaing rights organizations distributed jukebox royalties to their

.fftjtates and mimbera AMOA argued that soHb of the Copyright Act

lied for an investigation of the performing right organizationS distribution

ethoda n51 AMOA further argued that performing rights organisse tons are not

corpi lance with the Copyright Act unless they distribute royalties among

heir affiliates and members in accordance with requirement contained in

ection 116c n$2

WhOA Brief an admissibility of certain exhibits

52 Id

Finally AMOA argued that there no logical way the Tribunal can determine

ti change should be made in the compensation chat i6 to be provided without

aiculdtacn of the epecif ic compensation to individuals n$ Under WhOA
ipproach thi6 was the only way that the fair return standard of the Act could

met
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53 tJ$OIc Prehetrn 2r.ef

In summary MIQAc position in essence was 4snq the Tribunal to establish

value of individual musical works based on the time and expense incurred by
for each one together with value inexplicably derived from

pac4ment of work ort popularity chart tt then asks the Tribunal to

Ye5ti94tt the internal distrrbution procedures of the performing rights

ganscationa to establish the exact payout or each member or affiliate

nrtparison of the two calculation6 the costs and the payout would

corthn9 to AMOA produce the fair return calculations aupposedy required by
te copyright Act n54

53 AMOA Pre-hearing Brief pp 7-5

OWl argued that the language cited by AMOA to afford ta Copyright owner

sir return for his creative work reflects the broad goal of the legislation

insure that creator are fairly compensated through adoption of license fees

stabtishing reasonable value for the use of the Copyright works agree

he language in the statute is not directive authorizing the Tribunal to

nvttl3att individual members or affiliates collect ions from the performing

ights organizations

We rd that there is no indication either In the statute or the legislative

iacory that Congress intended the Tribunal to calculate rates or return for

ach piece of music and then base royalty adjustments on these rates of return

we frnd Fat the copyright Act in section liSle CHB specificallyprovides
hat royalty fees are to be distributed to the performing rights organizations
he section reads in pertinent part

The feeG to be distributed shall be divided as follows

tO the pctortdng rights societies the remainder of the fees to be

istributed in such pro rate shares as they shall by agreement stipulate among
hemal/es or if they fail to agree the pro rata share to which such

ertorming rights societies prove entitlement

The performing rights organizations are specifically referred to by name in

he definition of performing rights society set out in section liSle of

he .ct It s.c thus our opinion that the Act recognizes practical necessity

or individual creators of music to adequately protect their performing rights

md for users such aS the jukebox industry to conveniently acquire performing

ights We conclude therefore that the fair neon to music copyright

.ners i.e the reasonable value of the performing right can be established on

collective basis

we ir.d nothing tn the Copyright Act or its legislative history which

.ndicates that the Tribunal was intended to regulate the internal operations of

performing right societies In our opinion the Trtbunals authority Is

Jtrictiy limited to setting applicable royalty fees and establishing the

listribution to claimants

10
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In cur cpLzacn 3eCt0n 115e 51 est4bflahe authority in the Tribunal to

oaulçatt regulations permitting prospective c1amants to enter establtahaeres

aaplc jukeboxes to establish the basis of claim We find however chat
is section does r.ot require that pertorming rights orçtfsteationa must

dish that they hac segregated jukebox royaltie from royalties collected

other sources and therefore since the CopyrIght Act doer not create

ithoricy in the Tribunal to establish euch regueticns no such regulacicns

tve beer adopted

tteranation Of Royalty Rate

AMOA Case

The trbunsi firds that the case presented by the AMOA including the

dustry survey has ailed to provide reliabie data concerning the operating

penses revenues or return on investment on jukebox operators

The Tribunal convened conference of the parties on February 13 1980 in

rder to permit the Tribunal and all of the parties to make suggeetkons

3ncerr.ing the contents of questionnaire which would be used by AMOA to survey
he financial condition of jukebox operators At that conference the

tpresentatives of AJIOA stated that it was too late to revise the questlonnaire

We note the limited response rate to the questionnaire estimated by Peat

arwici to be approximately 14% Dr John Scarbrough the Peat Marwiok manager
charge of the survey testified

vouldnt argue very hard if you wanted to say that it was not good

eeçQnSe nfl

r.SS Transcript AprIl 1950 61

ne record of this proceeding contains detailed testimony reciting the

.cedures utilized in the preparation and distribution of the quescionna ire

hich present aigniuicant questions as to the surveys methodology and

bjectivity as well as the nature and scope of the data provided

We alto note that the survey irtormaclcn is not consistent with other

.vidence in this record such as 1979 Playmeter survey of the jukebox industry
.56 and survey of the industry published in the March 1978 issue of Replay
57 we have reviewed the testimony of the ANOA witnesses -- five Jukebox

perators representatives or distributors of the three American jukebox

anutaccuree one$iop distributor of records and trade sasociac ion

ttcial we find that this testimony does noc provide basis for Corning any

epresentatiYe picture of the jukebox industry nor does it create foundation

or the industrys claim of economic hardship The testimony doe6 establish an

.r.dustry practice to turn over 50% of the gross revenues from jukeboxes to the

.Ocation owner

nSS ASCAP Exhibit

nS awl Rebuttal Exhibit

11
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EM Case

$XI proposed that Vt determined the rate by applying the Consumer Price Index

197$ to proposed jukebox royalty fee of $19.70 that had been mentioned in

agreeiaonal omaittee report We have ccncluded that this approach is not in

cc.rd with our etatutory reSponsibilities in this proceeding

ne .SCAP/SESAC Case

In reaching our determination in this proceeding ye found the AScAP/$ESAC

oncept cf basing the rate on marketplace analogies to be most attractive We

ave examined the three marketplace inalogtes urged upon us by ASCP.PISEEkC --

be Licenses fees paid by general eateblishmentc using mechanical music

accgroind music services and foreign jukebox fees

These analogies individually and collectively are subject to limitations and

jtingicMng features We believe that certain of the distinctions set forth

the toA pleading have validity nsa While acknowledging that our rate cannot

directly linked to marketplace parallels we find that they serve as an

ppropriace benchmark to be weighed together with the entire record and the

tatutory criteria

nSl MO Proposed Findings 40-42

ribunal Rate

%Ł find that per box payment of $50 ta reasonable fee for the jukebox

ndustry as whole We have phased in the rate to accord the jukebox industry

.n opportunity to adjust since an our view the jukebox induetry has never

reviously paid reasonable compensation for the use of copyrighted music VW

that ASCAP/SESAC in their proposed findings concluded that an interim fee

be Opproprtate to afford the coin machine industy an opportunity to adopt

compulsory licensing at marketplace rites n59 Consequently the adjustment

the jukebox rate on January 1982 wrY be limited to $23

n59 ASCAP Findings

are aware that some jukebox operators function on narrow profit margrn
md that certain jukeboxes produce modest revenues The Tribunal Is satisfied
that adequate attention has been given to the small operator including the

idopt ion of an amendment to the proposed tee schedule that was proposed for the

enetit of such operators

Based on the Piaymeter and Replay surveys and ocher evidence in this record
ye believe that it would be reasonable for some operators to be paying more than

the Tribunal had adopted Re schedule based on such actors as per box

revenue or the number of boxes owned by particuier operator higher payment
certain operators or for particular boxes might be warranted The Tribunal

na chosen to adopt flat rate for all boxes the course urged upon by all

parties an this proceeding

12
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IC is not reasonable that the feet adopted tn this proceeding should remain

chnçed untfl at least 95O We hive therefore made pzcvtsiot far sinfle

st of living adjustment

act Criteria

we have reached our decision in full recognition the application to this

oceeding of the criteria in 17 U.S.C 801b We observe that the criteria

not drafted for specihc applicatior.exciusively to the determination of

jukebox rate The Tribunal has analyzed each of the criteria

xaize the Availability of Wod

The first statutory objective of our rate determination lIsted in Sect ton

31b is To maximize the availability of creative Works to the public We

not maintain that the jukebox rate is crucial to assuring the public the

vallebility of creative works As has been observed in the pleadings musical

rks were created and exploited fer many years during which in our view

onwrttcrs and publIshers were unjustly denied reasonable compensatron for

omeverical use of their works Ye concur in the ASCAP/StSpO ficding that

reaeonable payment for jukebox performances will add incrementally to the

ncouragement of creation by songwriters and exploitation by music publishers
ad so maximize availability of musical works to the publtc n60 Ye find

othing in this record which would justify any reasonable Concern that the

chedule We have adopted will deprive the public of access to music

no ASCU Findings

air Return to the Copyright Owner and Fair Income For the Copyright User

The second statutory criteria irTo afford the copyright owner fair return

his creative work and the copyright user fair income under existing
...omtc conditions we have previously discussed our conclusion that within

he limitation necessarily inherent in flat ir.dutry rate our schedule

tford the copytight owner alt return Ye reject the contention that

opyrighP owners are paid for jukebox performances by mechanical royalties

ertvad from record sales Ye recognize that performing rights arc distinct fran

ecording rights The Congress has detennined that copyright owners are entitled

be paid reasonable tees for both The Tribunal also rejects the contention

.hatno adustment of the royalty fee should be made unless the copyright owners

tetabliahed their need to receive an increase

Ye have above given our analysis of the testimony presented by the jukebox

ndustry We find nothing in that testimony which would warrant conclusion

hatour schedule will deprive the jukebox operator of fair income under

ixisting economic conditions In adopting the rate we have given sympathetic

onsideration to the circumstances of small Jukebox operators and reflected in

determination of out rate that certain boxes produce modest revenues

telative Contributions

13
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The third tatutory criteria is TO rtflect the relative roles of the

pyright owier and the copyright user in txte product made available to the

ibic vith respe to relative creative contribution technological

ntribution capital jnvescct4nt tOSt rslc and contribution to the opening of
tarytti for creative expression and media for their comgnunication On the

of the record in chis proccedir.9 ye have no basis for concluding that

Aeoox operator and owners of estabflshmenta with uXeboxes maXe any unique or

LstinCttVt contribution concerning creativity technology oaptal lnvestrnert

st rtk and the opening of new markers for creative expression and media for

tir communication We find in this record no isis or conclusion chat ti\s

zorts of jukebox operators through the selection of records and their

2rformance promote the dissemination of songs in any ct5nlficant manner we

md that the owners of the establishments tn which jukeboxes are located do not

As contribution Sri the areas encompassed in thie statutory objective

on the other hand the contribution of the copyright owner whose works are
srtoreeu under fiB compulsory license directly benefits the jukebox operator

location owner

isruption of the Industries

The fourth statutory criteria is To mjnirrze any disruptive impact on the

tructure of the industries involved and on generally prevailinc industry
ractices.We find that failure of this Tribunal to establish reasonable
cc for jukebox performance could snterfere with performing tights societies

eceiving reasonable fees from similar users of music whose rates are not

atablish.d in accordance with statutory provisions

cannot on the basis of the evidence presented by the ukebOx industry find

hit our schedule will have disruptive impact on the structure Of the Jukebox

ndustry or disturb generally prevailing industry practices By introducing the

es schedule in two phasee ye have in our view adequately reflecced in our
sion the objective of this statutory criteria The jukebox industry pays
Inable market prices for all other goods and services they require Ye hold

e.. they can pay the schedule we have adopted for the central commodity of

heir boxes without adverse impact

onclus ion

On the basis of the marketplace analogies presented during he pr0ceedin
akin9 the record as whole and with regard Cur the statutory criteria the

ribunalha6 adjusted the royalty rate for coin-operated phonorecord players to
So per machine That rate takes account both of what is paid for music

isethers under similar circumstances and since it is flat rate of the

ribunals concern for the smaller less profitable operacore

In order to case the impact of rate increase upon the jukebox industry and

recognition of the fact that royalty payments far jukeboxes have been in

Ifect in the United States only since 1978 the Tribunal has elected to stagger
.he introduction of the rate It will take effect on January 1982 and for

wo year from 1982 to 1984 the rate will be half $25

14
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Because the $50 rate set aS result of thLs proceeding cannot be reviewed
til 1990 the lnbunal feels that the copyright owners might not be tartly

mpensated unless provision is included to adjust for inflation This

.astmen take6 pice on January 1987 and as based upon the Consumer Price

converrng the period Pebniary 1981 to August 1984

Accardingly pursuant.to 17 U.S.C 8OlIbHt and 604t 37 CFR Chapter III

hereby amended as follows

By sddng new Part 306 tp read as follows

PART 306 ABJTJSflcERT OF ROYALTY MTE FOR COIN OPERATED PYONORECORD PLAYERS

Sec

36.1 General

06.2 DefinitIon of coin-operated phonorecord player

06.3 Compulsory Ucense fees for coin-operated phonorccord players

06.0 Coat of living adjustment

Authority 17 U.S.C 8011W and 804 Ce

3n6.1 General

TIns Part 306 establishes the eomplusoty license fees for coin-operated
honorecord players beginning on January 1982 in accordance with the

islons of 17 U.S.C 116 and 804

306.2 Definition of coin-operated phonorecord player

As used in this Part the term coin.opersc.d phonorecord player shall have

he meaning aS set forth intl U.S.C 116e

306.3 Compulsory license fees for coin-operated phonorecord playerr

Commencing on January l982the annual compulsory license fee for

coin-operated phonorecord player as set forth in 17 U.S.C 216b shall

525

is Commencing on January 1984 the annual compulsory license fee for

oinopersved phonorecord player a6 set Ccrtn in 17 U.S.C 11615 shall

$50 subject to ed5tnttnt in accordance with 306.4 hereof

In accordance with 17 U.S.C 1165 11 performances arc made

Available on particular phonoreeord player for the first time after July of

ivy year the compulsory license fee for the remsinder of that year shall be one

sal of the annual rate of or ebove subject to adjustment in accordance
ileb 306.4 hereof

15
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306.4 Cost living adjntmenr

Cm August 1986 the Copytight Royalty Tribunal CR1 thill publigh

Federal Rscisttr notice of the change in the coat of linnç as determined
Consumer Price Index all urban consumers all Items from the flrsc

.c published subsequent to February 1981 to the last Index published prior
August 1986

On the same date as the not toes published pursuant to paragraph the

iT shall publish in the Federal Register revised schedule of the ccmpulscry
icenSi fee which shall adjust the dollar amount set forth in 306.3b
cordng to the change lit the Cost of ivLn9 datensined a3 provtded in

ragraph Ct such compulsory license fee shall be fixed at the nearest dollar

The adusted schedule for the compulsory license fee shall become

Uecnvs on January 1967

te commissioners Erennart Coultet and Burg concurred in the above optnton
pn.mtssioner Garcia disagreed with the conclusion reached and has filed

sparate conclusion Coamissioner James has tIled separate Findings of Facte
nclusions and Opinion

larence James Jr

Chairman copyright Royalty Tribunal

eparatc Conclusion of CommissionerGarcia

It is tn considered opinion and thus my conclusion that the royalty rate

ncrcase should have been 530.00 and 560.00

rats Findings of Facts Conclusions and Opinion of Commissiorter James

cannot support the findings of facts the conclusions reached from thoee

acts and the specific rationale of the majority of the members of the

ribunal In
cry opinion their determination of an equitable and reasonable

tar.utory rate io unsupported by the record in this proceeding

This is proceeding to adjust the reasonable copyright royalty rate ma

rovided for in section 116 The statutory authority which governs the Tribunal
this adjustment states that the rate shall be calculated to achieve certain

numerated objectives They are as follows

To maximize the availability of creative works to the public

To afford the copyright owner fair return for hi6 creative work and the

opyright user fair tncome under existing economic condl.t tone

To reflect the relative roles of the copyright owner and the copyright
sir in the product mmdc available to the public with respect to relative

reat Cvi contributton technological contribution capital investment cost

pk and contribution to the opening of new markets of creative expression and

edt for their communication

16
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To minimize any disruptive lflP5Ct OR the structure of the ndustrie

risk
ivolved and on generally prevailing industry practices

The compultory license fee rewires payment to copyright owners for use of

property by others preventing free negotiation in the marketplace as to

Thus the issue before the Tribunal was value in the marketplace The

.tative history of the Copyright Act and the record in this proceeding

ipports the proposition chat the Tribunal must determine Itcense fee

mparaWe to the fee reached in the open marketplace by anaiogous music users

cause pertormtng tights societies and jukebox operators are not free to

l5otLltt the only fair logical and equitable approach to zstsblishin9

mp%f.SOry license fee is on the basis of marketplace value

It is therefore my opinion that to determine marketplace value the Tribunal

in only rely on marketplace analogies Eased on the record in this proceeding
clear that the marketplace guidelines of other analogous music ussr.

rovide the only credible evidence in the record to establish reasonable

Ueottatt fees by analogous music users which are identical or similar
ised cn this record the only indicator of true market value nI

ml fl 4/2 23 pp 25-32 57 pp 7374 Sr 413 124

The above position Is supported by ASCAPs expert econceic witness Robert

athan Mr Nathan testified that In our economy value is usually determined

the marketplace When requlatory agency must set rate is should do so

estd on the most likely parallel or similar economic circumstances relating to

he goods and services in qestton n2

ml ft 412 pp 22-23

In this record the only evidence of marketplace value was based on close

arketplace analogies of other music users n3 The evidence in the record

rovided three such close marketplace analogies

Tr 412 64 ASCAP/SSSAC Pre-Hearing Statement pp IQl2 Charlee

letter to Chairman 5/12/80 with enclosure

License fees paid by general establishments on location rates

License fees paid by background operators

The licensing fee arrangement and foreign countries ni

n4 tbid

The first analogy ie license fees paid by establishments which us tape

ecordere record playerr or free ukeboxes Evidence offered by ASCAP

ndicated the minimum fee for such an establishment is $10 nS Evidence offered

EMI indicated that the minimum fee is $60 per year n4 SESAC offered no

vidence in this regard Further the evidence indicated that the maximum tee for

.icP for thie type of establishment $490 and for 6141 $740 Combining the

Unimue for both ASCAP and tMi would result in an annual tee of $130 This

vidence was uncontroverted or refuted by AlICA

17
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nS rr 4/2 66 5cJp/SESAC Pre-Bearing Statement pp 2042

in Charles tt3ncans letter to Chairman 5112/80 with enclosure

The second analogy was license tees paid by background music servIce Both

n7 and BMI n8 indicated that the fees charged under this category have

the subject nf lflgatiOn since 1971 and consequently have been frozen

Lnce that tine Because current ASCAP and BMI fees do not reflect the rate of

iflation since 1971 it was not possible to ascertain the marketplace value or

ckgrOutd music in

if Tr 4/2 pp 63-64

Charles Duncans letter to Chainnan 5/12/80 with enclosure

ASCAP/S2SAC PreBearing Statement pp 13-14 Proposed Findings of Facte

nd Conclusions of Law submitted by ASCAP and SESAC 25 and Charles

.incans letter to Chairman 5/12/80 with enclosure

The third analogy is licenee fees paid for jukeboxes abroad MO In my

pinion any consideration of foreign fees by the Tribunal must he excluded

rei9n tees reflect different licensing systems and cultural values Further

he foreign fees are applied based on various criteria In essence the foreign

ecs involve such diversity of circumstances as to be of little or no

robative value

nb ASCAPISESAC Pre-Bearing Statement 15 Tr 4/2 66 Findings of Facts
nd conclusions of Law suhmitted by ASCAP and SESAC pp 25-26

in essence the majority reached conclusion on the premise tnat true

arket value rate would result 1n too large an increase in fees 7h4 maonty
as set on course by what they daemad were the gurding standards of the etatuto

inch referred to minimizing the disruptive impact on the economic structure of

he industries involved It was the .najority view and opinion that large

tase in fees would be oppressive to the industry and would impact on emall

iron nil In my opinion the majority misconceived the evidence in the

ecord when this standard wit applied First it is apparent that the standard

as applied only to jukebox operations There apparently wox no consideration

ven to significant disruption in existing market prices for performing rights

ocieties fees paid by other analogous music users The majority in eeeence
.ppears to have reached aoncluaion based on an ability to pay theory n12

nh Tr 12/10 pp 4-5

n12 Determination of Royalty Rate by majority supra

The real economic impact of increased fees on jukebox operators cannot he

letermined from this record nl3 Economic date supplied by AMOA was of

Juestlonable reliability and validity and could not he used as basis for any
ste determination 014 In addition the record simply does not support AMOA

estimony that jukebox operator6 are destitute or will go out of bufiness If

ees art increased

n13 Findings of Facts and conclusions of Law submitted by ASCAP and SESAC
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n14 AMOA Survey Tr 4/3 36 pp 51-53 and Finding of Fecta and
inclusions of Law tuumitted by ASCAP and SESAC pp 33-46

In fact the evidence is clear and convincing to the conttary The reccrd in

ii proceeding shows that coin machine operators pay fair market price Lor all

and services they use nil Further it has been established in the record

jukebox operators have traditionally shared one half of the gross revenue
.th venture partner who neither contributes to the venture nor takes

ay risk r.16 This arrangement is neither bargained nor negotiated but

reditionelly given away flow is it that jukebox operators can claim destitution

inability to pay fair and reasonable rate when for years over one half of

ejr rever.ua has been given away Even the emaIl operator the concern of the

ijority split revenue 50-50 with the establishment owner Is it appropriate
jukebox operators to come before this Tribunal and claim economic hardship

17 my opinion it would be far better to reanalyze or reevaluate the

aditional practice of givrng away one half of the revenue than to seek

cnomic redress from this Tribunal

nfl Tr 4/21 135 Tr 412 pp 24-25 100-109

nfl Zr 4/4 120 Tr 4/21 98 138 rr 4/12 pp 50-00

nl7 Ti 5/19 pp 52 $4 ASCAP xh R-4 pp 47-51 R-22 pp 16-17 Tr 5/19

49-52

The rate ectabliahed by the majority is not reasonable Nor does it afford
he copyright owner fair return for his creative work Tkere is no evidence in

he record to support the rate no logic behind it and no equity in it

In my opinion the record it replete with evidence that the minimum reasonable

arketplace value fee should be $130 not $25 or $50 find that the record is

aid of any valsd argument that once reaeonable rate is eatablished there

hould be diecount because of economic hardship There is simply no probative
vrdence the record that jukebox operator6 should not and can not pay rates

mrable to those paid by other analogous music users for the same product

nfl ASCAP Exh R-4 pp 47-51 fl 4/21 pp 72-74 98 102-4 134 and 130
4/22 pp 73-76 and 99

In conclusion there is substantial evrdence in the record to show that

ukebox operators have the ability to pay fair equitable and reasonable rate

hay already give one half of their revenues away Further find $130 as

inimum is reasonable fee bared on market value and that it meets each of

he standards of 17 U.S.C 801bl nIP

nIP Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law submitted by ASCAP and SESAC
3-11
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